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Introduction

On September 5, 1985, retired U.S. Army general John K. Singlaub, a thirty- 
year veteran of special operations, took the stage at an upscale hotel in Dallas, 
Texas. In the glow of crystal chandeliers and television camera lights, Singlaub 
straightened his back and surveyed the crowd.1 Seated behind him were the 
leaders of anticommunist paramilitary groups from Afghanistan, Angola, Ethi-
opia, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, and Nicaragua, surrounded by the flags of two 
dozen nations that had fallen under communist rule in the previous forty years. 
The auditorium was filled with business owners, wealthy socialites, former 
military and intelligence officers, aspiring mercenaries, and a legion of activists 
from the United States, Asia, Latin America, Africa, and Europe.2 They had 
gathered for the annual conference of the World Anti- Communist League 
(WACL), which drew its members from more than one hundred countries 
spread across five continents. Singlaub, who had recently secured the chairman-
ship of the league, saw the conference as a way to unite the struggles of disparate 
movements and, in time, foment a global anticommunist revolution.3 “Now  
is the time to go on the offensive,” he proclaimed, to the audience’s delight.4

Giving voice to an old idea that had circulated throughout anticommu-
nist circles in the United States and abroad for decades, Singlaub firmly be-
lieved that armed civilians in communist countries were the key to winning 
the Cold War. By 1985, the Reagan administration had embraced that vision, 
enacting a plan to roll back communism through foreign paramilitaries in half 
a dozen countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. However, even though 
the administration had thrown its support behind these scattered movements, 
 Singlaub was convinced that real change would only come from outside the 
state. Many Americans opposed their country’s involvement in far- flung con-
flicts, prompting Congress to pass laws constraining the administration’s covert 
wars in Angola and Nicaragua. Legislators were threatening to do the same 
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in other wars. Thus, Singlaub proclaimed that the WACL and its affiliated or-
ganizations would coordinate private aid for anticommunist guerrillas while 
U.S. congressmen vacillated. He told one reporter, “We are trying to organize 
programs of support to anti- Communist resistance movements to fill in the 
gaps left by the idiocies of Congress.”5 Singlaub hoped to reverse the presum-
ably rising tide of communism by linking, as one commentator put it, “those 
who are willing to lose their lives with those who are willing to risk at least a 
part of their fortune.”6

Using private funds to wage covert wars, Singlaub and others hoped to avoid 
the partisan and bureaucratic struggles of government and circumvent popular 
debate about American foreign policy. To that end, international groups such 
as the WACL would be tools for creating a form of combat that depended 
not upon the state but rather sympathetic donors who financed paramilitary 
undertakings. One journalist who covered the proceedings noted that this 
was to be a “new factor in Third World politics,” a “ready- made, fundraising 
network for rightists.”7

To most Americans, this network seemed to appear overnight. But in fact 
it was the culmination of decades of alliance- building between conservatives 
in the United States and kindred movements in Europe, Latin America, Asia, 
and Africa — what I call the anticommunist international. Revolutionaries for the 
Right tells the story of how the anticommunist international came into being 
and what its proponents hoped to achieve. It explains their successes, their 
failures, and the consequences of their actions. Tacking between the United 
States and many other countries, it offers a new history of the anticommunist 
Right in the Cold War.

This story begins in the late 1940s and early 1950s. In the wake of the Second 
World War, anticommunist groups from Eastern Europe and Asia began work-
ing together in the hope of launching guerrilla wars in the Soviet Bloc and 
China. By the end of the 1950s, they had drawn actors from the Americas into 
their work. From the United States came leading figures in the emerging con-
servative movement, such as William F. Buckley, Clarence Manion, and Marvin 
Liebman, who hoped to expand upon their domestic activities and initiate a 
“worldwide anticommunist revolution,” as Liebman put it.8 From Latin Amer-
ica came right- wing civilians, state officials, and paramilitaries who believed the 
region was under assault from the Soviet Union and its puppet in Cuba, Fidel 
Castro. From southern Africa came the citizens of white- dominated states and 
a smattering of homegrown anticommunist groups. Their forays into inter-
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national activism—embodied in conferences, lecture tours, rallies, training 
academies, and propaganda campaigns—fashioned an imagined community, 
a global anticommunist brotherhood.

Despite those successes, the dream of a worldwide anticommunist revolu-
tion remained out of reach through the 1970s, mostly because the proliferating 
connections between rightists in different parts of the world proved difficult 
to manage. Actors and organizations competed with one another over means 
and about what their revolution truly meant. Most agreed that communism 
had to be defeated, but there was little consensus about what should take its 
place. Those tensions were exacerbated by the practical difficulties of foment-
ing armed uprisings in communist countries. Private groups had far fewer 
resources than governments and consistently struggled to send arms, sup-
plies, and funds to paramilitary groups behind the Iron and Bamboo Curtains. 
Moreover, U.S. failure in Vietnam indicated to many anticommunists that the 
United States could no longer be counted upon to stand up to the Soviet Union 
and its allies.

Some settled for acts of terror, hoping to draw international attention to 
the plight of their subjugated nations. Others cast their lot with murderous 
right- wing regimes in Latin America. Believing they were taking over for a 
faltering United States, they helped intimidate, disappear, and kill civilians on 
three continents. Their extralegal violence triggered investigations from U.S. 
and international policing agencies, which began to chip away at the founda-
tions of the anticommunist international. Disillusioned by years of failure and 
frustration, and confronted with a growing radicalism amongst their allies 
abroad, many leading U.S. conservatives ceded ground within the movement 
in the late 1970s.

Meanwhile, after a wave of revelations about the United States clandestine 
services’ activities reached the public in the wake of the Vietnam debacle, 
Congress passed new laws limiting the ability of the executive branch and the 
military to wage covert war. Following lawmakers’ lead, Presidents Gerald Ford 
and Jimmy Carter forced more than a thousand clandestine warriors from their 
jobs in the CIA and the U.S. military. Many more, such as John Singlaub, left 
voluntarily, embittered by the new constraints on U.S. foreign policy. Politi-
cized by their experiences on—or rather behind—the front lines of the Cold 
War, these men had managed covert actions from gunrunning and sabotage 
to the creation of thousands- strong paramilitary armies. For them, this kind of 
combat was the most viable weapon in the global struggle against communism. 
It was heroic and individualistic, and it took place with little scrutiny from the 
outside. Moreover, it did not require the sacrifice of American lives or large 
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amounts of treasure. When properly motivated and armed, foreign paramilitar-
ies could do the dirty work of fighting communism in the global South.

As ex- soldiers and spies filtered into the conservative movement in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s, they revitalized the anticommunist international, 
drawing closer to the many of the same forces that a previous generation of 
American activists had found so distasteful. They traveled the world to build 
alliances with right- wing leaders and guerrilla movements, generating many 
of the ideas and impulses that came to be known as the Reagan Doctrine—a 
global offensive of anticommunist guerrillas in Nicaragua, Angola, Mozam-
bique, Ethiopia, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, and Afghanistan. Speaking in a 
language of masculinity and brotherhood, they linked these disparate conflicts 
into a joint struggle, aimed not only at rolling back communism but spreading 
religious values and free markets.

When parts of that program ran into trouble, ex- soldiers and spies used their 
connections with overseas groups to solicit private donations, purchase weap-
ons and supplies, and send them to embattled guerrillas. Some even joined 
the guerrillas in the field as military advisors or mercenaries. They did so be-
cause they favored privatization and free- market mechanisms, and because 
they clung to gendered assumptions about the kind of action needed to win 
the Cold War—hard men fighting secret wars with little government involve-
ment. Simply put, their paramilitary campaigns offered both profits and power 
outside of the state.

It all fell apart in the late 1980s. The Iran- Contra scandal put an end to much 
of this paramilitary activity, while the collapse of the Soviet Union made the 
anticommunist international obsolete. Nevertheless, the paramilitary endeav-
ors of the Reagan era provided the institutional and ideological foundations 
for the rise of private military companies in subsequent years. They also lent 
legitimacy to a growing right- wing militia movement whose violent campaigns 
against the U.S. government and other enemies at home escalated as the Cold 
War came to an end.

For most U.S. historians, the rise of the Right is a domestic story. For some, it 
is a tale about how integration in schools, neighborhoods, and workplaces gen-
erated white racial backlash and refashioned rights- based political discourse.9 
For others, it is a story of rich conservative businessmen using their wealth to 
oppose organized labor while championing the virtues of limited government 
and the free market.10 For labor historians, the key narrative is how the decline 
of American industry reoriented national politics during the protracted period 
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of economic turmoil that began in the early 1970s.11 And for historians attuned 
to fears and panics about crime, it’s a story about how conservatives gained 
power by harnessing law- and- order rhetoric to sway white voters troubled by 
civil unrest in the late 1960s and afterward.12

Taken as a whole, this scholarship shows how modern American conserva-
tism took root in the racialized landscape of the postwar era and grew during 
periods of wrenching social, political, economic, and cultural change. Conser-
vatives challenged the power of the federal government, countered New Deal 
liberalism, and constrained the civil rights, labor, and feminist movements. 
They generated newfound support for free- market policies among working- 
and middle- class Americans that dismantled large parts of the New Deal state. 
In short, according to the prevailing scholarship, the conservative movement, 
and the broader rightward political trajectory that it inspired, has been the 
most important force in U.S. politics since the late 1960s.

That story is convincing but it is not complete. The majority of historians 
who write about modern American conservatism portray it as a reactionary 
force that was mostly concerned with domestic issues. And even those histo-
rians who have examined U.S. conservatives within an international context 
have done so by focusing on a particular region or country, especially Latin 
America, China, and Vietnam.13 Only a handful or works have tackled the rise 
of the Right on the world stage—and many of those have offered descriptions 
of, rather than explanations for, the bonds that U.S. conservatives formed with 
like- minded individuals, movements, and states overseas.14 Without an inter-
national framing, we are unable to see the rise of American conservatism in 
the global context that its proponents understood themselves to be working 
in. That is what Revolutionaries for the Right offers.

Starting in the early Cold War, the same years in which the modern con-
servative movement exploded in the United States, right- leaning Americans 
began working to build a genuinely international movement stretching across 
Asia, Africa, Europe, and Latin America. In so doing, they renounced much of 
the isolationism that had dominated their foreign policy approaches since the 
early twentieth century. Rather than withdraw from the world, they sought a 
more active engagement with it. From the 1950s onward, they demonstrated 
a deep interest in, and commitment to, the global South. Yet many remained 
skeptical that the U.S. government, including the military, should or could 
vanquish Marxism in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Instead, they pinned 
their hopes to homegrown forces that could root out communist subversion 
or destabilize communist nations from within.

The rise of the Right was therefore not simply a domestic phenomenon 
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but a transnational one. For the political, intellectual, cultural, religious, and 
financial bonds that linked American conservatives to anticommunist forces 
abroad also transformed the tenor and trajectory of the U.S. Right. Through-
out the Cold War, conservative Americans viewed domestic crises through 
the lens of overseas developments, and vice versa. Their understandings of 
many things—the beneficence of white supremacy in Rhodesia, the unwaver-
ing anticommunist stance of Taiwan, the free- market revolution of Pinochet’s 
Chile, and the unrealized potential of anticommunist guerrillas in Nicaragua 
and Afghanistan—often shaped their aspirations at home. Searching abroad 
for parables and solutions, they sought to curb the civil rights movement, to 
make the United States a truly anticommunist state, to privatize industry and 
deregulate capital, and to make armed citizens agents of meaningful change.

Like U.S. diplomats and military leaders, missionaries and development 
theorists, conservative activists from the United States discovered places and 
people that proved beyond their mastery. Most of their frustrations stemmed 
from their inability to command their foreign allies, to harness their move-
ments for American ends, and to uproot deep- seeded strains of radicalism. 
In other words, they discovered that the international Right was much older, 
larger, and more complex than they had assumed. Indeed, during the 1920s and 
1930s, a variety of far- right groups in Europe and the Americas had started to 
see one another as potential allies. Yet they fell short of creating a viable inter-
national movement.15

However, the emergence of the Cold War gave new form and substance to 
these attempts to build an anticommunist international. A growing wave of 
communist triumphs—Soviet expansion in Eastern Europe, the victory of Mao 
Zedong’s forces in China, and the spread of revolutionary movements in Asia, 
Africa, and Latin America—drew rightists from different parts of the globe 
together. What began in the late 1940s as a set of diffuse connections flourished 
in the following decades into a mosaic of individuals and movements that took 
anticommunism as their central organizing principle and saw themselves as the 
defenders of national traditions and established hierarchies, harkening back 
to an imagined past of simpler times. Those shared assumptions and aspira-
tions notwithstanding, U.S. conservatives and their allies abroad often advo-
cated competing political, economic, and cultural visions. Making “revolution 
against revolution—not just a revolution but revolution as such,” as political 
scientist Corey Robin has described this project, was a formidable task.16

Nevertheless, the task of building an anticommunist international was made 
easier by the global growth of U.S. power after the Second World War, embod-
ied in a constellation of military bases and alliances, economic relationships, 
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development projects, cultural exchanges, and migration patterns.17 And so 
when conservative Americans traveled abroad in search of allies, they benefit-
ted immensely from the institutions that undergirded U.S. power on the world 
stage—none more so than the Central Intelligence Agency, which supported 
an array of anticommunist organizations around the world. Indeed, many of 
the individuals and groups that conservative Americans encountered in their 
quest for a global movement had, at some point, worked with the CIA. In 
some cases, those links were fleeting and inconsequential. In others, they were 
powerful and enduring.

Despite the myriad ways in which U.S. power supported their efforts, U.S. 
conservatives still struggled mightily to lead the anticommunist revolution 
they so desired. In part, that was because many of them doubted their govern-
ment could be trusted to carry out the right kind of revolution in the global 
South. They often worked outside of the state rather than in conjunction with 
it. But their struggles also stemmed from the fact that the Cold War, a truly 
global conflict, produced complex and changing connections between rightists 
in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and Europe.18 Put another way, while conserva-
tives from the United States sought to enlist various states, movements, and 
individuals for their own purposes, their foreign allies proved equally adept 
at cultivating relationships amongst each other, often with little or no involve-
ment from Americans.

These patterns of collaboration and conflict made the Cold War’s anticom-
munist underground a contentious world in which Americans and others jock-
eyed for power. Nevertheless, Americans believed that their substantial coffers 
and extensive political connections bestowed them a leadership position. To 
that end, they raised millions of dollars from citizens and corporations, draw-
ing upon the very same financial networks that propelled the rise of the Right 
at home. They also raised funds outside of the United States, assembling a 
sizeable war chest that was subject to very little scrutiny.

This money supported initiatives that mirrored the covert actions of the 
CIA, the U.S. military, and other nations’ clandestine services. U.S. conserva-
tives funded radio schools for peasants in Latin America and a private volun-
teer program modeled upon the Peace Corps. They supported exiled parti-
san warriors from the Soviet Bloc, smuggled Bibles into Eastern Europe, and 
assisted a breakaway regime in the Congo. They organized tours for foreign 
anticommunists to politick in cities, towns, and colleges across the United 
States. They managed propaganda agencies for Taiwan, Rhodesia, Chile, and 
many other right- wing regimes. They hosted and traveled to international 
conclaves that drew activists from across the globe. And, most importantly, 
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they backed a series of anticommunist guerrilla movements in Latin America, 
Asia, and Africa.

It is tempting to see this anticommunist underground as simply an out-
growth of U.S. covert actions in the Cold War. It is better understood, however, 
in the context of similar networks of concerned citizens and non- governmental 
organizations (NGOs) that transformed geopolitics in the second half of twen-
tieth century. Starting in the late 1940s and accelerating in the 1970s, groups of 
activists from Europe, the United States, and elsewhere forged alliances with 
one another to pressure states into protecting human rights, freezing their 
nuclear arsenals, and negotiating peace—efforts that hastened major shifts in 
the Cold War and eventually contributed to its end.19 The figures who populate 
Revolutionaries for the Right had much in common with those people. They, 
too, contemplated the links between local, national, and international devel-
opments, and cultivated relationships across borders. They also used similar 
modes of activism, forging a complex web of private groups to pressure govern-
ments while also fashioning programs that functioned independently of states 
and, sometimes, against their laws.

Nowhere was that more clear than in the anticommunist international’s em-
brace of paramilitary violence. From the late 1950s onward, many on the right—
both in the United States and abroad—believed that ordinary people fighting 
guerrilla wars were the key to defeating Marxism. Their heroes were men with 
guns, paramilitaries whom they called “freedom fighters.” Despite differences 
in the scale and nature of conflicts from China to Cuba to the Congo, they 
tended to see these forces as brothers- in- arms, the vanguard of a global revolu-
tion in which communism would vanish from the face of the Earth.

That conviction is jarring. Most historians do not think of conservatives and 
rightists—whether in the Americas, Asia, Africa, or Europe—as international-
ists, let alone revolutionaries fighting wars of national liberation. Instead, his-
torians tend to see them as parochialists, reactionaries, or counterrevolution-
aries.20 But as the story that follows will show, many of those who populated 
the Cold War’s right- wing underground also saw themselves as international-
ists and as revolutionaries. That seemingly paradoxical stance derived from 
their belief that anticommunism was itself a revolutionary creed that promised 
to liberate the world’s peoples from a future of totalitarianism.

Over time, these dreams of anticommunist revolution caused Americans to 
launch paramilitary actions overseas. A generation of U.S. special- operations 
soldiers and intelligence officers who left their jobs to become anticommunist 
activists in the Reagan era made that possible. Convinced that defeat in Viet-
nam and new intelligence reforms had crippled the U.S. government’s ability 
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to fight communism, these men launched private military assistance efforts 
in a half- dozen nations—Nicaragua, El Salvador, Afghanistan, Angola, Cam-
bodia, Laos, and Vietnam. Spearheaded by retired U.S. Army General John K. 
 Singlaub, who had run paramilitary armies in France, Manchuria, and Vietnam, 
these campaigns used donations from wealthy Americans to pay for supplies, 
weapons, recruitment drives, and training programs.

In doing so, Singlaub and other activists worked in the shadow of the state to 
spur anticommunist guerrillas to victory on the battlefield. Yet their aspirations 
extended far beyond that. For they wished to transform these disparate move-
ments into an international force that would ultimately end the Cold War by 
making the Soviet Union and its allies fight several unwinnable wars on three 
continents at the same time. As Singlaub summed it up, “The process of libera-
tion behind the Iron and Bamboo Curtains must be encouraged, supported, 
coordinated, and sustained as much as possible.” Only this “global strategy” 
could guarantee “peace and security” for future generations.21

Harsher realities often overshadowed such fantasies of international anti-
communist revolution, especially in countries that had already gone commu-
nist. Therefore, many of the leaders and movements with whom Americans 
sought common cause saw wars of liberation in their home countries as their 
central project. Whether that translated into a sustained international revo-
lutionary project afterward was, for them, far less important. Even so, their 
armed campaigns produced a combustible mix of violence, nationalism, and 
revolution that wreaked havoc in many parts of the globe.

As conservative Americans embraced armed anticommunists in the global 
South, they struggled to balance their revolutionary aspirations with compli-
cated and often conflicting racial priorities. By and large, they trafficked in the 
same racial tropes that guided much of U.S. foreign policy in the Cold War—
that white, European- descended peoples were more advanced and therefore 
obligated to lead nonwhite peoples into a capitalist modernity.22 However, 
they also placed a great deal of faith in nonwhites whom they believed could 
and should lead their own countrymen into the future. This conviction un-
dergirded their support for the Nicaraguan Contras, the Afghan mujahedin, 
Angola’s Jonas Savimbi, and many other armed movements. By cloaking them-
selves in the garb of anticommunist guerrillas in the global South—sometimes 
quite literally—conservative Americans were making the case that they, not 
leftists or liberals, were in fact the real revolutionaries, the true warriors for de-
mocracy for all. That vision was strained, convoluted, contradictory, and often 
backwards looking. Nevertheless, it held great power for many on the right.

U.S. conservatives’ affinity for anticommunist guerrillas in the global South 
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also stemmed from and reinforced gendered assumptions about the kind of 
action needed to win the Cold War.23 They tended to believe that the struggle 
against communism could only be won through a style of combat that pri-
oritized manly virtues such as courage, strength, and derring- do.24 For them, 
paramilitary or guerrilla warfare was the ideal mode of action not just because 
it destabilized communist nations from within, but also because it embodied 
and enhanced the gendered notions they held dear. Simply put, these were hard 
men doing the hard work of fighting subversives and building strong societies.

At the same time, visions of a global anticommunist revolution blurred the 
line between state- sanctioned and vigilante violence at home and abroad. In 
the United States, the Right’s veneration of foreign anticommunist guerrillas, 
especially in the Reagan era, catalyzed and legitimized a growing paramilitary 
subculture. Through training camps, gun shows, movies, and magazines, many 
American men, often disgruntled Vietnam veterans, came to see armed action 
as the best way to reclaim the economic and political power they believed they 
had lost at home, while also combatting their perceived enemies abroad.25 This 
led some to seek work as mercenaries in Africa, Latin America, and Asia. Many 
more just dreamt of doing so.

In either case, the circulation of violence—both actual and imagined—be-
tween the United States and overseas battlegrounds caused these men to think 
they were rekindling the masculine virtues that had once propelled the United 
States’ rise to global power and that were presumably extinguished during the 
post- Vietnam period of self- doubt and retreat from war. Filling out that world-
view was the belief that the federal government had fallen under the control of 
weak liberals and career bureaucrats who talked too much and accomplished 
too little. And so they hoped to shift war- making into an extralegal realm that 
was free from both.

During the Reagan era, then, conservative activists, retired covert warriors, 
aspiring mercenaries, and anticommunist guerrillas all shared the belief that 
they could not only fill in for the state, but do a better job for less money. 
Yet their activities held within them the seeds of their undoing. Private para-
military campaigns skirted U.S. laws—particularly the Neutrality Act and the 
Foreign Agents Registration Act—and therefore opened their participants to 
prosecution or other legal actions.26 Beyond that, these campaigns were often 
overawed by the activities of states, especially the U.S. government, which had 
far greater access to weapons, supplies, and all the other things needed to fight 
a guerrilla war. That presented a formidable challenge to private paramilitary 
campaigns even as governments lost their monopoly over the global arms trade 
in the later years of the Cold War.
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Nevertheless, the anticommunist international did reshape the world, just 
not as it intended. When the Cold War ended, newly created private military 
corporations refashioned the paramilitary schemes of the 1980s into money-
making ventures in southern Africa, Eastern Europe, and the Islamic world. 
By crystallizing their relationships with states through contracts, they resolved 
some of the problems that had doomed previous efforts while creating new 
dilemmas in their place. Meanwhile, the revolutionary war that U.S. conserva-
tives had tried to enact abroad turned inwards. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, 
armed right- wing groups in the United States began preparing for guerrilla 
war against an array of domestic enemies, above all the federal government.

Anticommunist internationalists had once dreamed of revolutionaries for 
the Right. Instead, they created mercenaries and terrorists.
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In March of 1957, conservative organizer Marvin Liebman embarked on 
a two- week mission to forge bonds with anticommunist groups in Japan, 
South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Hong Kong. His ultimate purpose, 
he later recalled, was to initiate a “worldwide anticommunist revolution by 
establishing an organization to coordinate and mobilize international activ-
ity that would combat the Moscow- based International.” It was to be a kind 
of “anti- Comintern” with Liebman pulling the strings.1 The Asian Peoples’ 
Anti- Communist League (APACL) sponsored his trip, paying for his airfare, 
lodging, and meals, and introducing him to state officials and activists. From 
Tokyo, Liebman traveled to Taipei, Hong Kong, Seoul, Bangkok, and finally, 
to Saigon, where he attended the third annual meeting of the APACL.2 There 
he met more than a hundred delegates from across East and Southeast Asia, as 
well as a few exiled anticommunists from Eastern Europe, particularly Ukraine 
and Hungary.3

Presiding over the conference in Saigon was South Vietnam’s Ngo Dinh 
Diem, the U.S.-backed dictator who rose to power in the wake of the French 
withdrawal from Indochina. In his keynote speech, Diem explained that an-
ticommunists in different parts of the world were actually fighting the same 
struggle, despite the distances and circumstances separating them. He asserted 
that “if communist expansion is conceived on a world scale,” then the “free na-
tions of the world should act under the sign of close cooperation. It is through 
common action that we can keep a tenacious and unscrupulous enemy in 
check.” Speaking of the “brotherly cooperation” that bonded the assembled 
delegates, Diem urged them toward the “victorious outcome of the struggle 
which we are all carrying out for a just and noble cause.”4

Despite the presence of Diem and many other important officials from 
South Vietnam, Taiwan, and South Korea, some of Liebman’s new contacts 
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came from organizations that even he admitted “were little more than let-
terheads.” Still he remained optimistic that this rag- tag collection of anticom-
munists could be turned into a formidable geopolitical force.5 So did his hosts. 
The world was ripe for anticommunist armed struggle, they said. The failed 
Hungarian Revolution of 1956 indicated that ordinary people across Eastern 
Europe were now ready to pick up arms and liberate their nations from So-
viet rule.6 Others speculated that widespread suffering in communist China, 
particularly among peasants, would soon provide the spark for an insurgency 
of millions that would drive Mao Zedong from power.7 The only thing these 
people needed was help from their friends abroad. As one delegate summed 
it up, “We must feed the flames of anticommunist revolution everywhere.”8

Many anticommunists saw themselves as brothers- in- arms leading a global 
revolution in the late 1950s. For them, anticommunism was an inherently inter-
national endeavor, one that hinged on the efforts of kindred movements work-
ing against the same enemy in different contexts. It depended not so much on 
external military might, like that of the United States, but the will of peoples 
within communist countries. These men were the key to defeating the Soviet 
Union and its allies because they could unravel communist states from the in-
side out. In other words, only they could make victory permanent. More than 
anything else, that conviction was what linked anticommunist internationalists 
to one another in the early Cold War. In their minds, freeing the world from 
communism, and thereby laying the foundations for a new age in human his-
tory, required, above all, cooperation.

Landing in Saigon in 1957, Marvin Liebman was stepping into a torrent of 
American political activism that had been flowing in Asia for at least a decade. 
In the wake of the Second World War, as the Nationalist forces of Jiang Jieshi 
retreated to the island of Taiwan, off the southeastern coast of mainland China, 
Jiang’s supporters in the United States quickly began working to legitimize his 
regime and shift international opinion, particularly that of U.S. policymakers, 
away from communist China. This was a difficult task, despite most Ameri-
cans’ disdain for Mao Zedong and the Communist Party of China. During 
the Chinese Civil War, Jiang had earned a reputation for brutality, duplicity, 
and mismanagement, all of which became even clearer after his forces, known 
as the Guomindang (GMD), forced the Japanese from the island of Taiwan 
in 1945. As the GMD took over, food shortages and runaway inflation led to 
mounting frustration among workers and farmers.9 On February 28, 1947, this 
anger exploded, as thousands of people took the streets of Taipei in protest. 
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The GMD responded with mass arrests and the murder of more than 10,000 
civilians—actions that established a pattern of rule for the following years.10

When Jiang reassembled his armies on Taiwan in December 1949 to es-
tablish the Republic of China, he had few champions in the United States. 
Even though his diehard supporters did not command broad influence, they 
did manage to keep U.S. military and economic aid flowing to his regime in 
1949 and 1950.11 As Taiwan stabilized under the authoritarian rule of Jiang, 
the Guomindang carried out reforms that laid the foundations for a robust 
economy based upon manufacturing and agriculture. Yet in the 1950s, Tai-
wan’s potential for economic progress and political stability was hardly certain. 
 Jiang’s regime faced serious challenges—both on the island and from com-
munist China.

Americans’ passion for Jiang Jieshi and his regime on Taiwan stemmed from 
long- held beliefs that China was the key to U.S. economic and political power 
in Asia. From the mid- nineteenth century onwards, many U.S. politicians, busi-
nessmen, and labor leaders, especially those who supported the Republican 
Party, had talked of “opening” China to American capitalism, a project that 
would uplift the Chinese and the American people at once by making them 
partners—albeit unequal ones—in international trade.12 At the same time, a 
close economic relationship between the two countries promised religious 
deliverance. Christian missionaries from the United States used the bonds of 
trade to convert millions, including most of the Guomindang’s leadership, to 
their faith.13 Americans insisted that such a project separated the United States 
from its rival imperial powers. While other nations sought colonial dominion, 
Americans only wanted collaborative enterprise and Christian salvation. Those 
sentiments, which reaffirmed Americans’ self- understandings as democratic 
liberators, also legitimized a dual portrait of China in American minds, blend-
ing tradition and capitalism, Confucianism and Christianity, past and future.14

Yet this does not fully explain why U.S. conservatives devoted so much at-
tention to Taiwan during the 1950s. The onset of the Cold War does. For in the 
wake of the Chinese Communist Party’s victory in 1949 and its surprise entry 
into the Korean War, U.S. conservatives found in Jiang Jieshi’s Taiwan an op-
portunity to build a new internationalist vision that countered the containment 
policies of the Truman and Eisenhower administrations. Rather than cede 
China to the communists and hope to contain any further advances, as most 
U.S. policymakers sought, conservative Republicans in Congress believed that 
Jiang Jieshi and his military could overthrow Mao’s China, thereby removing 
a crucial pillar of support from other communist forces elsewhere in Asia.15 
In their view, Taiwan would fulfill vital foreign policy goals without having 
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to expend American lives abroad. Moreover, if Jiang’s soldiers were success-
ful, mainland China would once again be open to American businesses and 
missionaries.16

To make that dream into a reality, Americans with economic or religious 
stakes in China formed a series of private lobbying groups in the late 1940s 
and early 1950s. The most influential was Alfred Kohlberg’s American China 
Policy Association, founded in 1946. Kohlberg had made a fortune importing 
textiles from China, and his organization relied mostly on his private coffers 
to publish opinion pieces in major newspapers and send letters to members of 
Congress and the State Department. Within a few years, the American China 
Policy Association had provided the template for the “loose coalition of former 
military officers, Christian missionaries, members of Congress, academics, and 
independent anticommunist leaders who militantly opposed communism in 
Asia” that soon became known as the China Lobby.17 Although the China 
Lobby was largely unsuccessful in persuading the U.S. government that Jiang’s 
regime could spearhead a military offensive to retake the mainland, it was 
a persistent thorn in the side of the State Department and the Truman and 
Eisenhower administrations, effectively red- baiting officials who suggested 
accommodation with communist China.18

Building upon the China Lobby’s efforts, Marvin Liebman became perhaps 
the most important American civilian working on behalf of Jiang Jieshi and 
the Guomindang in the 1950s. But he was, in many ways, an unlikely candidate 
to lead a crusade against communism in China. Unlike Kohlberg and most 
other members of the China Lobby, Liebman had never lived in China, nor 
did he have business interests there. Instead, his activism in Asia emanated 
from his peculiar journey from socialism to anticommunism. Born in 1923 to 
Jewish immigrants from Galicia, in western Ukraine, Liebman grew up in a 
Brooklyn neighborhood that was, in his recollection, a “polyglot community 
of middle- class families.” Like many other young people in New York during 
the Depression, Liebman was enthralled by leftist politics, joining the Young 
Communist League in 1937 and volunteering at radical publications such as 
New Masses magazine. It was around this time, too, that Liebman discovered 
his homosexuality, which he would struggle to keep secret until very late in 
his life.19

Serving in the Army during World War II, Liebman was, by his own admis-
sion, hardly a competent soldier. Assigned first as a cook and then as a jour-
nalist, he managed to avoid combat while deployed in Italy and North Africa. 
Nevertheless, his experiences overseas resembled that of many American sol-
diers who found the military to be, in historian Allan Bérubé’s formulation, a 
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“national coming out experience.”20 In Naples and Casablanca, Liebman found 
other gay men, easing his feelings of abnormality and shame. It did not last. 
While stationed in Cairo, Army authorities discovered a series of love letters 
that he had penned to a companion on a troop ship. Accused by his command-
ing officers of being a “cocksucker” and a “faggot,” Liebman was sent back to 
New York with a “blue discharge”—the Army’s preferred method for dealing 
with suspected homosexuals, forcing them from the service and barring them 
from receiving veterans’ benefits.21

For the next few years, Liebman drifted through New York’s bohemian 
subculture, working the occasional odd job with little sense of direction or 
purpose. He married a woman briefly, but they divorced after six months. He 
maintained his affinity for socialism, though more out of habit than convic-
tion. After working for a few months in the mail room of New York’s Liberal 
Party, he took a job with the International Rescue Committee, an anti- Stalinist 
group that was helping refugees flee Eastern Europe for West Germany, Aus-
tria, France, and Britain.22

While on a fundraising trip to Los Angeles in 1951, Liebman experienced 
a political conversion. At the behest of his employer, he met Elinor Lipper, a 
Russian exile who had just published a book documenting the eleven years 
she spent in the Gulag camp of Kolyma.23 Her tales of suffering and despair 
shattered his illusions of the Soviet Union and socialism. She revealed that 
much of the Soviet economy was based on slave labor extracted from people 
who had been arbitrarily arrested and then sent to Siberia. He later recalled, 
“Her story overwhelmed me. I felt totally betrayed. What was worse, because 
I had believed in the Soviet Union, I felt personally responsible for what had 
happened to her. The change seemed quick, but it was really the culmination 
of five years of internal intellectual conflict that I had hidden from myself. This 
catharsis . . . was a turning point in my life.”24

Almost overnight, Liebman transformed into a fervent anticommunist. In 
January of 1952, pulling on a few connections from the International Rescue 
Committee, he helped found the awkwardly named Aide Refugee Chinese In-
tellectuals (ARCI), which sought to resettle 25,000 Chinese intellectuals from 
the mainland, first in Taiwan and then, hopefully, in the United States.25 It was 
in this role that Liebman found his talent for political organizing. Based on his 
“knowledge of how the left organized,” he established the template that would 
guide his and others’ international work in the following years. The plan was 
simple: create a mailing list of prominent figures; invite these people to serve 
as sponsors or advisory- board members; print letterhead with their names; 
appoint a well- known businessman to serve as treasurer and corporate fund-
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raiser; appoint or elect a chairman; and, most importantly, set up an executive 
committee to “really do the work or rubber stamp what you are doing.”26 This 
strategy allowed for the rapid organization of political action groups that could 
boast impressive membership lists, prestigious sponsors, and deep pockets, all 
under the control of a few dedicated activists.

Liebman’s plan brought quick success. He soon enlisted Walter H. Judd, 
a Republican Congressman from Minnesota, to be the key spokesman and 
fundraiser for the ARCI. Judd had served as a Protestant medical missionary 
in China during the 1920s and 1930s, where he witnessed firsthand the brutal-
ity and deprivation that accompanied communist rule. That led him to lobby 
on behalf of Jiang’s forces during and after the Japanese invasion of the main-
land. Elected to Congress in 1942, Judd became renowned for his expertise in 
foreign affairs and his eloquent opposition to American rapprochement with 
communist China.27 With Judd as a public face, the ARCI quickly garnered 
funds from the Ford and Rockefeller foundations. More money came from 
the State Department and the CIA, which sought to use Liebman’s group, in 
his estimation, “to expand their intelligence network in Hong Kong,” a city 
where many American, British, Soviet, and Chinese spies operated. After an 
initial survey mission in February, ARCI set up an office in Hong Kong, which 
received thousands of resettlement applications from exiled doctors, scholars, 
scientists, lawyers, and other professionals.28

By the summer of 1952, Liebman had come to believe that his organization 
should initiate a propaganda campaign on behalf of Taiwan. This shift into po-
litical activism distanced Liebman from other members of the ARCI, and drew 
him closer to the Committee for a Free Asia, a CIA front that managed a radio 
and print campaign denouncing communism from Japan to Pakistan.29 Eager 
for CIA funds, and titillated by the thought of being a spy, Liebman agreed to 
carry a briefcase with $25,000 in cash to help Chinese refugees in Hong Kong 
publish anticommunist literature.30

Liebman branched out on his own in 1953, founding an organization to 
protest the admission of China to the United Nations. Known as the Commit-
tee of One Million, it featured many of the same people with whom Liebman 
had worked over the previous years, especially Walter Judd. But while the 
ARCI had largely avoided political advocacy, the Committee of One Million 
dove headlong into it. By mid- decade it had become the premier organization 
advocating on behalf of Jiang’s regime in Taiwan. Yet most of its rhetoric and 
literature was devoted to denouncing Communist China rather than explaining 
precisely what the United States had to gain in an alliance with Taiwan beyond 
the murky notion that Jiang and the Guomindang could someday retake the 
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mainland.31 And, despite its name, the Committee of One Million was in reality 
a letterhead organization whose “one million” members were little more than 
signatures on a 1954 petition sponsored by Judd, Liebman, and a few others.32

Still, Liebman’s work with the Committee of One Million attracted the 
attention of anticommunist groups and statesmen across East and Southeast 
Asia. They invited him to tour Southeast Asia and participate in the third Asian 
Peoples’ Anti- Communist League conference in Saigon in May of 1957. Lieb-
man was thrilled, even though he knew very little about the group. In public, 
it appeared as a private organization of anticommunist civilian leaders who 
aspired to build a mass movement across national borders. In fact, the APACL 
stemmed from a meeting in June 1954 in Chinhae, South Korea, in which state 
officials from Taiwan, South Korea, and the Philippines, eager to create an 
international organization to counter the influence of the Soviet Union and 
communist China, laid out the initial charter and elected members.33 The 
CIA possibly provided some of the start- up funds for the APACL, as some 
journalists later alleged, though definitive proof of this has not yet emerged.34 
In any case, many at the time understood the APACL to be an instrument of 
U.S. policymaking—the “lackeys of the imperialists,” as the North Vietnamese 
communist radio station, Voice of Vietnam, put it.35

The leaders of the APACL wanted to create a “united anti- Communist front 
for Asian peoples.”36 They hoped to do that by coordinating the activities of 
local and national anticommunist groups and by waging “psychological and 
political warfare” through propaganda campaigns, mass rallies, conferences, 
and radio and television broadcasts—sometimes in collaboration with U.S. 
intelligence units.37 These efforts, they said, would foment a broad- based an-
ticommunist movement in Asia, stretching from Taiwan to China to Pakistan 
and everywhere in between. And so, throughout the late 1950s, APACL leaders 
led rallies in a dozen cities in Taiwan, South Korea, South Vietnam, and the 
Philippines. They created auxiliary organizations for students and women, 
and put on traveling exhibits that displayed photos of life and death under 
communism.38 They also made plans to smuggle pamphlets into communist 
countries and help refugees return to their homelands, while publishing a 
multi- language library that dealt with everything from agriculture to industrial 
development to guerrilla war.39

As a result, the APACL evolved into a key conduit through which anticom-
munist leaders and civilians across the region developed closer ties to each 
other. It also provided a platform for Asian leaders, like South Korea’s Syngman 
Rhee, to transmute the Domino Theory. American officials had often warned 
their allies in Asia that communism would fell one country after another, 
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spreading outwards from China. But Rhee reversed that notion, explaining 
that communism was equally poised to conquer the United States without 
quick action. “I’ve been telling Americans,” Rhee said, “that first you’ll give up 
Southern California, then Northern California, and then the White House.” 
Other nations, such as France and England, he said, would follow suit.40

Although the APACL strove toward a broad- based grassroots movement, 
its most active members were state officials and military officers from Taiwan, 
Korea, the Philippines, Thailand, and South Vietnam.41 Its long- serving chair-
man, Taiwan’s Dr. Ku Chen Kang, had been a member of the Guomindang’s 
Supreme National Defense Council during World War II. He later served as a 
senior advisor to Jiang Jieshi as well as a member of the GMD’s Central Stand-
ing Committee.42 Another leader, Ramon Bagatsing, head of the Philippines 
chapter, was elected to the Filipino congress in 1957 and maintained close re-
lationships with major political figures such as Ferdinand Marcos,  Cornelio 
Villarreal, and Ramon Magsaysay, all of whom would appear at APACL con-
ferences in the late 1950s.43 Almost all of the APACL’s South Korean delegates 
were drawn from the Korean military and, later, the Korean Central Intel-
ligence Agency (KCIA). The same went for the group’s South Vietnamese 
branch, since most of its members were military or intelligence officers.44 
Therefore, while nominally a private entity, the APACL had strong ties to the 
governments of Taiwan, South Korea, the Philippines, and South Vietnam—
part of their attempts to build a regional program of cooperation to confront 
communist insurgencies in Southeast Asia as well as subvert communist states 
such as China from within.45

The key to that cooperation was covert warfare. APACL leaders said they 
were ready to use the same kinds of tactics the communists did: “infiltration, 
instigation, economic manipulation, public demonstrations, terrorism, subver-
sion, guerrilla warfare, and assassination.”46 In so doing, they offered public 
assurances that Asian anticommunists were doing everything in their power 
to combat their enemies. Indeed, since the mid-1950s, military and intelli-
gence officers from Taiwan, South Korea, the Philippines, and South Vietnam 
had been working in concert with the United States to exchange intelligence 
on suspected subversives, disseminate propaganda, and run secret military 
operations in mainland China and Southeast Asia.47 In Taiwan, Jiang Jieshi 
and his son colluded with the CIA to turn the island into the principal base 
for waging clandestine warfare against mainland China.48 In the Philippines, 
American intelligence officers helped the Filipino government wage a brutal 
war against a popular resistance movement known as the Huks. Overseen 
by U.S. Air Force officer Edward Lansdale, Filipino paramilitaries and police 
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units disseminated disinformation, tortured suspected enemies, and employed 
“hunter- killer teams” to murder Huk leaders and sympathizers49—efforts that 
APACL leaders saw as a model for other conflicts.50 In South Korea, a similar 
story unfolded. There the CIA and the State Department bankrolled para-
military programs designed to wipe out guerrilla forces that remained after 
the end of the Korean War in 1953.51 These counterrevolutionary efforts radi-
ated across Asia in the late 1950s, appearing in Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, and  
elsewhere.52

Beyond covert action, APACL leaders also saw themselves as offering an 
alternative to the non- aligned movement that formed in the wake of the Band-
ung Conference of 1955. Whereas the Bandung Conference sought an inde-
pendent path for Asian countries, aligned with neither the United States or 
the Soviet Union, APACL leaders argued that militant anticommunism was 
the only legitimate path for Asian nationalism in the region—a position that 
placed them firmly on the side of the United States.53 Still, they wanted more 
latitude than U.S. policy allowed. Throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s, 
they often called for the creation of a mutual defense pact along the lines of 
the American- designed Southeast Asia Treaty Organization, which excluded 
most Asian countries. Their hopes for a unified military defense were matched 
by their persistent belief that mainland China was seething with resentment 
against the communists and that it could be turned into a popular revolt—but 
only with sufficient aid from other Asian countries.54

Thus, while the APACL’s psychological and political warfare campaigns 
intersected with those of the CIA and other instruments of U.S. power, the 
group’s increasingly shrill calls for greater autonomy distanced it from the 
Eisenhower administration, the CIA, and the U.S. military. APACL leaders 
would seek new allies and new sources of funding to carry out their work. 
Soon enough, they would embrace visions of anticommunist guerrilla warfare.

The leaders of the Asian Peoples’ Anti- Communist League first turned their 
attention to Europe. In the late 1950s, they began working with exiled anticom-
munists from the Soviet Bloc, united under the banner of the Anti- Bolshevik 
Bloc of Nations (ABN). Key to this group was Yaroslav Stetsko of the Organi-
zation of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN), a secretive paramilitary organiza-
tion that sought to overturn Soviet rule through guerrilla warfare.55 A fierce 
nationalist who wanted to liberate—and purify—Ukraine, Stetsko had spent 
most his adult life fighting the Russians. By the 1930s, he had joined the radical 
faction of the OUN led by Stepan Bandera, helping to build a close relationship 
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between anti- Soviet partisans in the province of Galicia and members of the 
Nazi high command.56

When the Nazis invaded western Ukraine in June 1941, Stetsko and other 
nationalists seized the opportunity to drive out the Soviets. Behind Nazi lines, 
OUN units carried out their own campaign of ethnic cleansing and murder 
against Jews, traitors, and Soviet officials and sympathizers. After that, Stetsko 
called a national assembly in the western city of L’viv and installed himself 
as prime minister of an independent Ukraine.57 Yet his tenure lasted only a 
month. While the Nazi leadership had played to the yearnings of Ukrainian 
nationalists for years, they had little use for an independent Ukraine, as its ter-
ritory was to be colonized by victorious Germans.58 In July, the Nazis arrested 
Stetsko and Stepan Bandera, and sent them to the Sachsenhausen concentra-
tion camp, where they lived in relative comfort as political prisoners.59

Meanwhile, their followers created a new guerrilla organization under the 
name of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UIA) and began killing thousands 
of German soldiers, forcing many units to retreat.60 As the Nazis withdrew 
from much of Ukraine, the UIA leadership returned to the old enemy, the So-
viet Union. They began making plans to share weapons and information with 
nationalist guerrillas from Belorussia, Croatia, Romania, Hungary, and other 
“subjugated nations.” In late November 1943, as the Soviet Union regained 
control over eastern Ukraine, representatives from twelve different nations 
and ethnic groups convened in the Ukrainian city of Zhitomir to set up an 
“Anti- Bolshevik Front.” The war still raging in Eastern Europe, however, made 
collaboration between underground forces separated by hundreds of miles and 
hundreds of thousands of enemy troops—German and Soviet—practically 
impossible, at least for the moment.61

This notion of a joint revolutionary struggle persisted in the minds of anti- 
Soviet partisans as they fled to West Germany after the war. Having evaded the 
reach of Soviet authorities, Stetsko and other exiled members of the OUN re-
convened in Munich, a city rife with disgruntled nationalist and fascist leaders 
from Croatia, Romania, Belorussia, Georgia, Hungary, and elsewhere. Stetsko 
reached out to these men to form a common front and secure backing from 
western governments. The result was the Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of Nations.62 
Conceived as a means to continue armed struggles in the Soviet bloc, the ABN 
soon began broadcasting anticommunist propaganda and smuggling arms and 
supplies to embattled anti- Soviet forces behind the Iron Curtain. Their efforts, 
especially those of the Ukrainians, received some support from the British 
intelligence service MI6 and, to a lesser extent, the CIA, since both agencies 
were willing to overlook abundant evidence of past war crimes.63
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But as the Soviet Union tightened its grip over Eastern Europe in the late 
1940s, it quickly dismantled the ABN’s armed campaign, using well- placed in-
formants to sabotage partisan units and massacre sympathizers. By 1948, only 
a few small pockets of resistance in the Carpathian and Crimean Mountains 
remained. No longer able to trust the secrecy of the ABN, British and Ameri-
can intelligence agencies distanced themselves from its leaders.64 With these 
defeats, the ABN turned to publishing anti- Soviet propaganda, organizing mass 
rallies, demonstrations, press conferences, and international conventions, and 
politicking in displaced persons camps in West Germany.65

In his public appearances and writings, Stetsko maintained that the only way 
to counter Soviet power was to wage a “coordinated and systematic freedom 
campaign” across Eastern Europe.66 Drawing on his time as partisan, Stetsko 
insisted the greatest weapon in the struggle against communism was the will 
of those peoples straining under the yoke of Soviet rule. By taking up arms, 
ordinary men, motivated by God and nationalism, could dissolve the Soviet 
empire from within.67 Stetsko’s faith in wars of national liberation hinged on his 
conviction that the Soviet Union’s expansion into Eastern Europe could only 
be understood as part of the long history of Russian imperialism stretching 
back to the conquests of Tsar Peter the Great. To reverse centuries of Russian 
domination, Stetsko and others called for the realization of nations based upon 
strict ethnic identities. According to historian Anna Holian, the ABN leader-
ship “foresaw a great unmixing of populations, as each national group ‘returned’ 
to its rightful homeland.”68 In the words of a British diplomat, this was “an 
attempt to turn back the clock 400 years.”69 But for Stetsko and other ABN 
leaders, the creation of ethno- national states would help each people achieve 
“social justice,” a vision of political and economic organization that can best 
be described as “national socialist, stressing the equality for the nation rather 
than the working class.”70 That led rival émigré groups to denounce the ABN’s 
brand of ethnic nationalism as Nazism reborn.71

Unable to return home, ABN leaders worked instead among exile communi-
ties spread across four continents, forming chapters in Berlin, Paris, London, 
Toronto, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Sydney, and Buenos Aires. Headquar-
tered in Munich, the ABN consisted of five sections—military, diplomatic, 
youth, counter- espionage, and propaganda—each operating as independent 
cells.72 Its monthly newsletter, ABN Correspondence, published in English, 
German, French, and Spanish, had a small but dedicated readership in West-
ern Europe, North America, and, after 1955, in Asia, as the APACL began to 
republish articles.73

In exile, Stetsko maintained a life on the move, traveling to meet foreign 
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dignitaries and anticommunist activists in dozens of nations. Generally ac-
companied by his wife, Slava, a fierce activist in her own right, he spent many 
hours with Spain’s General Francisco Franco, as well as Jiang Jieshi and Walter 
Judd.74 In Britain, he formed friendships with John Finlay Stewart, founder 
of the Scottish League for European Freedom, which often lobbied on behalf 
of Eastern European exiles, and retired British Army General John Frederick 
Charles Fuller, a prominent military strategist who had been a high- ranking 
member of Sir Oswald Mosley’s defunct British Union of Fascists.75 Like 
Stetsko, both Stewart and Fuller believed that national liberation movements 
in Eastern Europe were the key to rolling back the Soviets’ postwar gains.76 
Their argument rested on two presumptions. First, that ordinary people were 
so dissatisfied with communist rule that they would take up arms against it; 
and second, that these people, when properly armed, could take on the Red 
Army and, if not defeat it outright, at least create enough havoc and kill enough 
soldiers to force the Soviets to withdraw.77

Although these connections broadened the ABN’s influence, they also 
pushed the organization to the right of American and British intelligence agen-
cies, which came to see it as out of touch with the reality on the ground in the 
Soviet Bloc.78 The ABN exaggerated “the strength of the resistance movement 
behind the Iron Curtain,” concluded one British diplomat.79 Another said the 
ABN’s support for the “near- apocryphal resistance movements behind the Iron 
Curtain” was a “poor guide to the formulation of a rational foreign policy.”80 
Strategically and symbolically, the ABN was too risky. In secret communiqués, 
U.S. policymakers denounced Stetsko and those around him for having “to-
talitarian tendencies,” not least of which was a penchant for killing rivals.81

Although U.S. officials believed the ABN’s guerrilla war in Eastern Europe 
had little potential, they did toy with the idea of arming exiles along conven-
tional lines. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, members of the State Depart-
ment and the Defense Department talked of creating the Volunteer Freedom 
Corps, which would organize thousands of exiles, including many still liv-
ing in displaced persons’ camps, into a battalion under the command of U.S. 
and NATO officers. The Volunteer Freedom Corps, Americans hoped, would 
prevent exiles from sliding into radical groups like the ABN.82 The proposal 
met stiff resistance in Congress and from U.S. allies in Europe who thought 
European civilians would regard a U.S.-backed exile army as a “burdensome 
and dangerous mercenary force.” U.S. statesmen also feared that “armed camps 
of expatriates would become breeding grounds for destabilizing revolutionary 
movements”—much like the Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of Nations. In 1954, President 
Dwight Eisenhower pulled the plug.83
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ABN leaders also glimpsed American weakness in the United States’ re-
sponse to the Hungarian Revolution of 1956. When the Hungarian government 
tried to create a multiparty democracy and withdraw from Moscow’s Warsaw 
Pact, Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev sent in the Red Army to quell the up-
rising. Hungarians formed guerrilla units to defend their country, believing that 
the United States would come to their aid. For years, Eisenhower and Secretary 
of State John Foster Dulles had suggested that, stoking anti- Soviet sentiment 
in Hungary through broadcasts from Radio Free Europe. At the crucial mo-
ment, however, they decided against supporting the Hungarians. Outmanned 
and outgunned by 60,000 Soviet soldiers, the rebels died in droves. To Stetsko 
and other ABN leaders, this was clear proof that the United States had given 
up on liberating Eastern Europe through force of arms. Indeed, Dulles said as 
much behind closed doors. “We have always been against violent revolution,” 
he explained to Eisenhower.84

In the wake of the failed Hungarian Uprising, British and American support 
for the ABN evaporated. Yaroslav Stetsko now looked for aid from the Asian 
People’s Anti- Communist League, whose members also dreamt of liberating 
their homelands from communist rule. By 1957, the two groups had started to 
work together to create an international movement. As Stetsko and his cohort 
of ex- partisans moved into new circles, they carried with them their dreams of 
guerrilla warfare. Those ideas would circulate throughout the anticommunist 
underground over the following decades, drawing ever more adherents who 
saw in paramilitarism the path to power.

Anticommunists from Latin America also joined this growing international 
movement. Since the early 1940s, if not earlier, a world of homegrown right- 
wingers in the Caribbean basin had been working together across national 
borders to prevent communist forces from gaining ground in their countries, 
paving the way for CIA interventions in Guatemala and elsewhere in the 1950s. 
Unfolding in a loose network of private citizens, statesmen, and military lead-
ers, their collaboration stemmed from a few shared convictions—that com-
munists had infiltrated many sectors of public life, that they were controlled 
by outsiders, and that their talk of reform or revolution meant little more than 
the imposition of totalitarian regimes that would seize land, factories, and 
capital, overturn established hierarchies and patterns of deference, and dissolve 
the Catholic church. Painting in broad strokes, they portrayed trade union-
ists, students, peasants, and anyone else who mobilized against inequality as 
communists.85
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That was the line taken by the Inter- American Confederation for the De-
fense of the Continent (IACDC), founded in Mexico City in 1953 by Jorge 
Prieto Laurens. A politician from San Luis Potosí who financed several right- 
wing groups at Mexican universities, Prieto Laurens believed that his country’s 
elected leaders were blind to the spread of international communism to the 
Americas.86 Without any real backing from the Mexican state, Prieto Lau-
rens sent his deputies to El Salvador to meet the exiled Guatemalan Generals 
Castillo Armas and Miguel Ydígoras Fuentes, promising them financial and 
material aid to overthrow the democratically elected government of socialist 
Jacobo Arbenz.87

While Prieto Laurens was offering his support to the generals plotting the 
Guatemalan coup, he organized a series of international conferences to build 
closer relationships with rightist political and military leaders from across Latin 
America.88 The CIA kept its distance at first, convinced that Prieto Laurens 
and his deputies were “highly unreliable and unpredictable.”89 However, after 
Prieto Laurens had secured some financial backing from private citizens and 
businesses in Mexico, El Salvador, and Honduras, the agency threw its support 
behind him.90 At the behest of CIA officer E. Howard Hunt, it pledged $25,000 
to “underwrite the full expenses” of the first conference, held in Mexico City in 
1954, thereby providing Prieto Laurens and those around him with a platform 
from which they could denounce Arbenz’s government.91

When the coup in the Guatemala succeeded in June 1954, however, the CIA 
turned its back on Prieto Laurens. Without funds from the U.S. government, he 
looked to Brazil, forming a close friendship with Admiral Carlos Penna Botto, a 
retired officer who had supported the fascist powers during World War II, and 
who now believed, implausibly, that the Brazilian government had become a 
proxy of the Soviet Union.92 Together Prieto Laurens and Botto began search-
ing abroad for allies with whom they could share ideas and resources. By 1957, 
the pair had cultivated relationships with leaders from the APACL and the ABN, 
traveling to their conferences in Taipei and Munich, and publishing articles in 
their publications. That is how Marvin Liebman came to know them.93

Hoping to lead this coalescing movement, Liebman started raising money 
for a new organization that would bring them all together.94 After several 
months of planning, in March of 1958, members of the Committee of One 
Million, the APACL, the ABN, and the IACDC gathered in Mexico City to form 
the World Anti- Communist Congress for Liberation and Freedom.95 Its official 
proclamation illustrated the global ambitions of those who attended. They 
pledged to bring people from all “races, nationalities, countries, and creeds” 
together to “unify our programs, coordinate our work, and take progressive 
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actions directed against our communist enemy.” Through common action, 
the Congress said, anticommunists could reverse patterns of racism and impe-
rialism that began during the European conquests of the sixteenth century and 
now continued under the Soviet Union and its proxies. For the delegates who 
met in Mexico City, the Soviets had cynically manipulated national liberation 
movements in the global South to build their own imperial project. Home-
grown leftist “revolutionaries” were thus little more than tools with which the 
Soviets hoped to conquer all the world’s peoples.96

In pledging to unite all “races, nationalities, countries, and creeds,” anticom-
munists were fashioning a worldview that harnessed anticolonial discourses to 
promote the transnational revolutionary violence of the Right. By cooperating, 
the Congress declared, disparate groups would be able to render the “moral 
and material support to forces behind the Iron Curtain in Europe and Asia” 
and thus achieve the “ultimate objective of liberating and restoring national 
independence, freedom and liberty to all the enslaved peoples on their ethnic 
territories.”97 In Liebman’s estimation, this was the first time that “independent 
anticommunist organizations jointly approved and, indeed, sponsored a work-
able plan leading toward coordinated international action.”98

Despite or perhaps because of its bold pledges, the World Anti- Communist 
Congress for Freedom and Liberation lasted for less than a year. By July 1958, 
just four months after its first meeting, Liebman and the other Americans had 
soured on the idea, pulling the Committee of One Million—and its financial 
resources—from the Congress. Publicly, Liebman said the lack of cohesion 
amongst different groups with disparate visions had killed the Congress. In 
his resignation letter, he explained it was too hard to “coordinate the activities 
of organizations and movements, representing different points of view, which 
sometimes run counter to each other, without careful and time consuming 
groundwork.” Absent a firm foundation, this version of the anticommunist 
international was “destined for failure.”99

What frustrated Liebman most was his inability to control the organization 
once foreign actors got involved. Years later he claimed that the problems had 
been manifest at the outset, when he paid Prieto Laurens to host the confer-
ence. “The moment Laurens got the money, he started to take over,” he re-
called. “I discovered too late that his international anticommunist connections 
were with the most extreme right- wing organizations, many anti- Semitic.” 
He was especially troubled when he learned that Yaroslav Stetsko and other 
members of the ABN had collaborated with the Nazis in western Ukraine, 
where many of his Jewish relatives were murdered during the war. Liebman 
later lamented that he “had lost control to a bunch of jerks.”100
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The remaining members of the Congress were confused and angered by the 
departure of the Americans.101 Liebman started to receive phone calls that he 
assumed were from Stetsko’s people calling him a “Jew Bolshevik” and threat-
ening his life. He considered buying a sawed- off shotgun for protection.102 
The threats proved hollow, and soon more quotidian tasks took the place of 
mortal danger. Since Liebman had been in charge of the group’s finances, his 
final task was to return the remaining funds to the Congress.103 His resigna-
tion proved prophetic. In his absence, the Congress was unable to decide on 
a suitable leader as regional factions pressed their own candidate forward.104 
When no one took charge, the Congress disbanded.

The failure of the World Anti- Communist Congress for Freedom and Libera-
tion should have spoiled American conservatives’ dreams of an anticommunist 
international, but it did not. For years afterward they kept up their work with 
the APACL and, to a lesser extent, the ABN, traveling abroad to their confer-
ences, publishing each other’s propaganda, issuing joint statements, collabo-
rating on projects, and raising funds together.105 Drawing closer to kindred 
forces abroad, Liebman and other Americans sharpened their conviction that 
communism was a global problem that required a global solution. Meanwhile, 
their overseas allies worked on their own, often without any involvement from 
Americans.

Yet making an anticommunist international was a difficult task. U.S. con-
servatives and their allies abroad disagreed about exactly who should lead this 
coalition and whose interests it should represent. Adding to that challenge, 
Americans were increasingly unsure about how their work fit with U.S. official 
policy, especially covert actions mounted by the CIA. After all, the state could 
invest far greater resources into anticommunist initiatives, especially weapons 
and soldiers, than private groups could muster on their own. However, in the 
1960s, as many of the CIA’s covert actions in Cuba, the Congo, and Vietnam 
failed—or at least did not live up to expectations—U.S. conservatives and their 
allies abroad grew convinced that they could do better. That belief propelled a 
slew of new groups into the anticommunist international.
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If the late 1950s were years of hope for anticommunist internationalists, then 
the early 1960s were years of panic and desperation. Three unfolding struggles 
drove those fears. The first was the Cuban Revolution of 1959, and the inability 
of the U.S. government, Cuban exiles, and their allies in the Caribbean basin to 
unseat Fidel Castro’s regime. The second was the mounting armed conflict in 
Southeast Asia, above all the war in Vietnam. And the third was the decoloniza-
tion crisis in the Congo and its reverberations across southern Africa. Each of 
these events, in its own way, signaled to anticommunist internationalists that 
the forces of totalitarianism were marching roughshod across the globe, and 
that the U.S. government, for whatever reason, had failed to stop them. As Clar-
ence Manion, a leading light in the American Right, summed it up, the “bloody 
troubles” in Latin America, Asia, and Africa were just “well planned skirmishes 
in the big world- wide conflict that is being directed from the communist 
control tower in the Kremlin.” But many Americans—especially U.S. policy-
makers—were “fat, soft, and tired.” They failed to realize that “we are at war.”  
The question, then, was a simple one: “Will we fight, or will we surrender?”1

Anticommunist internationalists redoubled their efforts. They drew 
strength not only from each other but also from a growing conservative mo-
bilization in the United States. Through myriad local struggles about churches 
and schools, segregation and taxation, right- leaning Americans coalesced into 
a broad- based national movement that was especially potent in the suburbs 
of Sunbelt cities like Los Angeles, Phoenix, and Atlanta. That movement laid 
the groundwork for Arizona senator Barry Goldwater’s 1964 presidential cam-
paign, which unfolded as an assault against moderates within the Republican 
Party, and then against liberals and leftists on the national stage. Although 
Goldwater went down in one of the worst electoral defeats in U.S. history, and 
many contemporaries wrote off the “radical Right” as hopelessly out of touch 
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with the mainstream currents of U.S. history, the movement he helped inspire 
continued to grow throughout the decade.2

Flush with funds and capable of reaching ever larger numbers of Americans 
through an expanding network of independent, conservative media outlets, 
internationally minded Americans such as Marvin Liebman and William F. 
Buckley found many new resources to aid their friends abroad. In the Carib-
bean basin, they allied themselves with authoritarian right- wing regimes in 
Nicaragua and Guatemala, and lent support to Cuban exiles bent on retaking 
their homeland from Fidel Castro. In Southeast Asia, they joined leaders from 
Taiwan, South Korea, and South Vietnam in calling for greater Asian involve-
ment in the Vietnam War. They also collaborated on psychological warfare 
campaigns to sway the hearts and minds of ordinary people in Vietnam and 
other zones of conflict. In Africa, conservative Americans worked on behalf of 
Moïse Tshombe’s breakaway regime in the Congo, before shifting their efforts 
to the newly independent, white- supremacist state of Rhodesia. Moving in ever 
wider arcs abroad, U.S. conservatives brought home parables about the kinds 
of action needed to purge the United States of any vestige of communism.

All of this created an international crossroads that linked conservative ac-
tivists, students, businessmen, politicians, and media figures from the United 
States to like- minded people in Asia, Latin America, and Africa. Theirs was a 
world set apart from the grassroots organizing that propelled the Goldwater 
campaign in cities and towns across the United States. International activism 
was nothing if not expensive and time- consuming. It required significant fi-
nancial resources and a work life that allowed one to spend weeks or months 
abroad. As a result, the vast majority of U.S. conservatives who toiled overseas 
in these years came from an insular group of wealthy leaders who were also 
spending millions of dollars to combat organized labor and the civil rights 
movement. Their international activism was, in many ways, an extension of 
their work at home, particularly the notion that private money was the key to 
dismantling the Left.3

The infusion of large sums of American cash into the anticommunist inter-
national opened up new possibilities in the 1960s. It also strengthened the 
conviction—widely shared by many rightists in the United States and abroad—
that the U.S. military and the CIA could not keep the world safe from com-
munism. Only homegrown anticommunist forces, whether in Cuba, China, 
or the Congo, could do that. They were to be the vanguard in the unfolding 
struggle for the fate of the world.
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The ubiquitous anticommunist organizer Marvin Liebman first met William F. 
Buckley in 1955. They soon became close friends. Liebman was enthralled by 
Buckley, and it is not hard to imagine why.4 While Liebman was a late convert 
to conservatism, finding his place on the right after spending years working 
for socialist groups in New York City, Buckley had been literally born into it. 
The son of an affluent lawyer and oil baron, Buckley grew up on his family’s 
sprawling estates in Connecticut and Mexico before attending a series of elite 
boarding schools in preparation for Yale University, from which he graduated 
in 1950. His early life offered the “ideal training for a young conservative raised 
in the shadow of revolution,” as historian Kim Philips- Fein put it.5 Fighting 
communism became a lifelong pursuit. With his family connections and Ivy 
League education, a career in the United States’ clandestine services seemed 
likely. He worked for the CIA for a brief time in Mexico City after finishing col-
lege—translating books for his handler, E. Howard Hunt—but decided his tal-
ents were better suited to building a political movement in the United States.6

A devout Catholic, Buckley became a darling of the Right after publishing 
his first two books, the first a critique of Yale University’s declining religious 
and moral instruction and the second a screed defending Senator Joseph Mc-
Carthy’s communist witch hunt.7 The success that followed helped Buckley 
generate the necessary capital to start his magazine, the National Review, which 
depended heavily on the patronage of publisher William Rusher and a circle of 
conservative businessmen who advertised in its pages. Targeted at “thoughtful 
people” and “opinion makers,” the National Review was instrumental in link-
ing the abstract principles of disparate conservative thinkers from Edmund 
Burke through Russell Kirk with a variety of contemporary issues, such as 
labor- management relations, the promises of the free market, desegregation 
of schools and workplaces, and atomic warfare.8

Insofar as the magazine advocated a consistent position on foreign affairs, 
it came from political philosopher and former Trotskyist James Burnham. His 
monthly column, titled the “Third World War,” often urged the United States 
to roll back communism by fomenting armed uprisings in the Soviet Union, 
communist China, and their proxies.9 As such, the National Review’s worldview 
tended to dovetail with that of militant anticommunists in Latin America, 
Asia, Africa, and Europe who made similar calls for wars of national liberation 
in their homelands. It made sense, then, for Buckley to use his magazine as a 
conduit for them to make their calls directly to American audiences.

As Buckley moved into the anticommunist international, others followed. 
One was Clarence Manion, an influential conservative- radio- show host from 
Indiana. Rising from a Kentucky family of modest means, Manion had worked 
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as a lawyer for several years before becoming Dean of the University of Notre 
Dame Law School, where he honed an antifederal government philosophy 
in his books and lectures.10 By 1940 he was a leading member of the America 
First Committee, a coalition of intellectuals, politicians, students, and activists 
that opposed U.S. entry into World War II and, at times, sided with the fascist 
powers in Europe.11 After the war, he helped organize Republican senator 
Robert Taft’s successive bids for the presidency before taking a blue- ribbon 
post in the Eisenhower administration. However, Manion’s ardent defense of 
the Bricker Amendment, which sought to cripple the president’s abilities to 
negotiate and sign treaties, ended his formal political career just as it began.12 
President Dwight Eisenhower dismissed Manion in February 1954.13

Disillusioned with the mainstream Republican Party and its embodiment in 
the Eisenhower administration, Manion retired to his home in South Bend, In-
diana. There, he devoted himself to finding a way to carve out a space for “true 
conservatives” in the U.S. political scene.14 He decided to create a radio show 
and, in October 1954, the Manion Forum of Opinion burst across the airwaves. It 
quickly grew into one of the largest political programs of its time, broadcast on 
nearly three hundred stations in forty- four states, garnering a peak listenership 
of more than four million. Despite its popularity and mounting operational 
costs, Manion rarely solicited advertising money. Rather, his show was financed 
almost entirely by donations from businesses of every size.15 That nationwide 
fundraising network made Manion an important behind- the- scenes player in 
the burgeoning conservative movement. Corresponding frequently with Wil-
liam F. Buckley, he financed the publication of Barry Goldwater’s Conscience of 
a Conservative, which made the Arizona senator the national standard bearer 
for the conservative movement in the early 1960s.16

Like Buckley, Manion initially concerned himself with matters of domestic 
politics and political economy.17 But foreign policy issues began to filter into 
the show in the late 1950s, as Manion offered a series of programs denouncing 
U.S. aid to the Soviet Union while agonizing over the plight of Eastern Europe’s 
“captive nations.”18 Still, Manion, like Buckley, was mostly aloof from the kinds 
of international work that Marvin Liebman had been doing. He cared deeply 
about events abroad, but felt little compulsion to change them directly. Com-
munist conquest in Europe and Asia was alarming yet relatively remote.

The Cuban Revolution of 1959 changed all of that. Within little more than 
a year, Fidel Castro and his lieutenants had solidified a military and economic 
alliance with the Soviet Union, setting Cuba on the path to its own brand of so-
cialism. To many Americans, including President John F. Kennedy and his key 
advisors, that meant not only the loss of a key ally in the Caribbean basin, but, 
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more importantly, the establishment of a base from which the Soviet Union 
could launch assaults elsewhere in the American hemisphere. As relations 
between Washington and Havana deteriorated, the Kennedy administration 
initiated a CIA- sponsored invasion plan first drafted under Eisenhower. Armed 
Cuban exiles would retake the island and then launch a popular uprising to oust 
Castro. It was a disaster. After training on a CIA base in Guatemala for a few 
weeks, the paramilitaries, operating under the name Brigade 2506, arrived at 
Cuba’s Bay of Pigs on April 16, 1961. But Fidel Castro’s army was prepared, and 
Kennedy withdrew U.S. air support just as the exiles reached Cuban shores. 
Equipped with tanks and jets, Castro’s soldiers routed the invasion force, kill-
ing many and imprisoning those who did not escape. In the following weeks, 
Castro used the invasion as a unifying symbol to rally Cubans in support of his 
socialist state, while building a closer relationship with Moscow.19

For Buckley and Manion, the Bay of Pigs fiasco was instantly familiar. It was 
like the failed Hungarian Revolution of 1956 all over again, only this time much 
closer to home. As in Hungary, they said, the U.S. government, particularly the 
CIA, had failed to adequately support a popular uprising against a communist 
regime, and thereby condemned those brave souls to certain death. Their views 
on the matter were sharpened by Cuban paramilitaries who had survived the 
invasion and then returned home to castigate the Kennedy administration for 
not giving them sufficient help. Manion, for one, featured Bay of Pigs veterans 
on his programs several times a year, where they described how the Kennedy 
administration had forsaken them by not providing enough supplies, weapons, 
and air cover and then refusing to mount subsequent actions to liberate im-
prisoned “freedom fighters.”20 These narratives about the Bay of Pigs, wherein 
plucky freedom fighters died because weak- willed politicians failed them at the 
crucial moment, spread across conservative outlets in the United States in the 
early 1960s. As one exile summed it up, “The Cuban exiles, who trusted the 
USA, our faithful and powerful long time friend, were distraught and convinced 
that they had been betrayed.”21 These ideas merged with contemporary nar-
ratives about how the U.S. government had abandoned other “freedom fight-
ers”—particularly in China and Hungary—thereby giving up on its avowed 
mission to help free peoples resist the onslaught of totalitarian forces.

Bay of Pigs veterans were a small if vocal slice of a larger movement of 
Cuban exiles who dreamt of returning home, and who found themselves drawn 
into anticommunist circles in the United States. In the aftermath of the 1959 
revolution, tens of thousands of Cubans, including not a few supporters of 
the deposed dictator Fulgencio Batista, had fled the island. They arrived in 
Miami, Tampa, and New York City, where the U.S. government welcomed 
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them with open arms, offering unprecedented access to housing and business 
loans, English- language courses, job training, and an easy path to citizenship. 
As they settled in the United States, many of these exiles filtered into the ranks 
of the nascent conservative movement. It was not particularly surprising given 
that many of those who comprised Cuba’s ruling classes before the revolu-
tion—and thus the first stream of exiles to the United States—had become 
wealthy and powerful by working with the same American businessmen who 
were financing the rise of the Right in the United States. Important differ-
ences notwithstanding, many Cuban exiles’ worldview—fear of communism 
matched with faith in private enterprise and Christianity—often overlapped 
with that of right- leaning Americans.22

One of these exiles- turned- activists was Luis V. Manrara, a public accoun-
tant who escaped from Cuba to Miami in 1960. He hadn’t been a strong Batista 
supporter, but Castro and his band of revolutionaries appalled him.23 Shortly 
after his arrival, Manrara and ten other exiles founded the Truth about Cuba 
Committee to publish propaganda in English and Spanish, raise awareness 
about the plight of Cubans, and pressure officials to take actions against Cas-
tro.24 Funded by donations from thousands of individuals, as well as the Ba-
cardi Corporation and other Cuban- owned businesses, it was first and foremost 
an “educational, non- profit organization” disseminating “factual information” 
about what “has happened and is happening in Cuba under the communist 
regime.”25 In so doing, Manrara and other leaders hoped their activism would 
prompt American citizens and Cuban exiles to help the island’s people foment 
an uprising from below. For Manrara, it was clear that the Cuban people were 
losing their faith in the revolution but did not yet have the means to retake the 
island since “the small minority backing Castro has the arms and is completely 
ruthless.” It was “impossible to organize a well- coordinated revolt that could 
overthrow the Communist regime without outside help.” Americans had the 
“right and the duty to promote the liberation of Cuba.”26

Manrara also insisted that U.S. and Latin American civilians had to take 
armed action in their own countries against the “avalanche of professional 
revolutionaries” cascading across the hemisphere. The communists’ strategy 
of guerrilla warfare offered “little, if any, opportunity for the military might 
of the United States to fight a conventional war.” And so “it was imperative 
that citizens of every country be organized to fight and defeat the socialist/
communist conspiracy in their home front.” They “would be wise to follow” 
Lenin’s revolutionary tactics, “but in reverse.”27

By mid- decade, Manrara’s organization was working alongside a slew of 
Cuban- American groups, including the CIA- backed Cuban Freedom Com-
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mittee, to promote the liberation of the island.28 Many received significant 
resources from the U.S. government, but Luis Manrara and other Cuban lead-
ers nevertheless insisted liberal diplomats had betrayed their cause. And after 
1964, as the Johnson administration and the CIA started to pull support from 
Cuban exile groups bent on retaking the island, the exiles increasingly turned 
to private sources of funding to maintain their war. Yet they insisted that this 
shift was of their own volition rather than an imposed necessity. In their tell-
ing, they solicited private funds to break free of the U.S. government, which 
sought to use their war for its own goals. As one militant exile put it in 1964, 
“We welcome the aid of those individual Americans who wish to help in our 
struggle. But, in the view of the experience at the Bay of Pigs, we can never 
again accept aid as subordinates of U.S. policy.” Loosed from the state, Cubans 
now took it upon themselves to “spark the coming revolt and to support it with 
our funds, our faith, and if necessary, our lives.”29

Several paramilitary organizations, with names such as Alpha 66 and the 
Insurrectional Movement for the Recovery of the Revolution, led the way. 
Shortly after the Bay of Pigs fiasco, they began soliciting funds from businesses 
and individuals in Miami and other U.S. cities.30 They trained guerrilla armies 
deep in the Florida Everglades, and managed secret arsenals and fleets of small 
motorboats. They detonated bombs, launched nighttime raids, and carried 
out acts of sabotage in Cuba. Then they hailed these clandestine acts as proof 
that ordinary Cubans on the island were taking up arms against Castro.31 Most 
of their resources came directly from Cuban communities, rather than deep- 
pocketed conservative donors or from leading figures like Manion or Buckley. 
Instead, conservative media networks served to popularize the exiles’ struggle 
and to win new converts—in other words, to legitimize their extralegal war. Yet 
their campaigns failed to bring the desired results. If anything, they generated 
more support for Castro’s regime, proving that the Cuban Revolution was 
indeed under attack. They also provoked responses from domestic policing 
agencies. For instance, former pediatrician Orlando Bosch, who commanded 
the Insurrectional Movement for the Recovery of the Revolution, was arrested 
several times in the 1960s for orchestrating bombings in Cuba, Puerto Rico, 
and the United States, eventually receiving a ten- year prison sentence.32 Dis-
satisfied with the U.S. government’s waning support for their paramilitary cam-
paigns, Cuban exiles began looking further afield for new backers in Mexico 
and Central America.33

As Cuban exiles broadened their horizons in the Americas, so did Clarence 
Manion, William F. Buckley, and other conservative leaders from the United 
States. They did so for personal as much as ideological reasons. Buckley’s fam-
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ily had investments throughout the Caribbean basin, while Manion’s show 
received generous funding from a number of U.S. companies with interests in 
Central America, Cuba, and Mexico. Those financial stakes allied Manion and 
Buckley with others who stood to lose money if and when communist govern-
ments took power elsewhere in Latin America and nationalized U.S.-owned 
property and enterprises. Manion formed a close bond with Spruille Braden, a 
businessman and former ambassador to Cuba, Colombia, and Argentina, who 
had also helped conceive and execute the 1954 coup that ousted Guatemala’s 
Jacobo Arbenz from power.34 A member of the John Birch Society, Braden had 
earned a reputation as a hardline anticommunist with the overseas experience 
and connections to back it up. Because of that, he became one of Manion’s most 
valued guests, appearing several times a year in the early 1960s to warn listeners 
about the spread of communism throughout Latin America.35

Braden convinced Manion that his show could aid embattled anticom-
munist regimes in Guatemala and Nicaragua. And so, in 1961, Manion sent 
his daughter Marilyn to Guatemala City to meet President Miguel Ydígoras 
Fuentes, then to Managua to interview Nicaraguan President Luis Somoza 
Debayle.36 Both leaders had risen to power in the bloody, volatile world of 
Central American politics, and each of their countries were key nodes in the 
informal empire erected by U.S. businesses in the region. In Guatemala, the 
United Fruit Company had dominated the nation’s economy and politics since 
the late nineteenth century, subverting democracy by propping up a series 
of authoritarian governments.37 Miguel Ydígoras Fuentes, a right- wing gen-
eral who had conspired with Castillo Armas to overthrow Jacobo Arbenz in 
1954, became president when an assassin killed Armas in 1958.38 In Nicaragua, 
the story was roughly the same. Since the 1930s, U.S. policymakers had sup-
ported the dictatorial regime of Anastasio Somoza, who nurtured close ties 
with American corporations, accumulating in the process millions of acres 
of land and a fortune close to $600 million. When an assassin murdered the 
elder Somoza in 1956, his son Luis Somoza Debayle took the reins of power.39

Both Ydígoras and Somoza served as reliable allies to U.S. politicians and 
capital, crushing internal enemies with state security forces, death squads, 
and rural paramilitary organizations.40 They also supported armed initiatives 
against Castro’s Cuba. When the CIA needed somewhere to train its paramili-
tary force for the Bay of Pigs invasion, both Ydígoras and Somoza had happily 
offered their countries as staging grounds.41 In short, these were men who, un-
like the Kennedy administration, could be counted on. Convinced that the Bay 
of Pigs debacle underscored just how uncommitted Kennedy was to fighting 
communism, Clarence Manion, Spruille Braden, and others commended the 
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methods used by Somoza and Ydígoras to stamp out any spark of revolution in 
their own countries.42 In a characteristic remark, Manion praised the Guatema-
lan military coup—and its subsequent purge of leftists, socialists, union leaders, 
and dissenters—as a “spirited and singularly successful resistance” against the 
“terrible disease of communism.”43 Meanwhile, Somoza and Ydígoras used 
their connections with U.S. conservatives to reach ordinary Americans and 
urge them to join the hemispheric fight. Transmitted via taped interviews in 
heavily accented English, their liturgies about the communist threat could have 
been ripped from the pages of any conservative periodical, though sometimes 
they made pointed pleas to U.S. investors.44

Drawing closer to right- wing regimes in Nicaragua and Guatemala, Ameri-
cans organized several lobbying groups to pressure Congress into sending 
them larger sums of military and economic aid. William F. Buckley and Mar-
vin Liebman ran the Committee for the Monroe Doctrine, which sponsored 
letter- writing campaigns, published newspaper columns, and sent thousands of 
pieces of literature to Guatemala and Nicaragua, as well as Mexico, Colombia, 
Venezuela, and El Salvador. It was in many ways a right- wing version of the 
United States Information Service, minus the federal funds.45 Another group 
organized by Buckley and Liebman, the Inter- American Literacy Foundation, 
constructed a network of “radio schools” where peasants in Colombia listened 
to broadcast sermons about the benefits of the free enterprise system and the 
need for inter- American cooperation in the anticommunist struggle.46

Those Americans who devoted their time and energy to anticommunist ini-
tiatives in Latin America saw in the region parables for the possible outcomes 
of domestic conflicts—especially the growing civil rights and student protest 
movements. For example, on a series of Manion Forum programs in 1962 and 
1963, Ydígoras had fumed about the young men whisked away to Mexico City, 
Havana, Prague, and Moscow to be “trained, indoctrinated, brainwashed—and 
then sent back to their respective schools.”47 Somoza echoed that Nicaraguan 
students “were being trained in Moscow to spread the disease of Communism 
in Central America.”48

Americans charged that the same tactics were at play on college campuses 
in the United States.49 Much like their counterparts in Latin America, student 
radicals at home praised Fidel Castro and “proceeded under the expert direc-
tion” of the Communist Party, as Manion put it.50 To those on the U.S. Right, 
groups with vastly dissimilar politics—the National Students Association, the 
Students for a Democratic Society, the Americans for Democratic Action, the 
Young People’s Socialist League, the Student Non- Violent Coordinating Com-
mittee—were all little more than communist fronts. Thus, many in the U.S. 
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Right argued that the repressive methods employed in Central America were 
the best way to stem the tide of student radicalism in the United States.51 Their 
affinity for right- wing, authoritarian governments in Latin America would 
only grow.

As several wars in Southeast Asia escalated in the early 1960s, U.S. conserva-
tives directed more time and energy to their allies there. Taiwan continued to 
serve as a kind of lodestar, pointing the way forward. By 1961, William F. Buck-
ley was using the National Review to promote the successes of Jiang’s regime, 
touting its importance to the global anticommunist struggle.52 In June of that 
year, the magazine featured an interview between Marvin Liebman and Jiang 
in which the general insisted that the mainland was still ripe for a “full- scale an-
ticommunist revolution.” Confident that ordinary Chinese were ready to pick 
up arms, Jiang argued that the real question was what kind of assistance they 
could count on from the outside world. As usual, he likened the situation to 
that of Hungary in 1956. If only there had been a “free Hungarian government” 
in exile when the “freedom fighters” struck, they would have had enough arms 
and supplies to combat communist troops. The failure of Hungarian Revolu-
tion served as an allegory about a potential uprising in China. Jiang noted that 
Taiwan would certainly aid an uprising on the mainland—but he maintained 
that more assistance from the United States would be needed if such a revolt 
were to be successful.53

Jiang’s enduring belief that his countrymen, like the Hungarians, could 
be transformed into guerrillas spurred the Asian Peoples’ Anti- Communist 
League to call for a contingent of “Asian volunteers” for war against communist 
China. This army would retake the Chinese mainland, distribute weapons 
and supplies, instruct peasants in guerrilla warfare, and, ultimately, drive a 
wedge between communist China and its allies in Southeast Asia.54 Dubbed 
the Free Asian Brigade or, alternatively, the Asian Freedom Legion, APACL 
leaders envisioned that it would eventually march into Laos, Cambodia, and 
Vietnam to wipe out homegrown communist cadres.55 According to Filipino 
congressman Ramón Bagatsing, the force would shift the burden of fighting 
communism from American soldiers to Asian civilians, which was necessary 
since Indochina had “been too long under the colonial domination of France” 
and the presence of white U.S. troops there “may still create suspicion.” In con-
trast, he argued, the people would see a contingent of volunteer Asian soldiers 
and paramilitaries as a legitimate expression of Asian self- determination. It 
would also be “more adapted to the tropical jungle warfare,” since the Chi-
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nese, Filipinos, and Japanese were “similar in ethnological distinction and 
cultural development.” If successful, the force would allow Asian peoples to 
retain control over the anticommunist revolution and thus shape the postwar  
landscape.56

APACL leaders had some reason to think that might happen. Remnants of 
the Guomindang armies remained in parts of southern China, particularly 
along its borders with Burma and Laos. If they could arm the local popula-
tions in these areas, APACL leaders believed, peasants would join the leftover 
GMD troops in guerrilla assaults against the communists.57 Yet the CIA had 
attempted to carry out a similar operation in the early 1950s, with dreadful 
results. It spent more than $100 million dropping agents and weapons into 
Burma and southern China, only to watch them disappear. The GMD armies 
on the mainland were generally less interested in fighting Mao’s communists 
than they were in harvesting and selling opium.58 Few outside of the CIA were 
aware of that failure, however. And so the APACL’s plan to raise a contingent of 
volunteers for a guerrilla war in China received warm support from conserva-
tive luminaries in the United States.59

Although flawed in so many ways, that faith continued to guide conservative 
Americans’ work in Vietnam in the 1960s.60 A former French colony, Vietnam 
had gained independence under the leadership of Ho Chi Minh, a nationalist 
and a communist who guided Vietnamese soldiers and civilians to victory over 
the course of a brutal war that stretched from 1946 through 1954. Fearful of 
communist expansion in Asia, U.S. leaders had thrown their support behind 
the embattled French colonial regime, eventually subsidizing the bulk of the 
war’s costs. When the French surrendered in 1954, U.S. leaders tried to make 
the newly created South Vietnam into a permanent anticommunist state, run 
by the corrupt American- educated, Catholic “mandarin” Ngo Dinh Diem. 
Committed to a unified and independent Vietnam, the communists in the 
North sought to overthrow the U.S.-backed regime in Saigon. As an insurgency 
known as the National Liberation Front (NLF), or Viet Cong, spread through-
out the South after 1959, the U.S. government channeled massive amounts of 
funds and weapons to Diem’s regime, while also committing larger and larger 
amounts of U.S. troops. By 1965, U.S. soldiers in South Vietnam numbered 
roughly 180,000, and were engaged in combat in many parts of the country. 
All of that only galvanized the NLF, which rallied hundreds of thousands to 
its cause.61

As U.S. combat soldiers arrived in greater numbers, leaders from the APACL 
grew wary. While praising the resolve of the Johnson administration and its 
generals, many insisted that Taiwan and other states were better positioned to 
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root out the communists—not only in Vietnam but also in China, from where 
they believed the insurgency really emanated. They made that point at inter-
national conferences that attracted a growing number of Americans, including 
former Vice President Richard Nixon, who spoke at the organization’s tenth 
conference in Taipei in November 1964.62

While Nixon’s involvement was passing, it still lent legitimacy to Asian an-
ticommunists who called for greater autonomy in fighting wars in their part of 
the world. By 1965, several American groups had cast their lot with the APACL 
and its plan for a Taiwanese- led invasion of the mainland. One was the Free 
Pacific Association, an anticommunist news agency founded by a Belgian- born 
Catholic priest named Raymond De Jaegher, who had spent two decades as a 
missionary in Vietnam. Serving as a special advisor to Ngo Dinh Diem, De Jae-
gher turned his group into a propaganda agency for Diem’s regime, publishing 
materials for audiences in the United States and Southeast Asia.63 De Jaegher’s 
main partner was another Catholic clergyman, Reverend Daniel Lyons, a Jesuit 
priest and professor of economics at Gonzaga University. A rising star in the 
burgeoning Catholic conservative movement, Lyons had spent two decades 
proselytizing in Southeast Asia, and styled himself as an unparalleled expert 
on Vietnam.64

Like other Catholics who joined the conservative movement, Lyons and 
De Jaegher saw the Cold War as not just a political or military conflict, but 
a struggle between atheism and Christianity. They supported firm U.S. ac-
tion in Southeast Asia, but were still convinced that American intervention in 
Vietnam was bound to fail unless Taiwan and other anticommunist states led 
military operations within and against communist China. “We cannot solve 
the Asian problem merely by trying to solve the problem in Vietnam,” Daniel 
Lyons explained, because the “head of the snake is in China.” Put another way, 
Americans could not hope to contain communism in Vietnam without eradi-
cating its roots in China, and the best way to do that was to let Asians take up 
arms against Mao’s regime. In his estimation, all that was needed was for Tai-
wan to “establish a beachhead of 50 or 100 miles,” and then people from across 
China would “come to them” to join the war as volunteers or paramilitaries.65 
That plan, as Clarence Manion noted, would obviate the need for a large- scale 
U.S. military intervention. The United States, he said, would be wise to not 
overcommit its troops to a single theater of combat, especially one as murky 
and volatile as Southeast Asia.66

Ideas about race figured heavily into Americans’ calls for a greater Asian 
role in Vietnam. In 1964, retired U.S. Army general Bonner Fellers, a specialist 
on psychological warfare who had played a leading role in the U.S. occupation 
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of Japan after World War II, appeared on the Manion Forum to explain why 
Americans shouldn’t fight in Vietnam. “It would be grievous mistake to com-
mit American troops to full- scale combat,” he said, because of the “peculiar 
racial characteristics of Asiatic peoples who stand by idly and see the white 
man—giant that he may be—failing in South Vietnam.” Americans in Vietnam 
had inherited the “oriental hatred” for French and British imperialism, and 
therefore the Vietnamese would “resent the white man killing other Vietnam-
ese, even though those killed may be communist enemies.” Instead, Fellers 
recommended his experience waging counterinsurgency campaigns in the 
Philippines where the “Filipinos faced the Communist threat with their own 
people,” not U.S. troops. “Gradually our oriental friends off the Asiatic coast 
could and would replace the white man in South Vietnam,” Fellers predicted. 
Only “they could make a victory permanent.”67

Although that conviction was at odds with U.S. conservatives’ growing calls 
for a decisive American military campaign in Vietnam, it nevertheless guided 
several U.S.-based groups. In 1965, De Jaegher and Lyons founded the Na-
tional Committee for the Liberation of China to promote the mainland inva-
sion scheme.68 At the same time, they ran the Asian Speakers Bureau, which 
brought politicians, academics, businessmen, and journalists from Taiwan, 
South Korea, the Philippines, Thailand, and South Vietnam to the United 
States for national speaking tours. Hailed as the “foremost experts on Vietnam 
and Southeast Asia,” they visited college campuses, conservative fundraisers, 
and meetings of the John Birch Society, making the same basic pitch. U.S. 
military intervention—while a noble endeavor—was ultimately misguided, 
they said. The war was best left to Asian anticommunists.69

American military intervention in Vietnam had yet another drawback. As 
early as 1965, many U.S. conservatives began to worry about the antiwar pro-
tests spreading across the country. Though Americans from all walks of life 
denounced the war, U.S. conservatives were most troubled by young, radical 
students who appeared to flaunt conventional codes of morality, and who 
employed vitriolic language like the common refrain “One, two, three, four, 
we don’t want your fucking war.”70 A small but vocal minority of protestors 
had gone so far as to declare their support for the National Liberation Front 
and North Vietnam. At rallies on U.S. college campuses, some students bran-
dished North Vietnamese flags and shouted “Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh, the NLF 
is gonna win!”71

The apparently treasonous activities of American students certainly wor-
ried Buckley, Liebman, and Manion, all the more so when they compared 
American youths to their counterparts in Taiwan, South Korea, and South 
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Vietnam. There was a solution, however. If young Americans had the oppor-
tunity to meet their cohorts in Asia and learn of their struggles, then perhaps 
that would quell some of the antiwar fervor on U.S. college campuses. The 
Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) was the obvious choice to carry out such 
a mission. Since its founding in 1960, the group had fanned across the country, 
claiming nearly fifty thousand members by 1964. Financed with hundreds of 
thousands of dollars from small businesses and major corporations, the organi-
zation carved out a premier position within the conservative movement, forg-
ing a new generation of activists and politicians.72 By 1965, a few YAF leaders 
had begun branching out overseas, attending conferences of the APACL and 
networking with young people from Taiwan, Thailand, the Philippines, Japan, 
Korea, Australia, and South Vietnam.73

That led YAF leaders to launch what they called the World Youth Crusade 
for Freedom (WYCF) in the summer of 1965.74 Its main purpose was “to meet 
with as many young people as possible; to let them know that the majority of 
American youth were anti- Communist; to learn as much as possible about the 
true situation in these areas so that we could report back to young Americans 
throughout the country; to lay the organizational groundwork for effective 
local anti- Communist youth action and . . . provide the basis for coordinated 
anti- Communist youth action throughout the world.”75 Within a few months, 
they had secured nearly $55,000 in funds, much of which came from Walter 
Judd, William F. Buckley, William Rusher, and other luminaries associated 
with the National Review.76 The omnipresent Marvin Liebman stepped in as 
the treasurer and administrator of the WYCF’s fundraising campaigns.77

The YAF used its substantial war chest to publish multi- language propa-
ganda and stage a series of rallies in American, Asian, and European cities.78 
These demonstrations garnered ecstatic praise from anticommunist youth 
groups in South Vietnam that flooded Huston’s office with gratifying mes-
sages.79 The success of the assemblies, Huston declared, was the “first step 
towards molding together a permanent anti- Communist international appara-
tus.”80 For Liebman, this “marked this first time that youth groups from many 
nations participated in a coordinated joint anticommunist venture.”81

Inspired by the rallies, YAF leaders hatched a plan to send conservative col-
lege students from the United States to Asia, where they could help locals in 
towns, villages, and rural areas organize new anticommunist programs. Named 
the Freedom Corps and sponsored by YAF’s corporate backers, it was to be a 
“private volunteer anti- Communist Peace Corps” made up of students from 
top- tier American universities. After training at Yale University, the Freedom 
Corps members would travel to South Vietnam, India, Singapore, the Philip-
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pines, and Australia. Their goal was to establish a “program of work and co- 
operation to meet the Communists on their own ground . . . working among 
young people all around the world.”82

Believing they were “mobilizing armies for the revolutionary struggle” 
which had “too long been the undisputed monopoly of the Communists,” 
the Freedom Corps operatives deployed across Southeast Asia, each assigned 
to work under the aegis of a different national APACL chapter.83 Trouble was 
apparent from the start. In Taiwan, Freedom Corps workers clashed with the 
Peace Corps, whose volunteers denounced the young conservatives as “fas-
cists.” Meanwhile, the volunteer who went to Saigon discovered, much to his 
dismay, that the Vietnamese students, like many of their American counter-
parts, did everything they could to avoid military service and were generally 
apathetic, if not outright hostile, to the anticommunist cause. Yet other Free-
dom Corps workers believed they had made a difference. An operative as-
signed to rural villages in South Vietnam found the peasants there dedicated 
to fighting communism and therefore grateful for his work.84 Returning home, 
Freedom Corps envoys traveled across the country to share their experiences 
with other students in the College Republicans, the Intercollegiate Society for 
Individualists, and the College Conservative Council.85

But the Freedom Corps project was an expensive charade. Only a handful of 
volunteers ever made it to Southeast Asia and most of them just visited Taiwan. 
By 1968, it was finished. Marvin Liebman regretted his participation. “Despite 
our great hopes and rhetoric . . . I considered it fruitless,” he later wrote. Recall-
ing the disaster of the World Anti- Communist Congress for Liberation and 
Freedom in 1958, Liebman did not want to be “involved in building another 
façade, especially one that could be exposed as such.” Ironically, the failure of 
the Freedom Corps affirmed Liebman’s “sneaking admiration” for those young 
men and women who opposed the war in Vietnam. Filled with “frustration and 
rage, they took to the streets and campuses to fight for something they believed 
with all their hearts.” He could “never find that passion in the activities of the 
conservative youth.”86

Despite the dissolution of the Freedom Corps, its corporate backers thought 
it a worthy effort, and remained committed to molding a cadre of anticom-
munist youth in the United States. In 1966, members of the American Security 
Council, a consortium of defense industry lobbyists and hawkish policymakers 
that maintained files on thousands of Americans it suspected were subversives, 
broke ground on a private anticommunist training academy known as the 
Freedom Studies Center. Modeled on a similar school run by the APACL in 
South Korea, and housed in a Tudor- style mansion on a 700-acre property 
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in the rural hamlet of Boston, Virginia, the center was supposed to “turn out 
professionals in psychological warfare.”87

The idea for the academy came from retired CIA officer Edward Lansdale 
and John M. Fisher, a former FBI agent and Sears executive who was then chair-
ing the American Security Council.88 Both men sensed a massive gap in how 
the Soviets and Americans approached the world. The Soviets, Fisher said, 
had some “6,000 political warfare schools.” The United States, on the other 
hand, did not have a single place “where we teach how to fight what we call 
the Cold War”—although the CIA, the FBI, the U.S. military, and many major 
universities did precisely that.89 After soliciting donations, Fisher and Lansdale 
hired a group of retired intelligence officers to serve as instructors.90 By 1969, 
the school had set up a dormitory so students could immerse themselves in 
the study of “psycho- political warfare” under the tutelage of Lansdale, CIA 
Director William Colby, U.S. Army General Lyman Lemnitzer, Representative 
Richard Ichord, chair of the House Un- American Activities Committee, and a 
network of “overseas affiliates.”91 Lansdale warned that the academy was not 
to be a “private intelligence organization,” but he still insisted that it should be 
capable of “sending small teams to foreign countries, upon request,” to “resolve 
problems of concern to freedom”—places like the Congo and Vietnam.92

However, the Freedom Studies Center never launched any overseas pro-
grams, preferring instead to train people to carry out their missions within 
international businesses or government agencies. A decade after its found-
ing, “hundreds of congressional aides, retired military officers, and corporate 
executives” had moved through its programs.93 One graduate, the YAF’s Tom 
Charles Huston, became President Richard Nixon’s internal security advisor, 
authoring an abortive plan to spy on those American citizens whom Nixon 
feared would harm the United States and its image abroad—mostly antiwar and 
civil rights activists.94 Others used their training to lay siege to the U.S. foreign 
policy establishment from within. By the mid-1970s, the Freedom Studies Cen-
ter housed a team of hardline anticommunists who sought new paths to victory 
in the Cold War. From the richly manicured grounds of what one journalist 
called the West Point of the Cold War, they would help make anticommunist 
internationalism into state policy during the Reagan era.95

Alongside their projects in Latin America and Asia, U.S. conservatives turned 
their efforts to Africa. A few right- leaning Christian groups had been working 
in Africa for decades, but it was the Congo’s decolonization crisis that galva-
nized the U.S. Right. Soon after Belgium granted independence to the Congo 
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on June 30, 1960, the new nation exploded into civil war. As factions battled 
for control, a black, Christian- educated businessman named Moïse Tshombe 
led a secession movement in the southeastern province of Katanga, the richest 
region in the Congo. In Katanga, several Belgian companies, most notably the 
conglomerate known as Union Minière, had generated enormous profits from 
copper, cobalt, and uranium mines.96 The region was also home to most of the 
Congo’s white settlers, who believed they shared a common historical lineage 
and destiny with whites in South Africa and Rhodesia.97

In seceding, Tshombe had the full support of the Belgian government 
and the mining firms, which sent white soldiers and mercenaries to train his 
gendarmerie and protect Belgian investments.98 Amidst the chaos, Patrice 
Lumumba, the Congo’s first prime minister, struggled to maintain control. 
He petitioned the United Nations to send troops to put down the secession-
ist revolt and oust Belgian forces from the country. However, when the U.N. 
troops arrived, they were mostly interested in safeguarding white colonists.99 
Seeing the United Nations as little more than a front for Belgian and U.S. in-
terests, Lumumba turned to the Soviet Union. The CIA began plotting against 
Lumumba, while the Eisenhower administration publicly shifted its support 
to his rivals. As these hostile forces mounted, Lumumba remained a genuine 
nationalist, deeply opposed to foreign control of his country. His dedication 
ended up costing him his life. On January 17, 1961, soldiers commanded by 
Joseph Mobutu, Army Chief of Staff, arrested Lumumba and flew him to Ka-
tanga. Under the supervision of Belgian military officers, Tshombe’s soldiers 
tortured and then executed him.100

Lumumba’s murder and the subsequent election of a U.S.-backed leader 
did not resolve the secession crisis. The continued support of Belgian finan-
ciers allowed Tshombe to maintain tenuous control over Katanga and a state 
apparatus that was “designed mainly for the protection of European lives and 
property,” as one diplomat later put it.101 His grasp on power, however, was 
starting to slip. His use of mercenaries, his ties to Belgian companies, and the 
brutal execution of Lumumba by his forces dissolved whatever support he 
might have had in the United Nations. After diplomatic initiatives stalled in 
late 1961, U.N. troops began military operations against Tshombe’s rump state, 
carried out with the agreement of the Kennedy administration, which provided 
planes, weapons, and a small amount of military advisors.102

When the United States joined the offensive against Tshombe, conservative 
Americans banded together in support of his cause. In December of 1961, Mar-
vin Liebman organized the American Committee for Aid to Katangan Freedom 
Fighters (ACAKFF) to raise funds, spread propaganda, and lobby Congress. 
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As he did with many of his other groups, Liebman recruited several of his pals 
from the National Review to serve on the advisory board.103 But for the posi-
tion of executive director, Liebman reached out to Max Yergan, a prominent 
African- American activist who had taken a hard turn toward the right in the 
early 1950s. Before his conversion to conservatism, Yergan had spent decades 
spearheading anticolonial efforts in Africa, working alongside Paul Robeson 
and W. E. B. Du Bois in the Council on African Affairs.104 By 1955, he was 
speaking on behalf of the white- supremacist state of South Africa, as well as 
the Portuguese colonial regime in Angola.105 By selecting an African- American 
who had renounced his ties to the Left to lead the committee, Liebman was 
attempting to undercut critics who charged, rightly, that it supported European 
colonialism over the nationalist aspirations of Africans. The pair reached out 
to Tshombe in a flurry of telegrams and letters, promising to support his cause 
in any way they could.106

The pro- Tshombe campaign clashed with the CIA and the State Depart-
ment, which had thrown their support behind Mobutu, his army, and the U.N. 
forces. And members of the ACAKFF were keen to highlight this disparity. 
Tshombe’s forces were “not fighting for freedom against the conventional to-
talitarian powers,” but instead an “organization that has the backing of the free 
world and is utilizing American arms, equipment, and personnel.”107 Those 
charges tapped into U.S. conservatives’ profound hatred for the United Na-
tions and its complicated bureaucratic system, perceiving the organization as 
an impediment to the global anticommunist struggle.108

The committee soon sought to intervene directly in the conflict. In the final 
weeks of 1961, it called for Americans to “contribute funds which will be used 
to help supply the freedom fighters in Katanga with arms and other material to 
carry on their fight.”109 Comparing the Katangans’ plight to that of Yugoslavi-
ans and Indonesians, who had also fallen under “communist rule,” Max Yergan 
explained that ordinary Katangan men would use these weapons to defend 
“themselves, their wives and children and homes and places of work.”110 But it’s 
doubtful that the arms the committee hoped to provide would have gone to Ka-
tangan soldiers—let alone ordinary people. More likely, they would have gone 
to the white mercenaries that Tshombe used to buttress his rule. Hailing from 
Belgium, Britain, France, Rhodesia, and South Africa, they were motivated by a 
deep sense of anticommunism and a lust for adventure. Earning the nickname 
les affreux, the “frightful ones,” they battled U.N. forces while also terrorizing 
and plundering those Katangans who opposed Tshombe and the Belgians.111 
Perhaps the most well- known was “Mad” Mike Hoare, a Dublin- born soldier 
who had fought for the British Army in India and Burma during World War II 
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before embarking on a career as a soldier- for- hire in Africa. Leading an outfit 
of a few hundred men, Hoare relished the freedom and pugnacity of mercenary 
life, explaining that “you can’t win a war with choir boys.”112

The committee was better suited to shape ideas about Tshombe than supply 
weapons to his soldiers or mercenaries. In early 1962, it sent Professor Ernest 
van den Haag, a Dutch- American sociologist and National Review contribu-
tor who had testified before the United Nations in support of South African 
apartheid, to Katanga on a “fact finding” mission.113 Van den Haag already 
sympathized with the Belgians, since according to him the Congolese were 
“neither educated nor experienced enough to administer a vast country.”114 
Of course, Tshombe was the exception to the rule—a fiercely anticommunist 
African who could overcome tribal divisions and who understood the impor-
tance of white- led capitalism to improving the lives of his people.115 Van den 
Haag also sought to diminish concerns about Tshombe’s mercenaries.116 “Far 
from constituting a threat of civil war or disorder, these ‘mercenaries’ helped 
avoid it,” van den Haag wrote. “They kept the Katanga army disciplined; it 
never degenerated into a murderous rabble, as did other sectors of the Congo 
army.”117

Although the Committee was never able to send any weapons to Tshombe—
for legal and logistical reasons—it did help sway policymakers in support of 
Tshombe. After a brief exile in 1963, Tshombe returned to the Congo at the 
request of the Johnson administration to serve as the new prime minister.118 
Resuming power with U.S. support, Tshombe oversaw a massive paramilitary 
operation that employed mercenaries from South Africa, Rhodesia, Belgium 
and France, CIA- trained Cuban exiles, and African gendarmes to crush a revolt 
of Lumumba’s followers in the northeastern part of the country.119 The U.S. 
government supported his mercenary forces with weapons and planes for a 
few months, but soon grew concerned that Tshombe’s efforts to recruit more 
white South Africans would damage his standing with other African leaders.120

The tables turned on Tshombe again. In 1964, a rival, the Congo’s president 
Joseph Kasavubu, charged him with treason, forcing him to flee to Spain.121 
In exile, Tshombe maintained his relationships with Belgian and Portuguese 
financiers, as well as the governments of South Africa and Rhodesia, talking 
openly and often about his plans to retake his country with an army of hired 
guns.122 By the end of 1966, he and his backers had mercenaries training in 
camps in France, Belgium, and Angola.123 A few had even led a brief revolt in 
the city of Stanleyville.124 Back in the Congo, General Joseph Mobutu staged 
a coup and, after taking power, tried Tshombe in absentia for treason and sen-
tenced him to death. What happened next is still shrouded in some mystery, 
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but the outlines are fairly well known. On July 2, 1967, Tshombe boarded a pri-
vate plane in Ibiza, Spain, bound for Africa, probably the Congo or a neighbor-
ing country. After taking off, someone hijacked the plane and forced its pilots 
to land in Algeria.125 When it touched down, Algerian authorities arrested 
Tshombe, claiming that the plane was loaded with weapons, threw him in a 
cramped, windowless cell, and told the world that he would soon be extradited 
to the Congo for his execution.126

Tshombe’s allies in the United States were appalled. In the span of a few days, 
Marvin Liebman, William F. Buckley, and a few others devised the Tshombe 
Emergency Committee to press for his release from prison and safe passage 
to Spain.127 Over the next three months, they launched a series of “overt and 
covert efforts” to secure his release. On the overt front, they published editori-
als in leading newspapers across the country and spoke on television and radio 
about how Tshombe was a committed anticommunist and ally of capitalism. 
They condemned the kidnapping as a violation of international law, particu-
larly the right of asylum.128 They also began working with a Chicago- based 
lawyer, Luis Kutner, petitioning the United Nations for a writ of habeas corpus 
that would allow Tshombe to face his accusers in court.129 Meanwhile, the 
committee lobbied state officials from Israel, Tunisia, Senegal, Liberia, and 
Spain.130 In the U.S. Senate, Strom Thurmond and Thomas Dodd castigated 
their colleagues for not doing enough to save a stalwart anticommunist ally.131

In secret, Liebman worked on a plan to secure Tshombe’s release without 
the involvement of the United Nations, the U.S. government, or any other 
states. In late July, Liebman and Kutner received a series of letters from a mys-
terious source claiming that they could get Tshombe out of prison and deliver 
him to Switzerland, but only for the right price. They weighed the scheme for 
a few weeks before giving up on it.132 By October 1967, Liebman was willing 
to concede that their “overt and covert efforts” had “not been very effective.”133 
Tshombe languished in prison in Algeria for more than two years. He died 
there in June 1969 from what his captors said was heart failure. In the United 
States, his allies mourned the passing of yet another anticommunist warrior 
on whom the U.S. government had turned its back. That was why, they said, 
Tshombe died with a “broken heart.”134

Nevertheless, the campaign to put Tshombe in power—and keep him 
there—had sharpened the conviction that U.S. conservatives were on the right 
side of national liberation in Africa, and that they could channel significant 
resources, including weapons, to their allies abroad. To them, Tshombe rep-
resented a comfortable kind of decolonization, in which elite black Africans 
would manage the transition from colony to nation without altering the exist-
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ing racial, political, and economic order, thereby ensuring that communists 
would not gain a foothold in these new countries. Tshombe’s failure, when 
viewed against the backdrop of the Congo’s independence struggles, reinforced 
the belief that decolonizing countries would be inexorably drawn into the 
Soviet empire if they jettisoned the institutions white colonizers had built. 
“Independence for the Congo was pushed ahead of schedule with a resultant 
chaos,” said one pro- Tshombe U.S. writer. “Agitators for racial equality set off 
an orgy of rape, mutilation, and murder.”135 Moreover, Joseph Mobutu’s regime 
had destroyed the racial harmony that had supposedly existed in the era of Bel-
gian rule, and which Tshombe had tried preserve by seceding from the Congo. 
What had once been a “peaceful and prosperous” country was now governed 
by “black racist rule,” as Mobutu “waged a violent anti- white campaign.”136

If Tshombe represented an acceptable path for African nations, then Rho-
desia was the ideal. Perhaps the most peculiar of all decolonization stories, 
Rhodesia had been colonized by the British in the late nineteenth century. A 
few hundred thousand settlers arrived over the following decades, and Rhode-
sia moved through a series of imperial classifications as the British government 
tweaked its colonial system in Africa.137 Throughout those changes, three ele-
ments of Rhodesian society persisted. First, white settlers always represented a 
tiny fraction of the overall population. Second, despite their numbers, whites 
controlled most of the country’s land and capital. And third, whites maintained 
their economic domination through a complex system that excluded most 
blacks from the voter rolls and sharply limited the power of the small number 
that did qualify.

As African nationalists pressed for independence in the 1950s and the 1960s 
white Rhodesians concluded that their privileged position was under attack. 
The Congo crisis magnified those fears, as violence and upheaval there had 
caused many white colonists to flee. Migrating into and through Rhodesia, they 
carried tales of what independence under African leadership had meant for 
them. Meanwhile, whites in Rhodesia grew increasingly dissatisfied with the 
British government, which was swiftly dissolving its African colonies in favor 
of independent states based on majority rule. For that meant, in most places, 
that blacks would dominate these new countries.138 After all, even at its peak 
in 1961, Rhodesia’s white population only numbered some 277,000, compared 
to more than four million Africans as well as smaller numbers of Indians and 
others. By 1965, the white population was rapidly shrinking—the result of a 
“white flight” that resembled the mass migration of whites from U.S. cities, 
but on a national rather than municipal scale.139

Rather than cede to demands for majority rule, the governing Rhodesian 
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Front party and its supporters opted to leave the British Empire altogether. 
In November 1965, Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith issued a Unilateral 
Declaration of Independence from Britain, proclaiming “We have struck a blow 
for the preservation of justice, civilization, and Christianity.” Smith called his 
government “the ultimate bastion against communism on the African conti-
nent,” and explained that there would be “no African rule in my lifetime . . . The 
white man is master of Rhodesia. He has built it, and he intends to keep it.”140 
Many in Africa, Western Europe, and the United States condemned Rhodesia, 
and no nation recognized the newly independent state. The British govern-
ment quickly imposed economic sanctions that targeted Rhodesia’s major 
exports—chrome, steel, tobacco, and manufactured goods—and forbade the 
sale of petroleum to Smith’s regime. In 1968, the United Nations enacted an 
almost total embargo on trade with and investment in Rhodesia.141

Rhodesia’s only real ally was the apartheid government of neighboring 
South Africa, with which white Rhodesians shared many ideas and assump-
tions. Since the late nineteenth century, when the British and Dutch colonized 
the region, white settlers had excluded blacks from political participation and 
installed coercive labor regimes.142 After the Second World War, under pres-
sure from African nationalists, the South African legislature created the apart-
heid system, which classified black citizens into distinct racial groups with 
prescribed rights. By 1961, as South Africa gained formal independence from 
Great Britain, the apartheid system had made it a pariah, denounced by the 
United Nations, scores of African leaders, and even a growing number of U.S. 
politicians—although most U.S. leaders still preferred apartheid to African 
nationalism in the early 1960s.143 As rogue states of sorts, Rhodesia and South 
Africa found much common ground. By the end of the decade, South Africa 
had sent troops to Rhodesia to help defend Ian Smith’s government from in-
ternal and external challenges.144

Nevertheless, Rhodesia faced many obstacles: the demographic collapse 
of its white population, a pair of African nationalist movements with armed 
wings, and a nearly complete lack of legitimacy in Africa and on the broader 
international stage. Sensing that, U.S. conservatives established an overlapping 
network of private groups through which Americans could learn about Rho-
desia firsthand and then share their knowledge with friends, coworkers, and 
elected officials when they arrived back in the United States. Their experiences 
of Rhodesia ended up shaping not only how they understood decolonization 
in Africa, but also how they viewed racial problems at home.145

At the center of that network was the Friends of Rhodesian Independence 
(FORI). Founded by Marvin Liebman in 1966, the FORI used funds from the 
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Rhodesian government and U.S. businesses to publish a newsletter and bro-
chures, and to subsidize trips to Salisbury and other cities. Those Americans 
who supported the FORI believed it was fulfilling a vital service since “the 
field of African affairs is largely in the hands of organizations and individuals 
irrevocably committed to the very kind of ‘liberal’ dogmas which weakened 
and ultimately destroyed the cause of freedom in postwar China.”146

By 1966, the organization boasted 180 chapters across the United States, 
attracting members of the John Birch Society, the Liberty Lobby, and other 
right- wing groups. The FORI paid for Max Yergan and George Schuyler—the 
leading African Americans in the conservative movement—to trek across Rho-
desia. It did the same for Ohio Congressman John Ashbrook and several pro-
fessors from Georgetown University’s Center for Strategic and International 
Studies, a foreign- policy think tank with connections to the CIA.147 At the 
same time, Max Yergan’s group, the American African Affairs Association, 
published its own studies about communist subversion in southern Africa 
and financed Rhodesian excursions for James Kilpatrick, the staunch segrega-
tionist editor of the Richmond New Leader, and other conservatives from the 
U.S. South.148 Likewise, Clarence Manion enlisted his show as a propaganda 
machine for both the Rhodesian and South African governments, which paid 
for him to visit the region in 1968.149 Others in Manion’s orbit, such as Cuban 
exile Luis Manrara and Catholic priest Daniel Lyons, also traveled to South 
Africa where they met members of the right- wing National Council to Com-
bat Communism, as well as journalists, professors, government officials, and 
military leaders.150

Through these connections, Rhodesians and South Africans explained to 
American audiences how their societies depended upon the achievements of 
white settlers rather than the exploited labor of oppressed indigenous peoples. 
One member of the Rhodesian government put it this way: “It is the enterprise 
of the European population” that had “been responsible for developing the 
country’s natural resources, building its towns and factories, communications 
systems, and various institutions that provide employment.”151 Americans 
parroted those narratives. On the Manion Forum, Anthony Harrigan, a veteran 
journalist and member of the American Security Council, gave a history lesson 
to justify white rule. Before whites came to Rhodesia, he explained, “It was a 
completely undeveloped land.” However, once whites had subdued the black 
populations, the country became “a classic example of Western Enterprise. 
Had white Westerners not settled there, one can be sure that the land would 
still be in the Stone Age.”152

Tales of white- led development bolstered Americans’ belief that whites in 
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Rhodesia and South Africa shared a common past with white settlers in the 
United States. In each case, Americans said, whites had carved out civiliza-
tion in a harsh terrain populated by backwards, racially inferior, and hostile 
peoples.153 That helped Americans argue that the British government’s actions 
in the United Nations were hypocritical. One cartoon in the Dan Smoot Re-
port, a weekly newsletter, joked that if the United Nations had been around in 
1776, then angry British officials would have showed up demanding “sanctions 
against this rebel who has set up an all- white rule in a nation of Redskins!”154

Meanwhile, Rhodesians and South Africans told Americans that white 
leadership in Africa held out the promise for black development.155 A repre-
sentative from the Parliament of South Africa explained how apartheid was 
distinct from segregation in the United States. While segregation “amounted 
to discrimination,” apartheid “embarked upon a policy of developing the sepa-
rate homelands, the historic homelands of all the black people.” In this view, 
apartheid “would allow blacks to have self- determination and, eventually, if 
they wished to, sovereignty.”156 In a similar vein, white Rhodesians explained 
how their system of government allowed blacks to benefit from a “wide variety 
of public and private programs to raise their standards,” including education, 
medicine, and agriculture.157 One activist summed it up in a letter to President 
Richard Nixon: “Rhodesia and South Africa are performing the noblest and 
most practical service possible to the Negro—helping him to help himself.”158

For their part, right- leaning white Americans insisted that the United States 
could learn much from white regimes in southern Africa. Journalist Ralph de 
Toledano, for one, believed that if “the Rhodesian system been employed in 
the United States after the War between the States, the advance of the Negro 
would have been accelerated and our present convulsions avoided,” referring 
obliquely to the civil rights movement.159 To some Americans, Rhodesia ap-
peared as a superior society in which racial conflict had been all but eliminated. 
After visiting the country in 1967, one writer described what he saw as “an 
evolving multiracial society in which both races increasingly will share in the 
political, economic, and social development of their pioneer land.” It was re-
freshing. An “American visitor, familiar with the uneasy vibrations of our own 
urban life, knows that racial tensions can be sensed” at home. But in Rhodesia, 
he “senses none of these tensions.”160

All this talk about black development and racial harmony belied white 
Americans’ real interest in Rhodesia and South Africa. For as millions of 
African Americans across the United States mobilized against injustice and 
inequality in the 1960s, many in the U.S. Right looked to Rhodesia and South 
Africa to help them make sense of a growing radicalism within the civil rights 
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movement. Starting in 1964, black frustrations had exploded in hundreds of 
rebellions in Los Angeles, Detroit, Newark, Chicago, and many other major 
cities. As activists inspired by Malcolm X and Robert F. Williams moved from 
peaceful resistance to armed defense, many whites concluded that such hostil-
ity could only be the work of communist agents.161 Clarence Manion summed 
it up in 1967: the U.S. “race riots” were just “one front in a worldwide war” 
waged by communists.162 Others made the same basic point, warning that 
Robert F. Williams was a “Cuban- style revolutionary intent on the violent 
overthrow of the United States,” and predicting that “unlimited colored im-
migration” from Africa would only bring more black revolutionaries into the 
United States.163

Denouncing civil rights advocates as communists was nothing new, of 
course, but the ways in which white conservatives made those links in the 
1960s hinged on their understandings of what was taking place in Africa and 
other parts of the decolonizing world. As African Americans talked of black 
liberation in the United States in the same terms used by armed anticolonial 
movements in Africa and elsewhere, U.S. conservatives surmised that a race 
war at home was imminent, and that the Soviet Union was behind it all.164 
Thus, they flattened an old and complex set of ideas that had animated pan- 
African movements since the 1920s into a global communist conspiracy in 
which blacks—whether in the United States or Africa—were nothing more 
than pawns of Soviet conquest. Such a framing allowed whites to ignore the 
central claims of most civil rights and Black Power activists—access to hous-
ing, jobs, and political power, and an end to racist practices in policing, courts, 
and other public arenas—in favor of images of armed black revolutionaries 
stalking the streets of American cities. Summing up that view, a reporter for 
the Christian Anti- Communist Crusade asserted, “Racial revolution has re-
placed ‘workers revolution’ as the course of the communist plot to conquer 
the United States.”165

Fears of racial revolution in the United States legitimized vigilante violence 
against African Americans and others. In the early 1960s, membership in the 
Ku Klux Klan—in reality a series of competing Klan groups—skyrocketed, 
surpassing 50,000 by 1965. Across the South and in many other parts of the 
country, Klansmen intimidated African Americans, bombed churches, and 
murdered scores of civil rights activists and leaders. They hoped to forestall 
change by turning back the clock to a time when blacks knew their place.166 
For that reason, South Africa and Rhodesia had an obvious appeal. Analogizing 
circumstances, Klansmen and like- minded members of White Citizens’ Coun-
cils believed that their counterparts in Africa had taken admirable measures 
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to stamp out challenges from blacks—not only legal discrimination and state 
repression but also vigilante violence.167 The admiration flowed in the opposite 
direction too. Some white South Africans studied the “methods of the Ku Klux 
Klan” and donned its trademark white hoods and gowns. One group hoped to 
intimidate members of the African National Congress by scrawling “Ku Klux 
Klan Africa” on the walls of its office in Cape Town.168 Realizing the Klan’s 
popularity overseas, Terry Venable, who ran the Imperial Knights of the Ku 
Klux Klan, tried to establish a branch at Rhodes University in South Africa.169

For those right- leaning Americans who saw black freedom struggles in the 
United States and Africa as two sides of the same coin—and who saw Africans 
and African Americans as essentially the same people—the spread of leftist 
national liberation movements in Africa was profoundly disturbing. By the late 
1960s, many nationalist movements in South Africa, Rhodesia, Mozambique, 
Angola, and elsewhere had taken up the Marxist cause and allied themselves 
with Cuba and the Soviet Union, which offered funds, weapons, advisers, 
and soldiers. Unfolding on a massive scale, these movements mobilized large 
swaths of the black population against racial inequality, political disfranchise-
ment, and economic injustice.170 The proliferation of popular revolutions in 
southern Africa confirmed conservatives’ greatest fears about racial subversion 
in the United States. In their eyes, black freedom, whether at home or abroad, 
threatened nothing less than a return to barbarism. As one commentator reck-
oned, “Where the ‘Winds of Change’ have blown” and “civilized men have 
bowed to them, civilization has disappeared.”171

That fear, above all, was what drew U.S. conservatives to southern Africa. 
For in Rhodesia they found parables for—and solutions to—domestic racial 
crises. At the same time, the heroic myths that white Rhodesians built around 
their nation and its peculiar rebellion helped conservative Americans maintain 
their self- image as anticolonial liberators, even as they supported the remnants 
of violent colonial regimes. In their eyes, Rhodesia had cast off the chains of 
British imperialism and forestalled communist conquest in Africa. By helping 
Rhodesia’s cause, Americans joined that struggle.

In the 1960s, conservative Americans took a more active role in the anticom-
munist international. Using a vast fundraising network, they helped expand its 
size and scope, drawing more people and groups into the movement. They also 
established many of the core convictions—and contradictions—that would 
guide it in later years. Talking in the language of national liberation and revo-
lution, they argued that anticommunist guerrillas, supported by right- wing 
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states and private groups, should be the vanguard in the global struggle against 
communism. But in supporting undemocratic regimes in Latin America, Asia, 
and Africa, they undercut their claims to revolution.

And so, despite major investments of money, time, and other resources, 
Americans still struggled to build the anticommunist international. In part, 
that was because the funds they raised through private channels often paled 
in comparison to those generated by the state. At a deeper level, it was because 
the disparate causes to which U.S. conservatives dedicated themselves had little 
in common except a vague notion of fighting communism. Simply put, Cuba, 
Vietnam, and the Congo were very different places with very different wars. 
Moreover, those struggles often had less to do with the Cold War than they 
did with the growing conflict between the industrialized global North and the 
decolonizing yet dependent global South.172

Still, their efforts had lasting effects. In the following years, many U.S. con-
servatives used the connections forged during the 1960s to mobilize a trans-
national movement that renounced the realpolitik of cooperation and negotia-
tion.173 Rather than fueling détente, they continued to work toward a world in 
which communism had vanished from the face of the earth. The vehicle for this 
campaign, many hoped, would be the newly formed World Anti- Communist 
League.
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In September 1967, as the number of U.S. troops in Vietnam approached 
500,000, a small band of Americans arrived at a mountainside palace just out-
side of Taipei, Taiwan.1 Led by organizer Marvin Liebman, former U.S. Con-
gressman Walter Judd, and Catholic Reverend Daniel Lyons, they had traveled 
to Taiwan for the first meeting of the World Anti- Communist League (WACL). 
Meeting hundreds of activists from Asia, Africa, Latin America, and Eastern 
Europe, they spent a week electing officers and hammering out a constitution.2 
The Americans and the other delegates hoped the new group would expand 
the Right’s global reach, forming the basis for a “strong anti- Communist united 
front” across the world.3 As they met, accolades flooded in from right- wing 
authoritarians such as South Korea’s Park Chung Hee, South Vietnam’s Nguyen 
Van Thieu, and Paraguay’s Alfredo Stroessner.4

Connecting anticommunist groups from five continents, the WACL aimed 
to fight communism by lending what it called “spiritual and material support” 
to the “liberation movements in captive nations under communist rule.”5 To 
the Americans who witnessed the birth of the WACL, it offered fresh hope 
after years of frustration. Since the 1950s, they had been working to build the 
anticommunist international, but they didn’t have much to show for it.6 It 
seemed as if the communists had gained ground everywhere—Vietnam, Cuba, 
the Congo, even the United States. But the WACL, with its broad geographic 
base and deep connections to right- wing governments, suggested that the 
Right’s kind of revolution might yet be realized.

It took less than a decade for most Americans to sour on the WACL and its 
affiliates. The group was too radical and too uncontrollable, they said. More-
over, the Americans’ vision of the anticommunist international—centered on 
propaganda campaigns, training academies, and conferences—clashed with the 
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violent actions of their overseas allies. Talking about wars of national liberation 
was one thing. Making them was another.

When Americans began to cede ground within the movement, their allies 
in Latin America took over. Convinced that the United States was failing in its 
mission to fight communism, right- wing civilians and state officials from Chile, 
Argentina, Paraguay, and other nations drew closer to kindred movements in 
Asia and Europe. Hoping to lead a new charge against the global Left, they 
mobilized their own network of state security forces, private groups, merce-
naries, and paramilitaries to purge their societies of suspected subversives and 
eliminate their opponents abroad. Thus, as left- wing revolutionaries fashioned 
a global offensive through transnational violence in the 1970s, their opponents 
followed suit.7 They would make the anticommunist international more lethal.

Arriving in Taiwan in the fall of 1967, the Americans found a legion of right- 
wing activists who hoped the WACL could become the nerve center of global 
anticommunist revolution, a means to coordinate armed movements spread 
across Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America. That was mostly 
bluster. Instead of sponsoring uprisings in communist countries, the WACL 
leadership contented themselves with hosting semi- annual meetings and 
public rallies, sponsoring letter- writing campaigns, channeling funds to new 
anticommunist groups, and publishing a library of books and pamphlets on 
subjects ranging from economic development, transnational political organiz-
ing, communist drug- smuggling plots, and guerrilla warfare. Nevertheless, it 
was the only collection of anticommunist groups with a truly global reach.8

Since most Americans came as observers to WACL conferences in these 
years, few had any direct role in shaping its early activities. Of those, Catholic 
priests Raymond De Jaegher and Daniel Lyons, who had formed several groups 
in the mid-1960s to liberate mainland China from communist rule, were the 
most active. They gave speeches, wrote articles for WACL publications, and 
led courses at the group’s “political warfare” academy in South Korea, known 
as the Freedom Center.9 Others did much of the same, presenting papers and 
authoring pamphlets, often parroting the party line of the Guomindang, which 
dominated the WACL in its early years.10

Fearing that they were losing ground in the movement to Taiwan, leading 
activists and intellectuals in the United States decided they had to find new 
ways to coordinate their overseas work. In February of 1970, Lee Edwards—a 
former member of the Young Americans for Freedom who had attended several 
conferences in Asia—asked a few dozen conservative luminaries to come to 
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Washington, D.C., for a “private, off- the- record meeting” to determine a course 
of action “to be taken by individuals and organizations determined to combat 
tyranny around the world.”11

A few weeks later, twenty men convened at the luxurious Mayflower Hotel 
in Washington, D.C., for a weekend summit. Most had been involved in inter-
national work for years. U.S. Senator Walter Judd was there, and so was National 
Review publisher William Rusher.12 Fred Schwarz, an Australian physician- 
turned- firebrand who led the Christian Anti- Communist Crusade, also turned 
up, much to the delight of the others. Schwarz was renowned for his popular 
line of “anticommunist schools” which drew adherents from California to 
Connecticut, and which produced a steady stream of revenue, more than mil-
lion dollars a year.13 With such a robust financial base, Schwarz had expanded 
his group overseas, sponsoring schools and publishing propaganda in India, 
Taiwan, Mexico, Brazil, and South Africa.14 In British Guiana, his agents had 
gotten involved in local politics by shuffling thousands of dollars to anticom-
munist officials there, acts that led to the Crusade’s expulsion.15

Although these men were among the wealthiest and most powerful figures in 
the growing conservative movement in the United States, they felt impotent on 
the world stage. Fearing that leftists were advancing everywhere, they decided 
to form an overarching group to provide new direction for Americans’ inter-
national anticommunist endeavors.16 The result was the American Council for 
World Freedom (ACWF), a coalition of U.S. groups working to build closer 
bonds with kindred movements in Asia, Africa, Europe, and Latin America. To 
lead the group, they elected John Fisher, head of the hawkish group of defense 
industry lobbyists known as the American Security Council.17 Anticommu-
nists in Asia and elsewhere cheered the creation of the ACWF—a “solid unity 
of all the leading U.S. anti- communist groups,” said one. They were particularly 
excited about the involvement of the Christian Anti- Communist Crusade and 
the American Security Council both of which boasted broad financial bases 
and advisory committees of bankers, businessmen, and retired military leaders. 
In other words, these were men who had access to money and power, and who 
could therefore channel substantial resources into the anticommunist inter-
national, something that seemed all the more important as the U.S. military 
struggled in Southeast Asia.18

Indeed, the formation of the ACWF came at a crucial moment in the Viet-
nam War. In the United States, the antiwar movement had reached a new peak, 
drawing support from a broad swath of Americans and putting serious pressure 
on the Nixon administration to cease hostilities. Meanwhile, in Vietnam, com-
munist forces continued to gain ground. The U.S. military’s counterinsurgency 
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strategy was always one step behind the guerrillas. American- led forces failed 
to stop the flow of soldiers and supplies along the Ho Chi Minh Trail and 
struggled to win the hearts and minds of the Vietnamese people, mostly be-
cause American firepower was often brought to bear on those civilians whom 
the U.S. military was supposed to be defending.19 President Richard Nixon’s 
buildup of the South Vietnamese Army after 1969, known as Vietnamization, 
had not brought victory any closer.20

Across the United States, indeed across the world, many observers pro-
claimed what Nixon administration officials whispered in private—the United 
States was retreating from the war. Beyond that, the massive opposition that 
the war generated in the United States, particularly among countercultural 
elements, indicated to conservatives that the United States was abandoning its 
mission as world leader, retreating into a morass of immorality and cowardice. 
Combined, the drugs, demonstrations, riots, and the collapse of the American 
military effort in Vietnam suggested that the United States was faltering.21

Asian anticommunists saw the same picture and hoped the ACWF, with 
its deep pockets and high- profile leaders, would reverse the drift of U.S. poli-
tics toward peace in Vietnam and coexistence with communism. They de-
nounced those “liberal elements” who were trying to “force their government 
to withdraw the U.S. forces from South Vietnam by resorting to teach- ins, dem-
onstrations, and parades.”22 “In a country where the air of appeasement is very 
strong,” said one, the “ACWF’s birth as a new united front against Communism 
carries tremendous political significance.”23 In turn, the Americans hoped that 
greater investment in the anticommunist international would improve their 
image as lily- white conservatives at home. “No one will be able to accuse us of 
racism now,” one foolishly cheered. Beyond that, the group’s endeavors would 
show the world that many Americans, despite the growth of the antiwar move-
ment, remained resolutely anticommunist.24

Such optimistic rhetoric masked the quotidian problems of organizational 
work. From the start it wasn’t entirely clear what the ACWF was to supposed 
do.25 Its member groups—the Committee of One Million, the American Se-
curity Council, the Christian Anti- Communist Crusade, and others—all had 
their own sources of funding and their own pet projects at home and abroad. 
In its first few years, then, the ACWF served merely as a clearinghouse for dif-
ferent pieces of literature. The handful of original pamphlets and broadsides 
produced by the group mostly concerned events in Southeast Asia, as ACWF 
leaders chastised the Nixon administration’s handling of the war in Vietnam, 
particularly its refusal to allow Taiwan and other Asian anticommunist states 
to take over for U.S. forces—again echoing views long put forward by Jiang 
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Jieshi and the Guomindang.26 The group also helped stage demonstrations in 
New York, Washington, D.C., and elsewhere protesting American overtures 
toward communist China. But those rallies were always dwarfed by the antiwar 
demonstrations, which could attract hundreds of thousands.27 The Right may 
have been on the rise in the United States in the early 1970s—best evidenced 
by Nixon’s landslide victory in the 1972 presidential election—but that did 
not always translate into much grassroots activity for the broader cause of the 
anticommunist international.

In late 1971, conservative leaders decided to cast their lot with the World 
Anti- Communist League.28 Most believed that a truly powerful international 
movement was still within reach and that Americans might yet lead it to vic-
tory.29 With more than 100 chapters spread across five continents, the WACL 
was without rival the largest international anticommunist group. Over the next 
few years, Americans took a more active role within the group, chairing com-
mittees, planning conferences, and corresponding with overseas affiliates. But, 
as in previous years, they started to worry that some of their allies abroad were 
liabilities. In the 1973, the annual WACL conference in London was canceled 
when the British government refused to grant visas to many of its members, 
citing their reputations for violence and radicalism.30

The apparent disarray within the movement presented an opportunity 
for the Americans to seize control.31 In early 1974, lawyer and activist Fred 
Schlafly secured the chairmanship of the WACL, causing his friends to toast 
him as the “top anticommunist in the world.”32 Husband of Phyllis Schlafly, 
the conservative movement’s most influential female voice, Fred had helped 
his wife manage a series of political organizations, efforts that introduced him 
to like- minded activists from across the country and across the world.33 Draw-
ing on his extensive personal and political connections, he believed Ameri-
can leadership would revitalize the WACL, marginalizing its radical elements, 
removing ineffective chapters, and building stronger bonds between those 
individuals and groups that he deemed worthy.34 He also planned to use the 
new technology of computerized direct- mailing lists, pioneered by conserva-
tive activist Richard Viguerie, to create a broad base of grassroots activists and 
deep- pocketed financiers in the United States—a technique that had already 
raised millions of dollars for domestic groups.35

Heading the WACL would be a difficult task. In the early 1970s, the WA-
CL’s leaders, mostly a core of old- guard anticommunists from Taiwan, South 
Korea, South Vietnam, and the Philippines, had incorporated dozens of new 
chapters.36 Some, like the Japanese chapter Kokusai Shokyo Rengo (the Inter-
national Federation for Victory over Communism), had all of the trappings of 
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a mass movement. Founded in the late 1950s by two former members of the 
Japanese High Command imprisoned as Class- A war criminals, it staged rallies 
of thousands and intimidated labor unions and other left- leaning groups.37 But 
most of the new WACL chapters, especially those from Africa and the Middle 
East, were not much more than letterhead organizations with a handful of 
members, tiny budgets, and no real influence in their home countries. Others, 
like the Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of Nations, had earned a reputation for violence 
and extremism.38 Too many of the WACL’s chapters drew their members from 
“neo- Nazi, ex- Nazi, fascist, neo- fascist” circles, said one concerned party.39

As Schlafly and other Americans struggled to manage their overseas allies, 
they also fretted about the direction of conservatism at home and its embodi-
ment in the Nixon administration. While they had been stalwart supporters 
of Nixon’s presidency in its early years, they soon grew disillusioned with his 
handling of the war in Vietnam, not to mention many of his domestic policies. 
Although his program of Vietnamization—the gradual replacement of U.S. 
soldiers with South Vietnamese ones—pleased many who had long called for 
more Asian involvement in fighting the war, they were frustrated by the lack of 
results.40 As the war continued to flounder, many conservatives found Nixon’s 
talk about détente, about cooperation and negotiation, and about normaliz-
ing relations with communist China reprehensible.41 Their allies in Asia and 
Europe felt the same way.42 Nixon had once talked of winning the Cold War. 
Now he was seeking stability by making it permanent. Fearing U.S. decline 
on the international stage, Nixon was, in his words, settling for a world that 
would “remain half- Communist rather than becoming entirely Communist.”43

Unlike Nixon, Schlafly desired not stability but victory.44 To make that 
point, he spent some $200,000 to host the WACL’s 1974 conference at the 
luxurious Mayflower Hotel in Washington, D.C.45 The stars of the conservative 
movement filled the program. William F. Buckley gave the keynote address.46 
U.S. Senators Strom Thurmond and Jesse Helms, both arch- segregationists 
and vehement anticommunists, served as co- chairmen, lending the proceed-
ings their official blessing.47 Conference literature made it clear that Thurmond 
and Helms, unlike the architects of détente, sought “freedom and justice for 
all.” Accommodation and negotiation with the Soviet Union and China would 
only make life harder for the true “allies of the Free World”—those men and 
women who were “fighting the common enemy” of “communist tyranny.”48 
This was more of a symbolic stance than a strategic one, a way to shore up 
U.S. conservatives’ anticommunist credentials as the Nixon administration 
maneuvered for “peace with honor” in Vietnam and détente with the Soviet 
Union and China49
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In Washington, anticommunists from Asia, Latin America, Africa, and Eu-
rope rebuked détente, calling instead for renewed armed struggles in those na-
tions controlled by the Soviet Union, Red China, and their allies. Many insisted 
that “wars of national liberation” were still the best path forward. Ukrainian 
Yaroslav Stetsko, the former Nazi collaborator who ran the group of exiled 
partisans known as the Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of Nations, presented the clear-
est articulation of that idea. He asserted that “simultaneous and not separate, 
isolated revolutionary uprisings of the subjugated peoples are the surest road to 
liberation.” Real and lasting change could only come through “armed people” 
practicing the “primitive method” of guerrilla warfare. As usual, he held up 
the anti- Soviet partisan wars that raged in Eastern Europe during and after 
World War II as the ideal model for national liberation movements elsewhere.50 
Others made calls to wage guerrilla wars across the globe, from Cuba to Croatia 
to China, pleas that fused nationalism and internationalism. While these guer-
rilla wars were fundamentally national projects—aimed at freeing one people 
or another—the imagined bonds of fraternity between armed anticommunists 
offered a vision of joint struggle. By waging simultaneous wars of national 
liberation against communist proxy states, they hoped to defeat not just the 
Soviet Union, but to eradicate communism itself, thereby transforming the 
entire world.

However, the WACL conference in Washington served primarily as an in-
strument of propaganda. Bringing hundreds of anticommunists to one place 
and then having them expound about the need for greater cooperation in “wars 
of national liberation” was, in many ways, the goal itself. To those Americans 
who staged the conference, image trumped reality. What mattered was creating 
the impression that anticommunist groups from five continents were working 
together to roll back communism. They were less concerned about whether 
those connections were put to any use on the ground. In place of works and 
wars, words and wishes would suffice.

In this sense, the 1974 conference represented the high- water mark for the 
kind of anticommunist international that Americans had been trying to build 
since the late 1950s. Soon the tide began to recede. In the weeks after the sum-
mit, major rifts began to divide the Americans from their overseas allies. Some 
of these tensions had already appeared the previous year, when members of 
the British WACL chapter contacted their American counterparts about the 
unsavory characters who made up the WACL.51 After conducting their own 
investigation, Fred Schlafly and other Americans began to see their allies for 
who they really were. Most of the leaders in the Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of Nations, 
like Yaroslav Stetsko, had fought with the Nazis and continued to drape their 
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“national liberation” movements in the vestiges of World War II–era  fascism. 
Even worse, the ABN’s Croatian members had been bombing buildings, hi-
jacking planes, and killing their foes and rivals for years.52 Americans laid the 
blame for much of this at the feet of Taiwanese and South Korean leaders who 
lacked “sophistication and sensitivity in making judgments about Western 
‘anticommunists.’ ” The Asian chapters had also exercised poor acumen by 
recruiting a cabal of financiers from the Saudi royal family whose motives 
were not entirely clear.53

Over the course of 1975, Fred Schlafly and other Americans began to dis-
entangle themselves from the WACL. Schlafly resigned his position as chair, 
and his chapter resolved to stop paying its dues and participating in future 
meetings.54 In response, some alleged that Schlafly was part of a “Zionist front,” 
working to “prevent the expansion of the WACL” by “sabotaging” its activi-
ties.55 Others blamed Marvin Liebman, denouncing him as a “Jew who sold 
out the WACL” in the late 1960s.56 At their meetings and in their publications, 
a score of WACL leaders condemned the departing Americans as communist 
stooges.57 In private correspondence to one another, the Americans struggled 
to explain how things had gotten so bad so quickly.58 Their sense of despair 
only grew over the next two years. The Watergate scandal had unraveled the 
Nixon presidency. His successor, Gerald Ford, offered little hope to anticom-
munist internationalists since he was also committed to détente. The 1976 
election of Jimmy Carter was harder to accept. Promising a new path in U.S. 
foreign relations, based on restraint, circumspection, and negotiation, Carter 
signaled to anticommunists—in the United States and the wider world—that 
the U.S. government had quit the Cold War.

The Americans were right to worry about their overseas allies’ growing capac-
ity for violence. Leading the way was a network of right- wing civilians, political 
leaders, and paramilitary groups in Latin America. As Cuban- inspired guerrilla 
movements started appearing in a handful of Latin American countries in the 
mid-1960s, their opponents on the Far Right responded with covert campaigns 
of their own.59

Some of the first moves came from Mexico. In 1967, Raimundo Guerrero, 
a right- wing professor at the Universidad Autónoma de Guadalajara, the 
only private university established during the Mexican Revolution, founded 
the Federación Mexicana Anticomunista (FEMACO). In public, Guerrero 
described it as a coalition of business and student groups from twenty- four 
Mexican states.60 In reality, FEMACO was a front organization for an ultra- 
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right- wing movement called the Tecos. Developing out of the Cristeros, a 
Catholic paramilitary army that battled the Mexican government in the 1920s, 
the Tecos remained armed as the Mexican state consolidated its power. During 
the Second World War, the Nazis recruited several Tecos leaders, urging them 
to attack the U.S. border.61 The Tecos never did that, and instead targeted their 
adversaries in Mexico.62

After the war, Guerrero took the reins, rebuilding the Tecos at the Univer-
sidad Autónoma de Guadalajara. Using funds from the U.S. government and 
the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations, he built an educational program that 
rejected state intervention in the economy, exalting individualism within a 
militant and conservative Catholic framework.63 Marginalized from the secu-
lar, populist, and socialist mainstream of Mexican politics, the Tecos plotted 
their assault on the Mexican establishment and its perceived connections to 
Castro’s Cuba. On campus, they “were the ones who dictated the rules about 
what to think, what was permitted to say, how to dress, which films were not to 
be watched, and who may attend a function.”64 All of this ensured that, in the 
words of a Mexican journalist who spent a decade researching Latin America’s 
extreme Right, the university became “one of the major fascist centers of Latin 
America and perhaps the world.”65 In the group’s magazine Replica and other 
publications, Guerrero vilified leftists and Jews, asserted that communism had 
infiltrated schools, unions, and government, and talked of purging Mexican 
society of its subversive elements.66 Soon Guerrero began reaching out to right- 
wing groups at other major Mexican universities. His networking helped the 
Tecos expand their financial base and political connections, transforming the 
Mexican extreme Right from a constellation of small groups into a complex 
network of interdependent organizations with common funding and a shared 
set of convictions. Within a few years, hundreds of industrialists, bankers, and 
college professors had joined the group as members or sponsors.67

Beyond building a political movement, Guerrero sought a more direct 
engagement with suspected subversives. In the mid-1960s, the Tecos began 
forming armed bands to terrorize their opponents. They also started work-
ing with Cuban exiles in Mexico and Miami, who provided funds, weapons, 
and tactical training.68 Collaborating with anti- Castro paramilitaries such as 
Alpha 66 helped the Tecos carry out many “assassinations, bombings, kidnap-
pings, intimidation, and other forms of terrorism” over the following years.69 
Although Mexican intelligence services routinely monitored the Tecos, they 
did very little to stop the group’s extralegal activities.70

By the late 1960s, as the Mexican government confronted an armed insur-
gency in its rural southern states, Raimundo Guerrero believed that his group 
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needed more support from abroad to truly counter the threat of communism 
in the Americas. The World Anti- Communist League seemed the most ap-
propriate avenue for that. Guerrero’s FEMACO—essentially the Tecos—joined 
in 1968. Over the next few years, they labored quietly, helping to plan confer-
ences, raise money, and bring more Latin Americans into the fold. It paid off. 
In 1972, Guerrero secured election as WACL chairman, bringing the group’s 
annual conclave to Mexico City in August of that year.

At that summit, he proposed the creation of the Confederación Antico-
munista Latinoamericana (CAL), a coalition of right- wing organizations 
from Central and South America. An international body in the Americas 
was only proper, he said, since communism “fights to conquer and enslave all 
the peoples of the free world.” Moreover, since the communists used “secret 
international guerrilla organizations and covert agents” to infiltrate “schools, 
churches, businesses, civic associations, and the state,” Latin American anti-
communists had to create their own clandestine network to counter the moves 
of the subversives.71

The CAL was a response to growing connections, both real and imagined, 
between leftists in the Americas and elsewhere in the world. That alliance was 
most clearly embodied in the Organization of Solidarity with the People of 
Asia, Africa and Latin America, founded in 1966 in Cuba to unite leftist and 
anti- imperial movements across three continents.72 In the eyes of Guerrero 
and his acolytes, the communists were now on the offensive, as evidenced by 
the success of the National Liberation Front in Vietnam, the election of social-
ist Salvador Allende in Chile, and the apparent union of radical leftist groups 
throughout the developed and developing world.73 To counter that, Guer-
rero said the CAL would take shape as a broad front of political parties, labor 
unions, agrarian syndicates, intellectual groups, clergy, radio and television 
stations, journalists, lawyers, and other professionals. Funding would come 
from “philanthropists” willing to support the CAL with a “minimum dona-
tion of $1,000.”74 Others agreed, calling for a “regional financing secretariat” 
composed of “private companies, banking institutions, industrialists, busi-
nessmen, (and) professionals,” supplemented by whatever funds that friendly 
governments—especially ones run by military juntas—could provide.75 The 
executive committee of the WACL accepted Guerrero’s proposal, giving him 
sixth months to assemble an executive board and secure financial backers.

Guerrero spent the next year building the infrastructure of the CAL.76 In 
Mexico, he recruited members of the Tecos to help, relying heavily on  Rafael 
Rodriguez, a young journalist and part- time lecturer at the Universidad 
Autónoma de Guadalajara who, like Guerrero, believed that international 
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communism was a Jewish plot for world domination.77 After a few months of 
correspondence, in July of 1973, a dozen delegates from Mexico, Brazil, Chile, 
Guatemala, El Salvador, and Paraguay arrived for a secret meeting in Alto 
Paraná, a remote, rural province of Paraguay. There, far away from the eyes of 
the world, they laid out the basic structure of the CAL.78

The most important branch was to be the Political Parties and Military 
Organizations section, which recruited members of the armed forces and right-
ist political parties into the CAL and coordinated activities between groups 
in different countries. They also drew up plans for an educational institute, 
based in Guadalajara, and an international news agency to “counter campaigns 
against the governments, political parties, and anticommunist organizations” 
of Latin America.79 By 1974, the group boasted more than a thousand mem-
bers.80 Although Guerrero had envisioned the CAL as a coalition of political 
parties, unions, clerics, and professionals, its most active members came, un-
surprisingly, from the military and police forces of Central and South America. 
Inclined to see any challenge to oligarchy and inequality as a communist as-
sault, most had received instruction at some point from the United States, 
either at the School of the Americas in Panama or through in- country training 
programs sponsored by the U.S. military or the State Department’s Office of 
Public of Safety.81

The CAL chapter in Paraguay was led by Dr. Antonio Campos Alum, head of 
the secret police known as La Técnica.82 A close friend of Paraguay’s right- wing 
dictator, Alfredo Stroessner, Campos Alum had been fighting leftist subver-
sion for most of his life. In 1955, he had traveled to Washington, D.C., to learn 
interrogation and torture methods from the CIA and the FBI. The following 
year, he returned to Paraguay with a U.S. Army officer who, under the cover of 
a USAID development program, helped Campos Alum establish La Técnica.83 
It soon became Stroessner’s primary instrument of “political intelligence and 
repression,” maintaining a huge network of informants and spies and a data-
base of suspicious persons.84 For decades, Campos Alum’s men arrested and 
tortured thousands of civilians, claiming that they were part of a Marxist in-
surgency threatening to overthrow the country, though most were simply dis-
sidents who challenged Stroessner’s rule.85 Like Campos Alum, many other 
CAL leaders were active or retired military and intelligence officers from Chile, 
Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, and a half- dozen other countries.86 The rest were 
right- leaning civilians from the professional classes, mostly doctors, lawyers, 
and businessmen.87

Drawn from the conservative ruling circles of their nations, they were 
deeply troubled by the changing currents of Latin American politics in the 
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early 1970s. Across the continent, “radical social revolution was a real possibil-
ity for millions of people, coloring everyday life with hope or dread depending 
on the circumstances and political views of each individual,” as journalist John 
Dinges once put it.88 For those on the left, there was much to celebrate. The 
Cuban Revolution had already shown that Latin Americans could cast off the 
chains of U.S. imperialism through armed action. Now, the 1970 election of 
President Salvador Allende in Chile demonstrated that socialism could be 
achieved through peaceful, democratic means. Throughout Latin America, 
young people, workers, and peasants took to the streets, demanding social jus-
tice and an end to oligarchic rule and foreign exploitation. A small number of 
them sought more radical change. In the early 1970s, Marxist guerrillas initiated 
or stepped up campaigns of kidnapping, assassination, and bombings in Argen-
tina, Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay, Bolivia, Mexico, and several other countries.89 
Although inspired by the Cuban Revolution, most did not receive much in the 
way of material and financial support from Fidel Castro’s government, which 
took a cautious approach in the hemisphere from the mid-1960s onward.90

Latin American rightists, however, understood these upheavals in terms of 
an international communist assault on democracy, Christianity, and the free 
market system. In their view, Cuba and the Soviet Union were set on conquer-
ing the entire hemisphere through terrorism and subversion. The election of 
socialist Salvador Allende, who was committed to nationalizing Chile’s raw 
materials, countering U.S. economic and political dominance, and empowering 
workers and poor people, was a harbinger of a frightening future. Allende had 
knitted together a powerful coalition of moderates and leftists that included a 
few former guerrillas.91 Should communists and their allies follow this same 
path in other countries, civilization would be swept away. Yet there was hope. 
When Chilean soldiers commanded by General Augusto Pinochet overthrew 
Allende on September 11, 1973, conservatives across Latin America rejoiced. 
The Chilean Right had defeated a major enemy and was now transforming 
the country to prevent leftists from ever gaining power again. While Marxist 
movements still existed across Latin America, Pinochet’s coup suggested their 
days were numbered.

That spirit of promise and peril hovered over the public debut of the CAL. 
Held in Rio de Janeiro in January of 1974, four months after Pinochet’s coup, 
it attracted some 200 delegates from nearly every Latin American country.92 
The Brazilian military government did not officially sanction the proceedings, 
but it did send several of its highest ranking officers to attend panels and give 
speeches.93 The conference took place in an “atmosphere of secrecy,” as an 
armed guard closely monitored the activities of journalists.94
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The secrecy was not without reason. Over the course of a week, CAL leaders 
laid out their “plans of action” to deal with a host of enemies. They told journal-
ists about their schemes to “combat and exterminate Red subversion in schools 
and universities,” and to counter “communist propaganda in all of its aspects.” 
They discussed strategies to expose and arrest communists who had infiltrated 
labor unions and peasant collectives. And they condemned the Catholic doc-
trine of Liberation Theology, in which priests identified themselves with the 
struggles of the poor, as another form of “communist subversion.”95

Chile’s coup lit the way forward. General Pinochet sent several members 
of his junta to deliver a personal message. In it, he presented his takeover and 
the purge of Chilean society that followed as a model for other countries to 
follow. Chile was the “best example of the reaction of a democratic country to 
the totalitarian attacks of international communism.” The Chilean people, now 
in their “right mind,” were “moving towards progress.”96 All of that suggested 
to a Soviet correspondent who covered the proceedings that the men who as-
sembled in Rio de Janeiro were part of a “profascist” movement that had gained 
“shameful notoriety in their own countries through their foul activities.”97

While the Chilean delegation celebrated the 1973 coup, they said little about 
how the Pinochet regime was dealing with its enemies. Nevertheless, many 
knew the score. Since taking power, Pinochet had erected a vast apparatus of 
terror. In the chaos that followed the coup, soldiers and paramilitaries began 
rounding up suspected subversives, arresting more than 13,000 teachers, jour-
nalists, students, union members, clergy, land- reform activists, and artists.98 
Some had been supporters of the Allende regime, others members of the So-
cialist and Communist Parties. Many had no deep affiliation with the Left but 
simply knew someone that the security forces did not trust. In the basements 
of the city’s soccer stadiums and in police stations across the city, intelligence 
officers and counterinsurgency specialists tortured and executed their prison-
ers. They pulled their captives’ fingernails and beat them with their fists. They 
raped women and attached electrodes to men’s genitals. In the countryside, 
mobile bands of soldiers and paramilitaries purged towns, villages, and prisons 
of suspected subversives in what became known as the Caravan of Death.99 
The terror was not really about procuring information. Rather, it was meant 
to liquidate the Left and crush any resistance to the new regime by filling the 
population with fear. It soon took on an evangelical dimension. Chile was being 
cleansed before its rebirth.100 Within a few years, some 3,200 Chileans had been 
“disappeared” or executed, and another 30,000 imprisoned. Eventually, nearly 
200,000 would flee the country.101

The Pinochet regime’s purge of Chilean society, which fused the power of 
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the state with vigilante violence, served as a clarion call for those who met in 
Rio de Janeiro. CAL leaders started to see their organization as an instrument 
of political terror—capable of working in conjunction with, but independent 
from, state agencies. In one meeting, CAL leaders announced that they would 
help “all countries” in Latin America create “paramilitary groups” composed 
of “former members of the armed forces to confront the Marxist guerrillas 
in defense of their nations.”102 Simply put, CAL leaders saw it as their task 
to help create death squads in every nation. They also aimed to supply state 
agencies with information gathered by private groups. As Mexico’s Rafael 
Rodriquez told the press, the conference had “technical papers about how 
to combat terrorism, kidnappings, and the urban and rural guerrillas” and 
planned to “put them at the disposal governments and armed forces.”103 And 
finally, CAL leaders hoped to pressure their governments to “adopt measures” 
against “priests and superiors of the Catholic Church who had committed 
themselves to communism.”104

By January of 1974, then, the CAL had facilitated connections between 
military and police leaders and rightist civilians in several key Latin Ameri-
can countries. A few months later, at the 1974 WACL conference in Wash-
ington, D.C., members of the CAL and their allies in the military and police 
forces of Chile, Argentina, and Paraguay held another secret meeting. Behind 
closed doors, they pledged to exchange intelligence and, in time, collaborate 
on counterinsurgency operations. That formed the foundation for the trans-
national program of intelligence sharing, torture, disappearance, and murder 
known as Operation Condor.105

Operation Condor signaled a major shift toward the right in Latin America’s 
Southern Cone. In Argentina, the military ousted centrist president Isabel 
Perón in 1976 and installed a ruling junta under the command of General Jorge 
Rafael Videla, initiating a Dirty War that killed some 30,000 civilians—surpass-
ing the number of dead in Chile by a factor of ten. In neighboring Uruguay, the 
military also seized power in a slow- motion coup over the course of several 
years. In Brazil and Paraguay, long- running military dictatorships expanded 
their programs of state terror, ruthlessly suppressing any political challenges. 
Like Pinochet’s Chile, these regimes were a conservative response to the po-
litical and economic upheavals that had wracked the continent for more than 
a decade. They shared a deep suspicion of leftist politics in particular and de-
mocracy in general. Most military leaders and economic elites loathed the wave 
of radicalism that swept across Latin America in the wake of the Cuban Revo-
lution. And they had little patience for governments that dealt with popular 
frustrations by nationalizing industries, asserting workers’ rights, attempting 
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land reform, implementing price controls, and placing restrictions on foreign 
companies. To reverse those trends, they advocated, in varying degrees, free- 
market reforms that generated new wealth for professionals and landed elites 
while undercutting the economic security and political power of the landless 
and the working classes.106

Often styling themselves as successors to interwar fascism, the Southern 
Cone dictatorships embraced a number of far- right figures and ex- Nazis who 
moved through a transatlantic underground of political parties, religious or-
ganizations, and masonic lodges. Setting up shop in Buenos Aires, Asunción, 
Santiago, and other cities, they republished Nazi tracts, talked of Jewish plots 
for world domination, and urged the dictatorships to seek common cause with 
armed right- wing groups in Italy, Germany, and Spain. Some, such as former 
Gestapo chief Klaus Barbie, the notorious Butcher of Lyon, lent their expertise 
to the dictatorships’ security services, helping smuggle weapons and eliminate 
targets across national borders.107

The Southern Cone dictatorships and their supporters on both sides of 
the Atlantic believed they were fighting a Third World War, a framework that 
encompassed old threats as well as new ones. For instance, when leftist guerril-
las from Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, and Bolivia formed an alliance, known as 
the Junta Coordinadora Revolucionaria (JCR), military leaders and economic 
elites realized that Marxist insurgencies had entered a more dangerous, more 
transnational phase. They said that “subversion . . . recognizes no borders or 
countries, and the infiltration penetrates all levels of national life.”108 In the 
eyes of the military and its civilian supporters, the Soviet Union and its prox-
ies had turned to “new and radical means to overthrow free societies and im-
pose Marxism.” But armed revolutionaries were only one part of the problem. 
There was also, as historian Jerry Dávila argues, a “cultural, or more precisely, 
counter- cultural” danger, a broad range of “subversives” that included rock 
musicians, young people, journalists, teachers, and “anyone who advocated 
for social justice.”109

The notion of a Third World War hinged on the perception, shared by 
many military leaders and rightist civilians in Latin America, that the United 
States had abandoned the fight against communism. By late 1976, the decline 
and fall of South Vietnam, the Watergate scandal, the realpolitik of détente, 
and the human rights–oriented policies of the incoming Carter administra-
tion all signaled to South American military leaders that the United States was 
no longer willing to do what was needed to stop socialist revolutionaries.110 
As one Argentine death squad commander declared at a CAL meeting, the 
“peoples and countries of Latin America” had to “make a unified front against 
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the menace of communism” since the United States did “not seem to under-
stand their situation.” In other words, Latin Americans had to realize that “we 
are alone and released to our own strength.”111

Operation Condor was therefore a potent weapon in the global struggle 
against communism and subversion—a transnational response to a trans-
national threat. Much more than an intelligence sharing operation, it facilitated 
the seizure, torture, and murder of thousands of suspected subversives across 
state borders. Operating largely under the direction of the dictatorships’ secret 
intelligence branches, state officials were able to deny Operation Condor’s 
existence even as many citizens were aware of its activities. Drawing upon U.S. 
technology and counterinsurgency techniques, Operation Condor united mili-
tary and police units with right- wing paramilitaries and mercenaries from Cen-
tral and South America, Western Europe, and, in a few cases, the United States. 
At the start, the Chilean intelligence service, DINA (Dirección de Inteligencia 
Nacional), was the most active branch. However, by early 1976, the secret intel-
ligence services of Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Brazil were all working  
in concert with one another. Bolivia and Peru joined a few years later.112

The murder of exiled Chilean general Carlos Prats demonstrated Opera-
tion Condor’s fearsome power. Prats had been an important part of Allende’s 
government and fled the country in the weeks after Pinochet took power. 
From his residence in Buenos Aires, he remained a vocal critic of the Chilean 
regime, writing a memoir and passing information to international human 
rights groups. In September 1974, the head of Chilean intelligence, Manuel 
Contreras, decided to kill the exiled general, possibly with direct authorization 
from Pinochet. Contreras set about recruiting a hit team, hiring an American 
civilian named Michael Townley, who had been living in Chile for decades. 
Townley had freelanced for the CIA in the months leading up to the coup and 
now sought steady employment from DINA. Armed with explosives and deto-
nators from the Chilean intelligence service, Townley and his wife traveled to 
Buenos Aires, using fake passports supplied by the Argentine embassy. When 
they arrived they began stalking Prats’ every move, sometimes relying upon 
Argentine police informants. After a few days of surveillance, they planted a 
bomb underneath his car. Late one night, as Prats and his wife returned to their 
flat, Townley was waiting down the street. He hit the detonator as Prats exited 
his car. The massive explosion killed Prats and his wife instantly. Pieces of the 
incinerated vehicle were found on the roof of a nearby building.113

This extralegal assassination established a model for future actions in which 
state security agencies contracted private citizens and vigilante groups to spy 
on, intimidate, and murder their political opponents.114 As a U.S. diplomatic 
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cable reported in 1976, Operation Condor utilized “special teams from member 
countries who are to travel anywhere in the world” to kill suspected subver-
sives.115 U.S. authorities were well aware of the assassinations, and indeed 
had facilitated them by setting up Operation Condor’s secret communication 
network, by training many of its members, and by providing Southern Cone 
security services with intelligence dispatches from the FBI, the CIA, and the 
Department of Defense.116

High- profile assassinations were only the tip of the iceberg. Right- wing mili-
tary leaders, intelligence officers, and civilians also worked together to shuttle 
detainees between countries for torture and execution, thereby preventing left-
ists from seeking refuge in one country or another. By 1976, the entire Southern 
Cone was no longer safe for anyone who opposed the dictatorships, especially 
those engaged in revolutionary activity.

Operation Condor was everywhere and yet nowhere. It was terrifying pre-
cisely because it rarely left a trace—either of its existence or of the fate of its 
victims. In March 1980, for instance, Argentine intelligence officers received 
permission from their counterparts in Brazil to capture two members of the 
Argentine guerrilla group called the Montoneros who were visiting Rio de Ja-
neiro. Horacio Campiglia and Susana Binstock had flown from Mexico City to 
Rio to meet a comrade who, unbeknownst to them, had already been captured 
and tortured into revealing their upcoming rendezvous. With that information, 
the Argentines nabbed the pair as they got off the plane, confiscated their travel 
documents, and then flew them back to Argentina on U.S.-supplied C-130 
military aircraft. Back in Rio, two Argentine agents posed as Campiglia and 
Binstock and pretended to check into a hotel, creating a paper trail that indi-
cated the pair was still alive somewhere. In reality, the captured Montoneros 
were in Buenos Aires, imprisoned in the Campo de Mayo, one of the city’s 
many secret detention and torture facilities. They were never seen again, alive 
or dead, just two among the thousands “disappeared” by Operation Condor.117

The Confederación Anticomunista Latinoamericana functioned as a cen-
tral part of the Operation Condor network in several ways. First, it provided a 
forum in which military officers from right- wing regimes coordinated counter-
insurgency strategy and exchanged intelligence.118 From 1974 onward, semi- 
annual meetings of the CAL and its secret coordinating committee allowed 
military and paramilitary leaders to strengthen their bonds and explore new 
threats.119 Beyond greasing the wheels of the Operation Condor death ma-
chine, the CAL also served as a potent ideological weapon, a way for right- wing 
regimes to display their commitment to anticommunism to their people, to 
each other, and to the rest of the world.
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In many ways, the CAL was the public face of the secret Condor program. 
Its conferences were staged with the full cooperation of military governments 
in Argentina, Paraguay, and Brazil, whose leaders provided security, arranged 
safe travel, financed the proceedings, gave speeches, and sent warm messages 
of support.120 On several occasions, military dictators attended conferences, 
where they praised the group’s activities to the press. Moreover, heads of state 
security forces such as Antonio Campos Alum, chief of Paraguay’s secret police, 
and Guillermo Suarez Mason, commander of the Argentine intelligence ser-
vice known as Batallón de Inteligencia 601, occupied key administrative posts 
within the organization.121 CAL leaders also made inroads into the civilian 
world by reaching out to wealthy citizens who supported the dictatorships’ 
radical economic programs. For instance, the Uruguayan chapter sponsored an 
“Enterprise Forum” in 1974, where “more than 300 businessmen from Uruguay, 
Argentina, Chile and Paraguay” gathered to exchange ideas and promote “free 
enterprise” policies.122

Beyond propaganda and public spectacle, the CAL also served as a link 
between state officials, civilians, and right- wing vigilante groups in Central 
America. The group already included members of Nicaraguan dictator Anas-
tasio Somoza’s inner circle, who regularly applauded his rule at conferences 
throughout the 1970s.123 By mid- decade, the CAL had incorporated paramili-
tary leaders and security officers from Guatemala and El Salvador as well. In 
1974, Mario Sandoval Alarcón, a Guatemalan politician responsible for thou-
sands of murders and disappearances, brought his political party, the Mov-
imiento de Liberación Nacional (MLN), into the CAL fold.124 Like many Latin 
American rightists, he, too, had a long history with the CIA, having participated 
in the 1954 overthrow of Guatemala’s socialist president, Jacobo Arbenz.125 
In 1960, Sandoval formed the MLN to purge Guatemalan society, including 
moderate elements of the military, of any vestiges of communism. He often 
referred to the MLN as the “party of organized violence.”126 Over the next few 
years, Sandoval and his lieutenants eschewed state- led modernization and 
development in favor of racial nationalism, vehement anticommunism, and 
free- market ideology.127 At the same time, he oversaw much of Guatemala’s 
counterinsurgency operations, which targeted a small Marxist guerrilla move-
ment but mostly killed students, labor leaders, and, especially, Indian peasants, 
whom Guatemala’s ruling classes saw as backward and racially inferior.128

Both a political party and a paramilitary organization, the MLN became 
the preferred political institution for Guatemala’s military officers and wealthy 
landowners who wished to maintain their power over working- class Guatema-
lans and the largely Mayan peasantry.129 In the late 1960s, the MLN’s leadership 
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formed several death squads, including the band known as La Mano Blanco 
(The White Hand) which claimed responsibility for the deaths of hundreds of 
“subversives” every year.130 As Sandoval once boasted to one American jour-
nalist, “We of the Liberación were the vanguard group that got this started . . . 
The terrorism of the guerrillas, which has resulted in the death of many of our 
[MLN] people, has forced the government to adopt a plan of complete ille-
gality, but this has brought results.”131 In parts of the countryside, in historian 
Greg Grandin’s words, the MLN’s “rural vigilante structure became the state.”132 
Sandoval was never shy about what this meant for the Guatemalan people. His 
forces were “wiping out the opposition.”133

In the mid-1970s, while Sandoval served as Guatemala’s vice president, he 
worked to internationalize his movement by reaching out to other right- wing 
groups in Latin America and Asia.134 He and his lieutenants became regular 
features at CAL and WACL conferences, and some occupied important admin-
istrative posts.135 These public summits granted them an international plat-
form to denounce U.S. policies toward Guatemala and Central America, which 
they saw as favoring human rights over decisive action against subversives. 
Above all, Sandoval and his allies despised President Jimmy Carter’s insistence 
that U.S. military and economic aid to the Guatemalan government would only 
continue if the regime reigned in the death squads, stopped the disappearances 
and murders, held free elections, and respected human rights.136

Public condemnations of Carter and détente were only part of Sandoval’s 
strategy. Like members of the Chilean and Argentine juntas and their civil-
ian supporters, Sandoval also sought closer cooperation with kindred move-
ments abroad to maintain his war against domestic enemies as U.S. military 
aid evaporated in the late 1970s.137 He sent his subordinates to Buenos Aires to 
receive instruction in counter- insurgency and interrogation techniques from 
Argentine military and intelligence officers.138 During that same time, he also 
made several trips to Taiwan, using his WACL connections get funds from the 
Guomindang government and secure training in psychological and political 
warfare for his men at Taiwan’s military academy.139

Meanwhile, Sandoval and other CAL leaders lent support to right- wing para-
militaries in neighboring El Salvador, where several armed leftist movements 
were challenging the corrupt, oligarchic government.140 Sandoval formed a 
close relationship with Major Roberto D’Aubuisson of the Salvadoran army’s 
intelligence branch.141 In 1978 and 1979, Sandoval helped D’Aubuisson create 
a paramilitary political party, which D’Aubuisson later christened the Alianza 
Republicana Nacional, known by its acronym, ARENA.142 Inspired by Sando-
val’s movement, D’Aubuisson built ARENA by fusing nationalism, anticom-
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munism, and free- market ideology with the counterinsurgency techniques he 
had learned at the Political Warfare Cadres Academy in Taiwan and the U.S. 
military’s School of the Americas.143

Nicknamed “Blowtorch Bob” for his sadistic interrogation methods, 
D’Aubuisson had created several death squads in the late 1960s and early 1970s 
which he then absorbed into ARENA’s party structure.144 A combination of 
active- duty soldiers and right- wing vigilantes who were funded by wealthy Sal-
vadorans, including exiles in the United States, these death squads formed the 
core of D’Aubuisson’s political program. They murdered thousands of peasants, 
laborers, union officials, political figures, and religious leaders—most notably 
Archbishop Oscar Romero, gunned down in 1980 by D’Aubuisson’s men while  
celebrating mass—in the hope of destroying poor peoples’ will to resist.145

Like Sandoval, D’Aubuisson used his international connections for more 
than propaganda. In the late 1970s, he, too, traveled to Taiwan several times, 
securing weapons and “political warfare” training for high- ranking military of-
ficers.146 Through this training program, he was able to harness greater control 
over his nation’s security apparatus, creating a staff of officers whose first loyalty 
was to him, even after he retired. When a military coup forced D’Aubuisson 
from the armed forces in 1979, he again turned to the CAL/Operation Con-
dor network for support. In 1980, he attended the annual CAL conference in 
Buenos Aires to obtain funds, weapons, and advisers for El Salvador’s security 
forces and death squads. Through Sandoval, D’Aubuisson met several mem-
bers of the Argentine military command who agreed to help. A few months 
later, fifty Argentine military advisers arrived in El Salvador, where they trained 
the Salvadorans in the methods they had perfected in Argentina’s Dirty War—
torture, assassination, disappearances, and the like. By doing so, the Argentine 
military junta was not just helping out a kindred movement in El Salvador. 
Much more than that, the Argentines were taking over for a beleaguered U.S. 
government that was giving up on its anticommunist mission.147

The CAL also attracted Cuban exiles. Since the late 1960s, several Cuban 
groups had escalated their covert war against Castro’s government, using do-
nations to purchase weapons in the United States as well as a hemispheric 
black market. Alpha 66 and other paramilitary groups seized Cuban vessels 
at sea, raided the island’s coastline, committed acts of sabotage, skirmished 
with Cuban troops in remote areas, hijacked planes, and assassinated ene-
mies. Soon they started to see the United States as a battleground too, carrying 
out high- profile kidnappings and bombings in New York, Miami, and other 
major American cities.148 In so doing, they contributed to a wave of domestic 
terrorism—both leftist and rightist—that swept across the United States in 
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the late 1960s and early 1970s. In an eighteen-month period in 1971 and 1972 
alone, radicals of one stripe or another detonated some 2,500 bombs across 
the country.149

For the exiles, paramilitary action was the last best option. As an Alpha 
66 spokesman explained, “Limited or guerrilla warfare is the only solution 
of overthrowing Castro and communism. It is suicide and stupid to attempt 
to do it in any other way.”150 Most U.S. policymakers felt otherwise. The FBI 
and the U.S. Coast Guard tried to shut down Alpha 66 and other exile groups 
in the early 1970s, seizing files from their headquarters in Miami, capturing 
their boats, and prosecuting several leaders for violating arms- smuggling and 
neutrality statutes. But these actions only succeeded in distancing militant 
Cubans from the Nixon and Ford administrations, as many became bitter at 
what they saw as the selective enforcement of U.S. law.151

No longer able to count on the massive U.S. aid that sustained their cam-
paigns under the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, Cuban exiles looked 
toward Latin America’s right- wing regimes and their civilian supporters. In 
March 1975, leaders from several Cuban exile groups went to Santiago to 
meet Augusto Pinochet. The dictator promised arms and supplies but only if 
the Cubans united their many factions into one umbrella organization.152 A 
few months later, members of the five largest exile groups formed a coalition 
known as CORU (Coordination of United Revolutionary Organizations), pos-
sibly with the approval of the CIA.153 Within a year, CORU agents had carried 
out a string of bombings in the United States and the Caribbean. They also 
became assets for the Chilean intelligence service DINA, gathering information 
and participating in several high- profile assassinations.154

Members of Alpha 66 and other exile groups sought further political and 
financial support by sending delegations to the annual WACL conferences, 
where the Cubans offered the old invectives against Castro and communism, 
and networked with members of rightist groups abroad.155 In turn, members 
of the CAL’s Mexican chapter, such as Rafael Rodriguez, participated in Alpha 
66 gatherings in New York and Los Angeles, discussing plans to retake the is-
land with “hundreds of leaders from more than forty Cuban organizations.”156 
Meanwhile, Cuban exiles traveled to Taiwan and other countries, hoping to 
build an “international fund” that would finance an “anti- communist army of 
occupation, composed of free men and women of all the world.”157

Operation Condor extended into Europe as well. Chilean officials worried 
that South American revolutionaries were working with the German Red Army 
faction, a left- wing terrorist group that carried out bombings and assassinations 
in West Germany and allied itself with other armed groups such as the Pales-
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tine Liberation Organization.158 Fearing Latin American leftists would share 
weapons and resources with kindred movements in Europe and the Middle 
East, Chile’s DINA exchanged lists of subversives with the West German in-
telligence service, the Bundesnachrichtendienst. Meanwhile, contract- killer 
Michael Townley “established contact with two unidentified right- wing groups 
in Germany” to incorporate them into Chile’s intelligence network.159

Despite that collaboration between Chilean and West German intelligence, 
Operation Condor could pose a serious problem for the West German gov-
ernment. Since 1945, many former Nazis and Nazi collaborators had fled to 
Argentina and other Southern Cone countries. While most lived quiet lives, 
hoping to evade Nazi hunters, a small but dedicated set threw themselves into 
political action, believing they could use transnational violence to oust the 
communist regimes back home. Chief among them was the Croatian Libera-
tion Movement. Also known by its acronym in Serbo- Croatian, HOP, short for 
Hrvatski oslobodilački pokret, it was one of the many émigré groups that com-
prised the Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of Nations. And like the other members of the 
ABN, the HOP dated back to the Second World War. An heir to the genocidal 
regime of Nazi puppet Ante Pavelić, which collapsed in 1945, it had chapters 
in Croatian communities spread across Western Europe, North America, and 
Australia. Using funds from those enclaves, it launched a series of clandestine 
operations to destabilize communist rule back home. HOP leaders hoped to 
create a new, independent Croatia by arming insurgent forces in Yugoslavia. 
Struggling mightily to get weapons and supplies behind the Iron Curtain, they 
settled for acts of terrorism instead.160

Starting in the early 1960s, members of the HOP carried out dozens of 
bombings and plane hijackings in West Germany and other European coun-
tries. While their main goal was to use these sensational acts of violence to 
draw international attention of the plight of their people, they also hoped to 
eliminate as many communist officials as possible.161 In public, they claimed 
legitimacy through spectacular violence, painting their movement as the true 
national government of Croatia.162 They excoriated the Yugoslavian govern-
ment for suppressing Croatian nationalism and religious identity, and for forc-
ing Croats to share a nation with Serbs. Although this talk pleased exiles hoping 
to return to their homeland, no states or foreign leaders recognized the HOP 
as a government- in- exile.163

As the group emerged as a transnational terrorist force, it fused with the 
Operation Condor network. In Argentina and Paraguay, a few Croatian ex-
iles worked in tandem with state officials and right- wing militias, exchanging 
intelligence and coordinating counter- subversion operations.164 At the same 
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time, state security forces used the Croatians’ paramilitary network in Western 
Europe to plot assassinations in Germany, Italy, and other countries, although 
most were never carried out.165

Sometimes this cooperation backfired. Such was the case of Jozo Damja-
novic, a zealous Croatian nationalist who had been imprisoned in West Ger-
many for several acts of terrorism, including attempted assassination.166 After 
a few years on the run in Europe, he settled in Paraguay. He maintained con-
nections with Croatian exile groups, receiving funds from chapters in North 
America and Western Europe.167 In June 1976, he got word that a Yugoslavian 
ambassador was planning to visit Asunción. He seized the opportunity to kill a 
communist official. But on the day, he got confused, mistaking the Uruguayan 
ambassador for his Yugoslavian counterpart. Damjanovic emptied his pistol 
into the Uruguayan and then fled the scene. His error created a minor scandal 
for Stroessner’s government, which soon arrested him. Officials from Uruguay 
demanded his extradition to Montevideo to face trial for the murder, while 
West German authorities insisted that he should return to Europe to answer 
for his crimes there.168 In the end, neither was successful, and Damjanovic 
spent the next sixteen years in a Paraguayan prison.169

Damjanovic’s story was exceptional, but also illustrative. For it laid bare the 
possibilities and problems of the anticommunist international in the 1970s, par-
ticularly its paramilitary dimensions. Simply put, it demonstrated how armed 
right- wingers working across national borders were often allies of state security 
services, sometimes enemies, and occasionally both.

As the Confederación Anticomunista Latinoamericana and the World 
Anti- Communist League grew more radical in the mid-1970s, so did its allies 
in the United States. After Fred Schlafly and his colleagues left the WACL in 
1975, a new chapter under the leadership of a British anthropologist named 
Roger Pearson took their place. Known as the Council on American Affairs, 
it mixed anticommunism with unbridled anti- Semitism, drawing on Pearson’s 
lifelong advocacy for white racial purity.170 After migrating to the United States 
in 1965, Pearson began working with Willis Carto, a California businessman 
who ran the Liberty Lobby, a right- wing group that also trafficked in white 
supremacy.171 In the United States, Pearson taught at several universities while 
publishing a series of books expounding his views on the Nordic race.172 By 
the mid-1970s, he had softened his rhetoric a bit, which helped him secure 
positions on the advisory boards of the American Security Council and the 
Heritage Foundation.173

Pearson soon recruited Senator Jesse Helms of North Carolina, the loud-
est anticommunist voice in the Republican Party, who had long defended 
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white supremacy in the United States.174 In 1975, Pearson brought Helms and 
several members of his staff to a CAL meeting in Rio de Janeiro. With typical 
vitriol, the senator from North Carolina upbraided the “U.S. political system” 
for having “grown sick.” He talked of how “our leaders had failed us”—espe-
cially President Nixon and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, whose policies 
of détente “conceded Communist strength and organization” and “demoralized 
and disrupted free nations.” In contrast, Latin America’s military governments 
and their civilian supporters had succeeded where Americans had foundered. 
For Helms, it was “encouraging that the people themselves, when faced directly 
with Communism as a life- or- death threat, have the power of rousing them-
selves to save their nation.” Perhaps Americans could follow a similar path, to 
“take direct action ourselves to support and nourish the growth of honest na-
tionalism in every country, including the United States.” To that end, he called 
for Americans to build “a program of training in organizational techniques and 
counter- Communist action,” modeled upon those of the Southern Cone.175

Despite his friendships with major political figures like Jesse Helms, Pearson 
struggled with his group’s image. When he brought the annual WACL meet-
ing to Washington, D.C., in 1978, some eight hundred delegates arrived, many 
from the European and Latin American extreme Right.176 This proved to be 
a public relations disaster. In Washington, Latin American military leaders 
discussed counter- subversion with Italian neo- fascist paramilitaries who had 
carried out several recent bombings and murders.177 A contingent of French 
right- wingers met with William Pierce, a former member of the American Nazi 
Party who authored The Turner Diaries, an apocalyptic novel in which white 
Americans wage guerrilla warfare against a dictatorial government controlled 
by Jews. A delegate from Mexico called a recent Holocaust documentary “an-
other gigantic campaign of Jewish propaganda to conceal their plot for world 
domination.” Some South Africans passed out literature celebrating apartheid. 
A few Americans hawked Klan T- shirts, “swastika marked German coins, and 
cassette tapes of Nazi marching songs.”178 Seeing this, Soviet officials protested 
the meeting to the State Department, claiming it violated U.S. statutes forbid-
ding hostile demonstrations in close proximity to their embassy.179

For many Americans, this was all too much. Even members of the John Birch 
Society, long the standard- bearer for the Far Right in the United States, began 
to see the WACL as too radical. “When you get some clown who comes along 
and wants to ‘purify’ everything,” one Bircher noted, “that’s when the really 
ugly stuff starts.” Journalists who covered the conference described how the 
“forces of authoritarianism, neo- fascism, racial hierarchy, and anti- Semitism” 
had taken over a once- respectable organization.180 Rather than deal with the 
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fallout, Pearson closed his chapter.181 His exit, however, did little to change 
the World Anti- Communist League, which retained many of its extremist and 
paramilitary elements after his departure.

Even as U.S. conservatives tried to withdraw from the anticommunist inter-
national in the mid-1970s, Operation Condor brought them back in. Their 
most obvious collaboration came through the American- Chilean Council 
(ACC), which lobbied on behalf of the Chilean military regime and its allies in 
the Southern Cone. Since 1973, reports about human rights violations in Chile 
and the death machine of Operation Condor had flooded across international 
media outlets. Exiles told about the disappearances and torture, about the 
terror of the police and the military. Although the full extent of the repression 
would not be known for decades, these accounts turned many Americans away 
from Pinochet’s regime, which emerged in the mid-1970s as the most menac-
ing face of the Southern Cone dictatorships, even though the Argentine junta 
killed more of its own citizens.

In the United States, widespread antipathy to a right- wing regime that 
murdered civilians, including a few American citizens, finally propelled con-
gressional action.182 In December 1975, Congress moved to suspend all U.S. 
arms sales to Chile, while setting a low ceiling for economic aid. Meanwhile, 
U.S.-backed financial institutions such as the World Bank curtailed loans to 
the Chilean government. The Ford administration publicly distanced itself 
from Pinochet, although Secretary of State Henry Kissinger continued to offer 
modest assurances of U.S. support in private. As Jimmy Carter took office in 
1977, his emphasis on protecting human rights widened the gulf between the 
U.S. government and the Southern Cone states—although many U.S. intel-
ligence officials in South America continued to sanction Operation Condor 
behind closed doors.183

The founders of the ACC believed they could reverse this river of anti- 
Pinochet sentiment. The group took shape in early 1974, shortly after Pino-
chet’s coup, when the Chilean ambassador in Washington, D.C., reached out 
to William F. Buckley to create a propaganda campaign to counter negative im-
ages of Chile in the United States. He asked for the name of a “public relations 
firm that might help them out,” and Buckley recommended his good friend 
Marvin Liebman, who had just recently returned from London penniless, hav-
ing lost all of his money in a failed attempt as a theater producer. Despite the 
fact that Liebman did not have an office or a staff, he accepted the offer, eager 
to get back into his old line of work.184
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After a preliminary meeting, Liebman proposed a plan for action. The ACC 
was to be financed by “American firms doing business in Chile so that the 
council would be completely independent of the Chilean government.”185 Yet 
that was never the case. Early on, Liebman’s contacts from the Chilean embassy 
agreed to bring their own front organization, known as Consejo Chileno de 
Norte America (CCNA), into the mix. Funded almost entirely by the Chilean 
junta, the CCNA was run by Mario Arnello, a lawyer who would later become 
Pinochet’s ambassador to the United Nations, and Nena Ossa, a journalist 
and government attaché who had penned several anti- Allende articles in the 
National Review.186 As he had done with so many other organizations, Lieb-
man recruited his influential friends, with whom he had partnered on previous 
projects in Asia and southern Africa, to serve as the council’s advisory board.187

Since the ACC’s credibility depended upon its image as an independent en-
tity free from state involvement, Liebman registered the group with the Justice 
Department as an agent of the CCNA rather than the Chilean government.188 
That diversion hid its links to Pinochet’s regime, but the ACC was, in reality, 
just another arm of Chile’s formidable security apparatus. The military junta 
would give money to major U.S. businesses with investments in Chile, such as 
“Dow Chemical, General Tire, Continental Copper and Steel, Esso Standard 
Oil, and ITT.”189 These firms would then “funnel contributions” to the Ameri-
can Chilean Council, supplemented with any additional funds they chose to 
give.190 By 1976, the ACC had an annual operating budget of about $200,000, 
of which $150,000 went to publishing articles, books, and pamphlets, financing 
trips to Chile, and purchasing ad space in newspapers.191 To add to the dif-
ficulties of laundering money, Liebman also had to deal with brash members 
of the Chilean military and intelligence services, whose public involvement 
would spoil everything. When several of them visited New York in April 1975 
to help coordinate the ACC’s operations, Liebman worried the visits might 
generate too much attention. A Chilean colleague put Liebman’s fears to rest, 
assuring him that only “four Army men” knew about their plans and that they 
had been “highly discreet.”192 Indeed, the nexus remained secret for years. As 
the money poured in, Liebman and those around him considered putting the 
ACC to work for embattled Nicaraguan dictator Anastasio Somoza and other 
right- wing regimes in the Americas.193

ACC propaganda made simplistic arguments about Soviet and Cuban sub-
version in Latin America. It portrayed Salvador Allende and his government 
as communist puppets bent on destroying capitalism and paving the way for 
Marxist conquests elsewhere in the hemisphere. The 1973 coup was thus nec-
essary to prevent a “bloody civil war or a communist takeover.”194 But ACC 
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leaders generally worried less about Chile’s dead socialist leader than they 
did about the “hostile treatment” that Pinochet’s “firm and staunch anticom-
munist” regime was now receiving from the U.S. government. In direct- mail 
fundraising letters, the ACC chalked up the U.S. arms embargo, the reduction of 
economic aid, and diminishing foreign investments in Chile not to well- placed 
human rights concerns, but instead to a “communist propaganda campaign” 
that caused Americans to forget how the previous government “violated almost 
every Chilean law in its desperate attempt to create a socialist state.”195 Even 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger—Pinochet’s greatest defender in the Ford 
administration and a supporter of Operation Condor—had been duped. Ac-
cording to the ACC, Kissinger, the architect of détente, was presiding over a 
“foreign policy of punishing our friends and rewarding our enemies.”196

Beyond castigating Allende and his alleged supporters in the United States, 
the ACC worked to portray Pinochet as a true free- marketer whose policies 
were laying the foundations for Chile’s economic future. Guided by a group 
of Chilean economists who had studied the theories of Milton Friedman at 
the University of Chicago, the junta tried to rid the country of economic plan-
ning.197 It privatized most of the nation’s state- owned companies and banks, 
embraced new forms of speculative finance, removed tariffs, and cut govern-
ment spending for all branches except the military. These changes were so 
wrenching that they created a recession overnight—a necessary process, ac-
cording the free- marketers. The recession was tearing up the old economic 
base and building a new one in its place, another facet of Chile’s rebirth.198 After 
visiting the country on an ACC- sponsored trip in 1978, one National Review 
writer proclaimed that Pinochet had cultivated a “Chilean Spring,” ushering 
in a new era of prosperity. “The Chilean economy is taking a cold shower,” he 
wrote. “Tariff barriers have come down; foreign imports are soaring.” Competi-
tion was the order of the day. Uncompetitive enterprises that were kept alive 
by political patronage in the Allende era were now being “forced to the wall,” 
a metaphor that unwittingly evoked the image of a firing line.199

The regime’s economic policies could only be sustained by continued po-
litical terror and the complete absence of democratic institutions. And so on 
the rare occasions when Pinochet’s supporters acknowledged the terror, they 
dismissed it as a brief if unpleasant interregnum. While this adjustment took 
place, the military regime’s repression was simply installing a “period of civil 
calm” in which “economic and political reconstruction” could go forward.200 
After visiting Chile in 1978, the National Review’s William Rusher claimed he 
“was unable to find a single opponent of the regime in Chile (as distinguished 
from New York) who believes the Chilean government engages” in torture. 
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As for “political prisoners,” Rusher noted that although “about four thousand 
Allende sympathizers were prosecuted and convicted of specified crimes after 
the 1973 coup,” all but a “dozen or so were sent into exile abroad or were jailed.” 
Rusher also dispelled rumors about the “disappeared,” conjecturing that they 
were “mostly just leftists who died right after the coup or fled the country 
since they had been posing as rightists and now they feared being discovered.” 
And even if Pinochet had taken illegal or excessive actions, it hardly mattered, 
Rusher explained, since his regime was creating a “truly powerful and sinewy 
Chilean economy,” and “sacrifices to this end are very much worth making.”201

Others made similar points. Republican Congressman Larry McDonald 
went to Chile in 1978 and returned home to argue that political repression in 
Chile only occurred because of time constraints. The military had to “restore 
order and deal with 30,000 guerrillas”—a hugely exaggerated figure—with only 
a “few days of preparation” before the coup. The regime did not engage in 
systematic repression but simply used its constitutional authority to “detain 
suspected terrorists without pressing charges.” While McDonald conceded that 
a few “isolated instances” of torture took place, he pointed out that they were 
“not the results of government policy” and that “the guilty parties were being 
punished.”202 Both claims were false. But McDonald’s logic, which undergirded 
the ACC’s entire propaganda campaign, generated a positive feedback loop 
for political repression. Since Chile was under assault by communists, the 
military had to deal with them by any means. Charges that these measures 
violated human rights were dismissed as communist disinformation, which 
then required ever harsher methods to stamp out. This was the same kind of 
thinking the junta employed as it purged Chilean society.

The ACC also cast doubt about growing evidence of Operation Condor’s 
secret transnational assassination plots in the United States and elsewhere. 
In 1976, DINA chief Manuel Contreras recruited the American contract killer 
Michael Townley to murder exiled diplomat Orlando Letelier, a former mem-
ber of the Allende regime and one of Pinochet’s fiercest opponents abroad. 
Townley assembled a team of right- wing Cubans who helped him place a bomb 
underneath Letelier’s car. They pressed the detonator as Letelier traveled down 
a busy street in downtown Washington, D.C., in the middle of morning rush 
hour. He and his passenger, Ronni Moffitt, a young woman who had been 
working as his assistant, died instantly. When evidence of the plot began to 
surface, the ACC published a series of reports claiming left- wing Cuban ter-
rorists had in fact killed Letelier.203 It was yet another line of disinformation 
pressed by Pinochet’s regime, part of a ruse to hide its involvement in a brazen 
murder on U.S. soil. Shortly after the assassination, Liebman met with the head 
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of DINA, Manuel Contreras, who was illegally visiting the United States, to 
discuss the ACC’s work. During this meeting, Contreras spoke in hushed tones 
about the Letelier murder, indicating to Liebman that Chile’s top intelligence 
officer “probably did have a lot to do with the assassination.”204 Despite that 
awareness, the ACC continued to insist that Pinochet’s regime had no part in 
the murder.205

Americans managed their mixed feelings about Pinochet’s terror by cele-
brating his free- market program. Indeed, the economic reforms undertaken 
by the military government had long been advocated by hardline conserva-
tives in the United States who despised any form of state economic planning 
or market intervention. They, too, hoped to enact massive tax cuts, privatize 
services, deregulate industries and financial markets, and cut social spend-
ing.206 But since they were unable to undertake such sweeping changes in the 
United States, many on the right looked with awe toward Chile. They came to 
see the political repression as instrumental to Chile’s transformation. It might 
not have been pretty, but perhaps it was necessary.

Since Pinochet’s supporters were so dazzled by his free- market program, 
they sometimes invoked the metaphor of revolution to describe his regime.207 
Yet others said Pinochet had in fact enacted a counterrevolution, and that was 
why his regime mattered to the cause of anticommunist internationalism. As 
Marvin Liebman explained, “Chile is one of the few nations—if not the only 
one—which has achieved a successful counter- revolution against a Marxist 
and Soviet- oriented regime. Hopefully, we may see other equally successful 
efforts around the world such as which were tried and failed in Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia. Chile may well be establishing a pattern for such counter- 
revolutionary societies.”208

His words illustrated the uncertainty that surrounded the anticommunist 
international in the era of the Southern Cone dictatorships. Since the late 
1950s, many on the U.S. Right, especially Liebman, had talked of fomenting 
a “worldwide anticommunist revolution.”209 But how did Chile fit into that 
project if Pinochet—and by extension the other Southern Cone military re-
gimes—had in fact led a counterrevolution? It was a muddy issue, and nobody 
in the United States or elsewhere made much of an attempt to make it any 
clearer. The dictatorships were killing subversives. In the final analysis, that 
was what really mattered.

Ideological imprecision was the least of Liebman’s worries. By 1978, the U.S. 
Department of Justice had launched an investigation of the ACC and its ties to 
the Chilean government. In December, prosecutors charged that the ACC had 
been engaged in a “secret and illegal propaganda campaign” at the behest of 
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Pinochet’s regime. Seizing the ACC’s records, they discovered that the Chilean 
government had provided most of the funds for the group, setting up a covert 
network that shipped money through fronts and businesses. According to the 
suit, Liebman’s outfit violated the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, 
which stipulated that any individual or organization that represented a foreign 
government in the United States must register as such with the Justice Depart-
ment. Since Liebman had registered only as an agent of the CCNA and not of 
the Chilean government, his funding scheme broke the law.210

Liebman feigned ignorance about the role of Pinochet’s regime in financing 
the ACC, still hoping to maintain the illusion that it was simply a collection of 
concerned citizens and businesses. He understood that if “we were registered 
as an agent of the Chilean government, whatever effect we had would be lost.” 
At his deposition in Washington, D.C., he attempted to limit the damage by 
pleading the Fifth Amendment to nearly every question the prosecuting at-
torney asked.211 Still, the image of the ACC had been irreparably tarnished. 
The investigation had revealed it as a front for a murderous dictatorship and 
there was little its backers could do to salvage its reputation.212

The most lasting effects of the American Chilean Council’s work were 
within conservative circles in the United States and the Southern Cone coun-
tries, gratifying Pinochet’s diehard supporters but producing few converts. 
More importantly, the Justice Department’s investigation deepened their sus-
picion that the U.S. government could not be trusted to lead the global crusade 
against Marxism. Violence in service of anticommunism was of little concern. 
The real problem, they said, was that the United States had given up on the 
Cold War.

By projecting violence across national borders, the Southern Cone dictator-
ships benefitted from—and contributed to—the broader transformation of 
geopolitics known as globalization. They harnessed new technologies and 
transnational flows of people, ideas, capital, and weapons to eliminate enemies 
on three continents. In so doing, they disrupted the balance of power within 
the anticommunist international. At the start of the 1970s, the Americans 
thought they were poised to lead the movement. By the end of the decade, 
they found themselves bound up in a world of violence beyond their control. 
Sometimes troubled by the bloodshed, they more often found hope. In their 
eyes, the Southern Cone dictatorships had taken over for the United States 
during its moment of weakness. U.S. leaders, for whatever reason, had appeared 
to surrender in the wake of the Vietnam War. That belief, in turn, reinforced 
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the recurring conviction that foreign forces should lead the charge against 
communism.

The murderous Operation Condor network made it clear that anticom-
munists could achieve gruesome results by working together across national 
borders. Yet even when absorbed into the bloody machinery of Operation 
Condor, Americans’ visions of the anticommunist international, centered on 
conferences, propaganda campaigns, and lobbying efforts, could only achieve 
so much. The dissolution of the ACC showed that. U.S. conservatives needed 
more like- minded Americans who intimately understood covert action—how 
to make it work and how to avoid being caught. Fortunately for them, a genera-
tion of high- ranking military and intelligence officers were on their way out 
of the United States’ clandestine services. Having managed an array of covert 
actions since the earliest days of the Cold War, they would launch a new bid 
to lead the anticommunist international.
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In the summer of 1978, retired U.S. Army General John K. Singlaub, a thirty- 
year veteran of special operations, joined the American Security Council as 
a paid lecturer.1 As he traveled the country, he spoke to conservative groups 
about the need for a renewed anticommunist offensive, both at home and 
abroad. He told audiences that liberals in Congress had gutted the United 
States’ clandestine forces by organizing new intelligence oversight committees 
and passing new laws forbidding U.S. covert operations. He also talked of how 
President Jimmy Carter had purged the highest ranks of the CIA and the mili-
tary, removing hundreds of soldiers and spies who had done the United States’ 
dirty work since the end of World War II. In his eyes, the United States was no 
longer able to wage the kind of war needed to defeat the communists—covert, 
unconventional, paramilitary combat.2

Singlaub was part of a wave of ex- CIA and -military men who flooded 
into the conservative movement in the late 1970s. They brought with them 
ideas, skills, and contacts from decades of service behind the frontlines of 
the Cold War. Since many Americans abhorred the use of U.S. troops abroad 
after the debacle in Vietnam, retired covert warriors concluded that paramili-
tary groups were the ideal, indeed the only, forces that could roll back com-
munist gains in the global South. Playing upon fears of American national 
decline and military impotence, Singlaub and others argued that the state’s 
deteriorating covert war- making abilities signaled its larger failures on the 
world stage. To remedy that, ex- soldiers and spies joined lobbying groups 
and think tanks, hoping to educate Americans and pressure politicians. At 
the same time, they formed private companies that could fill in for the state, 
enterprises that promised steady profits and policymaking power in retirement. 
Loosed from the state, they took the central idea that had animated U.S. con-
servatives’ overseas work in previous years—that private money could succeed 
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where the state failed—and pushed it further into the realms of paramilitary  
warfare.

The conviction that the U.S. government—particularly the CIA and the 
military—was failing to fight communism also spurred hundreds of Ameri-
can men to seek new lives as mercenaries, first in Southeast Asia and then in 
southern Africa. They, too, believed they were filling in for a liberal- hampered 
U.S. government, carrying forward the mission that they had been given in the 
Vietnam War and other Cold War contests. If the state would not fight com-
munism, they argued, then private citizens must lead the way.

In the late 1970s, then, these two camps of revanchist Americans—retired 
covert warriors and aspiring mercenaries—shared many of the same ideas and 
impulses. Their simultaneous groping toward a form of warfare that united 
concerned American citizens with overseas anticommunist paramilitaries 
helped revitalize the international crusade launched by an earlier generation 
of U.S. conservatives and their allies abroad. That campaign would be most 
fully realized in the Reagan era. For now, newfound scrutiny of the CIA and 
the U.S. military convinced many Americans that they would need to do better.

When John Singlaub retired in 1978, the clandestine branches of the U.S. gov-
ernment seemed to be in crisis. For more than a decade, public scrutiny of 
U.S. covert actions had been growing in fits and starts. Journalists uncovered 
a string of operations that tarnished the image of the CIA and the clandestine 
branches of the U.S. military—secret bombing campaigns, coups, assassination 
plots, and so on.3 In the words of William Colby, a thirty- year veteran of the 
CIA whom President Richard Nixon appointed as director in 1973, these news 
stories “triggered a firestorm” that confirmed Americans’ greatest “fears and 
suspicions” about the CIA.4

As anti–Vietnam War activism moved from the streets and into the halls of 
government, legislators clamored for serious inquiry into the U.S. intelligence 
community’s past crimes. President Gerald Ford appointed a blue- ribbon com-
mission of national security stalwarts to probe the CIA, but few in Congress or 
the media had faith in the White House after the Watergate scandal. In early 
1975, Senate and House leaders responded by mounting their own investiga-
tion that undertook a much deeper analysis of the CIA’s activities and abuses.5 
It became known as the Church Committee, after Senator Frank Church, a 
Democrat from Idaho, who served as its public face and presented many of 
its most penetrating questions about the legality and morality of CIA actions. 
Church had already made a name for himself as a staunch critic of the Vietnam 
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War, and took a decidedly dim view of American covert actions.6 In a session 
about the CIA’s deeds in Chile, Church scolded National Security Advisor 
Henry Kissinger, telling him the agency had carried out “appalling” and “utterly 
unprincipled” acts. Having conspired to overthrow a democratically elected 
government, Church said, the CIA had abandoned its “traditional expression 
of the right of self- determination.”7

The results of the Church Committee’s two- year inquiry were stunning. 
Americans discovered that the CIA’s covert actions far exceeded anything most 
imagined. The committee uncovered evidence of CIA assassination plots and 
coup attempts against Fidel Castro of Cuba, Rafael Trujillo of the Dominican 
Republic, Patrice Lumumba of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ngo 
Dinh Diem of South Vietnam, Salvador Allende of Chile, and a bevy of other 
foreign leaders. It documented the CIA’s paramilitary activities in Laos and 
Cambodia during the Vietnam War, its efforts to recruit mercenaries for the 
Congo in the mid-1960s, and a litany of illegal operations that targeted U.S. 
citizens at home, a direct violation of the CIA’s official mandate. It became clear 
that the CIA, in the supposed interests of the United States, had subverted pop-
ular sovereignty across the globe, not only through high- profile assassinations 
and paramilitary schemes but also a perpetual pattern of bugging, disinforma-
tion, and propaganda.8 These revelations underscored the terrifying power of 
the United States’ clandestine agencies, while also shedding light onto many of 
the unsavory forces that American officials collaborated with—death squads, 
mercenaries, paramilitaries, vigilantes, and the like. But legislators quickly lost 
control of the narrative. The hearings unwittingly lent credence to swelling 
conspiracy theories in which the CIA was an omnipotent and malevolent force 
that controlled world affairs from the shadows.9

Learning the long and sordid history of the CIA caused Church and other 
lawmakers to question the morality of overthrowing foreign governments and 
supporting right- wing dictators in the name of anticommunism—a central 
tenet of U.S. foreign policy since the start of the Cold War.10 The Ford admin-
istration sought to limit the damage, saying that their probe was hurting the 
CIA’s ability to conduct espionage while also damaging United States’ image 
abroad. There were other consequences, Ford said. Public revelations about 
the CIA would put the lives of American agents at risk.11 Church countered 
that the committee’s investigation was necessary to recover the United States’ 
moral standing in the world. On the television program Face the Nation, he 
asserted that people in other countries “admire us more for standing up to 
our democratic ideals than they have ever loathed us for whatever mistakes 
we’ve made.”12
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For Church and his colleagues, misguided CIA activities struck at the 
United States’ core principles. “The most important costs, even of covert ac-
tions which remain secret, are those to American ideals of relations among 
nations and of constitutional government,” the committee stated in its report 
about the coup in Chile. “Given the costs of covert action, it should be resorted 
to only to counter severe threats to the national security of the United States.”13 
The committee called for better statutory guidelines and greater congressional 
control over the intelligence community. Still, the committee recognized co-
vert actions were necessary parts of U.S. foreign policy, but “only when no 
other means will suffice to meet extraordinary circumstances involving grave 
threats.”14

Americans learned about the CIA’s sordid history in other ways. While the 
Church Committee made headlines, former CIA officers published exposés 
about their time in the agency. The most important was Philip Agee, whose 
book, Inside the Company, chronicled his years managing bribery schemes, bug-
ging operations, and disinformation campaigns across Latin America. In his 
narrative, Agee named hundreds of former and current CIA officers, agents, and 
assets.15 This infuriated the CIA leadership. In their eyes, Agee had threatened 
the security of hundreds of field operatives. When questioned by Newsweek 
magazine about Agee’s book, Director of Central Intelligence William Colby 
answered, “I think it’s terrible, frankly, because this puts people’s reputations 
in bad shape, it puts people in physical danger.”16 Agee’s book, along with a few 
other tell- all memoirs from ex- CIA men, gave rise to a new vein of muckrak-
ing journalism that targeted the United States’ intelligence underground.17 
Magazines such as Counterspy and the Covert Action Information Bulletin, the 
latter founded with Agee’s help, revealed the identities of agents in Europe, 
Asia, Africa, and the Middle East, and worked to sabotage the CIA’s activities.18

The election of Jimmy Carter to the presidency in 1976 expanded executive 
and congressional oversight of the CIA and the covert branches of the U.S. 
military. As the first post–Vietnam War president, Carter had a considerable 
opportunity to redefine American foreign policy, to reject the maxims of the 
Cold War.19 For Carter, that meant shifting the United States away from mili-
tary intervention and covert action in favor of policies that protected human 
rights. In recognizing that there were limits on what the United States could 
achieve through military means, Carter favored negotiation over confronta-
tion, giving greater weight to the policy of détente established by his predeces-
sors, at least in his first years in the White House.20

Changes would have to be made in the CIA. Shortly after taking office in 
January of 1977, Carter appointed Navy Admiral Stansfield Turner as Direc-
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tor of Central Intelligence. No dove, Turner was a career officer who had at-
tended the U.S. Naval Academy at the same time as Carter, and had risen to 
the position of commander of NATO forces in southern Europe in 1975.21 Still, 
within a few months of his appointment, Turner decided to remove many of 
the agency’s top officers. In what he referred to as a “straightforward manage-
ment decision,” his office issued pink slips to 198 officers in the CIA’s covert- 
action branch, the Directorate of Operations, in October 1977. More than 600 
firings followed over the next twelve months.22

Most of those removed from the agency were not lowly field agents but 
high- ranking station chiefs who oversaw all of the CIA’s activities in a particular 
country. As journalists were quick to point out, many were members of the 
CIA’s old guard who had served in the Office of Strategic Services, a forerunner 
to the CIA that conducted espionage and paramilitary activities behind enemy 
lines during World War II.23 Over the course of the three decades since the 
CIA’s founding, they had amassed great power within the agency, shifting its ac-
tivities from the collection of information to the waging of covert warfare. But 
to some of the CIA’s younger members, these experienced operators were little 
more than “deadwood left over from the Cold War” that needed chopping.24

Turner had several reasons for removing the agents. The first was that, with 
the end of the Vietnam War, the CIA had far less of a need for clandestine op-
erations, especially the kinds of paramilitary and assassination programs that 
the agency had been running in Southeast Asia. At the same time, he argued, 
advances in electronic surveillance made some covert agents in the field ob-
solete.25 Financial restrictions from the White House’s Office of Management 
and Budget also played a role, though Turner halved the number of agents that 
the office had originally asked him to remove.26 Above all, Turner’s dismissal 
of the agents was part of an overarching effort to reshape the fundamental 
mission of the CIA and the rest of the intelligence community. If the guiding 
principles of Carter’s foreign policy were human rights and non- intervention, 
Turner argued, then covert actions should take a backseat to more traditional 
forms of espionage.27

Many in the agency were predictably irate. They called it the Halloween 
Massacre. Anti- Turner placards filled the hallways of the CIA’s headquarters in 
Langley, Virginia, while disgruntled agents aired their grievances to the press 
in an unprecedented fashion. Some told reporters that Turner was “fragment-
ing” the agency, that he had “demoralized” most of its senior and mid- level of-
ficers.28 More troubling were allegations that Turner, and by extension Carter, 
had reduced the agency’s prestige and operational capabilities. “The CIA is 
being turned into just another bunch of bureaucrats,” chided one commenta-
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tor. In a different vein, General Vernon Walters, a former Deputy Director of 
Intelligence, argued that even though clandestine operations gathered only 
ten percent of the CIA’s information total, this was the most important kind 
of intelligence. Reducing the number of spies in the field and hampering their 
ability to conduct covert actions, he claimed, would inevitably mean a decline 
in the quality of American intelligence.29

Conservative activists and politicians echoed these concerns. Former Nixon 
aide Patrick Buchanan bemoaned that the purges of high- ranking officers re-
moved from the agency “thousands of man- hours of invaluable intelligence 
experience and irreplaceable contacts and confidences built up over long ca-
reers.”30 Another charged that the Church Committee had created “serious 
problems for the intelligence community” because “foreign governments are 
reluctant to provide sensitive information to our intelligence services,” fearing 
leaks and reprisals against their operatives.31 To Francis J. McNamara, a former 
research director for the House Un- American Activities Committee, this all 
amounted to a “super assault on America’s intelligence- gathering agencies” that 
“undermined the very foundation of United States’ and free- world security at a 
time when not only this country but the very concept of democracy has more 
active, organized, and bitter enemies than ever—and when Soviet military 
might is greater and more Communist agents are placed in a larger number of 
nations than in any previous period.”32

U.S. conservatives also pressed these points on the international stage. In 
December 1975, evangelical preacher Billy James Hargis addressed the WACL 
conference in Rio de Janeiro. Speaking to intelligence offices and military lead-
ers from the Southern Cone dictatorships—then engaged in the transnational 
campaign of disappearance and murder called Operation Condor—Hargis 
argued that “these congressional investigations into the CIA and FBI must 
be stopped because they are left- wing inspired. And the left will be content 
with nothing less than stripping America naked before domestic and foreign 
enemies alike.”33 Many military and intelligence officers from Latin America’s 
Southern Cone agreed, believing that the Church Committee had sapped the 
power of the United States to fight communist subversion in the Americas 
and elsewhere.34 So did erstwhile clients of the CIA, such as Cuban exiles and 
the Angolan paramilitary group UNITA, whose leaders lamented how the U.S. 
“government was paralyzed by Watergate and the investigations of the CIA.”35

Despite the impassioned rhetoric of angry agents and conservative critics, 
the Church Committee hearings and Carter’s reforms did not dramatically 
alter the CIA’s operational capabilities. The agency still maintained a massive 
network of intelligence officers, agents, and assets around the world. Nor did 
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the reforms signal an unwillingness of liberals to use covert action as, by 1979, 
Carter had authorized the CIA to arm and supply rebel groups in Afghanistan. 
Instead, the most important consequence of the Church Committee hearings 
registered outside of the state. The personnel cuts created a pool of politicized 
covert warriors with no place to go.36 Free from their jobs in the U.S. govern-
ment, embittered by the firings, and eager to reclaim power, many turned to 
the private sector and the world of conservative activism for employment.

John Singlaub had spent much of his thirty years in the U.S. Army and the CIA 
waging unconventional warfare, training paramilitary groups, and running 
sabotage and psychological warfare campaigns. He developed a network of 
contacts that spanned the globe and was especially strong in Western Europe 
and Southeast Asia—foreign government officials, military leaders, guerrilla 
commanders, and arms traffickers. He also cultivated modes of combat that 
left few traces of American involvement. His was an insular and secretive world 
populated by men who prioritized courage, hardness, self- reliance, and derring-
 do. In their view, real American leadership in the Cold War did not require 
high- tech weaponry or large- scale armies so much as it did the physical and 
mental toughness to help other people fight their own wars. For them, para-
military, guerrilla, and counterinsurgency campaigns offered a more muscular 
vision of what Americans should be doing to help their allies than the United 
States’ diplomats and foreign aid workers could provide. Sacrificing comfort 
and family lives, they sought to beat the communists at their own game.37

Singlaub joined the Army at the start of the Second World War.38 In 1942, 
he was ready to ship out to Europe as a platoon leader. But just before depart-
ing, he accepted an invitation to join the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), 
the nascent clandestine service of the U.S. military.39 Singlaub’s time in the 
OSS established the central prism through which he came to view combat and 
politics. Effective opposition to totalitarian forces could only be achieved by 
arming the people themselves. This kind of warfare was heroic, individualistic, 
and efficient, accomplishing major goals without expending large amounts of 
American lives or resources.40 Over the next few years, Singlaub had many 
chances to put those ideas into action. In August of 1944, as the U.S. Army 
began to break out of Normandy, he parachuted into the mountainous region 
of Massif Central, where he worked alongside the leaders of the rural French 
guerrillas known as the Maquis for two months.41 In early 1945, he shipped out 
to Kūnmíng, situated in a hilly region in southwest China, where he and his 
men equipped and trained a small band of Vietnamese guerrillas from Ho Chi 
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Minh’s forces with the help of the French Foreign Legion.42 When the OSS 
disbanded after the war, Singlaub joined the newly formed Central Intelligence 
Agency. For the next two years, he fought alongside guerrillas allied with Jiang 
Jieshi’s Guomindang in a failed quest to prevent the communists from taking 
power.43 Like other OSS veterans who joined the CIA, Singlaub helped expand 
the CIA’s mission from gathering intelligence to waging secret wars.44

His greatest undertaking came during the Vietnam War. In 1966, the U.S. 
Army commissioned him as commander for the Studies and Observation 
Group, or SOG, an ultra- secret multi- service unit charged with interdicting 
the flow of men and materiel along the Ho Chi Minh Trail and creating armed 
insurgencies inside North Vietnam.45 Singlaub now commanded Army Green 
Berets, Navy SEALs, and Air Force Air Commandos, and answered directly to 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington, D.C.46 He also partnered with the CIA, 
which was running its own paramilitary operations in the border areas of Laos 
and Cambodia.47 The “essence” of his assignment, in his words, was to take 
“the war directly to the enemy’s home and into his sanctuaries,” a mission that 
flew in the face of the United States’ official position that forbade U.S. forces 
from fighting inside North Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia.48 And so he worked 
in tandem with the intelligence services of Taiwan and South Korea to sponsor 
several bands of anticommunist guerrillas in Laos and Cambodia.49

Singlaub’s Vietnam operation drew upon the skills he honed with the OSS 
in France and China, but on a dramatically larger scale.50 In addition to U.S. 
soldiers, his unit comprised more than 8,000 Vietnamese commandos and col-
laborators.51 It also had its own private air force of Taiwanese pilots who flew 
aircraft stripped of any insignia that linked them to the United States. The unit 
airdropped thousands of radios into North Vietnam that tuned only to their 
propaganda broadcasts and created phony documents that North Vietnamese 
soldiers picked up and treated as legitimate intelligence.52 The SOG’s most 
ambitious scheme was to create a fake guerrilla army known as the Sacred 
Sword of the Patriot League.53 Singlaub sent teams of operatives up the coast 
to kidnap fishermen and peasants and bring them to a base on an island near 
Danang, where South Vietnamese soldiers posed as anticommunist guerrillas. 
Feeding and clothing his prisoners, he gave them “gift kits” that included soap, 
pencils, writing pads and other items that were hard to find in the North. After 
a while, Singlaub’s soldiers would release their captives so they could spread 
word of the growing resistance movement that did not exist. He counted his 
fake army as one his major triumphs during the war.54

Even though Singlaub had wide latitude to wage covert warfare in Vietnam, 
he still clashed with U.S. diplomats. He believed that these men, ensconced in 
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their air- conditioned rooms in the U.S. Embassy, the Pentagon, and the White 
House, had hampered his efforts. While SOG units of only a few dozen men 
had tied up thousands of North Vietnamese soldiers on the Ho Chi Minh Trail, 
they could not stop the flow of weapons and soldiers into the South.55 Sin-
glaub would blame that failure on the U.S. Ambassador to Laos, who prevented 
Singlaub from expanding the war into Laos, where most of the Ho Chi Minh 
trail ran. In his eyes, U.S. policymakers failed to understand the superiority of 
covert action to conventional warfare. Special operations soldiers and their 
indigenous allies were the only forces that could have destroyed the North 
Vietnamese “sanctuaries.”56

For Singlaub, this failure to wage an effective covert war in Vietnam had 
undercut the United States’ credibility as world leader. The mobilization of 
hundreds of thousands of American men in conventional units caused too 
many people in the United States to oppose the draft, the war, and its casualties. 
Their protests killed the war effort. In contrast, a covert, unconventional war 
would have obviated the need for American draftees and would have placed the 
burden on the South Vietnamese and their allies. It would also have kept the 
war out of the public eye, thereby ensuring that ordinary people, particularly 
those who opposed the war, would have had no role in determining its out-
come. For many years after he left Southeast Asia, this failure would stick with 
Singlaub, because it indicated that the state—especially effete bureaucrats who 
knew nothing of combat—could not be counted upon to pursue best interests 
of the American people or their most devoted allies.57

At the same time, Singlaub’s many years of clandestine service inducted him 
into a fraternity that praised, above all, a willingness to get the job done no 
matter the costs. This was a world of hard men doing hard things and making 
hard choices. They were good at their work and they enjoyed it. Few outsiders 
ever knew of their activities. For that reason, the United States’ covert warriors 
felt that they, better than anyone, understood what the Cold War was really 
about. They had seen what the communists did to their enemies. And they 
had worked alongside those who hoped to fight back. They also believed that 
they best knew the costs that service to one’s nation required because they 
had carried the heaviest burdens. That weight was most acutely felt in one’s 
personal life. Fighting secret wars in faraway places kept men like Singlaub 
from their families for long periods of time. Being away from home and in 
possession of secrets they could not share with others, covert warriors formed 
particularly close bonds with one another. These friendships persisted long 
after they finished their service.

Singlaub’s belief that diplomats and politicians could not be trusted only 
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grew as he rose through the ranks of the U.S. Army establishment. By 1977, he 
had ascended to the rank of Major General, commanding all U.N. and U.S. 
military forces in South Korea.58 However, shortly after Jimmy Carter took 
office, the president began to press for the removal of U.S. forces from South 
Korea over a five- year timetable, thereby fulfilling a major campaign pledge 
to reduce U.S. military commitments and defense spending in a time of fiscal 
crisis. When Singlaub heard this news, he vented his frustrations to a Wash-
ington Post reporter who then published them in a front- page article. Under 
the impression that he was speaking off the record, Singlaub chastised Carter’s 
policy, claiming a troop withdrawal would inevitably “lead to war.”59 Carter 
responded to Singlaub’s apparent insubordination by recalling him to Wash-
ington and revoking his commission.60

The following morning, headlines informed readers that Carter had “fired” 
Singlaub. Reporters likened the situation to President Harry Truman’s removal 
of General Douglas MacArthur at the height of the Korean War.61 Since Sin-
glaub had spent thirty years in active duty around the world, his reassignment 
provoked a flurry of attacks from the Right.62 In a typical tirade, conservative 
commentator Patrick Buchanan invoked old tropes about martial masculinity 
in the Cold War, calling Carter “spineless” and celebrating Singlaub’s “moral 
courage” and “physical bravery” over his long military career.63 Carter, hoping 
to quell such criticism, quickly shuffled Singlaub into a new commission, ap-
pointing him chief of staff for the U.S. Army Forces Command, which oversaw 
more than 300,000 active soldiers.64

In this role, however, Singlaub grew even more frustrated with civilian con-
trol over the defense establishment. When Carter recalled him to Washington 
again in 1978 to explain another public challenge, Singlaub decided to retire.65 
The circumstances surrounding Singlaub’s exit from the Army—particularly 
the notion that a headstrong liberal president was removing any critic of his 
policies—made the general into a conservative hero.66 The editors of the Chi-
cago Tribune celebrated Singlaub for “deliberately and publicly” putting “his 
career on the line” to reveal the “incredible mistakes by an inexperienced presi-
dent who fancies himself as a military master and, alas, is not.”67 In Congress, 
Senator Barry Goldwater said Singlaub deserved the “thanks of all Americans 
who are seriously concerned about the weaknesses in the policies of the Carter 
administration.”68 The American Conservative Union presented Singlaub with 
an award for Conservative of the Year. Happy to play to part, Singlaub told re-
porters that he had quit the Army rather than be part of a “cover- up of truth.”69

Once retired, Singlaub parlayed his outstanding service record into the 
lucrative world of conservative political activism. While he had received many 
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job offers in “business and industry,” he later recalled, he wasn’t “ready to trade” 
his “uniform for a pair of plaid golf pants.” He still considered himself “bound 
by my officer’s oath to ‘support and defend the Constitution of the United 
States against all enemies, foreign and domestic.’ ”70 Joining conservative think 
tanks and advocacy groups was, in his mind, the best way to continue his ser-
vice. The first group to come calling was the American Security Council (ASC), 
the consortium of defense- industry lobbyists and military hardliners that had 
been working on U.S. foreign policy since the 1950s.71 His contact was retired 
U.S. Army Lt. General Daniel O. Graham, a specialist in advanced weapons 
systems, whom Singlaub had known for more than a decade.72 Like Singlaub, 
Graham had resigned at the peak of his career rather than support détente.73 
After leaving the Army, he used his experience to lobby for defense firms while 
serving as an expert on military affairs for conservative groups such as the 
ASC’s Coalition for Peace through Strength.74 Making friends in conservative 
circles, Graham formed a tight bond with Ronald Reagan, who tapped him to 
serve as his foreign policy adviser on his failed bid for the presidency in 1976.75

At Graham’s urging, the ASC found room in its substantial $4 million budget 
to hire Singlaub as its Education Field Director in the spring of 1979.76 By then, 
Singlaub was already a frequent visitor to the ASC’s Freedom School, founded 
in the mid-1960s to train legions of anticommunist activists.77 Singlaub toured 
the country speaking to civic organizations, veterans groups, and university 
audiences. He also began lecturing on behalf of the American Conservative 
Union, appearing as a talking head in documentaries such as “Soviet Might/
American Myth: U.S. in Retreat.”78 Singlaub explained to a friend that he tar-
geted “conservatives and veterans’ organizations” because they were “indepen-
dent people. They tend to want to do their thing by themselves.” Only they 
could stand up to the “strong coalition of the Left”—mostly “peaceniks” and 
“antiwar activists” who were “very active in an anti- defense lobby.”79

The primary thesis of Singlaub’s talks echoed what many of Carter’s critics 
were saying in the late 1970s. The United States needed to “reestablish its na-
tional defenses and strategic position as the leader of the free world, following 
the military debacle in Indochina and the political disaster of Watergate.”80 
Moving beyond that script, Singlaub stressed how the United States’ clandes-
tine services had suffered in the wake of the Church Committee investigations. 
He lamented Stansfield Turner’s “dismantling of the Human Intelligence and 
Covert Operations facilities of the CIA,” and attacked Carter for relying too 
much on “reconnaissance satellites and electronic surveillance.” Instead of 
high- tech gadgetry, the United States needed to use “military and non- military” 
to roll back communism, first in the “captive nations of the Soviet Empire” and 
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then elsewhere. In other words, the United States needed to aid homegrown 
forces that could launch wars of national liberation in communist countries, 
whether in Eastern Europe, Asia, Latin America, or Africa. Although this argu-
ment mostly stemmed from Singlaub’s combat experience behind enemy lines, 
it echoed what many others had been saying since the 1950s—that ordinary 
people with guns were the key to winning the Cold War. Thus, militant anti-
communists from Asia and Eastern Europe found much to like in Singlaub. As 
he toured the United States, U.S.-based chapters of the Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of 
Nations, among other groups, began to see him as a potential ally.81

At the same time, Singlaub sought new ways to fight perceived enemies 
at home. In 1979 he joined the board of Western Goals, a private intelligence 
network run by Congressman Larry McDonald, the ultraconservative Repub-
lican from Georgia. Headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia, Western Goals 
maintained computer files on thousands of U.S. citizens that the group saw as 
potential subversives. Most were members of labor unions and the civil rights 
and the nuclear- freeze movements. A few were just liberal- leaning celebrities.82

Western Goals arose from McDonald’s longstanding opposition to the civil 
rights and student movements, especially their radical strains.83 A former presi-
dent of the John Birch Society, McDonald had come to Washington in 1975 
hoping to join the House Internal Security Committee, formerly known as 
the House Un- American Activities Committee. But that body disbanded just 
as he arrived, another casualty of the mid- decade intelligence scandals. For 
McDonald, the United States’ failure to combat “communist terrorism”—his 
preferred phrasing—was all the more obvious when compared to Latin Amer-
ica’s right- wing military regimes, which dealt with their enemies ruthlessly. 
Inspired by the Southern Cone dictatorships, McDonald thought the United 
States government should take similar actions against leftist militants such as 
the George Jackson Brigade, the Black Panthers, the Weather Underground, 
and the Symbionese Liberation Army, a small community of homegrown revo-
lutionaries who served as the last great gasp of Sixties radicalism.84

Few of McDonald’s congressional colleagues wanted to follow the path of 
the Southern Cone dictatorships since Operation Condor was a gruesome af-
fair, killing scores of civilians.85 And so, embittered by what he saw as weakness 
and complacency, McDonald founded Western Goals to take over where the 
state had apparently failed—a domestic dragnet free from congressional over-
sight or budgetary constraints. He hailed it as the “first and only public foun-
dation” to “fill the critical gap caused by the crippling of the FBI, the disabling 
of the House Committee on Un- American Activities and the destruction of 
crucial government files.”86 After securing tax- exempt status, McDonald built 
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an operating budget of approximately $90,000, accrued mostly through private 
donations ranging from $25 to $1000.87 Because of the tax break, McDonald 
had to insist that Western Goals operated within the bounds of the law. Its 
intelligence, he claimed to the press, largely came from public records and the 
files of retired government employees “who choose to make their information 
available to us.”88 However, as subsequent investigations revealed, Western 
Goals acquired much of its data illegally, often by having U.S. police depart-
ments copy their files and transfer them to McDonald’s outfit.89

Western Goals directed profits from its intelligence operations to sponsor 
seminars and publish newsletters about leftist subversion and terrorism in 
the Caribbean, Central America, and Africa.90 Meanwhile, McDonald and 
Singlaub assembled a group of retired military brass to serve as fundraisers and 
board members, including the retired Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Thomas 
Moorer and Generals George S. Patton III and Lewis Walt.91 Other members 
included Roger Milliken, a North Carolina textile magnate who had donated 
millions of dollars to conservative causes over the years, and Edward Teller, the 
physicist who helped create the hydrogen bomb.92 With an illustrious board 
and generous donors, Western Goals joined the ASC and other conservative 
groups in challenging the human rights initiatives of the Carter administration 
and pressing for greater alliances with hardline anticommunist forces in Latin 
America and southern Africa. Within a few years, Western Goals had taken a 
more active role on Central America, passing information to the FBI about 
peace activists who traveled to El Salvador and other countries.93

Earning more friends on the U.S. Right, Singlaub also turned his atten-
tion to kindred movements abroad. In December 1979, he led an ASC delega-
tion on a fact- finding mission to Guatemala. Since the 1960s, a succession of 
military governments backed by the country’s conservative oligarchy—which 
controlled nearly all of Guatemala’s arable land—had waged a genocidal war 
against the largely Mayan peasantry. Although a small Marxist guerrilla move-
ment operated in the northern part of the country, most of those killed were 
not fighters but laborers who organized collectively for land rights and an end 
to the political violence.94

Singlaub and Graham enlisted themselves firmly on the side of the military 
regime. They met President Lucas García and members of the nation’s ultra-
conservative business organizations, such as Amigos del País (Friends of the 
Country) and the Guatemalan Freedom Foundation.95 Funded by the same 
wealthy landowners who propped up the military regime and controlled the 
death squads, these groups had been trying to improve their government’s 
image in the United States.96 They did not dismiss the extreme levels of vio-
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lence—more than 500 dead a month—but instead argued that the human rights 
abuses committed by the army and the death squads were an unfortunate but 
necessary part of the war against communism. That argument did not sway 
many in Congress or the Carter administration, and so the Guatemalans turned 
their hopes to presidential hopeful Ronald Reagan, believing he would resume 
the military aid program that Congress had suspended a few years prior.97

During his visit, Singlaub learned from the Guatemalan oligarchy that 
those peasants who opposed their rule were “controlled by Cuban advisers” 
including “guerrilla warfare specialists.” Even if most Guatemalans had suffered 
centuries of oppression, they’d nevertheless sold out their cause to the com-
munists, undercutting their claims to land and power.98 When he returned to 
the United States, Singlaub expounded upon the views of his allies in Guate-
mala. He said that he was “terribly impressed” by the Lucas regime’s handling 
of popular discontent and the communist insurgency even as the Carter ad-
ministration undercut the Guatemalan military. Singlaub urged a sympathetic 
understanding of the death squads, arguing that the Carter administration’s 
“unwillingness to back the Lucas regime” was “prompting those who are dedi-
cated to retaining the free enterprise system and to continuing progress toward 
political and economic development to take matters into their own hands.”99

By 1980, then, as Singlaub surveyed the rise of armed leftist movements 
in Latin America and elsewhere, he found himself drawn to those who could 
do what was needed outside of formal state action. Others reached similar 
conclusions.

Theodore “Ted” Shackley left the CIA in 1979. Popular with his colleagues, he 
was nicknamed the Blond Ghost, for his fair hair and his ability to keep out of 
photographs. He’d won the agency’s highest honor three times in his thirty- year 
career. In the 1950s, he ran spy networks in East Germany and Poland. Then 
he oversaw the United States’ covert war against Cuba in the early 1960s.100 
During the Vietnam War, he managed a paramilitary army of more than 20,000 
Laotian tribesmen, mostly from the highland- dwelling Hmong people, who 
fought against the Pathet Lao, a communist force supported by North Viet-
nam.101 By 1970, Shackley was in charge of the CIA’s station in Saigon, where 
he ran the assassination program known as Operation Phoenix.102 Returning 
to the United States in 1972 to head the Latin American division, he oversaw 
a number of major operations, including the U.S.-backed coup that forced 
Chile’s Salvador Allende from power. The following year, he received yet an-
other promotion to head the East Asian division, just as the war in Vietnam 
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was falling apart.103 Many of Shackley’s colleagues thought he was on the way 
to becoming director of the CIA. But the arrival of Stansfield Turner in early 
1977 meant that his days in the agency were numbered. Shackley was pre-
cisely the kind of covert warrior that Turner hoped to purge from the Agency. 
In turn, Shackley viewed Turner as a bumbling amateur, hopelessly out of  
his depth.104

Disgruntled with the CIA’s new boss, Shackley turned to former colleagues 
who had entered the private sector. He soon reached out to ex- CIA agent Edwin 
Wilson, who had built a new life as an arms dealer in the Islamic world.105 For 
Wilson, “being in the CIA was like putting on a magic coat that forever made 
him invisible and invincible.”106 Retiring from government in 1976, Wilson 
monetized his knowledge of secretive shipping operations to sell weapons 
and explosives to Iran, Egypt, and Libya. He also set up private training mis-
sions for those nations’ militaries. Amassing a personal fortune of millions of 
dollars, Wilson had a stable of exotic cars, apartments across Europe, and a 
sprawling 2,000-acre estate in northern Virginia.107 His shady dealings would 
ultimately result in long prison sentences, but in the late 1970s many CIA of-
ficers looked favorably upon his activities, convinced that the private sector was 
better equipped to carry out secret operations in the era of Stansfield Turner.108

Shackley, for one, hoped to use Wilson’s connections to bolster the agency’s 
intelligence capabilities in the Middle East.109 For a year, Wilson and his part-
ner, another ex- CIA man, had been trying to sell the Iranians an expensive 
electronic surveillance system. Impressed, Shackley believed Wilson’s con-
tacts in Iran could make the CIA less reliant on intelligence reports from the 
Shah’s notoriously corrupt secret police, known as SAVAK. But the whole plan 
collapsed when higher- ups in the CIA learned that Wilson was also selling 
weapons to Libya, in violation of U.S. law.110 To Stansfield Turner, this proved 
Wilson was a renegade and a crook. It was inconceivable that an experienced 
and well- respected officer such as Ted Shackley could associate with someone 
like Wilson. When a bureaucratic job opened at the newly formed National 
Intelligence Tasking Center, Turner shuffled Shackley into the position, cut-
ting him off from any role in planning clandestine operations.111 Frustrated 
with more than three years of constant congressional and executive oversight 
of his activities, Shackley left the agency in early 1979, receiving his third Dis-
tinguished Intelligence Medal on the way out.112

Like John Singlaub, Shackley joined an informal network of ex–covert war-
riors who now plied their trade in the private sector. While former CIA men 
sometimes struggled to find employment, mostly because they could not tell 
potential employers about their work in the clandestine services, Shackley 
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had a few colleagues whose businesses connections promised steady pay in 
retirement. Over the previous years, they had often discussed “getting out 
of the agency and making lots of money.”113 In the spring of 1979, Shackley 
teamed up with Tom Clines, one of his old friends from his days in Southeast 
Asia.114 Clines had hatched a plan to sell weapons to the Egyptian government. 
Partnering with a former Egyptian official to create the Egyptian American 
Transportation and Services Company (EATSCO), Clines soon landed an 
exclusive contract to ship U.S. military hardware to Egypt.115 He then brought 
in the recently retired Ted Shackley to manage the company, with an annual 
salary of about $50,000.116

In September 1980, Shackley struck out on his own. With the help of an-
other colleague, a former CIA Soviet specialist, he founded Research Associ-
ates International, a “risk analysis company” that catered to the needs of oil 
companies operating in dangerous parts of the globe.117 According to one 
colleague, Research Associates International was Shackley’s revenge against 
Stansfield Turner, a competitive business that would siphon operations and 
agents from the CIA. Ever the spy, Shackley’s firm cultivated an atmosphere of 
secrecy. His office, located on the top floor of a high- rise in the Washington, 
D.C., metropolitan area, could only be reached by taking a private elevator 
and then passing through heavy locked doors under camera surveillance.118

Laboring in the shadow of the state, Shackley became a popular commenta-
tor about the declining capabilities of the United States’ clandestine services. 
In December 1980, he participated in a conference sponsored by a conservative 
think tank known as the National Strategy Information Center, joining a panel 
of congressional staffers, diplomats, and former spies who sought to shape the 
intelligence policies of the incoming Reagan administration. The big topic was 
covert action—the kinds of clandestine operations needed to counter what 
many perceived as Soviet ascendancy in the international arena.119

When Shackley rose to speak, he lectured about covert paramilitary actions 
in a changing world. “As the decade of the 1980s opens,” he began, “Cuban 
mercenary armies sustain dictatorial governments in two large African nations, 
Angola and Ethiopia. In the Western Hemisphere, Cuban and Soviet- trained 
revolutionaries rule in Nicaragua. Their comrades threaten to seize neighbor-
ing El Salvador. Guatemala is in turmoil for it knows it is next in line to re-
ceive priority attention from Havana’s and Moscow’s guerrilla movements.” He 
painted a picture of communist global expansion—the Soviet Army in Afghani-
stan, Vietnamese forces fighting in Cambodia and Thailand, Soviet- supported 
rebels in Honduras and Namibia. These mounting problems, Shackley opined, 
placed the United States in an increasingly untenable position. The stakes 
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could not be higher. If the U.S. failed to counter Soviet military incursions 
and proxy insurgencies, then U.S. leaders might resort to nuclear warfare.120

But instead of retreating or launching an apocalyptic nuclear war, Shackley 
noted with hope, the United States had a “third option”—“the use of insur-
gency and counter insurgency techniques and covert action to achieve policy 
goals.”121 Simply put, the United States had to re- embrace paramilitary warfare. 
This required nothing less than an overhaul of the United States’ clandestine 
services, which would reverse the recent changes made by Carter and Turner. 
In a book that expanded upon his conference lecture, Shackley argued that the 
“clandestine sponsorship of armed insurgencies” was the best means to roll 
back communist rule. Paradoxically, he was suggesting that the most effective 
means of counterinsurgency was in fact insurgency. By utilizing the same tac-
tics and techniques that communist guerrillas had used, ordinary people could 
foment armed uprisings that would undermine communist rule from within. 
As the U.S. experience in Vietnam had indicated, a resilient guerrilla movement 
operating in remote areas and among a sympathetic population could topple a 
government, even one supported by an industrialized superpower with mas-
sive amounts of arms and hundreds of thousands of soldiers.122

Shackley’s understanding of anticommunist guerrilla warfare harkened back 
to U.S. covert actions under the Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy admin-
istrations—some of which he had helped orchestrate. But he conceived of 
anticommunist guerrilla warfare on a far grander scale and with much loftier 
ambitions than most U.S. policymakers had, even in the heady days of the 
early Cold War. He did not want to contain communism to the Soviet Union 
and its satellites but instead eradicate it from the world. Yet that ambition 
hardly squared with the realities in most of the countries that Shackley ex-
amined. Armed actions against weak communist states could plausibly cause 
those regimes to collapse, especially in places where anticommunist guerrilla 
movements already existed, like Angola. But even if armed anticommunists 
did gain power, their war would have done little to transform the society they 
would now have to govern. More likely, it would have made governance more 
difficult, since war profoundly disrupts economic and political life, most ob-
viously by killing people. In other words, guerrilla war could certainly oust a 
government, but it could not ensure that whatever regime took over would be 
able to improve the lives of its people.

Shackley’s faith in anticommunist guerrilla warfare severed covert action 
from many of the policies and programs that it had accompanied in the early 
Cold War, especially the nexus of antipoverty schemes known as development. 
Since the late 1940s, American scientists and statesmen had allied themselves 
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with nationalist elites and local leaders to reverse the spread of communism 
in the global South by moving poor, rural countries into a capitalist moder-
nity modeled upon, and led by, the United States. That plan hinged on the 
presumption that widespread poverty and rurality in Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America was what made them “a breeding ground for violent revolution,” as 
Harry Truman’s foreign aid advisor once put it.123 Often conceived as counter-
insurgency—and at times implemented in conjunction with covert military 
actions—development programs, whether undertaken at the community level 
or through massive agricultural and architectural projects, promised to resolve 
the underlying conditions that caused poor people to embrace communism 
by reconstructing lives, livelihoods, and landscapes.124

Shackley sought nothing of the sort. Shorn of the impulse to modernize, 
the Third Option aimed not to ameliorate the conditions that generated vio-
lence but instead to exploit them. Development experts had it all wrong. The 
point was not to cure poverty but to transform popular frustrations into armed 
actions against Soviet- supported governments. This was a leaner and meaner 
approach to the problem of communism in the global South. Americans did 
not need to waste money setting up expensive modernization projects, let 
alone find ways to make them work. Instead, they just needed to give the right 
weapons to the right people and then get out of the way.

While Shackley and Singlaub joined think tanks and private firms, other ex- 
CIA officers also sought to revitalize the United States’ covert war- making 
abilities by vigorously lobbying elected officials. The Association of Former 
Intelligence Officers (AFIO) led the way. Organized in 1975 at the height of 
the Church Committee hearings, the AFIO comprised retired members of the 
CIA, the FBI, the Defense Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, 
the State Department, the U.S. Treasury, and the WWII- era Office of Strategic 
Services.125 Sharing a “deep concern over the gradual erosion of American 
Intelligence operations throughout the world,” the AFIO petitioned members 
of Congress, wrote newspaper editorials, and engaged in grassroots politick-
ing.126 Many of the group’s financial matters, especially its petitions for tax 
exemption, were handled by the ubiquitous conservative organizer Marvin 
Liebman—collaboration that highlights the overlap between the anticommu-
nist activism of the 1950s and 1960s and that of ex–covert warriors who mi-
grated into the private sector in the late 1970s.127 Drawing from his decades of 
organizational experience, Liebman advised the AFIO leadership to form local 
“citizen’s auxiliaries” through direct- mail techniques. Doing so would create 
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a “broad- based public constituency which can provide funds—for the long 
run—and grassroots political action when it is required.”128 With Liebman’s 
help, the AFIO managed a few major successes. Its greatest victory came in 1978, 
when it helped prevent the passage of the National Intelligence Reform and 
Organization Act, which would have further expanded congressional oversight 
of the United States’ clandestine services.129

The work of the AFIO intersected with that of another organization known 
as the Citizens Legal Defense Fund for the FBI. Created in 1977 by former Sena-
tor James L. Buckley (brother of the National Review’s William F. Buckley), 
Claire Booth Luce, a former Congresswoman and widow of Time/Life mag-
nate Henry Luce, and William E. Simon, a former Secretary of the Treasury, 
the group raised funds to “defend present and former FBI agents involved in 
civil and criminal litigation arising out of the performance of their duties.”130 
Initially, the Citizens Legal Defense Fund rallied behind disgraced FBI agent 
James Kearney, indicted for illegal surveillance of leftist radicals.131 Kearney 
had been a key part of the FBI’s sprawling Counter Intelligence Program, 
known as COINTELPRO, which monitored and disrupted the activities of 
student groups, civil rights organizations, labor unions, and armed organiza-
tions like the Weather Underground, the Black Panther Party, and the Ku Klux 
Klan. COINTELPRO agents infiltrated groups, spread disinformation, and 
goaded their targets into committing acts of violence. They also resorted to 
unlawful methods of force, including break- ins, beatings, torture, and probably 
assassination, like that of Black Panther Party chairman Fred Hampton, shot 
dead by Chicago police as he lay in his bed.132

At the urging of organizer Marvin Liebman, the Citizens Legal Defense 
Fund initiated a direct- mail campaign that raised nearly $200,000 for Kearney’s 
legal defense.133 Its broadsides alleged his indictment was part of a “continuing 
effort afoot to weaken and neutralize the nation’s law enforcement and intel-
ligence gathering agencies through legal harassment.” Some in the organization 
believed these attacks revealed the “efforts of the Soviet Union—unwittingly 
aided by all too many misinformed and misguided individuals in our own 
country—to wreck American intelligence and counter- intelligence activities.” 
While members of the Citizen’s Legal Defense Fund understood that Kear-
ney and the FBI had skirted the law, they maintained that COINTELPRO had 
been necessary to combat the “notorious Havana- Hanoi backed terrorists of 
the Weatherman Underground organization” and other radical groups intent 
on subversion and violence.134 Moreover, they argued, exposing agents like 
Kearney to indictment for their activities would have disastrous consequences. 
The “ultimate result” would “only be the weakening of law enforcement and 
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intelligence gathering at a time when crime is rampant and the security of 
our nation is in jeopardy due to the growing restrictions on our intelligence 
agencies.”135

Fearing that rising domestic crime was somehow linked to the declining 
abilities of U.S. intelligence agencies, the leaders of the Citizen’s Legal De-
fense Fund expanded their aid to ex–CIA agents facing criminal charges. When 
the Justice Department announced that former CIA director Richard Helms 
would be indicted for perjury and obstruction of justice, stemming from his 
congressional testimony on the CIA’s actions in Chile, the defense fund began 
raising money for Helms’s legal fees.136 As with Kearney, the fund’s leaders 
argued that subversion, whether at home or abroad, demanded covert actions 
outside of the law. Revealing secrets and indicting those agents tasked with 
America’s defense would only make life harder for the CIA and other clandes-
tine agencies.137

Efforts to rehabilitate the CIA and resuscitate covert action crossed into the 
realm of fiction. In 1976, as his brother was assembling the Citizen’s Legal De-
fense Fund, William F. Buckley launched a series of spy novels that reimagine 
the years of the high Cold War. His protagonist, Blackford Oakes, is a CIA of-
ficer in his mid- twenties who, over the course of nearly a dozen books, under-
takes one perilous mission after another to save the world from communism. 
Having worked for the CIA in Mexico for “seven or eight months” in 1953, under 
the aegis of E. Howard Hunt, a key player in the Watergate bugging operation, 
Buckley poured much of himself into the character. Like Buckley, Oakes was 
also born to a rich family in 1925. Both went to an elite British school, served 
in World War II, and attended Yale where they were tapped by the CIA to serve 
as deep- cover agents.138 “The training received by Blackford Oakes is, in exact 
detail, the training I received,” Buckley once explained. The two dressed alike 
and shared the same basic worldview.139 Indeed, Oakes “is often found reading 
Buckley’s books” and articles from the National Review.140

As such, Oakes served as a vehicle for Buckley’s personal fantasies about the 
CIA career he abandoned as a young man. The books are filled with henchmen 
and hijinks, damsels and double- crosses. Blond, blue- eyed, handsome, tanned, 
and powerfully built, Oakes romances a woman in every story, although Buck-
ley, the prudent Catholic, offered only the barest glimpses of intimate relations, 
unlike many other authors in the spy genre. A prodigious traveler, Buckley drew 
upon his deep knowledge of foreign cities for his stories, places like London, 
Berlin, Budapest, Moscow, Havana, and Saigon. Thrust into the key flashpoints 
of the early Cold War, Oakes jockeys with fictionalized versions of Allen Dulles, 
John F. Kennedy, Che Guevara, Fidel Castro, and Nikita Khrushchev. He foils 
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a plot to land Soviet missiles in Cuba, and is shot down while piloting a U-2 
spy plane over Russia. He infiltrates communist circles in Moscow after Stalin’s 
death, dodges Soviet troops during the Hungarian Uprising, and discovers the 
plans for the Sputnik satellite. He even beds the Queen of England, an affair 
that tips him off to a British agent that had been smuggling H- Bomb secrets 
to the communists.141

But Oakes was more than a projection of Buckley’s adventurism and imagi-
nation. The character provided him with yet another outlet to outline the 
moral dimensions of the Cold War and explain why covert action was the key to 
winning it. Unlike John le Carré and Graham Greene, whose books condemn 
the entire world of Cold War espionage—American, British, and Soviet—as 
essentially amoral, Buckley offered precious few critiques of the CIA. He was 
adamantly opposed to what he called the “effete moral ambiguity of some of 
my contemporaries.” As he put it in 1976, “There are good guys and there are 
bad guys,” and the CIA were obviously the good guys.142

To a nation wracked by Watergate, the Church Committee, and other mo-
ments of humiliation and self- flagellation, Oakes offered a simple answer. As 
one reviewer explained, Oakes made it clear that “there are times when a nation 
needed to operate in secret and even times when those who carried out secret 
operations could legitimately refuse to answer questions about them before a 
Senate subcommittee hearing.”143 Rather than retreat from covert action, as the 
Church Committee recommended, the United States should engage in more of 
it. In places like Southeast Asia and southern Africa, Buckley said, Americans 
should “make it more a pain than a pleasure for the Russians to intervene.”144

The idea that the United States could no longer wage covert war, and that pri-
vate initiatives could take up the slack, radiated into other areas of American 
life in the late 1970s. In April of 1975, ex- Marine Bart Bonner founded Veterans 
and Volunteers for Vietnam to help South Vietnam fend off the invading armies 
of the communist North. Having served in Vietnam in 1965 and 1966, Bonner 
was disgusted by the United States’ slow withdrawal from the war. As South 
Vietnam tottered on its last legs, Bonner sent letters to fellow servicemen ask-
ing them to join a paramilitary mission to return to Vietnam and continue the 
fight. He then reached out to the South Vietnamese military command about 
his plans. They sent back a muddled response, telling him that foreigners were 
not welcome in the South Vietnamese armed forces. They did not, however, 
reject his proposal outright. That was just fine, Bonner said, for his men “didn’t 
intend to join their army.” This was to be a private mission run by concerned 
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Americans, not a campaign to recruit U.S. nationals for a foreign armed service, 
which would violate U.S. law.145 As he told one reporter, “We are going to make 
every effort to fight under the American flag.” But if that couldn’t be arranged, 
Bonner’s troops would carry the Confederate banner—a “beautiful flag,” in his 
words—into combat.146 He told his men that they “must be willing to sacrifice 
everything, even their citizenship, if need be.”147

Bonner boasted that his scheme attracted some two thousand Americans, 
including elite soldiers from the Green Berets, the Navy SEALs, and Air Force 
Commandos, along with a few hundred Canadians.148 But he was better at 
selling his mission to the media than he was at planning it. He had no money 
to buy weapons, supplies, and transport. Still, he hoped that if his volunteers 
got themselves to “staging areas on the east and west coasts, funds could be 
obtained from private sources to charter a plane to fly to Saigon.” And if Bon-
ner managed to bring his men to Vietnam, perhaps they would be “issued 
weapons from the ARVN or use captured weapons.” He summed up his im-
promptu approach nicely: “As far as logistics go, we’ll make do with what is 
available.”149 Nothing ever became available. Bonner received no support from 
private sources let alone from the South Vietnamese government, which col-
lapsed before he could muster his men. After the fall of South Vietnam, Bonner 
reworked his group as a “clearinghouse providing information on opportuni-
ties to fight communism,” in Africa and Asia, though little seems to have come 
from that as well.150

When Bonner’s Vietnam campaign fizzled, Americans sought armed action 
elsewhere. For most, Africa was the place to be. Indeed, much of the region was 
a battlefield in the late 1970s. By 1975, the white- supremacist government of 
Rhodesia faced a massive popular insurgency. In the early 1960s, Africans had 
formed two nationalist political movements—the Zimbabwe African People’s 
Union (ZAPU) and the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU)—to ad-
vocate for independence along the lines of other African states. Clashes over 
ideology and strategy produced bitter conflict between ZANU and ZAPU, but 
white Rhodesians saw little difference between the two groups since they both 
mobilized large swaths of the black population against white rule and were 
backed by communist states.151

The fall of Portuguese Angola was equally troublesome. When a military 
coup and a popular uprising unseated the authoritarian Estado Novo regime in 
Portugal in April of 1974, the new socialist government began to dismantle its 
colonial state in favor of Angolan independence. Shortly thereafter, the country 
fell into civil war as three vaguely Marxist guerrilla groups, each controlled 
by a domineering leader, filled the void left by the retreating colonial regime. 
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In 1976, the most powerful group, the Movimento Popular de Libertação de 
Angola, or MPLA, established a government, forcing its rivals to retreat to the 
hinterlands, where they staged hit- and- run attacks against the new regime.152

Angola’s simmering civil war, coupled with the nationalist movements fight-
ing in Rhodesia, convinced leaders in the Ford Administration that the region 
was facing an all- out communist assault. The growing presence of Cuban sol-
diers in Angola prompted the administration, led by Henry Kissinger and CIA 
director William Colby, to send more than $50 million in covert aid to the 
FNLA (Frente Nacional Libertação de Angola) and UNITA (União Nacional 
para a Independência Total de Angola) starting in July 1975, using third- party 
states such as South Africa and Zaire as cover.153 But many in Congress, still 
in the throes of the Church Committee hearings, were skeptical about initiat-
ing yet another covert operation to aid questionable forces abroad. And so, in 
early 1976, Congress passed the Clark Amendment, banning any U.S. military 
aid to the Angolan rebels.154

Glimpsing yet another dimension of U.S. weakness on the world stage, some 
American men sought to take matters into their own hands. A growing para-
military subculture in the United States guided them to southern Africa, where 
they worked as mercenaries of sorts.155 At the heart of that subculture was the 
magazine Soldier of Fortune, created by U.S. Army Reserve Lt. Col. Robert K. 
Brown in 1975. A former Special Operations soldier and mercenary freelancer, 
Brown had been involved in a succession of outlandish exploits, including plans 
to smuggle guns to Cuba and an abortive mission to overthrow the govern-
ment of Haiti. Volunteering for Vietnam, Brown believed firmly in the United 
States’ anticommunist crusade in Southeast Asia and elsewhere. He served in 
a few different special operations units, including John Singlaub’s Studies and 
Observation Group, but grew bored with the life of a stateside reserve officer 
when the war ended.156

In 1975, while visiting an American friend who had joined the Rhodesian po-
lice, Brown had a life- changing revelation. Rhodesia, like many other countries, 
needed American volunteers to fight, yet few in the United States knew this. 
Realizing the potential of an untapped market, he created Soldier of Fortune—
a “journal for professional adventurers” that sold the mercenary life through 
in- depth, first- person reporting about a host of armed conflicts spanning the 
globe. It was written by and for “those who have gone and done for those who 
go and do.”157 Indeed, many of its correspondents were veterans. But it also 
appealed to those armchair warriors who wished only to read about exciting 
wars in exotic places—in Brown’s words, the “Walter Mitty market.”158 A hit at 
newsstands, Brown was selling more than 125,000 copies per issue by 1976.159
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Under Brown’s guidance, Soldier of Fortune became an ad- hoc labor market 
for aspiring soldiers- for- hire. The magazine’s back pages were filled with job- 
seeking ads from anonymous men hoping to find adventure and fortune in 
Africa.160 Beyond classified ads, Soldier of Fortune offered practical advice for 
veterans and thrill- seekers. Rhodesia was the main attraction. A passionate 
supporter of Ian Smith’s regime, Brown hoped his magazine could take up the 
slack for the U.S. government while liberals equivocated in Congress. To that 
end, he interviewed the recruiting officer for the Rhodesian Army, Major Nick 
Lamprecht, who advised Soldier of Fortune’s American readers on how they 
could join his forces. It was not an easy job, Lamprecht explained, nor a par-
ticularly well- paying one. But it did offer disillusioned young men the chance to 
remake their life in a new land. “Rhodesia has many things to offer,” Lamprecht 
noted. “Good Rhodesian beer, a friendly populace, and what I would describe 
as a free and easy, unhurried way of life, lots of wide open spaces.”161

Rhodesia was, simply, a place where one could “Be a Man among Men,” as 
the official recruitment poster urged Americans.162 It also held out the pos-
sibility for romance—not just with war but with women as well. Since “wives 
have difficulty adjusting,” Lamprecht explained, the single men preferred by 
recruiters could very well find a mate while serving abroad.163 Indeed, accord-
ing to one former Rhodesian soldier, foreign mercenaries were not motivated 
by money so much as they were the promise of adventure and freedom. “I think 
basically the conditions of life appealed to them,” he said. “They wanted a few 
kicks out of life and they thought that was the way to get them.”164 Of course, 
the notion that American men had any right to fight in Rhodesia had obvious 
racist and paternalist underpinnings, and white mercenaries from the United 
States did not shy from saying so. “What we have here is an ideal core of white 
people who are able to raise the standard of living among the Africans,” another 
American mercenary noted. “Without us, conditions will decline rapidly.”165

The belief that Rhodesia represented a superior, even ideal, society often 
overlapped with Americans’ concerns about life at home, especially the fate 
of Vietnam veterans in post- Vietnam America. The economic troubles of the 
late 1970s had created a large pool of skilled combat veterans with few pros-
pects for stable and rewarding employment. As Brown opined in Soldier of 
Fortune’s first issue, “The Vietnam War has left the U.S. with the largest number 
of unemployed combat- trained soldiers in the world . . . I foresee most of the 
new mercenaries coming from here in the next few years.”166 Oil embargoes, 
energy crises, inflation, stagnation, and deindustrialization not only threatened 
ex- soldiers with joblessness but also a loss of masculinity as their breadwinner 
status diminished.167 Disillusioned by the legacies of the civil rights, feminist, 
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and student movements on mainstream American life, veterans also fretted 
about the decline of the one institution in which they still believed: the mili-
tary. One American who fought in Rhodesia later said that he “became really 
disenchanted with what the Army became after the Vietnam era . . . I said to 
myself this wasn’t the Army I joined and I’m getting the hell out.”168

Fighting as mercenaries would allow these men to continue their wartime 
crusade against communism abroad while reclaiming the economic and social 
power they believed they had lost at home.169 That point registered in numer-
ous stories that Soldier of Fortune and other magazines published about Africa’s 
most notorious mercenaries, “Mad” Mike Hoare and Bob Denard, both of 
whom had been fighting in one conflict after another since the early 1960s.170 
Promising a life of independence, adventure, and fortune with a bit of hard- 
drinking and womanizing on the side, those stories overlapped with a number 
of films about mercenaries that Soldier of Fortune eagerly promoted. The most 
successful was 1978’s The Wild Geese, a fictionalized account of Mike Hoare’s 
time in the Congo fighting for Moïse Tshombe, the secessionist anticommu-
nist leader who so charmed U.S. conservatives in the 1960s. Starring Richard 
Burton and Roger Moore, the film tells the story of “50 steelhard mercs who 
undertake a terrifying mission” in “dangerous, sweltering Central Africa—very 
much like the Old Congo—to rescue and bring out a deposed and imprisoned 
black president.” The film blurred the line between fiction and reality, not only 
in its plot but also its production. Mike Hoare, who was then planning an ill- 
fated coup in the Seychelles, somehow found time to serve as a “military and 
technical advisor” on set. Reflecting on the film, he explained that it offered a 
true depiction of what mercenaries were all about: “In a good mercenary outfit, 
they’re all there because they want to be. All right, the motive is probably the 
high money they’ll earn, but they all want to do it. They’re all volunteers.”171

Hoare talked of independence, adventure, and fortune, but the reality was 
far messier. Americans had to write to the Rhodesian Army, which would care-
fully vet their applications, weed out the “phonies,” and send recruiting pack-
ets to those deemed fit for service. The Rhodesian government would then 
pay for their airfare and other travel expenses. Once the recruits completed 
basic training, they would join the army as conscripts. Those who failed would 
promptly receive plane tickets back to the United States. As a matter of routine, 
Lamprecht and other recruiters stressed that this was not mercenary work but 
instead formal enlistment. “Everyone joins our army under the same condi-
tions and for three years. All are regular soldiers. All receive the same pay, 
the same type of equipment. There is no difference between an American 
joining the Rhodesian Army than there would be if a Rhodesian joined the 
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U.S. Army,” he claimed.172 That meant enlisting in Rhodesia did not make 
much financial sense for Americans. It was less lucrative than joining the U.S. 
military.173 But there were other benefits beyond pay. Claiming a new home-
stead on the African savanna was one of them. The Rhodesian government 
expected those foreigners who joined its army to settle there as citizens, part 
of its attempt to rebuild its dwindling European- descended population after 
years of “white flight.”174

Promises of land and power, coupled with the imagined bonds of whiteness, 
made Rhodesia a haven for mercenaries from Great Britain, New Zealand, 
Australia, and France who fought alongside their American counterparts in the 
Rhodesian military.175 Some were veterans of paramilitary campaigns in the 
Congo in the early 1960s. Others were recent recruits, lured, like the Ameri-
cans, to southern Africa by the possibility of adventure and fortune. A few 
had family connections in the country. No matter how they got there, white 
foreigners became significant parts of Rhodesia’s fighting forces as well as the 
South African military and police.176

The experiences and assumptions that brought white American men to 
Rhodesia were most acutely shared by Britons. Like their American counter-
parts, white mercenaries from the United Kingdom faced dwindling jobs pros-
pects in a changing industrial economy marked by inflation and stagnation. As 
in the United States, British industries such as manufacturing and mining de-
clined significantly in the late 1970s just as the welfare state contracted. Stable, 
well- paying work started to disappear as firms embraced new technologies and 
searched for cheaper labor abroad.177 The sight of long lines of British unem-
ployed men, waiting to collect the dole, became commonplace.178 For some of 
these men, left without work and a viable stake in society, fighting in Rhodesia 
or Angola offered a way to regain their economic power and their manhood.179

Rhodesian authorities were keen to play upon the sense of disillusionment 
and dissatisfaction that ran throughout white working- class communities on 
both sides of the Atlantic. As in the United States, the Rhodesian Information 
Office sent recruitment literature to sympathizers in the United Kingdom, who 
disseminated it amongst their friends.180 It also mailed recruitment packets to 
active- duty soldiers at British military bases, particularly in West Germany, and 
to private British defense companies in Iran and elsewhere.181

As British men traveled to Rhodesia, the British government, which had 
never recognized Rhodesia’s independence, struggled to stamp the flow of its 
citizens to the country. That was because the situation presented British lead-
ers with a legal paradox. Did British citizens who traveled to Rhodesia with 
the intent of joining its military violate laws that forbade them from fighting 
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in foreign armed services? If the government prosecuted them for doing so, it 
would mean that it recognized Rhodesia’s sovereignty, insofar as any success-
ful prosecution would hinge on the notion that Rhodesia was a foreign state 
rather than a member of the British Commonwealth engaged in an illegal yet 
temporary rebellion.182 But if Rhodesia was indeed a member of the Common-
wealth, and not a foreign state, then British citizens from the United Kingdom 
and elsewhere could legally enlist in its forces. After wrestling with the issue for 
months, government leaders decided to prohibit British citizens from fighting 
in Rhodesia under the 1968 embargo, which curtailed migration and commerce 
between the Commonwealth and Rhodesia. This choice gave the British legal 
maneuverability in case they wished to recruit their own mercenaries for future 
conflicts.183 Still, the British government’s threats of jail time and fines did not 
stop its citizens from fighting and dying in Rhodesia.184

In both the United States and Britain, then, the Rhodesian government’s 
attempts to lure mercenaries to its country unfolded in an extralegal gray area, 
as it helped subsidize ostensibly private recruitment efforts organized by U.S. 
or British nationals. Meanwhile, a number of grassroots enterprises started 
their own recruitment schemes.185 In 1976, a new group called American Aid 
for Rhodesia announced that it was searching for one thousand volunteers 
to fight ZAPU and ZANU.186 Its founder, a former U.S. Army infantryman 
from El Paso, Texas, named Mike Gonzalez, hoped that his group could gather 
enough men to aid Ian Smith’s regime in a time of crisis. He claimed he was 
not in it for the money but rather to stem the growing tide of communism in 
southern Africa while the U.S. government sat on its hands. “It’s a paramilitary 
organization, but it’s not composed of mercenaries,” he noted to a reporter. “It 
will be set up as a non- profit. We would only fight as a last resort.”187 Other 
Americans went to Rhodesia as private security guards for large landowners, 
jobs that promised higher pay and less danger but still the chance to fight 
communists, terrorists, and bandits. Although pay on these ranches was often 
less than American men were making in the United States, they found them 
to be “challenging and personally rewarding” in ways that their previous jobs 
had not been.188

Those American men who took up arms in southern Africa shared a few 
common experiences. Most were familiar with weapons, often gained through 
service in the military or, less often, the police, but few were hardened combat 
veterans. Many were single or divorced. The majority were underemployed 
or unemployed.189 Beyond that, many believed that they were carrying out 
the same anticommunist mission that the United States had undertaken in 
Vietnam—a mission that weak politicians had forsaken. Thus, in their self- 
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understandings, American mercenaries were real men who could take over 
where effete policymakers had failed. As one American mercenary put it, “The 
West isn’t doing its job. The U.S. especially isn’t doing its duty. If they’re too 
scared to fight the Communists, then people like me have to act independently. 
I consider it my duty to fight in Rhodesia. After Vietnam and Angola, we can’t 
afford to lose any other countries.”190

Their martial abilities, however, varied widely. Some, such as L. H. “Mike” 
Williams and Michael Pierce, two U.S. Army veterans who had joined Rhode-
sia’s army in 1975 and 1978, respectively, were skilled soldiers who rose quickly 
through the ranks, earning praise for their leadership and combat acumen.191 
Others were not so successful. The realities of guerrilla warfare quickly dis-
abused all but the most dedicated of their mercenary fantasies. As one Soldier 
of Fortune reporter noted in 1979, “The majority found the routine too rough 
to last more than a few months. The desertion rate among American citizens 
who have joined the Rhodesian army over the past two years is estimated to 
run about 80 percent.”192

Deserters were the lucky ones. The unfortunate and foolhardy died. One 
was John Alan Coey, a medic from the outskirts of Cleveland, Ohio, who served 
with the Rhodesian Light Infantry. When he was killed by guerrillas in July 
1975, Soldier of Fortune published a posthumous essay celebrating his courage 
and sacrifice. It quoted Coey on his time in combat: “Since coming to Rhode-
sia, I have often heard people remark that it’s ‘inevitable’ for this country and 
all of southern Africa to follow the ‘winds of change’ and go the same way as 
other former colonies to the north. This is rubbish and only indicates a lack of 
fighting spirit, guts, and the will to rule a civilization built by better men.”193 
After he died, and questions emerged about the legality of his time in Rhodesia, 
John Coey’s mother maintained that her son was a hero and that the “ones who 
committed treason were the U.S. government officials” who involved “America 
in a no- win, undeclared war” in Vietnam.194 Coey’s parents soon received 
sympathy notes from the right- wing Liberty Lobby and Lester Maddox, the 
former governor of Georgia and a staunch civil rights opponent.195

Americans fared even worse in Angola, where the racial politics were not as 
clear as they were in Rhodesia. Unlike the Rhodesian Army, which was fighting 
for a white- supremacist state, both the UNITA and the FNLA guerrilla move-
ments were almost entirely composed of black Africans seeking nationhood, 
and that cause did not inspire many white Americans. Practical difficulties also 
played a part. There were no official offices for either the FNLA or UNITA, and 
since both had been relegated to remote parts of the country, finding the guer-
rillas took considerable effort and luck. Hopefuls had to deal with con artists 
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and swindlers who boasted lucrative opportunities and then failed to deliver. 
In Miami, a group of Cuban exiles had announced that they were recruiting a 
few hundred mercenaries for Angola. But when reporters picked up the story, 
they found that the Cubans were all talk.196

Other schemes bore out the same pattern. David Bufkin, a crop duster from 
California who transformed himself into a self- styled mercenary in the mid-
1970s, claimed that he had contracts with several governments and paramilitary 
groups. Officials in the Ford administration described him as an “ex- soldier 
who has gone AWOL several times, been tried for rape and been in and out of 
jail.”197 Shortly after the start of Angola’s civil war, Bufkin started taking out 
ads in local newspapers and Soldier of Fortune seeking between sixty and one 
hundred soldiers- for- hire. Bufkin said he had a contract worth $80,000, some 
of which, he hinted, was supplied by the CIA.198 A few dozen Americans con-
tacted him, willing to offer their services. But Bufkin’s operation was mostly a 
ploy. His supposed CIA contract did not exist. As one disgruntled mercenary 
later recalled, “Bufkin obviously had no funds available. He operated out of mo-
tels. He had no office. Potential recruits had to pay their own travel expenses. 
It was definitely a shoestring operation.”199

Nevertheless, Bufkin managed to get a few American mercenaries to Angola. 
Those who made it to the guerrilla’s camps joined a withering effort to repel 
the powerful offensives of the MPLA government, now backed by nearly thirty 
thousand Cuban soldiers. They were unable to change the war in any mean-
ingful way.200 A few were quickly killed in combat. One of Bufkin’s recruits, 
George Bacon, an ex- CIA officer and former member of John Singlaub’s clan-
destine Studies and Observation Group, died in an assault in February 1976. 
Before coming to Angola, Bacon had tried to join Bart Bonner’s Veterans and 
Volunteers for Vietnam.201 When that group failed, Bacon turned to Angola, 
the “only area where American volunteers could be employed to fight com-
munism.” But Angola was hardly the place to win glory. As one of his friends 
lamented after his death, Bacon “went over there and found a half- a-dozen men  
trying to stop a Cuban armada. It was stupid and he should have just got out.”202

Daniel Gearhart met the same fate. A Vietnam veteran from Maryland, be-
sieged with financial debts, he had responded to one of Bufkin’s ads in Soldier of 
Fortune against his wife’s wishes. Angola was a bust for Gearhart too. Promised 
more than $1000 a week, he made less than $1700 in his entire time there.203 
His comrades- in- arms were poorly trained and equipped, and tired of years 
of fighting, which frustrated Gearhart to no end. In April 1976, MPLA forces 
captured him along with six other American and British mercenaries. A mili-
tary tribunal sentenced him to death. His wife and family begged the Ford ad-
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ministration to intervene.204 But the MPLA government could not be swayed. 
Gearhart was a “highly dangerous character,” officials said. On July 10, 1976, 
government soldiers executed Gearhart and four of his British comrades.205 
The two Americans captured with Gearhart, Gary Acker and Gustavo Grillo, 
who had also been recruited by Bufkin, managed to escape the firing squads 
and spent the next six years in an Angolan prison.206 In the months after the 
execution, Soldier of Fortune published a series of articles praising Gearhart’s 
commitment to fighting communism and organized a relief fund for his widow 
and three children.207

Gearhart’s highly publicized death fed mounting allegations that the U.S. 
government and the CIA were recruiting American mercenaries for Africa.208 
Congress decided to investigate. In August 1976, members of the House Com-
mittee on International Relations interviewed the Deputy Assistant Attorney 
General and the Assistant Secretary of State for Africa to find out just how 
many Americans were fighting in Rhodesia and Angola, and who exactly was 
paying them. The officials waffled under the limelight. They could not pin 
down the exact number of mercenaries fighting in Africa—there could be as 
few as ten in Angola and as many as four hundred in Rhodesia. But the officials 
did make it clear that the United States government was not recruiting or pay-
ing these men. It was largely unfolding through private channels, about which 
American policymakers knew precious little.209 Subsequent investigations over 
the following years did not make matters any clearer.210

The thorniest issue was figuring out whether any of these individuals or 
groups broke the law. Publishing information about potential mercenary jobs, 
like Soldier of Fortune did, was not illegal. Actively recruiting them without 
registering as a foreign agent, however, was. Moreover, those Americans who 
became mercenaries, whether with the Rhodesian Army or Angolan guerrillas, 
were violating neutrality laws that forbade U.S. citizens from joining foreign 
armed forces.211 The congressional inquiry generated some sensationalist press 
and was part of a larger international conversation about mercenaries, which 
culminated in a United Nations resolution calling on all countries to ban them 
from combat.212 In terms of prosecutions and jail time, however, little came 
from the U.S. congressional investigations. And since the U.N. had few means 
to enforce its ban, it was mostly symbolic.

Meanwhile, U.S. mercenaries tried to soften their image. Robert Brown 
and human rights lawyer Luis Kutner talked of forming an international col-
lective called World Veterans for Human Rights, which would “take the sting 
out of the connotation of ‘mercenaries.’ ”213 This failed bid at public relations 
masked the fact that many private mercenary recruiting networks remained 
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in place, even as the conflicts in Africa died down. The Rhodesian govern-
ment, after nearly fifteen years of constant fighting, began negotiating with the 
ZANU and ZAPU rebels in 1978, paving the way for a transition of power to 
Robert Mugabe and the new nation of Zimbabwe, which he soon turned into 
a dictatorship. In Angola, the MPLA government, aided by Soviet arms and a 
battalion of Cuban soldiers, crushed the FNLA and nearly destroyed UNITA, 
which retreated further into the hinterlands, barely surviving to fight another 
day. The mercenaries had failed.

Although U.S. mercenaries had at best marginal impacts on the wars in Rho-
desia and Angola, their stories helped radicalize a small but growing pool of 
right- wing American men who saw in armed action a path to power. To those 
who had fought in southern Africa—or, more often, fantasized about it—the 
dissolution of Rhodesia’s white supremacist government after 1978 foretold a 
frightening future that might befall the United States. Some right- wingers in 
the United States started to think that African Americans, liberals, communists, 
Jews, and foreigners were trying to establish a totalitarian state at home. Soon 
guns would be illegal, religion outlawed, and racial mixing compulsory.

White supremacist leader William Pierce drew those fears together in his 
1978 novel, The Turner Diaries. Told from the perspective of a white government 
looking back on its triumph in the “Great Revolution,” the book documents 
the life of Earl Turner, a hero from the war to save the white race. Recruited 
into a guerrilla movement known as the Organization, Turner battles the U.S. 
government—referred to as “the System”— which had confiscated Americans’ 
weapons, done away with rape laws, and allowed African Americans and Jews 
to take over the country. For several years, Turner stages hit- and- run attacks 
against the System, blowing up the FBI’s headquarters in Washington, D.C., 
and lobbing mortars at Congress. Those efforts induct Turner into the group’s 
secret leadership, called the Order. After the “Day of the Rope,” in which the 
Order lynches thousands of white media figures, academics, and women for 
betraying their race, it launches missiles at the Soviet Union, which sparks a 
nuclear war that cripples the System. Turner delivers the death blow when he 
flies a plane loaded with a nuclear warhead into the Pentagon. Advertised in 
Soldier of Fortune and other paramilitary periodicals, The Turner Diaries be-
came a kind of bible for white supremacists in the United States, spurring the 
growth of numerous armed groups across the country that saw themselves as 
guerrillas arrayed against an increasingly totalitarian state.214
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To other Americans, the apparent gutting of the United States’ clandestine 
services in these same years suggested that paramilitary campaigns abroad 
would save the United States from a future of totalitarianism. And so, as the 
fighting in Africa waned, some U.S. mercenaries turned their gaze toward Cen-
tral America, especially El Salvador and Nicaragua, where two leftist insurgen-
cies threatened anticommunist regimes. They were appalled by the spread 
of communism to countries so close to the United States, as it indicated the 
United States would be the next to capitulate.

That was roughly the same picture retired covert warriors such as John 
Singlaub saw. Communist guerrillas in Central America signaled yet another 
failure of Carter and of détente, more proof of how far the United States had 
fallen. On the campaign trail, Ronald Reagan harnessed those sentiments. He 
promised to reverse this arc of national decline by restoring the United States’ 
military capabilities, reclaiming its leading position in world affairs, and rolling 
back communism by any means necessary.215

For that last bit to happen, many on the right believed, the United States 
had to regain its ability to mount clandestine operations that could under-
mine communist states from within. But if the U.S. government was not up 
to the task, then the private sector should take over. In the Reagan era, John 
Singlaub and other retired covert warriors would turn to the anticommunist 
international to realize that conviction. First in Central America, and then else-
where, they fashioned covert actions that united wealthy donors and aspiring 
mercenaries with a legion of foreign activists and paramilitaries.
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In May 1985, John Singlaub placed a call to his old friend Robert K. Brown, the 
brash editor of Soldier of Fortune magazine. He needed someone to assemble a 
team of veterans to train the beleaguered Contra guerrillas in Nicaragua. Their 
backs were against the wall, Singlaub told Brown. “Congress has cut off aid 
to them. They need you to take over where the CIA left off.” Brown set about 
recruiting a unit of unconventional warfare specialists. He’d known most of 
them for years. Some were veterans of Rhodesia’s bush war. Others had been 
working in Central America as private consultants for state security forces in 
El Salvador and Guatemala. A few days later, Brown flew his team to Boulder, 
Colorado. They assembled at a downtown hotel where Brown told his men to 
lay low, an admittedly difficult task. As he later recalled, “The daunting group 
of tall, muscular, mean- looking, scruffy- bearded men didn’t have much chance 
of blending in with the dull, fatcat, suited- types booked into the prestigious 
hotel.”1 Singlaub requested to interview each man personally. Brown agreed 
and arranged transport to Singlaub’s mountain home in nearby Fraser, Colo-
rado, though he had little reason to think that Singlaub would second- guess 
his selections. This was all “just to humor” the aging general. He was sure that 
Singlaub “would accept my private little army at no cost to him.”2

Once he was satisfied with the team, Singlaub laid out the plan. They were 
to travel to Tegucigalpa, Honduras, where they would reconvene with mem-
bers of the Fuerza Democrática Nicaragüense (FDN), the largest and most 
powerful Contra army. Then they would make the difficult journey through 
remote jungles and rugged mountain passes to Camp Las Vegas, the FDN 
headquarters on the Nicaraguan- Honduran border. Once there, Brown’s team 
was supposed to “train their elite commando unit for deep penetration opera-
tions into Nicaragua.” The mission was to last ninety days. Singlaub offered a 
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parting note: “Each one of you is an expert in your field, so you need not to be 
told what to do. Thank you, and good luck.”3

Singlaub’s plan was one of many private military ventures that conservative 
Americans launched in Central America in the 1980s. Convinced that the U.S. 
government, especially liberals in Congress, had forsaken the anticommunist 
struggle, they concluded foreign paramilitaries were the ideal proxy warriors 
who could conquer the Marxist threat once and for all. That conviction had its 
roots in the early Cold War, but Singlaub and those around him sharpened it 
into policy. Working behind the scenes in an array of think- tanks and organiza-
tions, they helped shape the impulses that guided the Reagan administration’s 
low- intensity wars in Central America and, in subsequent years, Africa and 
Central Asia.

But lobbying efforts, largely visible to the public, were only part of their 
strategy. As the Reagan administration faced stiff resistance to its wars in Cen-
tral America from Congress and the American public, not to mention the con-
straints of international diplomacy, many right- leaning Americans concluded 
that the private sector was best suited to channel money, weapons, supplies, 
and advisors to embattled paramilitary groups. Singlaub and other retired co-
vert warriors organized rallies, sponsored television and radio programs, and 
published books, pamphlets, and articles to raise millions of dollars in private 
donations from wealthy individuals and businesses, international groups, and 
grassroots organizations. They used these funds to establish private military aid 
programs that they hoped would not only fill in for the United States military 
and intelligence services but do a better job for less money.

These efforts promised new power and profits by shifting war- making from 
the state to private actors. Secretive weapons sales, in particular, offered fresh 
revenue streams for arms manufacturers and all sorts of gunrunners, from 
sophisticated international operations to ill- conceived plots hatched by Ameri-
can white supremacist groups. At the same time, in attempting to privatize war, 
retired covert warriors and their allies sought to avoid congressional scrutiny 
and circumvent popular debate about U.S. foreign policy. By working along 
the margins of the state, they hoped to use extralegal channels to revitalize a 
form of combat to which they had dedicated their lives. Yet their endeavors 
revealed significant cleavages between the Reagan administration and its sup-
porters about the role of government and the direction of U.S. foreign policy. 
While many shared Reagan’s vision of a world free from communism, they 
often chastised his administration for not doing enough. Thus, the interven-
tion of private groups was an attempt to manage and make sense of competing 
impulses about the state.
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John Singlaub’s forays into international activism dovetailed with his suc-
cesses in the domestic arena. Having made a name in conservative circles in 
the months leading up to the 1980 election, some commentators predicted he 
would run for the nation’s highest office.4 Instead, he emerged as a prominent 
advocate for Ronald Reagan’s presidential campaign.5 In Reagan, Singlaub 
saw a true leader who would do whatever was needed to prevent the spread of 
communism in the Third World. He admired Reagan for his patriotism and 
single- mindedness, the fact that, “unlike Jimmy Carter, Reagan was not beset 
by doubts about a fundamental ‘malaise’ in American Society.”6 Reagan’s cel-
ebrations of militarism, his strident anticommunism, and his denunciations of 
détente all indicated to Singlaub that he was the ideal candidate for president, 
tough enough to stand up to the communists.7 This was not particularly sur-
prising, given that Reagan cribbed many of his foreign policy talking points 
from hardliners such as Singlaub and his colleagues in the American Security 
Council and other hawkish groups. When they met for the first time on the 
1980 campaign trail, Reagan told Singlaub, “General, you give me more material 
for my speeches than anybody else.” In turn, Singlaub confessed that Reagan 
was “the only national politician who really understands what I am talking 
about.”8 Over the summer of 1980, Republican leaders tapped Singlaub as a key 
foreign policy adviser for Reagan’s campaign, helping propel the actor- turned- 
governor to victory in November.9

Soon after Reagan took office, Singlaub received an invitation from the 
Asian Peoples’ Anti- Communist League (APACL) to address their regional 
conference in Perth, Australia.10 Speaking to hundreds of anticommunists 
from across Asia, including many of the APACL’s old guard from the early 
1960s, Singlaub reworked his domestic script. Titled a “Message of Hope and 
Optimism,” Singlaub stressed that the Reagan administration “intended to 
strengthen the armed forces of the United States so that America would no 
longer be dominated by the Soviet Union.” He also pointed out that Reagan 
had pledged his “support to our traditional allies in the region, South Korea and 
the Republic of China on Taiwan.” Singlaub’s hosts, especially members of the 
Taiwan chapter, received his message warmly, since the U.S. government had 
recently chosen to recognize the People’s Republic of China over Jiang Jieshi’s 
government. Before leaving Perth, Taiwan’s Ku Chen Kang, the long- serving 
honorary chairman of the APACL and the World Anti- Communist League, 
invited Singlaub to attend the groups’ fourteenth annual conference in Taipei 
in August 1981. There, Singlaub met activists and paramilitary leaders from 
across the globe—the Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of Nations, the Cuban militants of 
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Alpha 66, several bands of Afghan mujahedin, a group of Angolan guerrillas, 
and members of Guatemala’s paramilitary Movimiento Liberación Nacional.11

Back in the United States, Singlaub hosted a meeting in Phoenix, Arizona, 
to establish a new U.S.-based WACL chapter. The previous one had shuttered 
in 1978 after a series of public exposés revealed that its leader, Roger Pearson, 
was an avowed anti- Semite and white supremacist.12 Singlaub lamented that 
Pearson had tarnished the image of an otherwise respectable group. Ku told 
Singlaub his new chapter should avoid the extremist label that damned Pear-
son’s outfit by recruiting retired “former military officers with distinguished 
records.” Singlaub agreed, saying that his group would “avoid any half- baked 
theories of racial superiority.” After all, he had “fought fascism in two theaters 
in World War II,” and had no sympathy for “strutting Nazis.”13

Receiving contributions from wealthy conservatives, Singlaub christened 
his group the United States Council for World Freedom (USCWF), recruiting 
a dozen retired members of the American defense- intelligence community. 
General Daniel Graham, former director of the Defense Intelligence Agency 
and the most ardent proponent of the Reagan administration’s high- tech Stra-
tegic Defense Initiative, became the organization’s vice- chairman. Retired Air 
Force colonel Albert Koen served as treasurer. General Lewis Walt, former 
commander of the Marine Corps in Vietnam, joined the advisory board. As 
Singlaub stocked the council with ex- military men, he also reached out to some 
of the most well- known and influential conservative organizers in the United 
States. Howard Philips, leader of the Conservative Caucus, a policy group that 
solicited millions in donations through direct- mail lists, joined in late 1981. So 
did Andy Messing, an ex–Green Beret and Vietnam veteran who now chaired 
the American Conservative Union, the largest conservative advocacy group 
in the United States. Messing, who also ran the National Defense Council, 
a policy group that studied guerrilla wars in Central America and southern 
Africa, had a penchant for militant rhetoric, boasting that “going to war was 
his favorite pastime.”14

With the USCWF leadership in place, Singlaub began crisscrossing the 
globe, giving lectures to civic groups, universities, and grassroots activists. He 
often used these opportunities to hammer home the importance of “uncon-
ventional warfare” in fighting popular insurgency. In 1982, at a WACL meeting 
in Tokyo, he chaired panels about “Military Strategies to Counter Soviet Ex-
pansionism” and “Political, Economic, and Media Strategies to Counter Com-
munist Expansionism” the latter of which featured Nguyen Cao Ky, the former 
prime minister of South Vietnam.15 Later that year, he traveled to London to 
address the annual meeting of the ABN, the group of Eastern European exiles 
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who had been working to foment “national liberation movements” in their 
home countries since the end of World War II. Taking the stage after Yaroslav 
Stetsko, the aging Ukrainian nationalist, Singlaub spoke of the challenges faced 
by insurgent forces battling Soviet and Cuban incursions into Latin America, 
Africa, and Asia, as well as the old battlegrounds of Eastern Europe. To truly 
counter communist expansion, he argued, Americans had to utilize the very 
same tactics the communists used. This was a dirty war, waged not by large- 
scale military forces but rather small paramilitary units engaged in an array of 
unconventional tactics including “terrorism, subversion, and guerrilla warfare,” 
as well as “such covert and non- military activities as sabotage, economic war-
fare, support to resistance groups, black and gray psychological operations, 
disinformation activities, and political warfare.”16

Blending his own experiences fighting secret wars behind enemy lines with 
the kinds of guerrilla warfare advocated by Che Guevara and Mao Zedong, 
Singlaub wanted to turn the doctrine of “people’s war” against the Soviets 
and their allies.17 The goal was not just to liberate subjugated nations from 
communist rule or to prevent leftist insurgencies from gaining power. Instead, 
Singlaub’s strategy was an endgame for the Cold War itself. Just as Che Guevara 
had envisioned waging “two, three, many Vietnams” to defeat the United States 
in the 1960s, so Singlaub believed that resilient guerrilla movements would 
put increasing pressure on the Soviet Union and its allies until they finally 
collapsed, unable to bear the burden of fighting small wars around the world.

Others shared this view. Since the 1950s, members of the ABN—mostly old 
fighters from the partisan wars against Soviet rule in Eastern Europe—had 
worked year in and year out to launch guerrilla offensives in their homelands, 
often with few tangible results. In public gatherings in the United States, West-
ern Europe, Asia, and Australia, and in the pages of its official publication which 
exiles smuggled behind the Iron Curtain, ABN leaders harkened back to their 
experiences fighting as insurgents during and after World War II.18 Yaroslav 
Stetsko, for one, perennially celebrated the long- defunct Ukrainian Insurgent 
Army as the ideal model for “national liberation,” a force of ordinary men who 
transformed into paramilitary warriors. Their willingness to fight and die made 
them into the true leaders of their nation.19 Stetsko and other ABN leaders 
believed these guerrilla campaigns, which mobilized and armed thousands 
of civilians, should be replicated wherever communist forces impinged on 
free societies—places such as Nicaragua, Angola, and Afghanistan.20 These 
were not distinct struggles, Stetsko opined, but rather a global plan to combat 
communism. Fighting only one war at a time would not do. Rather, as Stetsko 
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often put it, anticommunists had to foment “synchronized national liberation 
revolutions.”21

Many others saw in paramilitary warfare the path to power. At meetings of 
the WACL and other international gatherings, militant anticommunists talked 
of a shared “struggle for freedom waged by the peoples of Afghanistan, Africa, 
the Caribbean, El Salvador, the Chinese mainland, North Korea, Indochina, 
Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania and other nations under communist rule.”22 As 
activists and intellectuals preached about the growing armed resistance to com-
munism, leaders of anticommunist guerrilla forces toured the international cir-
cuit of conferences, where they promoted their own forces and made pointed 
calls for private and state aid. Members of Cuban exile groups like Alpha 66, 
many of whom had been waging an extralegal war against Castro’s regime 
since the 1960s, defended their clandestine acts and solicited private funds to 
continue their campaigns of sabotage and assassination.23 Afghan guerrillas 
made their rounds too, condemning the recent Soviet invasion of their country 
and begging for military aid—arms, radios, and medical supplies.24 Likewise, 
members of a group of guerrillas known as the Karen National Liberation 
Army, which had been fighting for nationhood for the Karen people in Burma, 
celebrated their “armed revolution” against the “totalitarian and communis-
tic Rangoon government.”25 Exiled leaders from Angola’s Frente Nacional de 
Libertação de Angola, which had been decimated in the late 1970s, expressed 
its “solidarity with the people of Afghanistan, Cambodia and Eritrea in their 
fight against Soviet expansionism” while insisting that it could still mount an 
offensive against the Marxist MPLA government.26

This was not simply a call to arms. It was also a reaction to widespread 
fears about American martial and masculine decline that had been a persistent 
feature of rightist discourse, both in the U.S. and abroad, since the late 1970s—
what many commentators labeled the “Vietnam syndrome.”27 The United 
States’ failure in Southeast Asia, whatever its causes, had made Americans 
weak and apathetic, unwilling to take up arms and maintain the fight against 
communism. Moreover, as John Singlaub put it, few Americans even under-
stood the “West actually was at war—albeit a low- intensity conflict.” Without 
American soldiers, the burden of fighting fell to armed anticommunist move-
ments that possessed the will, if not yet the means, to roll back communist 
gains. But, even here, as Singlaub pointed out, the “Vietnam syndrome still 
crippled our efforts and dominated congressional oversight of our unconven-
tional warfare operations.”28 By passing laws such as the Clark Amendment 
and reorganizing the U.S. intelligence community, the Carter administration 
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and its allies in Congress had constrained the ability of the United States to 
provide covert aid to anticommunist guerrillas. To change that, Singlaub and 
other Americans started to work in the shadow of the state, laboring toward a 
more active engagement with guerrillas overseas.

While Singlaub built relationships with anticommunists abroad, his contacts 
in the Reagan administration offered him opportunities to shape U.S. foreign 
policy in a more direct fashion. National Security Advisor Richard V. Allen 
had heard his speeches about anticommunist guerrilla movements, and in-
vited Singlaub to give his talk to leaders from the Pentagon, the Department 
of Defense, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.29 Again, Singlaub explained that the 
United States had to integrate its “economic, political, and military efforts 
in combined unconventional warfare just as effectively as the Soviets” did. 
Soon he was working as a kind of private adviser to the White House and the 
Pentagon, helping to convince policymakers to create the new Special Opera-
tions Division (SOD), which financed and coordinated most of the military’s 
counterterrorist and covert- action units.30 He later petitioned, unsuccessfully, 
to resume active duty so that he could lead this new command.31

During Singlaub’s frequent visits to Washington, he often chatted with the 
new CIA director, William J. Casey, whom he’d known since their time together 
in World War II.32 Like Singlaub, Casey was an aging covert warrior who had 
served in the OSS, the forerunner to the CIA. He had commanded a spy base 
in London that parachuted agents behind enemy lines to organize resistance 
groups in France, an experience that made him a passionate advocate for uncon-
ventional warfare. After retiring from the Army, Casey spent the following de-
cades as a corporate attorney and financier. He taught wealthy Americans how 
to create tax shelters and made a fortune of millions.33 During the Nixon and 
Ford administrations, Casey served in a few different executive posts but de-
cided to retire from government in 1975.34 But Reagan pulled him back to Wash-
ington to serve as his campaign adviser for the 1980 election, promising Casey a  
major position in government. His reward was the directorship of the CIA.35

Reagan brought Casey into the fold to reverse the changes Stansfield Turner 
had made to the CIA. Like many hardliners in Reagan’s inner circle, Casey was 
convinced the Soviet Union had taken advantage of the United States’ declin-
ing intelligence apparatus to press its interests and agents across the Third 
World.36 Beyond funding leftist insurgencies and supporting proxy states, he 
said, the Soviets were also responsible for the wave of terrorist bombings, 
hijackings, kidnappings, and assassinations washing over Western Europe 
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and the Americas. Casey’s thoughts on this matter stemmed less from rigor-
ous intelligence gathering and analysis and more from popular media. In 1981, 
journalist Claire Sterling published The Terror Network, which outlined a vast 
underworld of terrorists funded and controlled by the Soviets and their client 
states. Sterling asserted that nearly every major terrorist organization from 
Europe to the Middle East—the Irish Republican Army, the Italian Red Bri-
gades, the German Red Army Faction, the Palestine Liberation Organization, 
Hezbollah, and the cells controlled by the infamous Abu Nidal and Carlos the 
Jackal—were all members of a “family” whose patriarch was none other than 
the KGB.37 Although the CIA’s intelligence indicated that nearly everything 
that Sterling wrote was at best hyperbolic and at worst outright fabrication, 
Casey and others insisted her book offered definitive proof of the Soviets’ 
intentions to destroy the West through terrorism.38 As Casey surveyed the 
shifting geopolitical terrain of the early 1980s, he concluded that the United 
States needed to counter the Soviets’ moves with its own covert actions.

In their meetings in 1981 and 1982, Singlaub and Casey discussed these links 
between Soviet expansionism, leftist insurgencies, communist proxy states, 
and terrorist groups. Singlaub made a point of keeping Casey “informed on 
my speaking campaign” about unconventional warfare. In turn, Casey told 
Singlaub that his lectures had “partially inspired” the “emerging policy known 
as the Reagan Doctrine.” Formulated by conservative defense intellectuals in 
the run- up to the 1980 election, the doctrine asserted that the United States 
had to roll back communism by supporting anticommunist rebels in the Third 
World while simultaneously revamping the United States’ own clandestine 
forces. In its global reach, the Reagan Doctrine aimed to match the ambitions 
of the Soviets.39 If the communists had assembled an international network of 
rebels and terrorists, then anticommunists must do the same.

When Reagan entered office, his leading advisers set about making the doc-
trine that bore his name a reality. In a March 1981 meeting of Reagan’s National 
Security Planning Group, Casey proposed a CIA- directed program to provide 
covert aid to resistance movements in Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Cuba, 
Grenada, Iran, Laos, Libya, and Nicaragua.40 At the meeting, Casey remarked, 
“we need to be backing these movements with money and political muscle. 
If we can get the Soviets to expend enough resources, it will create fissures in 
the system. We need half a dozen Afghanistans.”41

In calling for the United States to aid to anticommunist national liberation 
movements, Casey and other administration officials were giving form and 
substance to the imaginings of American paramilitary enthusiasts and retired 
covert warriors. One CIA officer who worked under Casey later recalled that 
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the Reagan administration attracted “an awful lot of Soldier of Fortune read-
ers.”42 Therefore, even though the Reagan Doctrine was ostensibly a covert ac-
tion, it also served as a kind of public theater, a way for Reagan and his advisers 
to show the world just how committed they were to fighting communism. As 
Reagan’s secretary of state George Schultz put it years later, “There was nothing 
covert about the Reagan doctrine. It was an articulated view that we were in 
favor of freedom . . . To the extent that there were people willing to stand up 
and fight, we were ready to help them.”43

As the Reagan Doctrine took shape, Singlaub was pleased to hear that his 
efforts promoting paramilitary warfare were making waves in the administra-
tion. One night, while gazing out at Pennsylvania Avenue from Casey’s office, 
he had a profound revelation. He realized that he “probably had more influence 
as a private citizen than I would have had as mid- level defense official strug-
gling in the bureaucratic trenches.”44 Freed from the burdensome oversight and 
partisan infighting of government, he began to see himself as more than just 
an advocate for a cause. He started to imagine that he could make the Reagan 
Doctrine a reality by using the anticommunist international to arm, supply, 
and train the world’s “freedom fighters.”

Singlaub first turned his attention to Central America. He saw a region tee-
tering on the edge of total communist control. Since the late 1970s, Central 
America had been wracked by popular convulsions and civil war. In Nicaragua, 
the half- century reign of the Somoza dynasty finally collapsed. Taking power 
after his brother Luis was assassinated in 1967, Anastasio Somoza Debayle 
maintained the patterns of corruption and dictatorial rule that had sustained 
his family’s domination of Nicaragua since the early twentieth century. When 
a huge earthquake destroyed Managua in 1972, Somoza diverted the flood of 
international relief funds into his own coffers. In response, large sections of 
the Nicaraguan population threw their support behind the once- moribund 
guerrilla movement known as the Sandinistas. Despite a splintering leadership, 
the Sandinistas waged an effective hit- and- run campaign, slowly destabiliz-
ing Somoza’s regime over the next six years.45 In a last- ditch attempt to save 
his rule, Somoza unleashed the National Guard to level towns and massacre 
civilians. It failed. The widespread human rights abuses committed by his 
soldiers—rape, genital mutilation, torture, and mass murder—dissolved any 
international support that Somoza once had.46

The Sandinistas, now united under a moderate faction known as the terce-
ristas, headed by the Ortega brothers Daniel and Humberto, formed a coali-
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tion government in late 1979. Blending Marxist doctrines, nationalism, and 
anti- American sentiments, the Sandinistas advocated a revolutionary program 
based primarily upon land reform and the nationalization of foreign- owned 
enterprises—ideas that enjoyed wide support amongst the workers and farm-
ers but also alienated the Sandinistas’ former allies in the bourgeoisie, who 
soon began to split from the coalition government.47 While the Sandinistas 
struggled to implement their revolutionary vision, they entered into a year of 
fractious negotiations with the Carter administration. In mid-1980, talks broke 
down over the enormous debt accumulated by Somoza, and the Sandinistas 
started to look to the Soviet Union for much- needed humanitarian aid.48 As 
Ronald Reagan castigated Nicaragua’s revolution on the campaign trail, the 
Sandinistas sought weapons and heavy military equipment, both to protect 
their fledgling revolution from U.S. interference and, in time, allow them to 
export it to the rest of Central America.49

For the Sandinistas, the primary target was El Salvador, where the military 
government of José Napoleon Duarte struggled to maintain control after de-
cades of mounting conflicts exploded into all- out civil war in the late 1970s. 
By 1980, five guerrilla factions had united to form an army of thousands of 
peasants, workers, students, and radicals called the Frente Farabundo Martí 
Liberación Nacional (FMLN). Inspired by the success of the Sandinistas, they 
aimed to overthrow the government, nationalize foreign- owned industries, 
distribute land, assert workers’ rights, and stop political repression. To that 
end, they, too, sought help from Cuba and the Soviet Union, which offered 
substantial military and humanitarian aid. Meanwhile, members of El Salva-
dor’s unions, urban middle classes, and clergy grew more hostile to the military 
government—especially its collaboration with right- wing death squads that 
murdered thousands of civilians with impunity.50

The breaking point came in May 1980 when death- squad leader Roberto 
D’Aubuisson sent two hit men to assassinate Archbishop Oscar Romero as 
he led mass. For many, Romero, who had sided with peasants and workers, 
represented the best hope for a peaceful revolution.51 His murder threw the 
country into chaos and generated broad support for the FMLN. Unsure of what 
to do, Duarte ordered the military to root out the insurgency by combing the 
countryside and razing villages. Meanwhile, large landowners hired the right- 
wing militias controlled by D’Aubuisson and others to eliminate any peasants 
who pressed for land reform.52 By the summer of 1980, thousands were dying 
every month. El Salvador had become a killing field.53

John Singlaub, like most members of the Reagan administration, under-
stood these developments in terms of Soviet and Cuban conquest. It was yet 
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another example of the “communist strategy” to “exploit poverty and social 
upheaval.” Although he recognized that the insurgencies in Central America 
had something to do with the inequalities created by centuries of oligarchic 
rule, he still saw the guerrillas as little more than proxy warriors for outside 
communist forces bent on establishing footholds close to the United States. 
These armies, which claimed to represent the people, were in fact “dominated 
by Cuban- trained communists” and funded with “hundreds of millions of dol-
lars of military assistance” from the Soviet Union. Now in power, the Sandini-
stas were exporting their revolution, sending arms and advisers to El Salvador 
and Guatemala. Their goal was to create a “staging base for the ‘liberation’ of 
Central America and eventually Mexico.”54

While Singlaub was appalled at the communist insurgency in Central 
America, he was equally troubled by the Reagan administration’s response. 
Like many on the right, he had hoped that Reagan’s election would pave the 
way for a swift American intervention.55 Indeed, on the campaign trail and in 
his first year in office, Reagan and his advisors had said as much. The United 
States would finally “draw the line” in Central America to prevent the spread of 
international communism any further.56 It would be a “test case” for Reagan’s 
hardline foreign policy.57 To promote intervention, the administration had 
published a widely circulated State Department White Paper, which laid out 
the links between the revolutions in Central America and the Soviet Union 
and Cuba.58

At first, the administration’s tough talk pleased supporters in the United 
States as well as anticommunists in Central America. For the latter group, Rea-
gan’s election signaled that they would have the support needed to vanquish 
their enemies. In El Salvador, a week after the election, locals discovered the 
bullet- riddled bodies of two death- squad victims draped with signs that read 
“With Ronald Reagan the miscreants and guerrillas of Central America and El 
Salvador will be finished.”59 Likewise, a high- ranking member of Guatemala’s 
military government told a reporter that “Mr. Reagan recognizes that a good 
deal of dirty work has to be done.”60

Reagan’s jeremiads about communist expansion in Central America, how-
ever, did not generate much support beyond the conservative faithful.61 Many 
Americans had no desire to drag the United States into another unwinnable war 
like Vietnam. Others pointed out that U.S. support for dictatorships produced 
massive human rights violations. As a transnational movement coalesced to 
oppose U.S. intervention, congressional liberals voted to limit the scope of U.S. 
military missions in Central America, especially El Salvador.62 They capped 
U.S. funding to the Salvadoran security forces and imposed strict regulations 
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on the numbers and activities of U.S. military advisers. To Singlaub, this was 
the Vietnam Syndrome at work. Congressional liberals, “terrified of any U.S. 
military entanglement,” put “an arbitrary limit of fifty- five U.S. trainers on our 
military assistance mission and severely restricted their freedom of movement 
in the small country.”63

Believing this situation demanded action from conservative groups in the 
United States, Singlaub began making trips to the frontlines in Central Amer-
ica. He and Daniel Graham had already visited Guatemala several times in 1979 
and 1980, talking politics and war with members of the ruling elite.64 Now his 
trips took on a distinct paramilitary character. In August 1982, he toured El 
Salvador with Andy Messing, the former Green Beret who ran the Conserva-
tive Caucus, to observe Salvadoran military units in action. Dressed in fatigues, 
flying around the country in military helicopters and roaming the countryside 
with Salvadoran units, one could have easily mistaken them for U.S. soldiers.

They found a “very disturbing situation.” The restrictions on U.S. mili-
tary advisers had hampered the official mission. Meanwhile, the Salvadoran 
army was still organized “along conventional lines with clumsy battalion size 
units armed with heavy- caliber weapons.” Recalling the failure of conventional 
American forces during the Vietnam War, Singlaub noted that the Salvadoran 
army was no match for the “hit- and- run tactics of the lightly armed guerrillas.” 
He also discovered that the military lacked basic medical training and supplies. 
When guerrillas attacked the unit that Singlaub was touring with, he and Mess-
ing had to administer emergency aid to save the life of a young soldier because 
no one else knew what to do.65

All this was deeply troubling. The inability of the Salvadorans—and by ex-
tension the U.S. military—to mount an effective counterinsurgency campaign 
indicated that America was “making the same kinds of mistakes we had made 
in Vietnam.” What the Salvadorans needed, he thought, were highly trained 
covert and paramilitary outfits capable of sabotaging the guerrillas from the 
inside out.66 They also needed an “effective paramilitary rural constabulary,” 
an “organization made up of local residents familiar with the geography and 
people of each village.”67 As he had done in Vietnam, Laos, Manchuria, and 
France, Singlaub hoped to turn ordinary people into a fighting force with the 
knowledge and training to fill in for the beleaguered state security forces, es-
pecially the national police.

Convinced the U.S. government was failing in its obligations to fight com-
munism in Central America, Singlaub felt he was duty- bound to do something 
about it. When he returned home to Washington, he set up a meeting with 
a colleague, Nestor Sanchez, a former chief of the CIA’s Latin American Di-
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rectorate who was now working for the Department of Defense.68 Singlaub 
informed Sanchez that he wanted to establish a “private support effort for the 
hard- pressed Salvadoran Army.” Sanchez said it was a promising idea but stipu-
lated it could only be humanitarian aid. Otherwise, Singlaub ran the risk of vio-
lating U.S. neutrality laws and could quickly wind up in jail, especially with all 
of the liberals on Capitol Hill searching for ways to hurt the administration.69

Encouraged, Singlaub spent the next few weeks soliciting donations from a 
few dozen “concerned conservative groups” to fund what he called a “private 
military assistance effort” in El Salvador. Foremost among these were Rob-
ert K. Brown and several staffers at Soldier of Fortune magazine. Singlaub knew 
Brown from their time together in Vietnam, serving together the Studies and 
Observation Group, and the pair remained close in retirement.70 Together the 
two war buddies planned a multifaceted campaign that would offer both medi-
cal and military assistance. They soon began recruiting veteran doctors and 
trainers and shipping them down to El Salvador. They even found a “retired 
American parachute rigger to train dozens of counterparts in the Salvadoran 
airborne battalion.” Singlaub was moved by Brown’s “vigorous activities and 
funding.” His magazine’s financial networks and sponsored advertisements 
ensured that “dozens of private American non- combat trainers went to El Sal-
vador to assist their military.” Singlaub and Brown painted their endeavors as 
volunteer work, a charity that raised contributions for a worthy cause from 
private donors, rather than a moneymaking enterprise. As Singlaub later put 
it, Brown’s men “demonstrated true patriotism and dedication to the principles 
of democracy and morality which refute the image of a crass mercenary so 
prevalent in media reports on his activities.”71 These men were not in it for 
the money, or at least not directly.

Humanitarian aid was just the beginning. As the war in El Salvador reached 
new peaks in 1983 and 1984, Brown and his team of veterans led a series of 
military training missions in the tiny country, a new endeavor for the maga-
zine. While Brown had publicized mercenary jobs for the wars in Angola and 
Rhodesia in the 1970s, he had kept away from the actual fighting. When pressed 
by journalists or investigators, he could plausibly claim that his magazine had 
no real role in shaping combat operations, even though he and his staff fre-
quently visited Rhodesian and South African units in the field. However, by 
1982, Brown and his staffers had started to see themselves as a private military 
assistance outfit, capable of filling in the gaps in the United States’ official mili-
tary program. Because Congress refused to “provide the necessary funds and 
advisers,” Brown hoped that private funds from individuals, businesses, church 
groups, and veterans’ clubs could mitigate the Salvadoran army’s many short-
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ages.72 Moreover, while Congress had forbade the fifty- five American military 
advisers from traveling in combat areas, let alone participating in battles, no 
such restrictions applied to the magazine’s staff. They were largely free to do 
what they wanted so long as they did not kill anyone. As Brown later summed 
it up, “The bottom line was that with the 55 advisor limit that the U.S. had im-
posed, boots- on- the- ground training and maintenance were sadly neglected, 
and that’s where the private sector (us) provided back- up.”73

From late 1982 onward, Brown had teams of retired military officers in El Sal-
vador “nearly year round.”74 They toured the countryside with the Salvadoran 
military’s elite counterinsurgency units, offering training sessions on military 
tactics, medical aid, and civic action programs, many of which harkened back 
to their experiences in the Vietnam War. Retired Army Special Forces colonel 
Alex McColl, who had also served in Vietnam with Singlaub’s clandestine Stud-
ies and Observation Group, instructed Salvadorans in combat and survival 
skills ranging from “machine gun marksmanship to water purification,” and 
distributed supplies, uniforms, and handbooks.75 Demolitions expert John 
Donovan taught the Salvadorans how to blow up all sorts of things.76 Peter 
Kokalis, one of the world’s leading small- arms experts, overhauled the weap-
ons inventory of the Salvadoran army’s elite counterinsurgency unit.77 With 
John Early, another Special Forces Vietnam veteran, Kokalis also conducted 
three- day- long ambush and counter- ambush training programs.78 Another 
American, former Marine Harry Caflin, trained the Salvadoran paratroopers, 
reworking courses from his Missouri- based Starlight Training Center, which 
taught U.S. civilians outdoor survival and parachute operations.79

Although these efforts straddled the line between legal and extralegal ac-
tivities, many U.S. officials in Washington and El Salvador gave their tacit ap-
proval.80 Before launching the first expedition in 1982, Brown met with Nestor 
Sanchez and members of the Pentagon who “condoned our Central America 
operation but could not offer any official sanction or assistance.” But when 
problems arose, Sanchez pressured the U.S. Army’s advisers to help the maga-
zine’s training program. Brown’s men received Salvadoran IDs, “Get out of jail 
free cards,” and press credentials that allowed them to “carry personal weapons 
on and off military bases and even arrest civilians on the street.” At Ilopango 
airbase, near the capital San Salvador, they had their “own arms room, supply 
room, and ate at the officer’s mess.”81 When they returned from the front lines, 
they often briefed the U.S. military group on how well the Salvadorans fought 
in the field. For American officials whose knowledge of the counterinsurgency 
campaign was blinkered by the congressional limits, these civilian warriors 
were providing a vital service. As one embassy spokesman told journalists, 
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“We want to encourage private, voluntary efforts to help the Salvadorans.” Still, 
U.S. officials made it clear that the government was not hiring private contrac-
tors. Instead, as one pointed out, “Any contacts between this embassy and the 
Soldier of Fortune people have been informal, unofficial, and at their request.”82 
In placing the burden at the feet of private citizens, the administration hoped 
to deflect any potential criticism that it was violating congressional limits.

Members of the Salvadoran state security forces were happy with the private 
assistance as well. Death- squad commander Roberto D’Aubuisson admitted 
that he would “prefer retired U.S. military personnel as trainers rather than 
additional official U.S. advisers.” As he told an Associated Press reporter, “We 
have enough advisers, especially considering the conditions attached to their 
presence.”83 Another Salvadoran commander, Colonel Sigfredo Ochoa, con-
tacted Brown in 1984 to “organize and train a small, elite special operations 
unit.”84 For their part, Brown’s team maintained that their efforts were akin 
to that of volunteers working for a charity. “Don’t call us mercenaries,” said 
Soldier of Fortune adviser Alex McColl. They were simply “private citizens who 
wanted to fight communism.”85

While in El Salvador, Brown and his comrades- in- arms spent much time 
with the Atlacatl Battalion, an elite rapid- response counterinsurgency unit.86 
Created by graduates of the U.S. military training center known as the School 
of the Americas in 1980, the battalion was the first of its kind in El Salvador’s 
history.87 It soon earned a reputation as the most fearsome of all the Salvadoran 
security forces. On December 11, 1981, Atlacatl marched into the tiny village 
of El Mozote to round up and execute guerrillas. Although the hamlet had 
remained neutral in the civil war, the battalion gathered eight hundred people 
in the central square and imposed a military curfew. The following day, they 
began pulling men from the houses to interrogate, torture, and murder them, 
often by cutting off their heads. In the afternoon, the soldiers turned on the 
women, raping them before filling them with bullets. Then they killed the 
children by slitting their throats and hanging their corpses from trees. With 
nearly eight hundred dead, the soldiers burnt the village to the ground. In 
August of 1982, the battalion massacred more than two hundred displaced peas-
ants, shooting many, throwing some into rivers, and smashing babies on rocks. 
Although news of the massacres quickly reached American audiences, the 
Reagan administration and the Salvadoran government dismissed the claims 
of survivors, witnesses, and reporters as communist propaganda.88

Soldier of Fortune showed no awareness of these crimes when its staffers 
trained members of Atlacatl and other military units over the following years. 
Instead, the magazine’s writers praised the battalion as a group of “battle hard-
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ened volunteers,” commanded by a “charismatic leader.”89 Radiating martial 
power, the Salvadorans conferred it on their American allies. When weap-
ons expert Peter Kokalis appeared on stage at the annual Soldier of Fortune 
convention in 1985, he shouted “I am from Atlacatl Battalion!” to thunderous 
applause.90 A best- selling Soldier of Fortune poster featured the Atlacatl bat-
talion commander standing shoulder- to- shoulder with Robert Brown against 
the backdrop of the Salvadoran jungle. The banner read, “Communism Stops 
Here.”91 While in El Salvador, Brown distributed to Atlacatl soldiers copies of 
the magazine and patches bearing the Soldier of Fortune logo, a skull wearing a 
beret and clenching a knife between its teeth.92 Back in the United States, the 
magazine urged readers with an extra $79.99 to purchase their limited- issue “El 
Salvadoran Jump Wings,” silver- colored replicas of the Salvadoran Airborne 
Squadron’s insignia.93

In print, the magazine offered harrowing stories about guerrilla warfare in 
which the Salvadoran military were clearly the good guys. Most riffed on the 
central theme that the Salvadorans made up for their lack of expertise and 
weapons with supreme dedication to the cause, a willingness to fight to the 
last to save their country. They were hard men doing a hard job—especially the 
Atlacatl battalion. As one U.S. official intimated to a Soldier of Fortune reporter, 
Atlacatl soldiers were “Bad asses, the toughest unit in El Salvador . . . When 
they move in the Gees (guerrillas) move out or die.”94

As Brown’s teams worked with elite forces such as the Atlacatl, the bravery 
and toughness of the Salvadorans transferred to the Soldier of Fortune staff. 
Their articles, replete with dozens of glossy images showing Americans and 
Salvadorans marching through jungles, flying in helicopters, firing their weap-
ons, and interacting with local people, demonstrated to readers just how com-
mitted Soldier of Fortune was to fighting communism.95 While other journalists 
stayed in their hotels, drinking and writing poolside, the magazine’s corre-
spondents were willing to risk their lives in combat zones. As one Soldier of 
Fortune writer put it, “American journalists, while writing their stories in the El 
Camino Real Hotel, are quite fond of tacking the 9-to-5 label on the Salvadoran 
officer corps. Their numbers are correct but, in their drunken haze, they have 
transposed them.”96 In contrast, Soldier of Fortune practiced what Brown called 
“ ‘participatory’ journalism.” “We would create the story, gin up a lot of action 
and then write about it for the glistening pages of our bad boy magazine,” he 
later said.97 This startling admission reveals how the magazine’s missions in 
El Salvador operated on a different plane than reporting or charity work. In 
addition to monetizing the image of El Salvador’s counterinsurgency forces by 
selling posters and paraphernalia, Brown saw the war itself as a way to make 
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money for the magazine by providing more material for more sensational sto-
ries. Victory was perhaps less important than keeping the war going. As long 
there were “guerrillas” to kill, Brown could count on a steady stream of profits.

In this way, the Soldier of Fortune team crossed the line from observers to 
combatants. Their stories read like official after- action reports, filled with as-
sessments about the strengths and operations of the Salvadoran army and 
the communists, as well as myriad technical observations about weapons. As 
sociologist James Gibson has noted, these reports allowed readers to imagine 
themselves as part of the struggle since the stories resembled secret intelligence 
dispatches from the front lines. Nearly every article “was written as if the reader 
was a soldier or mercenary going off to war tomorrow.” The long descriptions 
of weapons and enemy troop movements gave the impression that “all these de-
tails were vitally important,” and that one’s life depended on knowing them.98 
While the majority of Soldier of Fortune readers would never travel to Central 
America to actually become mercenaries, their subscription enlisted them in 
the paramilitary campaign to defeat communism. They were privy to the real 
information and so they knew, better than most Americans, what the war was 
all about. By purchasing the magazine and its paraphernalia, and by donating 
money, they could imagine themselves as much- needed financiers backing the 
anticommunist forces while the U.S. government vacillated.

Despite its success in supplying and training El Salvador’s security forces, 
Soldier of Fortune’s campaign paled in comparison to the network of wealthy 
Salvadoran exiles that channeled millions of dollars to right- wing vigilantes and 
death squads in the early 1980s.99 Now based in Miami, these expatriates had 
grown up as members of the ruling oligarchy before abandoning the country 
for the safety of the United States. Dubbed the “Miami Six” by U.S. Ambas-
sador Robert White, they helped “organize, fund, and direct the death squads” 
controlled by Roberto D’Aubuisson. In so doing, they became a major embar-
rassment for the Reagan administration and members of the State Department 
who had been working to marginalize the Salvadoran extreme Right.100 In 
December 1983, National Security Advisor Robert “Bud” McFarlane urged the 
Department of Justice and the FBI to investigate and prosecute any Salvadoran 
exiles who were funding the death squads.101 Their investigation revealed that 
D’Aubuisson and his ultra- right political party, the Alianza Republicana Na-
cionalista (ARENA), used funds raised in the United States to murder and 
intimidate their opponents, recruiting agents from an international network 
of foreign mercenaries. By 1985, several Cuban exiles and at least one former 
intelligence officer from Rhodesia were serving as hit men for the Salvadoran 
Right.102 These links indicated that while Americans like Brown and Singlaub 
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saw themselves as a crucial support network for El Salvador’s anticommu-
nist forces, a larger web of paramilitaries and mercenaries existed over which 
Americans had no control.103

There were other problems. The violence of El Salvador’s right- wing 
paramilitaries—tens of thousands of dead civilians and many more tortured 
and intimidated—and their willingness to talk about even greater purges of 
Salvadoran society presented a problem for those in the United States who 
shared the Salvadoran Right’s commitment to anticommunism and free en-
terprise but could not condone such bloodshed.104 Singlaub, for one, had 
mixed feelings about the rightist paramilitaries commanded by D’Aubuisson 
and others. When pressed, he and his associates condemned the actions of 
the death squads and their covert support network.105 Still, like members of 
the Reagan administration, he insisted that the leftist guerrillas were largely 
responsible for the extreme levels of violence, asserting that the FMLN posed 
as right- wing death squads to tarnish their opponent’s image.106 Subsequent 
investigations, however, showed that 85 percent of the nearly 75,000 people 
killed during the war died at the hands of government forces or those acting 
on behalf of state agents.107

In official circles, Singlaub blamed the death squads on liberals in Congress. 
In May 1984, at the behest of Undersecretary of Defense for Policy Fred Ikle, 
Singlaub assembled a lineup of “recognized experts in unconventional warfare,” 
including Edward Lansdale and Heine Aderholt, to assess the situation in El 
Salvador. The so- called Singlaub Panel found that congressional restrictions 
on the CIA and the Pentagon had helped create the death squads. As Singlaub 
later wrote, “Over the previous decade liberals in Congress had prohibited 
American foreign aid from being used for police training . . . But without ad-
equate training in counterinsurgency, police often fought assassination and 
kidnapping through illegal means. El Salvador’s death squads were typical of 
this reaction.”108

By this logic, the massive human rights violations committed by Salvadoran 
death squads were actually the fault of those American politicians who opposed 
military aid. They had prevented the government from creating “professional” 
security forces that could defeat the rebels and thereby make the death squads 
obsolete. But in drawing a clear distinction between “professional” police and 
military units and the death squads, Singlaub obscured the fact that many 
Salvadoran officers condoned, financed, armed, and often commanded rightist 
vigilante groups.109 As one colonel in the Salvadoran Army explained in 1983, 
“Most laws are designed to deal with common crimes, but you can’t fight sub-
version with the same methods. Subversion is a cancer which attacks slowly, 
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and our judicial system isn’t set up to deal with it.”110 The death squads, in 
other words, were useful precisely because they could do what the state could 
not. Moreover, as many observers pointed out at the time, El Salvador’s death 
squads and rightist vigilantes dated back to the 1960s, long before Congress 
had imposed limits on U.S. military and police aid.111 Their enduring presence 
in El Salvador underscored the death squads’ ability to wage war outside the 
frame of formal state action.

Although his portrayal of the death squads was way off the mark, many in 
the defense establishment agreed with Singlaub’s policy recommendations, 
especially his insistence that non- state organizations were in a better posi-
tion to train and support the Salvadoran security forces.112 By the summer of 
1984, Singlaub was convinced that private military programs were helping the 
United States reverse “the stagnant drift of the post- Vietnam years” and set a 
course “to defend freedom and support democracy in our own hemisphere 
and throughout the world.”113

As the race for the presidency heated up in 1984, Singlaub and other activists 
turned their attention to the civil war in Nicaragua. In the years since Somoza’s 
fall, members of the deposed National Guard had joined with other opponents 
of the Sandinistas to form a few guerrilla armies that became known collec-
tively as the Contras, short for la contrarrevolución, or the counterrevolution.114 
For a time, their primary foreign sponsor was not the United States but Argen-
tina, which offered arms, advisers, and supplies, as well as military instruction 
in Buenos Aires.115 The Argentine aid was part of the military junta’s attempts 
to export its doctrine of the “national security state” and the expertise honed 
by its security forces during the Dirty War.116

As Somoza’s regime collapsed and the ousted dictator fled to Paraguay, 
his lieutenants, mostly former National Guardsmen, turned to the Argentine 
military regime for help. Sometime in late 1979 and early 1980, Argentine mili-
tary and intelligence officers agreed to train and finance the emerging Contra 
army. They did so not only to aid a kindred movement but also to assert greater 
control over the hemispheric anticommunist struggle in the apparent absence 
of firm U.S. leadership. Indeed, for many members of the Argentine junta, the 
inability of the CIA to mount effective covert operations in the wake of the 
Church Committee hearings proved that the United States had abandoned 
its anticommunist mission.117 They concluded they would have to lead the 
charge. In Nicaragua, Honduras, and Costa Rica, the same officers who over-
saw the Dirty War trained the nascent Contra army in guerrilla warfare, assassi-
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nation, and demolition. Some of the advisers were members of special military 
units such as the Batallón de Inteligencia 601.118 Others came from right- wing 
vigilante death squads such as the Alianza Anticomunista Argentina.119

As such, the Argentine advisers in Nicaragua represented a geographic 
expansion of Operation Condor, the transnational program of terror and as-
sassination in South America. They shifted the ideas and techniques that had 
underpinned their purge of suspected subversives at home into a more ambi-
tious program to wage covert war on multiple fronts. To make that happen, the 
Argentine military regime established an international network of gunrunners 
and front companies to move weapons throughout the Americas. The center 
of that network was in Miami, where Argentine military and intelligence of-
ficers trained many of the soldiers from the early Contra group known as the 
September 15th Legion.120

As they did so, the Argentines joined Miami’s anticommunist underworld, 
working with exiles from Cuba, El Salvador, and other countries to plot para-
military operations.121 Those connections, particularly with Cuban paramili-
tary groups, also helped the Argentines manage clandestine financial trans-
actions and purchase weapons and equipment that “could not be obtained 
through normal channels.” They bought most of their guns from anticommu-
nist stalwarts such as Taiwan, Thailand, and South Korea, but some also came 
from the United Kingdom and even East Germany, part of the Soviet Bloc.122 
Meanwhile, as the Argentine military regime lent its support to the Nicaraguan 
counterrevolution, other anticommunist states and groups followed suit.123 
In neighboring Honduras, where many of the Contras’ camps were located, a 
former member of Somoza’s National Guard who had also trained in an Argen-
tine military school worked with the Honduran military to smuggle U.S.-made 
weapons and military equipment into Nicaragua.124

This hemispheric collaboration between Latin America’s anticommunists 
was soon overshadowed by resurgent CIA operations under the Reagan ad-
ministration. When Argentina became embroiled in the Falklands/Malvinas 
War and withdrew its advisers in 1982, CIA director William Casey seized the 
opportunity. Reagan had already authorized the CIA to create a 500-strong 
paramilitary force to interdict the flow of arms between Nicaragua and the 
Salvadoran guerrillas.125 Now the CIA could expand the secret war. By the end 
of 1982, the Contras were receiving nearly $20 million worth of weapons and 
supplies annually from the CIA to destabilize the Sandinista government and 
provoke it into taking harsher measures against the Nicaraguan people.126 The 
Contra army soon swelled to almost ten thousand, led by ex–National Guard 
officers and prominent Nicaraguans.127 The rank- and- file pulled widely from 
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peasant and Indian communities, some of whom were dissatisfied with the 
Sandinistas’ land reforms and others who feared what would happen if they 
didn’t join.128 Based along the Honduran and Costa Rican borders, the Contras 
waged a low- intensity war of sabotage, assassination, and hit- and- run raids.

The Contras were never a unified force but rather a series of armed bands 
competing with one another over weapons, funds, and the right to say what 
their war truly meant. The closest thing to a common mission statement came 
from the largest and most powerful group, the Fuerza Democrática Nicara-
güense. In a semi- secret document known as the “Blue and White Book,” FDN 
leaders advocated an eclectic mixture of anticommunism, nationalism, free- 
market ideology, and religious zeal. They were fighting for “God, Motherland, 
(and) Democracy.” Attempting to distance themselves from the legacy of the 
Somoza dictatorship, FDN leaders portrayed their movement as a “popular 
insurgency of the Nicaraguan people” fighting for an inclusive and pluralistic 
democracy. Although FDN leaders called for free elections and limited agrar-
ian and labor reforms, their vision fell far short of an economic revolution. 
Instead, they insisted that “free enterprise and private property will be the 
basic foundations of the national economic system.”129

Such rhetoric solidified the Contras’ support amongst U.S. conservatives, 
who talked of the Nicaraguan “freedom fighters” in glowing terms. Singlaub 
referred to them as a “band of brave warriors” who “were often undertrained, 
always underarmed” and yet who managed to “attack and regularly defeat the 
largest army ever amassed on Central American soil.”130 In a famous remark, 
Reagan went so far as to deem the Contras the “moral equivalent of our Found-
ing Fathers and the brave men and women of the French resistance.”131 Indeed, 
for many conservative Americans, the Contras stirred their historical imagin-
ings of the American Revolution in which plucky bands of insurgents cast off 
the chains of imperialism and established a flourishing democracy. As such, 
Americans tended see much of themselves in the Contras. As Reagan said in his 
1985 inaugural address, he and his supporters were leading a “second American 
Revolution” that would carry “beyond our shores the golden promise of human 
freedom.”132 Yet the metaphor of the American Revolution was poorly suited 
to Nicaragua’s civil war. It also cut both ways. Critics of the Contras likened 
them not to the Founding Fathers but to the Hessians, a mercenary force hired 
by an imperial power to suppress a democratic revolution.133

Despite conservatives’ affinity for the Contras, broad popular and con-
gressional opposition created major obstacles for the administration’s covert 
program. Many Americans were skeptical about helping deposed members 
of a totalitarian regime wage war against the Sandinistas, no matter how ob-
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jectionable they found the new government. In 1982, Reagan’s opponents in 
Congress, mostly Democrats led by House Speaker Tip O’Neill, passed the 
first Boland Amendment, stipulating that U.S. aid to the Contras could not 
be used to overthrow the Sandinista government. Two years later, Congress 
passed a stronger version of the amendment which cut off all U.S. funding to 
the anticommunist guerrillas. For Singlaub and others invested in the war in 
Nicaragua, this was a clear indication of how liberals subordinated important 
military issues to their own political ambitions. Echoing his time in Vietnam, 
Singlaub feared that the “entire CIA covert operation funding the Contras was 
threatened with defeat, not in the jungle mountains of Central America, but 
in the back rooms of Capitol Hill.”134

When funding for the CIA’s covert war in Nicaragua dried up, Singlaub 
and others decided that their private networks could fill the void. But they 
were not the first American civilians to enlist in the anticommunist struggle 
there. In the late 1970s, as dictator Anastasio Somoza’s regime tottered on its 
last legs, dozens of Americans, mostly Vietnam veterans, worked as mercenar-
ies for his security forces, fighting alongside a few militant Cubans who had 
been part of the Bay of Pigs invasion. Some had tenuous connections to the 
CIA but most were just freelancers migrating through an informal network 
of right- wing groups.135 The most well- known was Mike Echanis, a Vietnam 
vet, expert knife- thrower, martial arts master, and survivalist guru who ap-
peared frequently in the pages of Soldier of Fortune.136 In the summer of 1977, 
Echanis arrived in Managua hoping to join Somoza’s last- ditch assault against 
the Sandinista insurgency. He soon accepted an official contract to serve as 
Somoza’s chief military adviser with a reported budget of $5 million.137 But his 
tenure was short- lived. In September 1978, a plane carrying Echanis, another 
American consultant, a Nicaraguan general, and a mysterious Vietnamese 
mercenary crashed in the jungle. All died.138 Echanis’s death became a minor 
scandal for the Carter administration and the U.S. embassy but did not result 
in any significant investigations of or prohibitions against American merce-
nary activity in Central America.139 For paramilitary enthusiasts in the United 
States, Echanis epitomized martial values and masculinity. One said that he was 
“a fine example of the men who make the word freedom meaningful.” Another 
argued he “was down there to do something useful in the cause of freedom,” ex-
plaining that if the Contras were successful, Nicaragua would have more “free-
dom . . . than would be found in some Peoples’ Peaceful Progressive Proletariat  
Paradise.”140

The military program envisioned by Singlaub far exceeded the ambitions 
of Echanis and other American freelancers in Nicaragua. It more closely re-
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sembled the time in the 1850s when American citizens under the command of 
William Walker invaded the country, although it stemmed from very different 
impulses. While Walker had tried to set up his own slave- holding fiefdom, 
 Singlaub only wished to help the Contras overthrow the Sandinista govern-
ment and reestablish a non- Marxist government. Those differences notwith-
standing, both men mobilized a pool of armed American men who believed 
they had the right and the duty to intervene in Nicaragua’s affairs. And both 
campaigns had ambiguous relationships to the state.141 For Singlaub, the big 
problem was whether the Reagan administration and the CIA, fearing backlash 
from Congress and the American public, would stand in his way. Again, he 
turned to CIA Director Bill Casey for advice and, he hoped, an official blessing. 
At a May 1984 reunion of Jedburgh soldiers, the clandestine units that trained 
paramilitary forces behind Nazi lines in World War II, Singlaub talked with 
Casey about how he could help fill the $20 million shortfall that the Contras 
were now facing. According to Singlaub, Casey shared his frustrations about 
the restrictions but, again, indicated that the White House could not publicly 
sanction any private fundraising and weapons- buying programs. Still, Casey 
did not say he would stop Singlaub. He just preferred not to know the details. 
Over the following years, Casey would threaten to throw Singlaub out of his 
office if he ever brought up his work with the Contras.142

Still, this was encouraging. Singlaub made several trips to Nicaragua, Hon-
duras, and Costa Rica in the summer of 1984, meeting all of the major Contra 
leaders including Enrique Bermudez and Eden Pastora as well as Steadman 
Fagoth, commander of an army of Miskito Indians who opposed the Sand-
inistas on Nicaragua’s Atlantic Coast. He formed a particularly close relation-
ship with Adolfo Calero, a Nicaraguan businessman and lawyer who had run 
a Coca- Cola plant under the Somoza regime.143 Educated at Notre Dame, 
Calero had a “special rapport with Americans,” as one U.S. official put it.144 By 
1982, he had emerged as one of the leaders of the Fuerza Democrática Nica-
ragüense.145 Aware of Singlaub’s training and supply operations in El Salvador, 
Calero hoped he could provide similar aid to the FDN.146 At first, he only 
asked for medical supplies, boots, and uniforms but soon made pleas for am-
munition and rifles.147 However, as Calero explained, the problem was larger 
than weapons and supplies. His forces could not repair their broken trucks 
and artillery let alone maintain long air- supply routes. All of this suggested 
that the CIA had not been very effective in turning the rag- tag guerrillas into 
an effective fighting force. The CIA had been crucial in getting the war started, 
but its “actual management of Contra operations and training of their troops 
had often been clumsy and inadequate.”148
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To fill that gap, Singlaub embarked upon a multifaceted program to so-
licit money from donors in the United States and abroad, purchase supplies 
and weapons from third- party states and secretive arms dealers, and then get 
them into the Contras’ hands.149 Railing about the congressional liberals who 
“ripped the ground from under the Nicaraguan freedom fighters,” Singlaub 
said that the “American people” would “have to dig into their own pockets and 
contribute to the Freedom Fighters” no matter if it was “$10,000 or $10.”150 Yet 
when the news program Frontline showed up to one of his events in Phoenix, 
Singlaub dissembled about his activities. He was not “soliciting funds,” he 
told the reporter. Instead, he was just serving as a liaison between concerned 
Americans with deep pockets and those folks overseas who could buy weapons 
and supplies. He told the audience, “If someone wanted to give money for 
bullets and bandages, they could see him after his speech and he would tell 
them what to do.”151

Many took him up on his offer. One of Singlaub’s wealthiest and most vis-
ible donors was Texas oil heiress Ellen Garwood. A socialite with extensive 
political and personal connections, Garwood saw Singlaub in religious terms, a 
patriot who “was undoubtedly sent by the Lord Almighty to help save freedom 
and the United States from the onrush of totalitarianism.” She admired how 
he managed to avoid all of the complicated bureaucratic wrangling and legal 
red tape that the CIA had to deal with. “General Singlaub not only gets help 
for the Nicaraguan freedom fighters, he also takes it to them . . . no overhead, 
no middle man,” she opined. “He collects no salary. His only salary is God’s 
blessing.”152 When pressed by reporters, Garwood conceded that the U.S. 
government should supply the Contras. But she also explained that “when you 
have a Congress that doesn’t do its duty, it’s like when your house is burning 
down and the fire department doesn’t come. The private citizen has to act.” 
Garwood eventually gave $2.5 million to the Contras, including $65,000 to 
purchase an old Huey helicopter which the Contras soon christened Lady 
Ellen. She also petitioned her wealthy friends to give large sums of money.153 
While Garwood’s donations made national news, other major backers, such as 
oil millionaire Nelson Bunker Hunt and beer brewing magnate Joseph Coors, 
preferred to stay out of the limelight, quietly channeling hundreds of thousands 
of dollars to private groups invested in the Nicaraguan war.154

Much of this money came from individuals and businesses that had lost as-
sets in Nicaragua when the Sandinistas took power. For instance, when talking 
to a reporter about his European donors, Singlaub explained how “corpora-
tions that had their properties expropriated or nationalized” were eager to give 
to the Contras.155 He also noted that funds came from shrewd businessmen 
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who “wanted an ‘in’ with the new government” that the Contras hoped to in-
stall.156 On another occasion, one of Singlaub’s subordinates explained, “Our 
fundraising efforts have paid off best with people who used to work in the 
government who are now in corporations with defense contracts.”157 Aiding 
the Contras, in that sense, was a financial investment from which businessmen, 
former government officials, and arms manufacturers all hoped to reap major 
profits. That was certainly how the Contras’ opponents in the American Left 
saw things. A journalist from the Worker’s World newspaper wondered, “Is it 
any great surprise that it is the large U.S. corporations which are putting up 
the cash for the Contras, since these very same profiteering corporations are 
the ones on whose behalf the Reagan administration is waging the war against 
Nicaragua in the first place?”158

With a stream of donations flowing into his hands—more than $250,000 
a year in 1984 and 1985—Singlaub began buying large quantities of military 
supplies for the Contras.159 He also shepherded deals between the Contras, 
arms dealers, and foreign governments, including one in the spring of 1985 
that totaled $5.3 million.160 Through Singlaub, the Contras procured an arse-
nal of AK-47 and HK21 machine guns, 9mm pistols, rocket- propelled grenade 
launchers, claymore mines, antitank mines, and C-4 explosives.161 Most of 
these weapons came through Singlaub’s old contacts in South Korea and Tai-
wan, but sympathetic parties elsewhere in the world also contributed.162 Since 
U.S. law forbade American citizens from raising money inside the United States 
for weapons to be sent abroad, Singlaub conducted these transactions through 
an array of overseas bank accounts.163

Around this time, Singlaub joined a private firm called GeoMiltech Consul-
tants as “an unpaid advisor.” The company had been started a few years prior by 
Barbara Studley, a right- wing radio- show host in Miami whose ardent support 
for the Nicaraguan “freedom fighters” made Singlaub a devoted fan.164 Studley 
incorporated the company in Delaware, most likely to take advantage of the 
state’s generous corporate tax code.165 In official documents, Singlaub and 
Studley described GeoMiltech as an “international marketing consulting firm.” 
Its purpose was to “advise on, and facilitate, the locating and supply of military, 
industrial, and agricultural products worldwide.” Its greatest strength was its 
versatility. The company was able to work as a conduit “from government to 
government” but also between “government and foreign private enterprises 
and, when appropriate, between private companies.” To bolster its relation-
ships with foreign governments and businesses, the company kept offices in 
Washington, D.C., Seoul, Brussels, and Tel Aviv.166 It also worked with a bank 
in Miami to hide money for arms purchases overseas.167
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By 1985, GeoMiltech was serving as a front for several secretive deals be-
tween Singlaub, Studley, and a fascist- leaning German arms merchant named 
Ernest Glatt, who had made a career buying and selling weapons for the CIA. 
Glatt sold Singlaub a few hundred Polish- made AK-47s, along with the forged 
end- user certificates, and arranged for the weapons’ transport on a Greek 
freighter. Singlaub didn’t share Glatt’s affinity for the Nazis, but he did like 
his low prices. While the going rate for a brand- new Polish- made AK-47 was 
between $200 and $300 in 1985, Glatt managed to procure them for only $135, 
which helped Singlaub stretch his limited funds.168 This meant Singlaub was 
unable to turn a profit—unlike others who supplied the Contras with weapons. 
But that was not a problem since Singlaub said he was only “trying to advance 
the cause of freedom,” not make money.169

Weapons- buying was only one part of the campaign. Since the Contras 
had become “orphans” when the CIA left in 1984, Singlaub thought he might 
serve as their foster father—a private military adviser.170 He traveled to Nica-
ragua, Honduras, and Costa Rica several times a year to monitor the Contras’ 
performance. Whenever he arrived, Contra leaders treated him as a guest of 
honor. In small patches of open land, they arranged their soldiers in ceremonial 
formations. At one gathering in 1986, Singlaub told the assembled fighters that 
he represented “hundreds of thousands of Americans who are sympathetic to 
your cause and want to help.” Touring the front lines in a mud- splattered jeep, 
he spoke with ordinary soldiers and observed combat operations. Although 
he did not join in the fighting, his presence in an active war zone blurred the 
line between observer, contributor, and combatant. He could have been shot 
or blown up at any time.171

The Contras started to become an effective fighting force despite, or perhaps 
because of, the CIA’s absence.172 In a memo to the National Security Council, 
Singlaub opined that the “period of austerity was very useful in increasing their 
efficiency and effectiveness.”173 “In a way,” he thought, “the funding hiatus of 
the Boland Amendment might prove to be a godsend for the Contras, wean-
ing them from too strict American control.” From what he had gathered, the 
“CIA advisers had been inflexible, often doctrinaire, and above all patronizing. 
They had not encouraged much initiative among the Contras.”174 This brought 
back bad memories of Vietnam. The CIA had been “treating these Central 
Americans much as they had treated Montagnard mercenaries in Indochina.” 
But now that they were free from the CIA’s domineering control, they could 
finally defeat the Sandinistas. To that end, Singlaub suggested that the Contras 
use pack mules to haul supplies and weapons over long distances, just as the 
North Vietnamese Army had done on the Ho Chi Minh Trail.175
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Spending weeks in Central America, Singlaub began drafting war plans for 
various Contra units. His most ambitious scheme was the “Rainbow Plan,” an 
invasion of Nicaragua by thousands of Miskito Indian guerrillas based in Hon-
duras. The goal was to cut off the Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua from Sandinista 
control. The guerrillas would blow up a network of bridges and loading docks, 
mine several arterial roads, destroy Soviet aircraft, and attack forty different 
Sandinista camps. Advising the White House of his plan, Singlaub made it 
clear that he would provide “all of the necessary TOYS to implement (the) 
mission”—an arsenal that included five hundred pounds of C-4 explosives, 
as well as mortars, antitank land mines, claymore mines, grenades, and tens 
of thousands of rounds of AK-47 and M16 ammunition. In total, the supplies 
weighed more than 6,000 pounds. He also emphasized that he was in control. 
“Anything and everything will be at my disposal,” he wrote.176

By May 1985, Singlaub had set his sights on forming private military training 
units.177 Again he turned to Robert K. Brown, who grasped the gravity of the 
operation. Singlaub was asking him “to circumvent the U.S. Congress” in “defi-
ance of left- wingers who had cut off aid to the Contras.” He was asking them to 
“fill in for their CIA predecessors.”178 If they were successful, more operations 
would follow. This could mean a steady stream of stories for the magazine, 
as well as the chance to turn back the communist tide in the hemisphere. As 
Brown put it in a Soldier of Fortune editorial, “Qualified private sector aid is 
vital. Not to fight but to teach, to preserve hard won wisdom and put it to good 
use.”179 Brown contacted the most capable unconventional warriors that he 
knew. Most had been with him in El Salvador in 1982 and 1983. Others, such 
as Lieutenant Colonel John Boykin, were recently retired veterans who had 
worked in an official capacity for the United States MilGroup in El Salvador. 
The new recruits were well familiar with the world of private military training. 
Jack Thompson, the Vietnam vet who fought with the elite Selous Scouts in 
Rhodesia, was working as a private “security consultant” in Guatemala before 
Brown picked him for his team. John Harper, a retired CIA demolitions expert, 
had spent the late 1970s working with rogue ex- CIA agent Ed Wilson on a series 
of moneymaking schemes in Libya.180

The mission did not go as planned. When Brown and his men arrived in 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, nobody was there to meet them. For several hours 
they sat on the airport tarmac with more than two tons of “illegal military sup-
plies and bomb- making material” while incredulous customs officials glared at 
them. Finally, after Brown’s men made some hasty phone calls, a Contra leader 
arrived and they loaded their guns, ammo, and supplies into a Toyota pick- up 
and set off for the border. The ride lasted fourteen hours, as they bumped 
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along a hundred miles of backwoods roads, often in sight of the Sandinista’s 
hillside bunkers. When they arrived in Camp Las Vegas, Contra commander 
Enrique Bermudez greeted them. As they got to know each other, Brown was 
astonished by what he saw as Bermudez’s complete lack of preparation. When 
he asked about the unit’s plans, Bermudez reportedly replied “PLON, PLON? 
We don’t have no PLON?”

Over the next month, Brown’s team—the “Wild Bunch,” as he liked to call 
them—instructed the Contras in espionage, life- saving techniques, “weapons 
maintenance, marksmanship, and basic small unit tactics.” But simple weapons 
training took up most of their time. They needed it badly, Brown thought. 
“These people had no military training at all,” he later recalled. “Who knows 
what the CIA had been doing before we got there.” The program went well 
enough for about four weeks until a Sandinista rocket attack destroyed the Las 
Vegas camp. Brown and his men packed their things and headed back to the 
United States shortly thereafter. Looking back on the mission, Brown noted 
that it “could hardly be called a resounding success.” The would- be Contra 
spies whom they trained in espionage tried and failed to infiltrate the Sandini-
stas’ regime in Managua. All were executed. Even still, Brown believed that the 
“four weeks of training we provided was better than the CIA bozos had given 
them, and we got a hell of a lot of the Contras’ small arms up and running.”181

Back in the United States, Soldier of Fortune ran a series of stories describ-
ing the Contra war from the frontlines.182 They read much like the magazine’s 
pieces about El Salvador—official after- action reports that described combat 
operations in vivid detail. However, unlike the El Salvador articles, Brown did 
not fully divulge his involvement in the Contra training missions at the time. 
To do so would have been too dangerous and given more ammunition to those 
who opposed private interventions in Nicaragua’s war.183

A growing number of journalists picked up these stories. That put Singlaub 
in the awkward position of having to defend activities that skirted the law while 
at the same time soliciting more private aid.184 He mostly did that by claiming 
an affinity with the Reagan administration’s anticommunist foreign policy, 
while maintaining that he worked independently of the White House.185 For 
instance, in a 1985 letter to the New York Times, he celebrated his organiza-
tion’s support for Nicaragua’s embattled “liberators,” a feat that was even more 
impressive because “U.S. public opinion and the opinion in Congress has not 
yet caught up with President Reagan’s policy regarding the seriousness of the 
threat to continental security and the need to promote democracy on our 
continent.”186 Still, when pressed on the issue, he often struggled to explain the 
legality of his actions. In a television interview, Singlaub conceded that private 
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support for foreign paramilitaries was a “fine point,” a gray area between legal 
and illegal activity.187

Ambiguity thus characterized the relationship between Singlaub’s private 
paramilitary campaigns and the Reagan administration. Officials often denied 
that the administration had any connection to, let alone control over, private 
groups aiding in the Contra cause.188 And White House staffers and mem-
bers of the State Department advised Reagan to avoid sending messages to 
Singlaub’s USCWF and WACL meetings, as they could be easily misconstrued 
as open support for potentially illegal and certainly embarrassing activities.189 
Reagan, however, ignored these warnings and regularly sent Singlaub messages 
of support.190 As he did in other forums, Reagan took the chance to explain 
the Cold War in religious terms. In one letter to Singlaub, penned in 1984, he 
explained, “The struggle between freedom and communism is, in its essence, 
not an economic conflict but a spiritual one. It is a struggle in which those who 
love God, country, family and freedom are pitted against those possessed by 
ideological zeal who seek absolute power.”191

Reagan’s letters served another purpose since Singlaub often brandished 
them at public meetings—evidence that the state looked favorably upon his 
activities as well as those donors who sent him money. In a message that Sin-
glaub read aloud at a 1986 WACL meeting, Reagan wrote, “I call for you to do 
your part in this noble cause. Our combined efforts are moving the tide of 
history towards world freedom. We must persevere and never falter. I send 
you and all who help in your crusade for liberty my best wishes. God bless 
you.”192 In other communiqués, Reagan likened Americans’ private military 
campaigns in Nicaragua to the actions of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade—the 
group of volunteers who fought Francisco Franco’s forces in the Spanish Civil 
War of the late 1930s.193 Yet Reagan never acknowledged that many veterans 
of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade faced stiff penalties, including jail time and 
loss of citizenship, for joining another country’s war.

Other private conservative organizations in the United States supplemented 
the flow of arms and advisers into the region with a variety of non- lethal cargo, 
often administered as part of private humanitarian refugee resettlement pro-
grams.194 The Connecticut- based Americares Foundation raised more than 
$14 million in medical supplies for the Contras.195 The Texas- based group 
known as Freedom’s Friends sent medicine and jeeps to members of the Ni-
caraguan insurgency. Composed primarily of wealthy oil families in Dallas and 
Houston, this group held semiannual fundraising seminars, which featured 
the leaders of anticommunist forces in Nicaragua and El Salvador as well as 
Afghanistan and Angola.196 Protestant television evangelist Pat Robertson 
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used his Christian Broadcasting Network to host Contra leaders and solicit 
small donations from millions of viewers.197

Through these spectacles, Freedom’s Friends, the Christian Broadcasting 
Network, and other religiously oriented groups helped unite and mobilize 
evangelical Protestants and conservative Catholics by presenting the ongoing 
wars in the region as a spiritual struggle between Marxist atheism and Chris-
tianity.198 By 1985, they had managed to raise more than $25 million for the 
Nicaraguan Contras as well as substantial funds for other right- wing regimes 
in Central America.199 Even though much of this money paid for non- lethal 
cargo, those who donated had military goals in mind. Private relief funds and 
supplies would relieve the United States’ burden of humanitarian aid, thereby 
freeing up more state money for weapons and advisers.200

The Reagan administration helped mobilize and unify these campaigns 
through a propaganda initiative known as the White House Outreach Working 
Group on Central America. Run by White House staffer Faith Whittlesey, it 
provided Americans with “extensive information and even lists of speakers to 
better proselytize and to affect public opinion” about the war in Nicaragua.201 
Enlisting private groups such as the American Security Council, the program 
disseminated publications and sponsored lectures across the United States. Au-
diences listened to businessmen, policy experts, and a few Contra command-
ers, like Eden Pastora, denounce the Sandinistas and explain why Americans 
could and should help the Contras.202 Within a few years, the working group 
was also drumming up support for other anticommunist guerrilla movements 
in Asia and Africa.203

As the administration took a larger role in shaping private anticommunist 
initiatives, Singlaub’s work collided with shady dealings going on in the White 
House. Since 1984, Lt. Colonel Oliver North, a staffer on the National Security 
Council, had organized a series of illicit arms deals to resupply the Contras, 
in violation of the Boland Act. Using secret bank accounts, North purchased 
weapons abroad and shipped them through a covert airline service run by 
retired intelligence officers Richard Secord and Ted Shackley. Reminiscent of 
the CIA’s secret Air America program during the Vietnam War, their company, 
Southern Air Transport, used funds laundered through banks in Switzerland, 
South Africa, and Australia to fly military supply missions to the Contra camps 
in El Salvador, Honduras, and Costa Rica.204 Violating numerous international 
laws, the operation “was for all purposes the clandestine air force of the Reagan 
White House,” as one journalist later wrote. Beyond Central America, it flew 
covert shipments of weapons from the United States to Tel Aviv, after which 
other aircrafts carried the arms to Tehran—part of a broader scheme to finance 
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the Contras with off- the- books arms sales to the Islamic Republic of Iran, an 
avowed enemy of the Reagan administration.205

While Secord and Shackley bought weapons and arranged transport, two 
Cuban exiles directed operations in Central America, landing flights at El 
Salvador’s Ilopango airport and Costa Rica’s Aguacate airfield.206 One, Felix 
Rodriguez, had fought at the Bay of Pigs before joining the CIA. He led the op-
eration that captured Che Guevara in Bolivia and then shipped off to Vietnam, 
where he worked as a helicopter pilot in Ted Shackley’s ultra- secret Phoenix 
Program.207 In Central America, Rodriquez worked with Luis Posada Carriles, 
a veteran of the Cuban paramilitary underground who had organized, among 
other violent acts, the bombing of a Cubana Airlines plane in 1976 that killed 73 
civilians.208 In addition to these Cuban exiles, Oliver North also turned to the 
right- wing mercenary underground, seeking out men who had fought under 
“Mad” Mike Hoare in Africa, and who had recently attempted a coup in the 
Seychelles, an archipelago country in the Indian Ocean.209

By March 1985, Singlaub was corresponding with North to discuss his own 
private ventures and coordinate their efforts.210 Yet they started to clash. No 
doubt Shackley and Secord were capable covert operators, Singlaub thought. 
But they were driven by the wrong motives, especially Secord. Singlaub re-
called how Secord had finished his career in intelligence in disgrace because 
of his contact with the rogue CIA- agent- turned- arms- dealer Ed Wilson, who 
had been convicted of illegally selling weapons to Libya in 1983.211 He “hated to 
see the Contras involved with someone like Secord,” who seemed to care more 
about profits than he did about the anticommunist cause.212 Secord had con-
vinced Oliver North to buy weapons from his Iranian- American partner, Albert 
Hakim, for prices that were dramatically higher than those offered by Singlaub’s 
gunrunner, Ernest Glatt. To him, this meant that the Contras’ thin weapons 
budget was being wasted on overpriced items to enrich the middlemen.213

Already worried that North’s inconsistent support of the Contras indicated 
he was “not a real conservative,” Singlaub also had growing concerns about 
other Americans bound up in North’s networks.214 He had heard “disturbing 
reports” that Carl “Spitz” Channell, a conservative fundraiser who ran a group 
called the National Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty, was purporting 
to raise millions of dollars for the Contras while actually lining his pockets.215 
Indeed, Channell was working in tandem with Oliver North, hosting fundrais-
ing meetings that homed in on “extremely wealthy donors,” including many of 
the same men and women who had given to Singlaub, such as Ellen Garwood 
and Nelson Bunker Hunt. Through these meetings, Channell raised nearly $10 
million for the Contras, yet less than $4 million ever reached their hands. The 
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rest went into bank accounts controlled by Channell and Richard Secord, the 
latter of whom used the money to purchase missiles, illegally, for the Iranian 
government.216 These conflicts over profits and motivation started to drive 
a wedge between Singlaub and the men leading the Reagan administration’s 
secret Contra war. While they shared the same basic goal—to covertly aid the 
Contras during the funding hiatus—the unscrupulous actions of Oliver North’s 
men threatened to bring everything crashing down.

Fashioning an international network of financiers and arms dealers propelled 
John Singlaub into domestic paramilitary culture. Since retiring from the army 
in 1978, Singlaub had rekindled his friendship with Mitchell WerBell IV, a for-
mer OSS operative with whom Singlaub had fought behind Japanese lines in 
Manchuria in the mid-1940s.217 WerBell left the army after World War II but 
later worked for the CIA in Laos during the Vietnam War—or so he claimed. 
After his time in Vietnam, he fashioned himself into an international gunrun-
ner and paramilitary adviser. His activities produced a series of scandals and 
indictments.218 In 1970, federal authorities seized his shipment of communist 
weapons from Vietnam bound for Eglin Air Force Base in Florida.219 Some 
speculated that WerBell meant to distribute the weapons to right- wing extrem-
ists in the United States. WerBell said they were just souvenirs.220 A few years 
later, federal authorities charged him with smuggling thousands of pounds of 
marijuana from Colombia to Florida. But the case fell apart when the pros-
ecutor revealed that DEA agents had enticed WerBell and his co- defendants 
to move the drugs.221

These brushes with the law did little to deter WerBell’s money- making 
schemes. He started a few arms- manufacturing companies that, as one jour-
nalist noted, peddled “a range of firearms from machine guns to desk- sized 
cannons.”222 He also founded a paramilitary training school on a sixty- acre 
compound just outside of Atlanta, Georgia.223 There, in the foothills of the 
Appalachians, WerBell taught, in Robert Brown’s words, “outrageously expen-
sive” personal security and counterterrorism courses to “an eclectic group of 
ever- changing arms dealers, rogues, veterans of various wars, law enforcement 
personnel,” and other combat enthusiasts.224 Singlaub visited these camps in 
the late 1970s, but he eventually soured on WerBell and his growing connec-
tions with the idiosyncratic extremist Lyndon LaRouche.225

By the mid-1980s, Singlaub was a regular feature at Soldier of Fortune con-
ventions, urging attendees to support armed anticommunist guerrillas from 
Nicaragua to Angola to Afghanistan—groups that generally managed to send a 
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few leaders to make personal pleas at the summits.226 Singlaub also promoted 
himself as one of the United States’ most experienced covert warriors at Soldier 
of Fortune’s conventions and camps, which attracted armchair warriors and 
glory- seekers who paid hefty sums to live out their combat fantasies. For in-
stance, in October 1982, Soldier of Fortune sponsored a three- day meeting where 
more than 1,200 men fought mock battles. After the day’s activities ceased, 
participants got to dine alongside Singlaub, as well as General William West-
moreland, the retired commander of all U.S. military operations in Vietnam, 
and Watergate burglar G. Gordon Liddy.227 At the same time, Robert Brown’s 
Paladin Press ran a clearinghouse of how- to books on guerrilla warfare, sniping, 
explosives, intelligence- gathering, and other clandestine arts, including Carlos 
Marighella’s Mini- manual of the Urban Guerrilla, the bible for armed left- wing 
groups from the Weather Underground to Uruguay’s Tupamaros. Generally 
promoted as key texts for understanding political violence in the late Cold 
War, these books could easily be read as guides for those wishing to take up 
arms overseas or at home.228

Similar for- profit enterprises appeared across the United States. As one 
Soldier of Fortune writer said, more and more people wanted combat experi-
ence “without having to enlist for six weeks of real boot camp and a four- year 
hitch. They opt instead for short, private training programs.”229 Some camps 
resembled condensed versions of military basic training while others stressed 
survival techniques in the wilderness, security measures, or counterterror 
tactics. Whatever their specialty, paramilitary enthusiasts and entrepreneurs 
claimed that these camps fulfilled two objectives that the U.S. government had 
failed to meet—to prepare Americans in the event of a Soviet invasion and to 
provide the truly daring with the skills necessary to become a mercenary. As 
one supposed ex- mercenary put it, “I’ve fought in Africa and Lebanon, but 
learned better assassination techniques at Merc School. If the government 
refuses to teach anti- communist freedom fighters how to defend in case of war, 
then by all means, let’s have merc schools.”230

But only a select few professed to train mercenaries for overseas action. 
Hardened combat veterans balked at the idea that civilians could learn all the 
skills they had acquired over decades after spending a few weeks playing war in 
the woods. Even Soldier of Fortune’s Robert Brown, the self- proclaimed “senior 
statesman of the popular paramilitary business in the United States,” dismissed 
mercenary schools as little more than fantasy—albeit a lucrative one that his 
magazine encouraged. “The only thing you can learn to be in a 10-day merce-
nary school is a corpse,” he wrote in 1985.231 Still, mercenary schools posed a 
serious problem for federal authorities who worried they violated U.S. neu-
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trality laws. In Vietnam veteran Frank Camper’s ten- day course, situated on 
a rural compound in central Alabama, students paid $250 to run across rivers 
under live machine gun fire, fight each other with heavy sticks, and engage in 
what one journalist called “sadistic tactics of interrogation” against their fellow 
classmates.232 Camper made a substantial profit from his camp for a few years 
until federal investigators shut it down when two graduates, Sikh militants from 
India, attempted to kill Indian prime minister Rajiv Gandhi. Two years later, 
Camper received convictions on charges of racketeering, criminal conspiracy, 
and the possession of illegal weapons after he conspired with two California 
women to blow up the cars of their disgruntled employees.233

On a broader ideological level, celebrations of covert warfare at these camps 
and conventions helped legitimize a growing movement of right- wing paramili-
taries in the United States. These groups, too, imagined themselves as freedom 
fighters and their vigilante campaigns intersected with fears of national de-
cline that permeated post- Vietnam America. For many disaffected white men, 
“lacking confidence in the government and the economy,” and troubled by the 
changing racial and sexual order, paramilitary warfare offered a kind of redemp-
tion. As sociologist James Gibson put it, paramilitarism provided these men 
with a way to “reverse the previous twenty years of American history and take 
back all the symbolic territory that had been lost.” Such endeavors, whether in 
the United States or abroad, offered them “the fantastic possibility of escaping 
their present lives, being reborn as warriors, and then remaking the world.”234

For those who saw war against domestic enemies as the ultimate objective, 
they could turn to an overlapping network of armed groups spread across the 
United States. A patchwork of former and current Klansmen, neo- Nazis, so- 
called Christian patriots, paramilitary survivalists, and others, this network 
centered on an affinity for violence, though the specifics varied from group to 
group. For some, such as Louis Beam, a Vietnam veteran and Klansman from 
Texas, the key was a guerrilla- war strategy that he called “leaderless resistance.” 
“There should be no doubt that all means short of armed revolution have been 
exhausted,” he wrote in the early 1980s. Sensing that the armed Right in the 
United States had been fractured by years of infighting and infiltrators, Beam 
saw an opportunity. Rather than unite disparate bands under a single leader, 
he urged them to form an underground of independent cells, capable of work-
ing toward a common cause—the overthrow of the federal government—but 
self- reliant enough to withstand the collapse of other cells. Modeled on how 
Beam understood communist undergrounds, as well as a similar organization 
that featured in William Pierce’s right- wing fantasy novel, The Turner Diaries, 
“leaderless resistance” signaled a shift unfolding within the armed Right.235 
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Just as Americans like John Singlaub saw guerrilla war as the best means to 
defeat enemies abroad, Beam and those around him sought a similar path at 
home. Much like the Contras, they hoped armed men would lead the struggle 
against totalitarianism.

The growth of the domestic paramilitary movement in the early 1980s pro-
vided a fertile breeding ground for U.S. mercenaries.236 In 1981, several Klan 
members and neo- Nazis in Louisiana hatched a plot to invade of the tiny Ca-
ribbean nation of Dominica and overthrow its new, democratically elected 
government. Dubbed the “Bayou of Pigs” by the press, this ill- conceived coup 
attempt was mostly organized through classified advertisements in Soldier of 
Fortune that attracted disgruntled Vietnam veterans, Klansmen, and a drug- 
dealing neo- Nazi from Canada. Foiled at the last minute by an FBI infiltra-
tor, “Operation Red Dog,” as its participants called it, sought to reinstate 
the deposed black ruler Patrick John and use the island nation as a base for a 
hemispheric offensive against leftist governments in the Caribbean and Latin 
America. Although exceptional in many ways, the plot exposed some of the 
links between a rapidly militarizing right- wing movement at home and the glo-
rification of mercenary adventures abroad. But it also revealed how ideological 
motives could be suborned to the hope for easy money. For many of the men, 
the most attractive thing about Operation Red Dog was how it was supposed 
to make them the rich barons of a tiny island nation. They expected to receive 
large parcels of land upon which they could build casinos and hotels. And so 
it didn’t really matter to them, despite their affinity for white supremacy, that 
they were trying to put a black man in power, nor were they troubled by the 
fact that their operation’s success hinged on their cooperation with the island’s 
radical Rastafarian movement known as the Dreads.237

By mid- decade, a few hundred American mercenaries were working in Cen-
tral America. Some of these men served only in support capacities, running 
weapons and supplies along Nicaragua’s borders, while others joined combat 
units.238 In either case, private mercenaries became important parts of the 
Reagan administration’s covert wars in Central America. In one notable in-
stance, the CIA used American mercenaries from Alabama, operating under 
the name of Civilian Military Assistance (CMA), to smuggle arms, train Con-
tras, and participate in operations in Honduras and Nicaragua. Led by a white 
supremacist named Tom Posey, the group comprised Vietnam veterans and 
National Guardsmen from the U.S. South, some of whom were tied to the Klan. 
Many had also trained at Frank Camper’s paramilitary school in Alabama. In 
1984, the CMA secured several CIA contracts through its liaison with the U.S. 
Ambassador in Honduras, John Negroponte.239 But the operation collapsed 
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later that year when the Sandinistas shot down a CMA supply flight, killing 
two Americans and causing a brief scandal for the Reagan administration.240

Although the full extent of administration officials’ involvement was not 
known at the time, the Sandinistas and their supporters in the United States 
generally regarded Posey’s band of mercenaries as official contractors working 
for the White House. Senator Barry Goldwater saw things differently. “A private 
citizen of this country has the right to volunteer in any cause or country any 
place in this world to help them, and there’s nothing we can do to stop them,” 
he said. “It’s been going on forever and ever,” likening Posey’s band to other 
Americans who fought as volunteers in Spain, China, and Israel.241 Following 
that line of thought, Posey stressed that his men were volunteers who received 
next to nothing for risking their lives. “Those people do not fight for money 
or train for money,” he said. “99 percent of what we do is out of our own pock-
ets. . . . The only thing they got out of it was some beans and rice.”242

Paramilitary enthusiasts in the U.S. were thrilled by these exploits. After 
the crash, Soldier of Fortune magazine honored the dead CMA members with 
posthumous “heroism awards” at its 1984 national convention.243 A few found 
the CMA mission to be so inspiring that they joined Posey’s outfit. Sam Hall 
was one. A former Olympic diver who could not fight in Vietnam due to an 
injured leg, Hall had spent the war in the United States drinking, taking drugs, 
chasing women, and contemplating suicide.244 The terrorist attacks at the 1972 
Olympics changed all of that. He decided to become a counterterrorist and 
a mercenary. According to his boastful and unreliable memoir, Hall trained 
with Israeli commandos, and attended mercenary schools in England, West 
Germany, and Holland. Then he went to South Africa to recruit mercenaries to 
rescue American POWs in Vietnam.245 When that failed, he decided to test his 
fate as a spy in El Salvador and Nicaragua. He dreamed up an elaborate scheme 
to create a private unit of counterterrorists that could serve government con-
tracts. His contact in the Joint Chiefs of Staff told him there was no money in 
that and instead advised him to join Posey’s band. He linked up with the CMA 
and also made contact with John Singlaub and Oliver North. But he could not 
get any of them to support his plan to blow up bridges in Nicaragua.246 On 
his final reconnaissance mission, Hall was captured by the Sandinistas and 
imprisoned for months. They let him go when they found out he was little 
more than a mercenary imposter.247 Recalling the incident a couple of years 
later, Singlaub pitied Sam Hall and his ilk—“I think he suffered from a Walter 
Mitty type complex, and I felt sorry for him, really.”248
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By 1985, as Singlaub and those around him looked toward Central America, 
they could be pleased with their efforts. Their work on behalf of the Salvadoran 
security forces had resulted in major defeats for the leftist guerrillas. FMLN 
leaders had started to talk about laying their arms down. Meanwhile, the private 
Contra campaign was a major success. Singlaub and others had helped assem-
ble an international network of foreign leaders, wealthy Americans, grassroots 
groups, and arms dealers which could not be easily identified let alone stopped 
by policing agencies. In the process, the Contras had become a better fighting 
force, creating major problems for the Sandinistas.249 Meanwhile, hundreds 
of American men had joined the wars in Central America as mercenaries of 
sorts, running guns, training troops, and even fighting in combat. Soon, they 
hoped, the leftists would be out of power.

As Singlaub ran these private paramilitary operations, he maneuvered be-
hind the scenes in the World Anti- Communist League. He wanted to become 
chairman of the entire group and make it into something more than a bunch 
of ideologues and intellectuals who wrung their hands about communism and 
did little else.250 He hoped he could turn it into an action- oriented group that 
could conduct covert operations on a truly global scale.251 After all, anticom-
munist insurgents in Africa, Asia, and Eastern Europe needed help too and 
the U.S. government couldn’t be counted upon to get the job done. Perhaps 
the private sector could.
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In June 1985, the leaders of armed anticommunist movements from Nicaragua, 
Afghanistan, and Laos gathered at the remote stronghold of the paramilitary 
group known as UNITA (União Nacional para a Independência Total de 
Angola) in Jamba, Angola. Organized by a group of American activists, the 
meeting was, in a certain sense, a right- wing version of the Tri- Continental 
Conference of 1966, at which leftist revolutionaries from a dozen countries had 
gathered in Havana to proclaim their solidarity with one another.1 In Jamba, 
anticommunist guerrilla leaders discussed how they could join forces to reverse 
the spread of communism in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Proclaiming 
themselves the Democratic International, they promised to “cooperate to lib-
erate our nations from the Soviet imperialists.”2 Jonas Savimbi, the leader of 
the Angolan rebels, predicted that “our guns, our faith and our determination” 
would spark a global revolution that would save the world.3

Two months later in Dallas, Texas, John Singlaub took the stage at an upscale 
hotel for the eighteenth annual conference of the World Anti- Communist 
League. Like the meeting in Angola, Singlaub’s featured guests were the leaders 
of a half- dozen armed anticommunist movements from around the world—
places such as Nicaragua, Afghanistan, Angola, Mozambique, Laos, Cambodia, 
and Vietnam.4 He had invited them to Dallas where they could make their case 
directly to wealthy Americans hoping to make a difference in the world. They 
were seated amongst representatives from more than one hundred anticom-
munist groups from Asia, Latin America, Europe, and Africa—and a handful 
of aspiring mercenaries.5 Many had already given to Singlaub’s aid program in 
Nicaragua. One had sent $25,000 for weapons. Another had donated $65,000 
to buy the Nicaraguan Contras a helicopter.6 Now Singlaub wished to channel 
these funds to the world’s anticommunist rebels—without the involvement 
of the U.S. government or any other state body.7 Guerrilla leaders showed up 
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with shopping lists for AK-47s, bazookas, and surface- to- air missiles.8 All of 
this signified, in Singlaub’s words, the beginnings of a “counter- offensive for 
world freedom.”9

Although separated by thousands of miles, these two events marked the 
highpoint of the anticommunist international. For decades, Americans had 
tried to use private funds to fight communism abroad, channeling resources 
to kindred movements spread across the global south. They often dreamed of 
launching guerrilla wars but generally settled for lecture tours, conferences, 
training academies, and publications. While those efforts did fashion an imag-
ined community of anticommunist activists, they fell short of creating the 
global revolution U.S. conservatives so desired.

Things changed in the 1980s. Anticommunist guerrillas were now chic. The 
Nicaraguan Contras had become darlings of the American Right, alongside 
other rebel groups like the Afghans, the Angolans, the Cambodians, and so on. 
This enthusiasm had a strong strategic component, as the rebels were viable 
partners in the struggle against the Soviet Union, capable of combatting its 
troops or those of its allies. More than that, these armed movements served as 
reflections of Americans’ self- understandings. At rallies and fundraisers, they 
wore buttons that proclaimed “I’m a Contra too.”10 Activist and direct- mail 
pioneer Richard Viguerie put it in starker terms in 1986. “We used to be just a 
rag- tag band of guerrillas ourselves,” he said. “Now we have the President and 
the White House.”11 Those ideas redounded in popular culture, most clearly 
in the Rambo and Missing in Action blockbuster film franchises, which further 
blurred the line between Americans and anticommunist guerrillas. In these 
imaginings of an international anticommunist crusade, armed Americans and 
their allies abroad were brothers- in- arms, rebels for the cause, each doing their 
part in the global revolution.

During the first years of the Reagan administration, faith in the power of 
armed men guided the ideas and impulses that comprised the Reagan Doc-
trine.12 It called for the arming of rebel groups who could defeat communists’ 
proxy states and, ultimately, bring about the collapse of the Soviet Union by 
dragging it into a series of unwinnable wars. As Reagan entered his second 
term, conservative activists strove to make that plan into a reality. They traveled 
to Afghanistan, Angola, and Southeast Asia to meet anticommunist guerrillas 
in the field. They solicited donations from individuals, businesses, churches, 
and international groups to lobby Congress. And they tried to give rebel groups 
whatever material support they could. Combined, all of this activity consti-
tuted a “relatively unpublicized, private, and multinational military operation,” 
as one journalist later put it.13
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Meanwhile, rebel leaders made their rounds on the circuit of international 
anticommunist conferences. They shrewdly used the rhetoric of Soviet impe-
rialism that resonated with audiences in the United States and Europe to pro-
mote their own interests. They also sought legitimacy by claiming affinity with 
other armed groups in other parts of the world. Afghan rebels made common 
cause with Angola’s UNITA paramilitaries who in turn celebrated the struggles 
of Nicaragua’s Contras and Cambodia’s Khmer People’s National Liberation 
Force. This vision of a globe- spanning network of guerrillas in opposition to 
the Soviet Union enthralled a generation of U.S. conservatives. Their dream 
of a global anticommunist revolution, built from the ground up by ordinary 
people, finally seemed to be coming true.

It was not to be. Yet their work was gesturing toward something new—a 
form of military intervention that relied less upon the state than it did upon the 
private sector. While the dream of a global anticommunist revolution would 
soon come to an abrupt end, that conviction, only partially realized in the 
Reagan era, persisted for years to come.

In 1984, John Singlaub secured election as chairman of the World Anti- 
Communist League. Winning over and then managing so many people and or-
ganizations took considerable effort and patience. With more than 100 chapters 
spread across five continents, the group’s members held a variety of conflicting 
opinions about strategy. But Singlaub hoped that his U.S. chapter, composed 
of retired military officers and prominent conservative activists, would provide 
new direction to the group, moving it from “passive anticommunism to active 
support of the pro- democratic resistance movements fighting Communist 
totalitarianism” in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.14

First, he would have to improve the WACL’s image. Since the late 1970s, 
investigative reporters had been monitoring the activities of its members, es-
pecially those in Latin America. Mexican journalist Manuel Buendía spent 
more than a decade researching and writing about the WACL and its links to 
armed right- wing groups in Latin America—until he was murdered by Mexican 
intelligence officers in 1984 for exposing corruption in the Mexican govern-
ment.15 When he died, the Washington Post’s Jack Anderson picked up on his 
work, tracing the connections between death squad leaders in Guatemala, El 
Salvador, Argentina, and the Confederación Anticomunista Latinoamericana, 
the regional affiliate of the World Anti- Communist League.16 He was on the 
right track. The CAL was filled with members of paramilitary groups and state 
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security officials from Central and Southern America, heirs to the Operation 
Condor network.17

While members of the CAL often denied their relationship to death squads 
to the press, they celebrated them in private. For instance, when leftist guer-
rillas in El Salvador assassinated CAL member Adolfo Cuellar in 1980, his 
colleagues mourned the passing of a true member of the “active resistance,” 
who had fought “with weapons, with the pen,” and “with the spoken word.”18 
Cuellar had been a leader in the Salvadoran paramilitary group commanded by 
ultra- rightist Roberto D’Aubuisson, which helped murder thousands of Salva-
dorans.19 He was just the latest CAL leader with links to the Central American 
death squads to be killed by leftist guerrillas.20

Journalists in the United States also scrutinized the Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of 
Nations, the group of ex- partisans from Eastern Europe.21 Since the mid-1960s, 
Croatian exiles from the ABN had carried out a string of high- profile bombings 
and murders in Western Europe and Latin America.22 Others had become 
thorns in the side of Soviet intelligence authorities. ABN leaders claimed that 
they were under constant surveillance from the KGB and that its members 
had been targeted for assassination. That brought back memories of the mur-
der of Stepan Bandera, the Ukrainian partisan who had helped found the or-
ganization in the 1950s before Soviet agents gunned him down in Munich  
in 1959.23

All of this generated much unwanted attention as Singlaub attempted to 
take charge of the WACL and its affiliates. It may also have threatened his life. 
According to a CBS news report, a group of “Palestinian guerrillas” associated 
with terrorist Abu Nidal had drawn up a “hit list” with Singlaub on it, as well 
as Oliver North and members of right- wing think tanks such as the Heritage 
Foundation.24 Whether that was true was less important than the credibility 
it lent Singlaub and other anticommunist activists. If Palestinian terrorists 
were plotting to kill John Singlaub, his supporters concluded he was probably 
doing something right.

In confronting all this violence and radicalism, Singlaub was struggling with 
the same dilemma that perplexed a previous generation of Americans—how 
to aid the forces of anticommunist revolution while excluding extremist ele-
ments from the Far Right. For years, Americans had tried and failed to walk 
the fine line separating those whom they deemed respectable anticommunists 
and the radicals and fanatics who moved in the same circles. John Singlaub 
wanted to break that pattern. As he eyed the chairmanship of the WACL in 
early 1983, he realized he had to deal with its awful reputation.25 He aimed to 
do so by purging its most unsavory characters, those “neo- Nazis, racists, and 
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other non- democratic elements” who had proven themselves to be a liability 
in previous years.26

To gain a greater understanding of the group’s members and activities, Sin-
glaub reached out to the head of the Belgian WACL chapter, retired General 
Robert Close, a senator in the Belgian parliament and a representative to the 
European parliament.27 Like Singlaub, Robert Close had fought an unconven-
tional war against the Nazis during World War II. He had served as a member 
of the Belgian resistance and was captured and imprisoned in a Nazi con-
centration camp.28 That was why Singlaub sought him out—“No one could 
accuse him of being a fascist,” he later wrote. After chairing a panel at a WACL 
conference in Tokyo, Singlaub invited Close to his mountain home in Colo-
rado, where they pored over files, researching the “backgrounds of hundreds 
of League members and dozens of organizations which had applied for mem-
bership.” He soon realized the CAL “would have to go”—not so much for its 
links to death squads in Central and South America but rather for the strident 
anti- Semitism that underpinned its crusade against communism.29 The same 
went for “several British and European groups who had infiltrated League 
chapters” with their “half- baked theories of racial supremacy.”30

In May 1983, Singlaub and Close released what they called the Tabernash 
Report, demanding that the WACL expel any “extremist, neo- Nazi, neo- Fascist, 
racist, or similar organizations.”31 To make the group more transparent, Sin-
glaub started inviting members of the Anti- Defamation League of B’nai B’rith 
to observe its conferences. At the same time, he wrote letters to the editors of 
major newspapers protesting any negative publicity that the group received.32 
As a public relations maneuver, it worked. A correspondent for the New Re-
public noted that Singlaub’s efforts had won the WACL and its affiliates “new-
found respectability”—even though many of the group’s extremist elements 
continued to show up at its meetings.33

Singlaub’s efforts secured his bid to chair the entire WACL. He promised 
to bring the group’s 1984 conference to San Diego, where its members could 
meet face- to- face with leaders from armed anticommunist movements from 
four continents and create a global strategy for private aid.34 That meeting set 
the stage for the larger summit that Singlaub convened in Dallas the follow-
ing year, at which guerrilla leaders, hopeful mercenaries, and conservative 
activists talked of their joint struggle against communism and made plans to 
help one another overthrow communist regimes, to lead a global revolution 
for the Right.35

Drumming up support for these gatherings, Singlaub crisscrossed the globe 
on a marathon tour of speaking engagements and meetings. He spoke to mem-
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bers of Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of Nations in London and Toronto, with chapters 
of the Asian Peoples’ Anti- Communist League in Tokyo and Taiwan, and other 
groups in Brazil, Paraguay, Luxembourg, Australia, and elsewhere.36 All of this 
came on top of the work Singlaub was doing in Central America—soliciting 
donations from individuals, businesses, activist groups, and third- party states 
to buy weapons and supplies, meeting with guerrilla leaders in the field, and 
overseeing private military advising teams in Nicaragua and El Salvador.37 
Emboldened by his success in Central America, Singlaub sought to use those 
same methods to help anticommunist paramilitaries in other parts of the globe. 
As he told one reporter, “I can go into any country in the world and know that 
I have a friend there who can help me get in touch with the people I need.”38

As he traveled, Singlaub made closer connections with guerrilla command-
ers from Afghanistan, Angola, Laos, and Cambodia.39 To be sure, these groups 
had already been sending delegates to meetings of the WACL for years, and so 
Singlaub was mostly capitalizing on the work of other activists, particularly 
Mexico’s Rafael Rodriguez, who had brought many of them into the fold.40 
Starting in the late 1970s, leaders from Angola’s UNITA movement, several 
Afghani guerrilla factions, the Khmer People’s National Liberation Force, and 
the Ethnic Liberation Organization of Laos began touring the United States 
for speaking engagements and other events, including the annual Conserva-
tive Political Action Conference, the premier fundraiser for the right wing of 
the Republican Party.41 They also traveled to WACL- sponsored conferences 
in Taiwan, the Philippines, Britain, and West Germany.42

Despite differences in the scale and nature of their conflicts, guerrilla lead-
ers from Asia, Africa, and Latin America routinely expressed solidarity with 
one another.43 So did those Americans invested in their success. Each armed 
anticommunist movement was a crucial part of a larger global struggle. John 
Singlaub summed it up when speaking to a group of Cuban exiles in Miami. 
While the world’s armed anticommunist movements “may seem widely sepa-
rated geographically and culturally, they all have three very significant similari-
ties. First, they are all fighting the same enemy, International Communism. 
Second, all are engaged in a citizens’ rebellion against the Communist tyranny 
which has been imposed on them by force of arms and against their will. And 
third, all are receiving inadequate support from the governments of the Free 
World because of the obstructionist tactics of a few left- wing legislators.”44

For Singlaub, the rise of these anticommunist insurgencies was the “most 
significant international political development of the last 40 years.”45 Their 
existence indicated the start of a tectonic shift in geopolitics—“the rollback 
of communism throughout the world.” Americans did not have to fight this 
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war. Rather they needed to “exploit the successes represented by these active 
resistance movements” to defeat the Soviet Union and its allies by dragging 
them into a series of unwinnable and unconventional wars.46 That entailed 
several things. “To be effective, each resistance movement must know that they 
are receiving support and encouragement from all parts of the Free World,” he 
told the audience at the 1984 annual Soldier of Fortune conference. “This not 
only enhances the morale of the freedom fighters but it [also] greatly compli-
cates the Communist problem of stopping the support.” It was thus “equally 
important” to “provide coordinated, relevant support to all of the resistance 
movements at the same time. We must not allow Moscow, Peking, and Havana 
the opportunity to deal with these resistance movements one at a time.”47

This was an ambitious scheme to synchronize several guerrilla wars sepa-
rated by thousands of miles and distinct historical trajectories. For those rea-
sons, it only seemed achievable by working through the U.S. government, 
with its vast resources and virtual monopoly on the sale of weapons abroad. 
Yet Singlaub insisted that the state could not be counted upon. In his view, 
the “fuzzy- minded liberals in the House of Representatives” had “almost im-
mobilized the decision making processes of the Executive Branch.”48 It was, 
therefore, up to citizens to “carry forward the aims of the administration,” to 
“roll back communism” through the “private sector.”49 Instead of using “funds 
from the taxpayer,” Singlaub aimed to replace the state with an international 
network of private donors and arms merchants.50 In so doing, he hoped to skirt 
popular debate and congressional authority, while moving beyond the covert 
war- making powers of the executive branch, particularly the CIA.

To that end, Singlaub announced he had established committees to deter-
mine the needs of anticommunist resistance movements in seven countries: 
Afghanistan, Angola, Mozambique, Ethiopia, Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam.51 
After conferring with rebel leaders, Singlaub’s committees would form a “series 
of regional action programs” that would provide material support to “freedom 
fighters” in communist- controlled countries.52 He also proposed a global “in-
formation service” that would “provide up- to- the- minute reports from the 
worldwide freedom fighters fronts,” thereby “circumventing the liberal media 
establishment.”53 When pressed by reporters on the details of his action pro-
grams, the old general remained tight- lipped.54 But those who knew of Sin-
glaub’s operations in Nicaragua and El Salvador could be confident that they 
would encompass a variety of covert war strategies, including weapons smug-
gling, propaganda, and the training of paramilitary warriors.

Ordinary Americans had an important role in all of this. By contributing 
money, time, and energy to private paramilitary endeavors, Singlaub liked to 
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say, a concerned individual would “become more than a spectator.” He or she 
would now be a “participant in the new counteroffensive” spreading across 
battlefields in Latin America, Asia, and Africa.55 They would demonstrate 
that Americans could and would help their brothers- in- arms abroad, even if 
the U.S. government was not quite up to the task. Singlaub found many who 
agreed with him—concerned citizens with some extra cash or weapons, the 
armchair warriors who showed up at Soldier of Fortune conventions, and the 
hopeful mercenaries and military advisers already at work in Central America. 
He had “people calling everyday” offering “guns, ammunition, everything.”56

Around Washington, D.C., Singlaub found kindred spirits amongst the 
suit- wearing policy wonks working in conservative think tanks. The most in-
fluential was the Heritage Foundation, founded in 1973 by the wealthy beer 
magnate Joseph Coors and his political partner Paul Weyrich, with an annual 
operating budget of more than $10 million.57 Like Singlaub, the Heritage Foun-
dation believed foreign guerrillas should lead the way in the unfolding global 
struggle. In a widely circulated policy proposal, the group urged the Reagan 
administration to “employ paramilitary assets to weaken those communist 
and non- communist regimes that may already be facing the early stages of 
insurgency in their borders and which threaten U.S. interests.”58 These ideas 
echoed in proposals offered by other think tanks. For instance, the Georgetown 
University’s Center for Strategic and International Studies—a haven for retired 
intelligence officers that was chaired by Ray Cline, former Deputy Director of 
Operations for the CIA—published studies and held conferences that called 
for the arming of anticommunist guerrilla forces in key conflicts in Asia, Africa, 
and Latin America.59

Of those wars, one was starting to assume ever greater importance as the 
place where the tide would turn against the Soviets. In Afghanistan, the reli-
gious warriors of the mujahedin were not just fighting communism. They were 
killing Soviet soldiers.

As Reagan entered his second term, the war in Afghanistan had been raging 
for years. It began in 1978, after the Marxist People’s Democratic Party of Af-
ghanistan overthrew the short- lived government of modernizer Mohammed 
Daoud Khan. After the coup, the Afghan communists set about transforming 
their country along Soviet lines, a difficult task in one of the world’s poor-
est countries, where years of U.S.-led agricultural and hydrological projects 
had borne little fruit.60 Establishing closer relations with Moscow, they used 
Soviet aid to build agricultural programs, communications networks, and a 
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centralized state.61 Championing their regime as an ideological and territorial 
extension of the Soviets’ October 1917 revolution, Afghanistan’s Marxists soon 
replaced religious laws with secular ones and initiated land reforms and literacy 
campaigns designed to win the loyalty of the poor and landless.62 Solidifying 
their grasp on power—at least in Kabul and a few other major cities—they 
utilized a growing number of Soviet military and intelligence advisors to crack 
down on their enemies.63

By early 1979, the communists’ program of modernization, secularization, 
and repression had brought the state into the lives of ordinary Afghanis in an 
unprecedented fashion, generating strident opposition from many quarters. 
At the vanguard were Islamist radicals who had been gaining ground in many 
parts of the country, drawing adherents from a patchwork of literate young 
people and traditional tribal leaders.64 The Islamists’ challenge was under-
written by the Pakistani military, which expanded its funding for religious 
schools and training camps along the Afghan frontier in hopes of using the 
Islamist rebels to promote its own interests. With this support, the Islamists 
initiated a guerrilla war.65 The first salvos, such as the abortive rebellion in the 
western city of Herat that left thousands dead, should have made it clear to the 
Afghan communists that armed Islamist groups were now a serious threat to 
their regime.66 Yet the communists failed to deal with this new enemy. Instead, 
they competed with one another for power. All the while, their Soviet allies 
grew ever more frustrated.67

Soon the country was in the throes of an all- out civil war.68 The Soviet 
politburo chose to intervene.69 By January 1980, tens of thousands of Soviet 
soldiers, tanks, and helicopters had crossed the border.70 But the introduction 
of Soviet troops only galvanized the guerrillas, who solidified their alliances 
with local military commanders. Even though many tribal leaders were skepti-
cal about the idea of an Islamic state, they seized the opportunity to wage war 
against an invasive secular government supported by foreigners.71

The Soviet invasion caught most U.S. leaders off guard. However, President 
Jimmy Carter’s national security advisor, Zbigniew Brzezinski, thought the 
moment opportune, a “major watershed” in the conflict between the United 
States and the Soviet Union.72 He convinced Carter that the Afghan Islamist 
resistance could be turned into a weapon against the Soviet Union, a way to 
punish the USSR by tying Soviet troops down in a prolonged guerrilla war, 
much like the United States had experienced in Vietnam.73 In late 1979, Carter 
authorized the CIA to aid the Afghan rebels.74

In the aftermath of the Church Committee hearings and the debacle of the 
hostage rescue mission in Iran, Carter sought a limited program that was inex-
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pensive and would not generate much popular or congressional scrutiny.75 CIA 
leaders assured him that could be done by channeling military aid though the 
Pakistani government, thereby providing plausible deniability that the United 
States was involved in Afghanistan’s affairs. Over the next year—Carter’s last in 
office—CIA agents built a delicate alliance with the Pakistani intelligence ser-
vice known as ISI (Inter- Services Intelligence). By early 1981, their shipments 
had expanded to include hundreds of thousands of British bolt- action rifles, 
Chinese- made AK-47s, mortars, and rocket- propelled grenade launchers.76

From these modest beginnings, the CIA’s covert program to aid the muja-
hedin would become its most expensive and, arguably, most successful. By the 
end of the year, the guerrillas had gained control over much of the countryside 
and many towns, killing thousands of Soviet soldiers in the process. Still, in the 
first few years of the Reagan presidency, until 1983, the CIA’s aid to Afghani-
stan’s rebels remained within the framework established by the Carter admin-
istration—channeling modest amounts of weapons through Pakistan, which 
controlled their distribution in Afghanistan.77 U.S. aid during this time was 
dwarfed by that of Saudi Arabia and a few other Arab countries. Soon, however, 
congressional hardliners from both sides of the aisle began calling for greater 
investment in the covert program. The most influential was Charlie Wilson, a 
conservative Texas Democrat with a reputation for hard drinking and woman-
izing. Working with both parties, Wilson made the Afghan covert- aid program 
his pet project. He traveled to Afghanistan, met tribal leaders and CIA officers, 
and discussed strategy with high- ranking members of the Pakistani military.78

Back in Washington, Bill Casey, Reagan’s CIA director and a lover of clan-
destine and paramilitary operations, also started to see Afghanistan as the 
place where the tide of communism could be turned back. While the CIA’s 
covert war in Nicaragua encountered ever more opposition on Capitol Hill, 
the situation in Afghanistan looked better with every death of a Soviet soldier. 
“Usually it looks like the big bad Americans are beating up on the natives,” 
he once explained. “Afghanistan is just the reverse. The Russians are beat-
ing up on the little guys. We don’t make it our war. The Mujahedin have all 
the motivation they need. All we have to do is give them help only more of 
it.”79 Starting in January 1984, the CIA’s Afghan task force expanded its aid to 
encompass hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of arms, supplies, vehicles, 
and training camps.80

As the war in Afghanistan intensified, the mujahedin beguiled many Ameri-
cans.81 In John Singlaub’s words, the mujahedin were precisely the kind of force 
needed to defeat the Soviet Union and its proxies—“anti- Communist forces 
already engaged in conflict.”82 But getting them the right aid was a difficult task, 
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Singlaub argued, because “our capability in this UW (unconventional warfare) 
area” had been “so enfeebled” by liberal American lawmakers in the late 1970s. 
To get around that problem, Singlaub believed that “our efforts to support the 
Afghans must be handled through third parties” even if this meant sacrificing 
“adequate supervision or direction.” Fighting the Soviets in Afghanistan, as 
elsewhere, demanded ugly alliances and off- the- books operations.83

Beyond these strategic impulses, Americans were mesmerized by the 
Afghans’ supreme dedication and sacrifice.84 In the newsletter of Singlaub’s 
United States Council for World Freedom, one author described how “the 
Afghan’s will and courage is unbroken. Nurtured and supported by people who 
forage for food and till the fields under cover of darkness, the mujahedin fight 
on. Armed with obsolete weapons and short of basic supplies, they still control 
more than 80% of the territory. Even in the cities, the Soviets dare not venture 
out except in large, well- armed groups.”85 In light of the guerrillas’ courage, as 
well as the widespread suffering and famine that caused ordinary Afghans to 
flee their homes, Americans had a “moral obligation to help a people who are 
fighting for their freedom.”86

Many U.S. conservatives saw in the mujahedin reflections of themselves—
deeply religious, truly masculine, and highly motivated champions of the 
anticommunist cause. They were, as one Soldier of Fortune writer declared, 
“brave holy warriors . . . who set the example for future generations of freedom 
fighters, those who will shun the easy road for a more difficult and noble task. 
To live like a man. And to die like one.”87 Another writer explained, “History 
teaches that freedom goes hand- in- hand with bravery. The people of Afghani-
stan are, above all things, brave . . . the fight for freedom is the fiercest of pas-
sions, an ideal so consuming it rides rough- shod over doubt. It is a faith.”88

Such narratives, in which Americans and Afghans shared the cause of 
fighting communism, radiated throughout American popular culture. They 
found clearest expression in John Milius’s 1984 film Red Dawn. Set in the dusty 
mountains surrounding a small Colorado town, the film tells the story of a 
Soviet and Cuban invasion of the United States and the willingness of ordinary 
Americans to pick up arms after the U.S. government failed its people. When 
communists overrun the town, a band of high school students retreat to the 
mountains where they, like the mujahedin, wage a guerrilla war against the 
invaders. Calling themselves the Wolverines, after the high school mascot, the 
youngsters pick off Russian soldiers, capture their weapons, destroy tanks and 
heavy artillery, and battle fearsome Soviet helicopters. They even start to look 
like the mujahedin, dressed in a mixture of flowing robes, scarves that resemble 
keffiyehs, and Soviet uniforms pulled from dead soldiers. And like most popu-
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lar representations of the mujahedin, the Wolverines are motivated by simple 
concerns—love of family, home, and country—rather than abstract political 
or religious ideas. While most of the Wolverines perish, their sacrifice, as the 
film’s closing narration explains, helped spur others to action and ultimately 
defeat the communist invaders.89

Imagining that the Afghans were only doing what patriotic Americans would 
do in the same situation—picking up arms and becoming guerrillas—Ameri-
cans embarked upon a series of private aid missions to the mujahedin. They 
had four related goals. First, they worked to lionize the Afghan “freedom fight-
ers” in U.S. political culture, thereby legitimizing their war against the Soviet 
invaders. Next, they sought to prod Congress into spending more money on 
weapons and supplies for the mujahedin, especially the shipment of high- tech 
weaponry that could destroy Soviet tanks and helicopters. Third, they devised 
humanitarian programs to ease the suffering of Afghanistan’s war refugees, 
which numbered in the hundreds of thousands.90 Finally, they attempted to 
fund and supply the Afghan rebels with donations from conservative groups in 
the United States and elsewhere. Those programs led a few adventure- seeking 
Americans to Afghanistan to join the mujahedin’s fight.

The first goal—to create an “atmosphere of support”—was the easiest.91 
Of course, Reagan was a frequent cheerleader for the mujahedin. In a typi-
cal pronouncement, he told of how “the courageous Afghan freedom fighters 
battle modern arsenals with simple hand- held weapons,” thereby serving as 
an “inspiration to those who love freedom. Their courage teaches us a great 
lesson—that there are things in this world worth defending.”92 Yet fondness 
for Afghanistan’s guerrillas extended far beyond the executive office. Of all of 
the covert actions undertaken by the United States in the 1980s, the war in 
Afghanistan was far and away the most popular among U.S. policymakers from 
both major parties, mostly because they liked the idea of killing Soviet soldiers 
without sacrificing American lives.93 Hence the Reagan administration’s covert 
war in Afghanistan never provoked much opposition in Congress or in the 
public sphere—certainly not on par with the hostility leveled at the admin-
istration’s activities in Nicaragua. As former CIA director Stansfield Turner 
summed it up in 1984, “This nation, today, is not agreed on what we should 
do about Nicaragua. It is agreed . . . in what we should do about Afghanistan 
and therein lies the difference.”94

Such widespread affinity for the mujahedin amongst American leaders de-
rived from more than Reagan’s rhetoric or idealized visions of what the war was 
accomplishing. It was, in many ways, the result of sustained lobbying efforts 
from conservative activists and their deep- pocketed backers. Utilizing many 
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of the same connections that had funded their other international projects in 
the early 1980s, they worked to persuade policymakers of the war’s merits and 
maintain that support as the conflict in Afghanistan evolved.

The premier avenue for that activism was the Committee for a Free Af-
ghanistan (CFA), founded in 1981 by Reed Irvine, director of the conserva-
tive watchdog group Accuracy in Media, and Charles Moser, an activist and 
intellectual who had outlined a general theory of anticommunist revolution.95 
Irvine and Moser selected retired U.S. Army General Theodore Mataxis, a 
counterinsurgency expert who had led the United States’ paramilitary opera-
tions in Cambodia during the Vietnam War, to head the organization.96 Like 
John Singlaub, Mataxis thought he still had something to accomplish in retire-
ment. He later recalled, “I felt very sorry for the Afghans . . . I thought rather 
than sitting around and grousing at the club, watching the pine cones fall, I 
would try to do something to help.”97

But Mataxis was more of a figurehead than a dedicated activist. The real 
work of the CFA was done by Karen McKay, a lieutenant colonel in the U.S. 
Army Special Forces Reserve who had been interning for Reed Irvine’s Accu-
racy in Media.98 One of the few women involved in the male- dominated world 
of anticommunist internationalism, McKay had a tough time convincing some 
of her male peers that she was up to the task.99 But she was an accomplished 
soldier, having completed the U.S. Army’s grueling Airborne School. Often 
dressed in battle fatigues and a green beret, McKay exuded martial power.100

McKay reached out to wealthy donors, including many of the same patrons 
who were then financing conservatives’ undertakings in Central America.101 
With a growing network of contacts in the world of New Right think tanks and 
advocacy groups, she published articles and editorials and embarked on a litany 
of speaking engagements to hammer home the importance of the war.102 In 
her words, Afghanistan was the “Soviet Union’s soft underbelly. That’s where 
they are vulnerable. . . . Afghanistan is the case of naked imperialistic aggression 
and if we’re going to fight the Soviets anywhere, that is the place to do it.”103

Pro- mujahedin activism quickly registered in the White House. Respond-
ing to pressure from the CFA and similar groups, the Reagan administration 
declared March 21 as Afghan National Day. As Reagan announced, it would 
“commemorate the valor of the Afghan people” and “condemn the continuing 
Soviet invasion of their country.” Beyond that, the day was to remind Ameri-
cans of the principles that had guided their own revolution two centuries be-
fore—the struggle of a people “for the freedom to determine its own future, the 
right to be free of foreign interference and the right to practice religion accord-
ing to the dictates of conscience.”104 In 1982, activists observed the occasion 
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by gathering in front of the Soviet embassy in Washington, D.C., where they 
carried placards, made speeches, flew Afghan kites, and listened to traditional 
music including songs from a man known as “Afghanistan’s Frank Sinatra.”105

The CFA also sought to bring the Afghan war into the minds of U.S. policy-
makers in a more direct fashion. From 1983 through 1987, McKay and Mataxis 
traveled regularly to Peshawar and the Afghan- Pakistan border to make contact 
with mujahedin leaders from nearly every major faction, often by visiting refu-
gee camps.106 Although Americans were forbidden from crossing the border, 
McKay did so many times because no one really knew where the border was. 
But it was more than the region’s imprecise geography that enabled McKay to 
travel inside Afghanistan. As she later recalled, her missions to meet the mu-
jahedin had the full blessings of CIA Director Bill Casey, Secretary of Defense 
Caspar Weinberger, and President Reagan.107 Even with official support, this 
was dangerous work. As McKay well knew, foreign reporters often died in 
Afghanistan.108

After making connections with rebel commanders in Pakistan, McKay ar-
ranged for them to visit the United States. Meeting members of Congress, 
officials from the State Department and the Pentagon, and private groups such 
as the American Legion and the Reserve Officers Association, the mujahedin 
described their struggle and made pointed pleas for more U.S. aid.109 Other 
activists helped engineer a series of sit- downs between President Reagan and 
leaders of the mujahedin factions, which made for awkward photo oppor-
tunities of a smiling Reagan addressing stoic guerrilla leaders garbed in tra-
ditional Afghan dress.110 As the members of the CFA shuffled their Afghan 
clients around Washington, they were careful to point out that their work was 
intended to supplement—not supplant—the programs of the U.S. government. 
As McKay put it, “We stand ready to cooperate with our administration in any 
way we can to increase popular support for the more positive U.S. policies 
suggested by . . . President Reagan.”111

Americans were not the only ones invested in the war in Afghanistan. The 
Soviet invasion and the mujahedin’s armed response served as a rallying cry 
across world. At meetings in the United States, France, Germany, Canada, 
Taiwan, and South Korea, paramilitary groups from Cuba, Burma, and Angola 
made solemn pledges to support their Afghan brothers- in- arms, to champion 
their cause in the West, and to pressure states into more active programs of 
assistance. They talked of the Afghan struggle as part of their own—“an ex-
ample of a heroic and unrelenting fight in facing the huge USSR war apparatus,” 
which was simultaneously being carried out by other “rebel forces” around 
the world.112
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The Afghans held special significance for the exiled partisans in the Anti- 
Bolshevik Bloc of Nations. Unlike other anticommunist rebels elsewhere, the 
Afghans were actually fighting the Soviets, an experience that guerrilla warriors 
from Eastern Europe felt only they had fully understood. For them, the Red 
Army in Afghanistan represented both Soviet tyranny and the long history of 
Russian conquest over non- Russian peoples along its periphery. In their minds, 
the Afghans were experiencing the same history of Russian colonization and 
domination that Ukrainians, Poles, Belarusians, and Lithuanians shared.113 
Thus, in the Afghans, exiles from Eastern Europe tended to see themselves. 
Like them, the Afghans were part of the anticommunist revolutionary van-
guard, the “true representatives of the subjugated nations,” “the real spokesmen 
of the disenfranchised nations behind all Curtains.” That kinship led ABN 
leaders to invite Karen McKay and several Afghan guerrilla leaders to their 
meetings in the West.114

The ABN also sent emissaries into Afghanistan, where they reported on the 
war.115 Their dispatches focused on the limited supplies and weapons used by 
the Afghans, and urged the U.S. government and other states to provide more 
“military aid in guerrilla warfare” especially “arms, mine detectors, and radio 
broadcasting equipment.” But they also noted that this aid “must be offered 
without any preconditions which may fluctuate by changes in policy of the 
Western countries.”116 The Afghans needed weapons and supplies, not high- 
minded talk about human rights or restraints on their tactics.

Mujahedin leaders capitalized on this international fascination with their 
war. Starting shortly after the Soviet invasion, bands of Afghan rebels began 
sending delegates to anticommunist conferences abroad.117 They spoke in an 
array of languages, Pashtu and Urdu but also English and French. Often dressed 
in traditional garments—baggy trousers, flowing robes, and wrapped head 
coverings—they appeared as the authentic voice of the guerrilla war. Speak-
ing before audiences in Switzerland, Belgium, Korea, Japan, Canada, and the 
United States, they generally began their talks by describing the suffering of 
their people and the brutalities of the Soviet army.118 Then they would make 
their pitch for more and better weapons. Lest their audiences forget, Afghan 
rebel leaders made it clear that they were fighting for more than themselves. 
As one French- speaking representative put it to a crowd in Switzerland, “If the 
Afghan resistance emerges victorious, the myth of Soviet invincibility will be 
destroyed. The balance of power is going to change. So if you’re interested in 
your freedom, your civilization, I beg you to .  .  . help the Afghan resistance 
because, by helping the Afghan resistance, we will help you.”119

This image of a united Afghan resistance fighting to save civilization, care-
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fully constructed by those guerrilla leaders who appeared in the United States 
and Western Europe, belied the persistent conflict that divided rebel groups in 
Afghanistan. From the start of the insurgency, Afghan Islamist leaders clashed 
with one another over the meaning of the war and for access to the weapons 
flowing through Pakistan—enmity best evidenced in the rivalry that developed 
between the two most powerful mujahedin factions. The first was the Paki-
stani’s preferred client, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, a university student who aban-
doned his studies to join the resistance, having been radicalized by the militant 
Islamic doctrines that filtered across college campuses in the 1970s. Hekmatyar 
led a fierce band of rebels in the mountains north of Kabul. In his eyes, the 
Afghan war was only the beginning of a global jihad that would create a new 
Islamic caliphate. His main rival was Ahmed Shah Massoud, who had also left 
university to join the guerrillas. By the age of thirty, he had repelled “six direct 
assaults by the world’s largest army” in the strategically important Panjshir Val-
ley north of Kabul. The CIA regarded him as a military genius and the Afghans 
called him the “Lion of Panjshir.” Massoud was by no means a secular leader, 
but he did not advocate the rigid Islamist doctrines that Hekmatyar did. Mas-
soud and Hekmatyar occasionally collaborated but more often clashed, some-
times attacking each other’s forces with the same ferocity they unleashed on the 
Soviets.120 Other, smaller bands did much of the same. Rather than a united re-
sistance, the Afghan rebels were a shifting community of allies and adversaries  
who rarely agreed on tactics, let alone the overarching goals of the war.121

For those Americans who hoped to aid the Afghan resistance, conflicts be-
tween mujahedin factions threatened to derail the war against the Soviets.122 
As one contributor to Soldier of Fortune magazine lamented, “a single, unified 
Afghan resistance front might drive the Russians from Afghanistan” but “that 
potential is a virtual impossibility given the inevitable division of the Freedom 
Fighter factions along familial, tribal, ethnic, linguistic, religious and political 
lines.” They needed a “strong, charismatic leader” to “form one organization” 
that could “find new sources of funding and resources for their struggle.”123

Some hoped that would be Pir Sayyid Ahmed Gailani, a Pashtu business-
man from the east of the country. After the Soviet invasion, Gailani had fled to 
Peshawar, Pakistan, where he founded the National Islamic Front of Afghani-
stan, which ran guerrilla operations in southern and eastern Afghanistan.124 
His group was largely secular in its political program, causing his American 
supporters to think he was the ideal candidate to lead a coalition of guerrillas 
that absorbed the radical Islamist groups into a more unified and more mod-
erate fighting force.125 American and Pakistani intelligence officers thought 
otherwise. Gailani’s group always received far fewer weapons and supplies 
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from the ISI/CIA program than did the Islamist radicals.126 This infuriated 
Gailani, who decried how his troops carried weapons captured from dead 
Soviet soldiers rather than those supplied by foreign benefactors.127 To make 
that point resonate with Americans, Gailani frequently traveled to the United 
States, where he complained to members of the Reagan administration and 
Congress about this relative lack of support and insisted that he alone could 
unite the competing rebel factions.128

While he worked the formal channels of the state, Gailani developed a close 
relationship with McKay. Starting in 1984, he and members of his command, 
including his son Hasan, regularly appeared alongside her at meetings of the 
CFA. They also traveled to John Singlaub’s WACL conferences in San Diego 
and Dallas, as well as Soldier of Fortune magazine’s annual convention in Las 
Vegas.129 At these gatherings, Gailani made the same complaints—the CIA/ISI 
supply operation was insufficient and ineffective.130 His fighters did not have 
enough automatic rifles, medical sundries, ammunition, or camping supplies. 
For McKay and Singlaub, this was yet another failure of the American intel-
ligence community, on par with its poor training of the Nicaraguan Contras.131

To those on the inside of the CIA’s operation, Gailani’s charges rang hollow. 
The CIA’s operation was not only the most expensive in agency history; it 
had also expanded into training programs in urban terror methods such as car 
bombings and assassinations. Moreover, many in the intelligence community 
regarded Ahmed Gailani as something of a fraud. Based in Peshawar for years, 
he dressed in “silk- and- cashmere suits,” rarely strayed into Afghanistan, and had 
only the most tenuous connections to his guerrilla commanders in the field.132 
CIA officers felt that Gailani’s American supporters didn’t understand who they 
were dealing with and what was really going on with the Afghan insurgency.

This disconnect between Americans enamored with Afghan guerrillas and 
the CIA officers tasked with their support stemmed from the very nature of 
covert actions. Although the dollar amount of the United States’ covert aid was 
widely known, the breadth of CIA’s program remained a high- level secret—no-
body in the agency or the White House wanted the Soviets to know just how 
deeply the U.S. was involved in supplying and training the Afghan rebels, or just 
what its agents were doing in Afghanistan and Pakistan. Pro- mujahedin activ-
ists in the United States were out of the loop. Closed off from the clandestine 
activities of the CIA—at least in part—they became the agency’s harshest crit-
ics. Ironically, as journalist George Crile writes, while the “CIA threw itself into 
arming, training, and funding the largest Muslim jihad in modern history, the 
only ones to register their outrage” were those “who seemed to believe that the 
CIA’s support was so meaningless as to constitute a betrayal of the Afghans.”133
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To overcome the perceived failures of the CIA, conservative activists from 
the United States embarked upon a series of private schemes to help the mu-
jahedin. By 1983, McKay had established a medical- aid program whereby 
wounded mujahedin fighters could receive treatment in the United States and 
American military bases in Western Europe before returning to the war. She 
also helped refugees resettle outside of Afghanistan, but only women, children, 
the elderly, and the disabled. In her view, it was the duty of all able- bodied 
Afghan men to remain in their country and fight.134

Other activists labored to supply to the mujahedin with war materiel, in an 
operation that closely mirrored Americans’ work in Nicaragua. John Singlaub 
was a key player, soliciting donations through international anticommunist 
groups, conservative think tanks, and paramilitary enthusiasts. Here, too, 
Singlaub likened his activities to that of a humanitarian charity rather than a 
military aid mission, one that aimed to alleviate the suffering of the Afghan 
people. At speaking engagements and in conservative periodicals, Singlaub 
described how the Afghan guerrillas marched across mountains in bare feet, 
clothed themselves in rags, and slept on the ground. To remedy that, he asked 
the AFL- CIO to organize a program wherein construction workers could do-
nate their old work boots to the mujahedin.135

Singlaub also made direct pleas to concerned citizens, imploring them to 
send their used footwear, blankets, clothes, and other sundries.136 If they didn’t 
have those items, then money would suffice. Singlaub set up a hotline from 
his office in Phoenix and urged concerned Americans to phone in their dona-
tions or mail him checks.137 He also told his supporters they could help fight 
Afghanistan’s atheist invaders by purchasing Korans which his agents would 
then smuggle into the country—much like “anticommunist Christians” had 
done behind the Iron Curtain.138 While making these pleas, Singlaub assured 
contributors that their money would only be used for “non- military” items 
such as medicines, gasoline, clothing, bedding, and uniforms—which would 
then be “personally distributed” and to “the people who need it.”139 Still, as in 
Nicaragua, non- lethal aid served lethal purposes. It would make the Afghans 
into a more efficient fighting force.

The editors of Soldier of Fortune magazine were more ambitious. They urged 
readers to become members of their Freedom Fighters Fund by mailing cash 
to the magazine’s offices in Colorado—hard currency, they said, was easier 
to get in the Afghans’ hands “due to customs and distance restrictions.”140 In 
full- page advertisements celebrating the Fund as “the charity of the decade,” 
the magazine pledged this money would be “used for arms, ammunition, and 
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supplies,” an endeavor that threatened to violate U.S. laws forbidding Ameri-
cans from purchasing weapons for foreign military and paramilitary forces.141

Beyond soliciting supplies, the magazine also encouraged its subscribers to 
write their congressmen and urge them to provide more money to the CIA’s 
program.142 The campaign inspired many readers. One laid it out in simple 
terms—“All our allies ask is some U.S. greenbacks that won’t be worth anything 
in a few years anyway. They ask no sacrifice, no life on the line, only a few hours’ 
pay.” This was money well- spent because “every Ivan a freedom fighter zaps 
is one less you have to face in the years to come,” an argument which linked 
the actual war in Afghanistan to an imagined invasion of the United States by 
communist troops.143

Beyond raising money, the Soldier of Fortune staff traveled to Afghanistan to 
observe the mujahedin in battle. As with the magazine’s private aid missions 
in El Salvador and Nicaragua, publisher Robert K. Brown and others saw the 
war as a chance for good adventure and good stories, a way to drum up public-
ity while helping out some anticommunist allies.144 The magazine’s reports 
often read like official intelligence dispatches, replete with detailed passages 
on weapons and troop movements, thick descriptions that allowed readers to 
imagine that they understood the conflict far better than those who got their 
information from liberal- biased media outlets such as the New York Times 
and the Washington Post.145 Meanwhile, at Soldier of Fortune’s annual conven-
tions, staff writers chaired educational panels about the war in Afghanistan, 
sometimes featuring commanders from Ahmed Gailani’s forces or other rebel 
outfits. All of this was, as one writer put it, “the best (information) that can be 
obtained without a Top Secret security clearance.”146

Believing Soldier of Fortune was disseminating the real facts about the war, 
Brown led a series of intelligence- gathering missions in Pakistan and Afghani-
stan. He desperately wanted to get his hands on a new version of the Soviet 
Automat Kalashnikov assault rifle, the AK-74, and its ammunition.147 So far, 
no Americans, CIA or otherwise, had procured one. If Brown could do it, he 
would beat the leading American intelligence service to the punch. Before 
departing for South Asia, he met with an arms dealer who agreed to smuggle 
the weapon and its bullets into the United States. He then cut a deal with the 
U.S. Army’s Foreign Science and Technologies Center, an intelligence unit that 
specialized in enemy weapons, to buy them, asking for payment in cash or gold 
so that he could use it to finance new missions to Afghanistan.148 With this 
plan set, he assembled a team of retired specialists in unconventional warfare 
to accompany him on a trip to Pakistan.149
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Brown’s first trip to the Afghanistan- Pakistan border in December 1980 
served as an introduction to the complex and delicate relationship between 
the mujahedin, Pakistani intelligence, the CIA, and the U.S. State Department. 
The Soldier of Fortune team flew into Karachi and then made their way to the 
U.S. embassy in Islamabad to meet a young lieutenant colonel who prom-
ised Brown some additional pay if his team was successful. They hired a taxi, 
bumped across the road from Islamabad to Peshawar, and began scouring the 
arms markets of nearby towns in the tribal areas of Pakistan. After days of futile 
searches, they chanced upon 5,000 rounds of AK-74 ammo in the town of Barra. 
Brown’s men purchased the bullets for about $3500, but they never found the 
gun they were looking for.150

Now they faced the task of getting the ammunition into the right hands 
without being arrested and thrown into a Pakistani prison for smuggling. The 
U.S. Consulate in Peshawar, the closest government office, wasn’t interested. 
Brown later wrote, “I was sorely tempted to tell the gutless State Department 
puke to take the 5,000 rounds of ammo and insert them into the body orifice 
of his choosing.”151 Brown hired a taxi to take himself, his men, and the bullets 
back to Islamabad, hoping someone from the U.S. embassy would buy his con-
traband. The journey, he later recalled, was nearly a disaster. He suspected his 
driver was a police informant. When they encountered a military roadblock, 
Brown planned to rat him out, hoping he’d be “sent to jail with us” so Brown 
“could pound his scrawny ass twice a day.” Fortunately for the driver, they made 
it past the checkpoint and arrived in Islamabad hours later. The next morning 
a U.S. military attaché bought the bullets from Brown, netting him the paltry 
sum of $1,500, not even enough to cover the cost of the mission.152

Still, Brown was pleased. For him, it wasn’t about money but rather getting 
the intelligence that the government had failed to acquire, showing that his 
private warriors were more effective than the CIA. At a press conference on 
Capitol Hill weeks later, Brown announced his “intelligence coup” to a group 
of reporters. “Score: Soldier of Fortune, one—CIA, zero,” he proclaimed.153 
Back in the United States, Brown disseminated his reports to officials in the 
Defense Intelligence Agency and sold videos of his men testing the new Soviet 
weapons to his subscribers for $39.95—a small price for those who wanted the 
inside scoop on the latest enemy weaponry.154

Over the next few years, Brown made several more trips to Afghanistan 
with his “A- Team” of retired unconventional warfare specialists.155 In 1982, they 
once again slipped into the country from Pakistan after making contact with 
members of Sibghatullah Mojaddedi’s Afghan National Liberation Front, one 
of the main CIA- and Pakistani- supplied guerrilla outfits. Brown’s men had the 
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same goal as in 1980—to procure hard- to- find Soviet weapons and sell them 
to the U.S. government.156 Unlike their previous mission, where they mostly 
just rumbled around the tribal areas visiting bazaars, this time they followed 
the mujahedin into combat, risking their lives and livelihoods. If they didn’t 
get shot, they could wind up in prison for violating U.S. neutrality laws. They 
attempted to conceal themselves by donning traditional Afghan dress, grow-
ing their beards, and dyeing their hair.157 On the road from Peshawar to Af-
ghanistan, they passed through five Pakistani military checkpoints where they 
feigned sleep in the back of a jeep to avoid detection. Next to them lay a small 
arsenal from the CIA and ISI—British rifles, antitank mines, mortar rounds, 
and ammunition for a captured Russian heavy machine gun. Although this was 
proof that the CIA’s covert program had generated a steady stream of weapons 
for the Afghans, Brown was not impressed. The mortar rounds didn’t fire and 
the rifles appeared to be ancient.158

Having slipped across the border, Brown and his men joined the rebels as 
they attacked a Soviet army outpost. On the first day, the Soldier of Fortune team 
just watched the Afghans pump machine gun rounds and mortars into the base 
with no real effect. But over the following week, Brown and his men slowly 
became part of the fighting, joining the guerrillas’ raids on Soviet positions 
and advising them on their tactics. They shot heavy artillery and small arms. 
They dodged bullets and hid from Soviet patrols. They slept and ate with the 
mujahedin. In so many ways, they became guerrillas too.159

Brown counted his team’s adventures as successes, even though they didn’t 
generate any profits or have a decisive impact on the war. His team had crossed 
into Afghanistan, fought alongside the mujahedin, showed them some new 
techniques, and through it all managed to stay alive. It “wasn’t bad for a week’s 
work,” he later wrote. “We had whetted our appetites for adventure and ex-
pressed our support for the Freedom Fighter’s cause.”160 From 1982 through 
1988, Brown’s men returned nearly a dozen times to Afghanistan, where they 
did much of the same—searched for Soviet weapons, offered the guerrillas 
advice, and joined their operations.161 Every time, the Soldier of Fortune team 
found the same opportunities and obstacles—dedicated guerrillas and exciting 
action but also stubborn commanders, poorly trained fighters, and complex 
rivalries. The greatest challenge, however, was the condition of the Afghans’ 
weaponry. In article after article, Soldier of Fortune denounced the CIA’s pro-
gram as ineffective, offering only outdated or broken weapons that prevented 
the guerrillas from launching offensives and blowing Soviet choppers out of 
the sky.162 Although accurate, those stories tended to gloss over the scope of 
the CIA/ISI operation, which supplied a variety of small arms and ammuni-
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tion through an increasingly complex network of third- party states and private 
arms dealers.

Nevertheless, the notion that the CIA’s covert supply operation was fail-
ing led other Americans into Afghanistan. One was a former Green Beret, 
Andrew Eiva, who founded the American Afghan Education Fund to gather 
information about the guerrillas’ fighting capabilities and pressure Congress 
to expand the CIA’s program. A descendant of Lithuanian immigrants who 
had fled Soviet repression in the 1940s, Eiva felt a personal bond with the Af-
ghans. Some of his parents’ friends had died fighting the Soviets.163 Believing 
it his duty to follow a similar path, he quit his commission in the U.S. Army 
for a hardscrabble existence as a lobbyist for the mujahedin. His budget was 
miniscule, the product of small donations from Paul Weyrich of the Heritage 
Foundation and a militant Mormon group called Free the Eagle, the latter of 
which gave him a few thousand dollars to rent an office and produce mim-
eographed newsletters.164 To make ends meet Eiva worked as a taxi driver. 
He somehow rustled enough money to finance several trips to Pakistan and 
Afghanistan, where he met guerrilla leaders, observed them in action, and 
offered tactical advice. When he returned to the United States, he roamed 
the halls of Congress, denouncing the CIA’s program to anyone who would 
listen. After months of that, he managed to persuade Senators Paul Tsongas 
and Gordon Humphrey to present resolutions calling for more and better aid 
to the Afghans, especially Stinger missiles that could shoot down Soviet HIND 
helicopters.165 Yet Eiva frequently clashed with other activists invested in the 
Afghan war, especially Karen McKay, who began to think that Eiva was spying 
for the Soviets or perhaps the Islamist faction run by Gulbuddin Hekmatyar.166

Members of the CIA’s Afghan program, as well as their closest allies in Con-
gress like Charlie Wilson, also grew frustrated with Eiva. His operation was a 
joke, they thought, run by an outsider with little knowledge of the struggle in 
Afghanistan or the CIA’s program. But Eiva threatened to derail Wilson’s efforts 
in Congress. When Eiva went on Nightline with Senator Gordon Humphrey to 
accuse the CIA of “selling out the freedom fighters,” the agency’s Afghan task 
force decided to act. In the spring of 1985, CIA officer Gust Avrakatos invited 
Humphrey to “a dog and pony show” at the CIA’s base at Camp Peary, Virginia, 
where the senator got a first- hand look at the vast arsenal assembled by the 
CIA and heard tales from paramilitary specialists who had trained guerrillas in 
Pakistan and Afghanistan.167 By co- opting the senator, the CIA undercut the 
charges made by outsiders like Eiva that the agency was failing in Afghanistan.

And so, even though activists such as Singlaub, Brown, McKay, and Eiva 
helped spur congressional support for the CIA’s supply program, they remained 
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bit players in the actual war in Afghanistan. Their efforts paled in comparison 
to those of the CIA, the Pakistani ISI, and sympathetic donors from Saudi Ara-
bia and other countries in the Middle East. In part, this was because Afghani-
stan was so remote that it was nearly impossible for most ordinary Americans 
to get there. In contrast, getting to Nicaragua and linking up with the Contras 
was not especially difficult for the determined. The United States had friendly 
relations with all of its neighbors and, as Reagan liked to say, the country was 
“just as close to Miami, San Antonio, San Diego, and Tucson as those cities are 
to Washington.”168 A short plane ride and the right connections were often all 
that was needed to join the Contras.

Joining the Afghan mujahedin, however, required traveling to Pakistan, 
avoiding local authorities and Soviet spies, finding a secretive guerrilla or-
ganization in a frontier town such as Peshawar, persuading its leaders to hire a 
mercenary, and then sneaking across the border. And then, of course, one had 
to avoid getting killed or captured—not only by the Soviets but by rival bands 
of mujahedin, particularly the Islamist factions.169 Afghanistan was not for the 
faint of heart. Moreover, the CIA had a close—if frequently strained—relation-
ship with the Contras, even during the years when Congress suspended official 
American aid. The CIA’s links to the Afghan guerrillas, on the other hand, 
were much more tenuous and generally dependent upon the Pakistani intel-
ligence service, ISI. Beyond that, CIA officers had little desire to help Americans 
join the fighting as volunteers. To so do would generate more scrutiny of the 
agency’s actions from its harshest critics. Even worse, if the CIA was caught 
sending mercenaries into Afghanistan, such actions might prompt a Soviet 
reprisal elsewhere.

Without the quasi- official channels that guided Americans to Central 
America, aspiring Americans had few resources to get them into Afghanistan. 
Still, many dreamed of making the trip and joining the insurgents in battle. 
In the pages of Soldier of Fortune magazine and at its conventions, American 
men talked of going to Afghanistan to show the communists a thing or two.170 
Some managed to make it to Peshawar hoping to link up with the guerrillas. 
According to Ted Mataxis, head of the Committee for a Free Afghanistan, the 
town was filled with “plenty of Walter Mitty types . . . young men who drift 
in here and want to grab the elephant by the tail. They are on their way to 
Afghanistan to test themselves. They want to see how they will react under 
fire.”171 There is little evidence, however, that American civilians ever made 
it into the ranks of the mujahedin in significant numbers. A few Afghans who 
had been raised in the United States did, but the flow of Afghans out of the 
country was always much greater than the trickle of Afghan exiles returning 
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home to take up arms.172 Robert Brown, John Singlaub, and others who knew 
the difficulties of guerrilla war treated Americans’ paramilitary dreams with 
skepticism. The war in Afghanistan was best left to the Afghans. They should 
be the ones to fight and die.

As it turned out, the real foreign volunteers for the war in Afghanistan came 
not from the United States—or for that matter anywhere in the West—but 
from madrassas across Saudi Arabia and other Arab countries, which pro-
duced a steady stream of young, radical men who saw the conflict as the start 
of a global jihad.173 Fearing upheaval from Islamists in their own countries, 
the oil- rich and conservative monarchies of Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States 
hoped that Afghanistan would serve as a Sunni alternative to the Iranian Revo-
lution.174 The Saudis, especially, harnessed those sentiments, and mobilized 
them through financial largesse and formidable recruitment networks to stir 
popular enthusiasm for the Afghan cause. Roughly 30,000 Arab men—many 
of whom were well- educated, multi- lingual, and tech- savvy—joined the war in 
Afghanistan, first as members of humanitarian aid programs, but increasingly 
as combatants. Their impact on the struggle against the Red Army was not 
great, but their experience of war inducted them into international Islamist 
networks and sharpened their convictions about jihad.175

One was Osama Bin Laden. The scion of an ultrawealthy Saudi family, he 
devoted himself to mujahedin. In 1982, he established a base of operations in 
Peshawar, where he shepherded Arab volunteers from Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and 
Algeria through boarding houses, training camps, and ultimately, into Islamist 
rebel units. By 1989, as the Soviet Army withdrew from Afghanistan, Bin Laden 
had built a computer database of all the militants who had passed through his 
network. Its Arabic title, Al Qaeda, formed the core of a new movement that 
sought jihad on a grander, global scale.176

That was not something that mujahedin’s American supporters had ever 
really considered, let alone something they had wished for. But it was not 
entirely unpredictable either.

While Afghanistan and Nicaragua dominated news headlines in the 1980s, U.S. 
conservatives and their allies abroad also focused on southern Africa. Since the 
late 1970s, they had witnessed a series of setbacks in the region. The harshest 
was the fall of Rhodesia’s white- dominated government in 1978, giving way to 
the authoritarian regime of Robert Mugabe, a black Marxist revolutionary. 
The situation in Angola was not much better. There the fall of the Portuguese 
empire led to the rise of a communist state under the Movimento Popular de 
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Libertação de Angola (MPLA). Supported by a majority of the population, 
and backed by more than 30,000 Cuban soldiers, the MPLA soon began aid-
ing a growing insurgency in Angola’s southern neighbor, Namibia, a vast and 
sparsely populated desert that South Africa had ruled as a colony for nearly 
thirty years.177

As Ronald Reagan entered office, some Americans started to pin their hopes 
to Jonas Savimbi, who led the Angolan paramilitary group known as the UNITA 
(União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola), the only guerrilla 
force with any chance of unseating the Marxist government. A charismatic 
commander who was fluent in English and who often appeared for interviews 
in a leather jacket and battle fatigues, Savimbi quickly developed into a darling 
of the New Right. Yet he was an unlikely candidate to become a conservative 
icon. He began his military career in the late 1960s as an opponent of capital-
ism and Euro- American colonialism, looking to black revolutionaries such 
as Frantz Fanon and the Black Panthers for ideological inspiration.178 But as 
Portuguese rule collapsed in the mid-1970s, Savimbi stopped talking about 
revolution and began collaborating with the retreating colonial regime. Por-
tuguese leaders came to see him as their most valuable weapon in the fight 
against the Marxist MPLA movement, which was then emerging as the most 
powerful military force in Angola.179

By 1981, Savimbi had transformed into an ardent anticommunist. This was 
not the result of any meaningful change in his convictions but instead part of 
his strategy to woo the incoming Reagan administration and its supporters 
to his cause. When Reagan took office, Savimbi told a team of reporters who 
were visiting his base in Angola that this “was the best news we had heard since 
we launched our struggle against Soviet- Cuban imperialism five years ago.”180 
Savimbi began celebrating his soldiers as anticolonial freedom fighters on par 
with the Afghan mujahedin. At the same time, he spoke of reopening Angola 
to foreign capital, though he still maintained the state should play a role in 
shaping investment and wealth distribution.181 He was never as much of a 
free marketer as his American supporters wished him to be. Nor was he the 
preferred client of all ex- CIA officers, especially those who had grown critical of 
feckless covert actions in Africa in the late 1970s. For instance, John Stockwell, 
who had run CIA operations in the Congo and Angola, said that “Savimbi has 
no ideology. He believes in nothing beyond his own selfish ambitions, and 
fighting has become a way of life.”182

Nevertheless, Savimbi’s newfound worldview swayed influential conserva-
tives in the United States.183 They believed he could overthrow the commu-
nists and build a new Angola, based upon privatization and Western finance. 
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More than that, Savimbi’s guerrillas might give hope to other anticommunist 
warriors. As a pair of commentators noted, “a Savimbi victory in Angola—
evidently within the realm of possibility—obviously would be a great boost 
to morale, and might serve notice to other countries that the wind may be 
beginning to flow from the West at long last.”184

But Savimbi and the UNITA were hardly in a position to claim power. The 
1976 Clark Amendment still prohibited the CIA from aiding Savimbi’s forces, 
leaving him with few resources to mount major offensives. Moreover, the 
UNITA garnered far less support from ordinary Angolans than the Marxist 
MPLA government did. Its primary base of power was amongst the Ovim-
bundu ethnic group in a little- populated stretch of land in the southeastern part 
of the country. There, Savimbi established a working government and staged 
hit- and- run battles against the MPLA and the Cubans. Without the interven-
tion of South Africa in the late 1970s, the UNITA probably would have fallen 
apart. Indeed, by 1980, the majority of Savimibi’s military equipment came 
from the apartheid state, which offered him weapons, advisors, and mercenar-
ies to continue his guerrilla war against the Angolan government.185 While 
this alliance undercut Savimbi’s image as a true anticolonialist amongst many 
observers in the West, Savimbi argued that his relationship to South Africa was 
not borne out of any affinity for white supremacy but simply out of necessity. In 
his telling, his soldiers only “accepted South African assistance because of the 
geopolitical realities of southern Africa in which South Africa is the dominant 
military and economic power.”186

South Africa’s aid was not enough. Savimbi always saw it as a stop- gap mea-
sure—sufficient to launch raids and defend the UNITA’s strongholds, to stave 
off defeat and prolong the war. What he really desired was the recognition of 
the U.S. government and the resumption of official, if covert, American military 
aid. So Savimbi began sending his lieutenants to conservative gatherings in 
the United States and other countries.187 At meetings of the WACL, conven-
tions put on by Soldier of Fortune magazine, and banquet dinners sponsored 
by conservative think tanks, UNITA officials described how their war fit into 
the larger struggle against communism and chastised American leaders for not 
doing enough to help them.188 At a 1979 meeting of the American Enterprise 
Institute, UNITA political officer Ernesto Mulato spelled out the central argu-
ments.189 Taking the stage after Jeane Kirkpatrick, a neoconservative hawk 
whom Reagan would later appoint as ambassador to the United Nations, Mu-
lato lamented how the political scandals of the mid-1970s had crippled the U.S. 
government’s ability to wage covert warfare in Africa. “At one time we were 
allies against the biggest war machine Africa has ever seen,” he said. But “the 
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US government was paralyzed by Watergate and the investigations of the CIA 
when it cut off support to us.” As these scandals chipped away at Americans’ 
will to fight communism, Savimbi and the UNITA had no choice but to go 
“our own way.”190

Savimbi made the same points when he visited the United States in 1981 for 
a series of meetings with conservative organizations and congressional lead-
ers.191 After making his rounds at the Heritage Foundation in Washington, 
D.C., Savimbi headed out to Palm Springs, California, where he rubbed elbows 
with golf- playing Republican supporters who had given at least $10,000 to 
the GOP.192 In these appearances, and in lengthy columns in major American 
newspapers, Savimbi pleaded his case. The UNITA was just like the Nicaraguan 
Contras and the Afghan mujahedin, he explained. They, too, were trying to 
“raise the costs of foreign occupation” until “the Cubans and the Soviets can 
no longer bear the burden.” But Savimbi had an additional advantage—his past 
life as a Marxist. He knew their strengths and weaknesses. “From Mao and the 
Communists I learned how to fight and win a guerrilla war. I also learned how 
not to run an economy or a nation,” he later wrote in the conservative daily 
newspaper the Washington Times. In other words, he was equipped to use the 
“tactics of guerrilla warfare developed by the communists” in order to “defeat 
the Soviets and their political ideology.”193

This translated into a series of sustained lobbying campaigns for the UNITA 
during Reagan’s first term. By 1985, the Heritage Foundation, the American 
Security Council, the American Enterprise Institute, the Conservative Cau-
cus, and the United States Council for World Freedom were all working on 
behalf of Savimbi’s guerrillas.194 Their passion, as journalist Thomas Frank 
has noted, operated much like the student Left’s celebration of Ho Chi Minh 
and Che Guevara in the 1960s, but in reverse. Conservatives saw Savimbi as a 
towering muscular figure with a beard and bandolier, ready to forge a new path 
in the global South. He was “one of the few authentic heroes of our time,” said 
Jeane Kirkpatrick at a Heritage Foundation fundraiser.195 John Fisher, the long- 
serving head of the American Security Council, dubbed him the “foremost 
freedom- fighter against Soviet expansion.”196 Howard Phillips, the chairman 
of the Conservative Caucus, went so far as to speculate that “if Jonas Savimbi 
were an American citizen, he would be the Presidential candidate of the con-
servative movement in 1988.”197 He was a guerrilla that conservatives could 
love, an armed anticommunist with all the right talking points who could offset 
conservatives’ support for apartheid.

For all of the ways in which Savimbi helped U.S. conservatives appear less 
racist, his struggle was always bound up with apartheid South Africa’s anticom-
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munist mission. And Americans understood that. As Howard Phillips argued, 
“The real issue . . . is whether we will permit the Soviet Union to replace South 
Africa as the dominant power in the region.”198 Moreover, Americans’ love for 
Savimbi elided the messier details of his past—his life as a Marxist, his contin-
ued faith in state economic planning, his collaboration with the Portuguese, 
and his frightful record of human rights abuses, including the recruitment of 
soldiers by force, the destruction of public marketplaces and private farms, and 
the kidnapping and assassination of civilians, foreign aid workers, and rivals.199

Americans managed Savimbi’s questionable history by celebrating his 
physicality. Of all of the anticommunist guerrillas they championed in the 
1980s, none received so much attention to his body as Savimbi did. A writer 
from Soldier of Fortune offered a typical description. After meeting Savimbi 
for the first time, he wrote “Physically, Savimbi is an impressive specimen: 
barrel- chested and narrow- hipped, clear- eyed with teeth that are large, white 
and very even; he has a broad nose, skin the color of well rubbed ebony and 
a curly black beard. Tieless and wearing a black leather jacket Savimbi strode 
into Washington’s posh International Club on the balls of his feet, like a pan-
ther stalking its prey: Wary, alert and prepared for any challenge.”200 Such 
descriptions were commonplace, as Americans imagined Savimbi as a kind of 
superman whose very body indicated his martial prowess and, by extension, 
that of his troops. At the same time, if Savimbi’s muscles and weapons showed 
his power, his blackness underscored his authenticity, for it made him a more 
credible and less racist voice of anticommunism in southern Africa, so often 
associated with white supremacy.

Beguiled by Savimbi, a handful of American activists and paramilitary en-
thusiasts flocked to his base in Angola. They toured the bush and watched 
Savimbi’s troops in action, bringing back stories of courage and desperation. 
Predictably, Soldier of Fortune led the way. Robert Brown’s correspondents had 
made their first contacts with Jonas Savimbi and his men in the late 1970s and 
they returned to Angola many times to give readers updates on his war against 
communism. They were among a very small number of foreign journalists to 
cover the war from inside the country.201 Soldier of Fortune’s reporters would 
travel to South Africa, rendezvous with Savimbi’s lieutenants, and then fly to 
Angola in small planes owned by sympathetic South Africans. When they 
arrived in Savimbi’s camps, they were generally appalled by the poor quality 
of the UNITA’s weapons. But they remained confident that, despite a serious 
lack of arms and supplies, the guerrillas were a feisty bunch on the verge of 
victory—if only the Reagan administration would give the right kind of covert 
aid and let them get on with their war.202
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Travelogues about Savimbi’s war in Angola might have gratified his diehard 
supporters, but they did little to change official U.S. policy during Reagan’s 
first term. Without the legal basis to aid UNITA, Reagan administration of-
ficials, particularly CIA director Bill Casey, urged American citizens to work 
with third- party states and channel money through private networks and front 
companies. The Saudi royal family was initially the most forthcoming, offering 
on several occasions to “set up a company [and] channel funds through it, and 
buy equipment and supplies for anti- communist movements” in Angola and 
elsewhere—although those plans were never completed. Instead, the Saudis 
paid for UNITA soldiers to receive training in Morocco, whose monarchy was 
a close ally of the Saudi royal family.203

Despite attempts to circumvent it, the Clark Amendment prevented U.S. 
aid to the UNITA well into 1985. To change that, Savimbi decided to do what 
so many American businesses did when they wanted new legislation—he hired 
an expensive Beltway lobbyist. That was the law firm run by Paul Manafort, 
known as Black, Manafort, and Stone, which specialized in lobbying on behalf 
of authoritarian rulers.204 To serve as Savimbi’s voice in Washington, D.C., 
it requested $600,000 a year, which Savimbi met with profits from UNITA- 
controlled diamond mines where poor laborers—essentially slaves—pulled 
minerals from the earth under threat of violence.205

Savimbi made a wise choice in selecting Manafort’s firm. His handler, lawyer 
Christopher Lehman, had just finished a stint in the White House helping Rea-
gan line up support for arms sales to the Nicaraguan Contras. His campaign to 
sell Savimbi to Congress would be a kind of second act. After visiting Savimbi 
near his bush headquarters in Angola—which was then under siege by MPLA 
troops—Lehman created a multifaceted public- relations strategy. He shuffled 
Savimbi and his lieutenants around Washington to meet policymakers and 
private citizens. He sent monthly updates to Savimbi’s headquarters in the 
remote southeastern corner of Angola. He gave the guerrilla leader pointers 
on his public image, on how to “answer his critics and compliment his patrons.” 
He even helped Savimbi avoid quarrels with the Congressional Black Caucus, 
which regularly protested the UNITA’s links to the apartheid state of South 
Africa.206 Soon Savimbi started making regular appearances at meetings of the 
American Conservative Union and the annual Conservative Political Action 
Conference.207

While Savimbi’s lieutenants toured Washington, his American sympathiz-
ers planned an international summit of freedom fighters deep inside UNITA- 
held territory. There they hoped guerrilla leaders from Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America would unite for the final push against global communism. Although 
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touted as an authentic expression of international anticommunist solidarity, 
the meeting was actually the brainchild of two American activists. The first was 
Lewis Lehrman, a millionaire economist and businessman who ran a group 
called Citizens for America, which lobbied for conservative congressional can-
didates.208 The other was Jack Wheeler, a self- styled professional adventurer 
who had spent the early 1980s on a tour of guerrilla wars in Nicaragua, Afghani-
stan, Mozambique, Cambodia, and elsewhere.209 He spent so much time in 
rebel camps that his admirers christened him the “Indiana Jones of the right.”210

If the world’s anticommunist guerrillas were to make common cause, they 
would first have to meet face- to- face. Wheeler decided that the UNITA’s head-
quarters in Jamba would be an ideal location for such a summit. It was not. 
Jamba was far away from international airports and there were few paved roads 
to get there—the “end of the world,” as one reporter put it.211 And, obviously, 
the Angolan government had no reason to grant visas to a bunch of guerrilla 
leaders who wished to make an alliance with their main enemy. So Lehrman 
and Wheeler turned to South Africa’s National Student Federation—a front 
organization run by the South African military intelligence branch—which 
helped them fly their clients from airports in Cape Town and Johannesburg 
to Savimbi’s remote fiefdom.212

The leaders of four major guerrilla movements gathered in Jamba—the 
Fuerza Democrática Nicaragüense, a faction of Afghan mujahedin, the Ethnic 
Liberation Organization of Laos, and of course Angola’s UNITA.213 A group of 
Cambodian guerrillas also sent a delegation, but they were unable reach Jamba 
due to problems with their visas. Rebels from Mozambique hoped to attend, 
but they got bogged down fighting.214 Those who did make it to Jamba spent 
three days talking of the need to consolidate their forces. While their “libera-
tion movements began as national struggles,” Jonas Savimbi explained in his 
keynote speech, the rebels now recognized the “international solidarity” of all 
their causes. They all faced “the same enemy, the only empire that exists at the 
moment: the Soviet empire.”215

Savimbi heralded the assembled delegates as the founding members of 
a Democratic International, each pursuing the “common goals of liberty 
and constitutional democracy” against the imperialist designs of the Soviet 
Union.216 When Lewis Lehrman took the stage, he read a letter from Presi-
dent Reagan, conferring the official blessing of the White House. “Around 
the world,” Reagan wrote, “we see people joining together to .  .  . free their 
countries from outside domination and alien ideology. It is a global trend and 
it is one of the most hopeful of our times.”217 News of the conference spread 
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back to the United States, where paramilitary outfits such as Alabama’s Civil-
ian Military Assistance—then engaged in sending weapons and mercenaries 
to the Nicaraguan Contras—republished the rebels’ declaration of solidarity 
in a monthly newsletter.218

The journalists who covered the Jamba conference treated it as a strange 
curiosity, a collection of guerrillas and activists sleeping in thatched huts, eating 
bush meat, and watching a Jimi Hendrix impersonator belt out tunes.219 The 
Soviets dismissed it as a “meeting of counter- revolutionary scum and profes-
sional killers.”220 Yet many on the American Right imagined it as a major turn-
ing point in the Cold War, indeed in modern history. It was, in Jack Wheeler’s 
estimation, an “historic meeting,” proof that “these freedom fighters represent 
the most significant geopolitical development of our times.”221 Soon it would 
reach a critical mass, and the Soviets would be unable to respond. “By the time 
the Kremlin tries to stop it, the snowball will be too big,” Wheeler predicted.222

The Jamba summit, in the words of journalist Thomas Frank, cemented 
U.S. conservatives’ “identification with revolution” because it allowed them 
to imagine themselves as part of the guerrilla wars in Angola, Afghanistan, 
Nicaragua, and elsewhere—if not as soldiers, then as sympathizers and benefac-
tors.223 Beyond that ideational bond, the meeting legitimized new Washington- 
based think tanks devoted entirely to the world’s freedom fighters. One was 
the Freedom Research Council, which Jack Wheeler founded to study to the 
problems of anticommunist guerrillas in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Its 
monthly newsletter, the Freedom Fighter, published monthly reports of the 
Democratic International’s wars in a half- dozen countries.224 Sponsored by 
the Heritage Foundation’s Paul Weyrich, the group also published a book- 
length study of the world’s anticommunist insurgencies. Titled Combat on 
Communist Territory, it attempted to outline a “theory of anti- communist in-
surgency” that drew upon communist doctrines, particularly those of Mao 
Zedong, but also explained how armed anticommunists faced unique historical 
circumstances.225

After the Jamba conference, the Freedom Research Foundation started to 
work with another new group, the International Freedom Foundation, founded 
by conservative activist Jack Abramoff in 1986 to lobby on behalf of the South 
African apartheid government.226 Although Abramoff told reporters that his 
group was a privately funded think tank, it was financed almost entirely by 
South Africa’s military intelligence branch to the tune of $1.5 million a year. 
With those funds, it disseminated propaganda that portrayed all opponents 
to apartheid as Soviet puppets and celebrated the military operations of the 
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UNITA and the South African Defense Force in Angola. It also served as a 
dragnet for South African intelligence, gathering information about supporters 
of the African National Congress in Britain and the United States.227

The International Freedom Foundation gave Jack Abramoff the capital to 
write and produce the action movie Red Scorpion, in which the hulking actor 
Dolph Lundgren plays an elite Soviet soldier ordered to kill a rebel leader 
clearly based upon Jonas Savimbi. When he fails his mission, the Soviets im-
prison and torture Lundgren. But the blonde giant escapes to the African bush. 
He meets up with the guerrillas, learns of their struggle, turns anticommunist, 
and helps them win the day. Although the film’s plot was an unoriginal mix-
ture of several movies about guerrilla warfare in Africa, it was more than just 
another fantasy. Shot in the active warzone of Namibia with South African 
soldiers as extras, Red Scorpion fittingly illustrated the overlap between “pri-
vate” anticommunist groups and secretive state agencies invested in the region’s 
armed struggles.228

Despite all that, the Jamba conference did not result in any lasting alliance 
between rebel leaders in Asia, Latin America, and Africa. The Democratic 
International was mostly for show. Its members did not commit themselves to 
exchanging funds or weapons, or collaborating on military operations. They 
simply showed up in the bush, made some speeches, and went back to their 
own wars. Meanwhile their American supporters talked them up as part of a 
global revolution without offering much tangible aid—money, weapons, sup-
plies, and the like—to make it happen.

However, the Jamba summit did enhance Savimbi’s image in the United 
States.229 Along with the speaking engagements and expensive banquet dinners 
sponsored by conservative groups, the conference helped more congressional 
leaders learn of his struggle. They started to put pressure on the president and 
officials from the Department of Defense and the CIA, calling for a resump-
tion of U.S. military aid. If the Afghan mujahedin and the Nicaraguan Contras 
were worthy of American weapons, they asked, why not the Angolan guerrillas 
too?230 They pointed out the gap between the rhetoric of the Reagan Doc-
trine, which proclaimed an offensive of anticommunist paramilitaries around 
the world, and the reality on the ground in Angola, where U.S. aid was sorely 
lacking.231 Reading the Reagan Doctrine against the administration, they said 
it would only work if each rebel force could actually take on the communists 
and, if not defeat them outright, at least drag the Soviets into further conflict. 
After a sustained push from conservative legislators and their supporters in 
private groups, Congress voted to repeal the Clark Amendment in July 1985.232

The amendment’s repeal paved the way for a resumption of American mili-
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tary aid. In early 1986, as Savimbi visited Washington on a trip sponsored by the 
American Security Council, he and Reagan met for the first time. The minutes 
of their White House talk remain classified. But a couple of weeks later, the 
administration announced that it would soon provide “covert aid” to Savimbi’s 
rebel forces.233 This was an awkward statement, an overt announcement of 
covert aid which, as some in the Reagan administration pointed out, undercut 
the whole purpose of clandestine operations. Covert action, they said, was 
supposed to remain a secret, not told to the entire world.234 But Savimbi didn’t 
mind. Back in Jamba, he erected a thirty- foot- tall banner depicting his meeting 
with Reagan in the Oval Office.235

The new U.S. aid program for Savimbi’s guerrillas, like the one in place in 
Afghanistan, unfolded as an open secret. Americans, Soviets, Cubans, and 
Angolans—and everybody else for that matter—knew the administration was 
supporting Savimbi’s forces even if they were not aware of the specifics, which 
involved smuggling weapons through the military of the Congo’s dictator, Jo-
seph Mobutu, a longtime friend of the United States. The notion of an overt 
covert assistance program thus operated not on a plane of strategy but of sym-
bolism. It signified the Reagan administration’s willingness to match the tough 
talk of the Reagan Doctrine with tangible aid for Angola’s anticommunists. 
Aiming to please Savimbi’s inflexible American allies, it obscured the aid’s 
actual management from their gaze.

Despite Reagan’s professed affinity for Savimbi and his announcement 
of the covert aid program, his administration moved cautiously after 1986. 
Many in the State Department, especially Assistant Secretary of State Chester 
Crocker, remained skeptical about Savimbi’s potential to overthrow the MPLA. 
They were even less sanguine about his ability as a national leader.236 Covert 
military aid to the UNITA was, therefore, not meant for waging an all- out war. 
Rather, it was to give the rebels just enough weapons to force the MPLA to a 
diplomatic settlement in which all parties would share power.237 Predictably, 
these limits provoked the ire of Savimbi’s faithful in the United States. They 
began calling for an open military program in the tens of millions of dollars. 
Some even advised Savimbi to refuse any covert military aid from the Reagan 
administration, though Savimbi was wise enough to accept whatever help he 
could get.238

In calling for an open aid program, Savimbi’s supporters reversed the logic 
that had undergirded their efforts in Angola so far—as well as similar campaigns 
to aid guerrillas in Nicaragua and Afghanistan. Whereas many had argued for 
covert aid to the Contras and the mujahedin, especially programs run exclu-
sively through the executive branch or through private organizations, an open 
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aid program would be subject to debate on the floor of Congress, where it could 
be killed by liberal opponents. Ironically, as the Reagan administration and its 
allies in Congress overturned a decade- long ban and began sending millions of 
dollars’ worth of weapons and supplies to the UNITA rebels, Jonas Savimbi’s 
supporters insisted that the administration had abandoned him.

The divisions that emerged between Savimbi’s hardline supporters and the 
Reagan administration over military aid radiated into concerns about U.S. busi-
nesses in Angola, and revealed similar contradictions. The Angolan economy 
depended heavily on the export of petroleum. During the era of Portugal’s rule, 
the U.S.-based Gulf Oil Company, a subsidiary of Chevron, had operated major 
oil fields off the coast of the Cabinda province. When the MPLA took power, 
the company negotiated a new contract with the new regime.239 This deal gen-
erated significant revenue for the Angolan state, helping the MPLA strengthen 
its grasp on power. Of course, Savimbi was aghast that an American company 
would operate in a communist country. It reminded him of Vladimir Lenin’s 
dictum that capitalists “will sell the rope by which they hang themselves.”240 
The deal also dismayed those Americans who had thrown their weight behind 
Savimbi and the UNITA. They questioned why the U.S. government prevented 
American firms from doing business in South Africa, a stout anticommunist 
ally, but allowed them to work with a Marxist regime in Angola.241

The uproar over the Gulf Oil contract reversed the logic of the free market 
for which U.S. conservatives claimed to be fighting. After all, Chevron/Gulf 
was only doing what any good capitalist enterprise should do—exploiting an 
opportunity for financial gain. Yet here was a scenario in which the omniscient 
hand of the market had failed to distribute wealth in the right way. John Sin-
glaub and others called for a boycott of Chevron/Gulf, hoping to pressure 
the corporation into renouncing its contract with the MPLA regime.242 Jack 
Wheeler went so far as to urge Savimbi to attack Gulf Oil’s property. It was an 
absurd scenario—an American activist asking an Angolan guerrilla to attack 
the property of an American company in the name of democracy and the 
free market.243 Although some members of the Reagan administration tried 
to dissuade U.S. corporations from doing business with the MPLA govern-
ment, their efforts had no meaningful effect on business in Angola.244 The oil  
kept flowing.

The Chevron/Gulf controversy was soon overshadowed by the UNITA’s 
meager results on the battlefield. While the $20 million in U.S. military aid had 
helped Savimbi’s men mount some large offensives against the MPLA, they 
never seriously challenged the regime’s power. The war remained stalemated 
for the next few years, even as the Reagan administration expanded the sum 
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of covert aid to $40 million. During this time, Savimbi’s diehard supporters 
in the United States maintained their calls for an open aid program, but they 
found few in the White House or Congress willing to listen. Nevertheless, 
their lobbying on behalf of Savimbi had helped put his struggle in the minds 
of American lawmakers and that had translated into a significant covert aid 
program, reversing a decade- long ban on sending arms to Angola.

Their work, however, was far less ambitious than their efforts in Nicaragua, 
where private groups had managed to raise serious money for weapons, sup-
plies, training programs, and where Americans had served as private military 
advisers or mercenaries. The remoteness of the conflict in Angola and the 
complexity of the region’s politics prompted Americans to direct their efforts 
primarily through domestic channels—particularly lobbying groups that raised 
awareness and pressured the U.S. government to act. Their campaign to help 
Jonas Savimbi’s freedom fighters made them feel a part of his war. But it also 
showed the limits of what privately funded anticommunist activism could do, 
even in the Reagan era.

The notion that the U.S. government was failing to support anticommunist 
rebels—and that private groups could fill in for the state—emerged in other 
conflicts, with ever diminishing results. In Southeast Asia, Americans turned 
their efforts to several armed groups engaged in a string of conflicts known 
as the Third Indochina War.245 In 1978, the Vietnamese army invaded neigh-
boring Cambodia to force the Khmer Rouge, a brutal Marxist regime that 
murdered more than a million of its own citizens, from power. After a year of 
fighting, the triumphant Vietnamese had relegated the Khmer Rouge to the 
countryside, from which it launched periodic guerrilla attacks against the new 
Vietnamese- supported state, the People’s Republic of Kampuchea. Just as the 
ousted communists began their counterattacks, remnants of Cambodia’s for-
mer monarchy started their own guerrilla campaigns. So did antiroyalist and 
anticommunist rebel groups, such as the Khmer People’s National Liberation 
Front. By 1980, a half dozen rebel factions were fighting in Cambodia, against 
the new government and with each other.246 In Laos, the communist Pathet 
Lao took power in 1975 after decades of fighting with anticommunist guerril-
las, particularly among the highland- dwelling Hmong people, who had been 
armed and trained by the CIA.247 As the Pathet Lao consolidated power and 
collectivized land holdings, many began to resist. In turn, the Laotian com-
munists turned to Vietnam for support. The Vietnamese leadership sent a 
few battalions of soldiers to help their neighbor combat the growing popular 
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resistance, especially the resilient bands of anticommunist guerrillas operating 
in the mountains.248

Although these wars were complex and shifting affairs, the Reagan admin-
istration and its supporters saw a clear pattern of Soviet expansionism. In their 
eyes, Vietnam was not helping kindred nationalist movements but rather serv-
ing as a proxy for Soviet efforts to gain a greater foothold in Southeast Asia. As 
such, the United States needed to find a way to counter their moves without 
making the same mistakes of the Vietnam War, particularly the escalating use 
of U.S. soldiers. Shortly after Reagan took office, Bill Casey and the CIA began 
flirting with the idea of sending aid to anticommunist guerrillas in Laos and 
Cambodia. But it was not until 1982 that the agency received the green light to 
send non- lethal covert aid to the three main resistance groups in Cambodia, 
which had recently formed a quarrelsome coalition.249 The amount of U.S. 
aid, however—roughly $5 million a year—was almost meaningless, only able 
to purchase a small number of vehicles, food, uniforms, medicine, and other 
supplies.250 It mostly served as a symbol of the administration’s willingness to 
fight communism through covert warfare, to carry out the pledges of the Rea-
gan Doctrine. Many in the administration were far more concerned with other 
conflicts, especially Nicaragua and Afghanistan, and did not want to upset 
the delicate balance of support they had built in Congress for those covert ac-
tions. Cambodia, then, was a sideshow to more important struggles elsewhere. 
Laos hardly mattered, as U.S. policymakers rarely considered sending covert 
aid to the Laotian resistance. For the most part, the Reagan administration 
followed the lead of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), 
which sought a diplomatic rather than military solution to the armed conflicts 
in Southeast Asia.251

Outgunned and outmanned, rebel groups in Laos and Cambodia turned 
to the anticommunist international to press their cause. In the early 1980s, 
the Khmer People’s National Liberation Front (KPNLF) began sending del-
egates to meetings of the WACL and other events, where they constructed 
themselves in the same terms as guerrillas in Nicaragua, Afghanistan, Angola, 
and elsewhere. Laotian rebels made their rounds too, traveling to conferences 
in San Diego, Dallas, Luxembourg, and Taiwan, and exchanging letters with 
John Singlaub and other conservative leaders in the United States.252 At the 
same time, rebel commanders from Southeast Asia sought to pressure the 
Reagan administration by writing to the president and high- ranking officials. 
For instance, Son Sann, a politician who had returned to Cambodia after a 
lengthy exile to start the KPNLF, maintained an impassioned if sporadic cor-
respondence with Reagan. In his letters, he portrayed his people’s fight as a 
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“sacred struggle for national liberation, for the restoration of peace, justice, 
freedom, independence, neutrality, and non- alignment in Cambodia, and for 
the re- establishment of peace stability, and security in the Southeast Asian 
region.”253 He, like other rebel leaders in Southeast Asia and their supporters 
in the United States, wanted to know whether Reagan would “consider taking 
such powerful measures like those [he had] taken in Latin America” in their 
own countries.254

At the same time, rebel groups rallied their exiled countrymen in the United 
States and elsewhere. They played to exiles’ memories of home, participating 
in the construction of what historian Her Vang has termed “refugee national-
ism.”255 Laotian rebel leader Pa Kao Her, of the Ethnic Liberation Organization 
of Laos, canvassed Hmong communities in California and Minnesota, present-
ing his “liberation strategies to Hmong leaders” and outlining a “plan to run 
Laos once the country was independent.”256 The royalist and anticommunist 
factions of the Cambodian resistance did the same, meeting with their kinfolk 
in California and elsewhere.257 As rebel leaders reached out to exile communi-
ties, they attempted to build grassroots fundraising programs in which ordi-
nary people could donate small sums from their paychecks to purchase much- 
needed weapons and supplies—paramilitary remittances, in a certain sense. 
One such campaign, run from a KPNLF office in Thailand, asked for donations 
of $40 to purchase “basic personal equipment” and other sundries.258 Similar 
pleas for donations appeared in Soldier of Fortune magazine.259 As one writer 
put it, “Any private citizen who wants to give more than just moral support to 
help the KPNLF rebels can send money. Forty dollars will buy two uniforms, 
one pair of shoes, two pairs of socks, knapsack, plastic sheet and a scarf for one 
soldier. That’s not a bad deal.”260

By funneling resources through these paramilitary networks, Americans and 
their allies in Southeast Asian exile communities believed they could sidestep 
the cumbersome apparatus of government, not unlike donating to a private 
charity. As one writer put it, “Contributions will not be channeled through 
any bureaucratic organization. Your money will reach the destination where it 
will do the most good.”261 Yet the editors at Soldier of Fortune were also aware 
that numerous hurdles stood in their way. When one reader questioned, “How 
come you bleeding hearts don’t smuggle guns to the people so they can protect 
themselves?,” a staffer—possibly Robert Brown—responded that is was “easier 
said than done. Look at a map of SE Asia. Obtaining weapons is only half of the 
problem. Assuming one could obtain a large quantity of weapons . . . the cost 
of inserting them into a denied area would be tremendous.”262

As Laotian and Cambodian guerrillas raised money for war, they also sought 
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common cause with armed rebels in Vietnam. They wrote letters to one an-
other and made furtive plans for joint operations, most of which never got off 
the ground.263 Instead, the Vietnamese guerrillas received most of their funds, 
limited as they were, from exile communities in Los Angeles, San Diego, San 
Francisco, and other West Coast cities.264 In these enclaves, a stream of wild- 
eyed dreamers and ex- military men—most notably Nguyen Cao Ky, former 
prime minister of South Vietnam—talked about returning home, organizing 
the scattered pockets of resistance that remained, and then taking on the com-
munist government.265 In their imaginings, a small band of exiled guerrillas 
could incite tens or perhaps hundreds of thousands in Vietnam to join their 
war.266 As a matter of routine, exiled Vietnamese leaders, like other hopeful 
guerrillas, stressed their plans would not require the sacrifice of American 
lives.267 “Give me the guns, and we’ll kick them out,” Ky liked to say.268

That militancy was matched by a penchant for action at home. In the 1980s, 
Vietnamese exiles in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and other cities often clashed 
with one another, sometimes resorting to murder to silence a critic or squelch 
a rival. Such was the fate of Nguyen Van Luy, a left- wing editor who had op-
posed U.S. intervention in Vietnam. In 1984, a right- wing Vietnamese paper in 
Orange County accused him of being a communist. A few days later someone 
shot him and his wife. He survived but she died. A group calling itself the 
Vietnamese Organization to Exterminate Communists and Restore the Nation 
claimed responsibility. “The war is still going on here,” explained one San Jose 
police officer tasked with investigating political violence within Vietnamese 
exile communities.269

The violence in California was real enough, but most privately organized 
plots in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia never went anywhere. The few that did 
were utter failures—as when, in 1987, 200 fighters, mostly “American citizens 
of Vietnamese origin and Australian- Vietnamese,” attempted an incursion into 
Vietnam’s Quang Tri province only to be routed by Vietnamese regulars. Ac-
cording to intelligence reports, more than three- quarters died. The operation 
prompted American officials to ask, “Who’s behind this extremely ill- planned 
venture?”270 That same year, the leader of the largest group of exiled Vietnam-
ese paramilitaries, the National Liberation Front of Hoang Co Minh, was killed 
by communist soldiers while leading his men though the jungles of Laos. The 
reality in Vietnam was that it was “nearly impossible to foment a mass uprising 
against the Hanoi regime.”271

Guerrillas in Laos and Cambodia fared better than their counterparts in 
Vietnam, mostly because the new communist regimes in those countries were 
never able to gain full military control of their hinterlands, where the guerrillas 
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operated. Still, their overseas organizations struggled to have any meaningful 
impact on the wars in Laos and Cambodia. Campaigns that targeted exile 
communities generated little in the way of private donations. To be sure, the 
persistent lobbying efforts by Cambodia’s royalist and anticommunist factions 
did procure more official aid from the U.S. government, which helped the 
guerrillas press for a power- sharing agreement in the late 1980s.272 But they 
had failed in their primary objective—forcing the communists from power.

American interest in the wars in Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam often had 
less to do with the aspirations of anticommunist rebels than it did with con-
cerns about the fate of the United States’ missing servicemen from the Vietnam 
War. After the war, many Americans—Vietnam veterans, the families of missing 
servicemen, and others—came to believe that the United States government 
had abandoned several thousand U.S. soldiers and pilots in Vietnam. That idea 
was voiced most persistently by the families of missing soldiers who organized 
the National League of Families, demanding that American officials locate 
and rescue their loved ones. Activists assembled a mosaic of evidence—the 
recollections of former POWs and dubious reports from sources claiming to 
have seen Americans in prison camps long after the war’s end—to prove that 
American officials were lying about the United States’ POWs and MIAs to 
protect the peace with communist Vietnam.273

A few retired covert warriors and Vietnam veterans decided that if the 
government was not going to rescue the abandoned soldiers, they would—a 
conviction that led them into the messy wars in Cambodia and Laos. One 
of these paramilitary patriots was Lt. Colonel James “Bo” Gritz, an ex- Green 
Beret and Vietnam veteran who organized a series of private missions to save 
Americans POWs trapped in Vietnam. In 1981, with the backing of the Reagan 
administration and funds from the National League of Families, Gritz and a 
few other Vietnam veterans traveled to Laos to photograph the prison camps 
and collect intelligence.274 Although that expedition brought back scant evi-
dence, Gritz persisted.275 The following year he led a team of four Americans 
and fifteen Laotian rebels in a mission to rescue American POWs who were 
supposedly interned along the border between Laos and Vietnam. They failed 
again. Ambushed by a local militia and then run out of the country by the 
Pathet Lao, Gritz lost two Laotian rebels and left an American behind.276 He 
and other Americans mounted several more private rescue missions over the 
next few years with the same disappointing results.277

The only winners in these schemes were rebel groups in Laos who managed 
to secure large sums of cash from concerned Americans by promising to find 
missing servicemen and then never doing anything.278 Still, Gritz’s popularity 
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within POW/MIA circles boosted his political appeal at home. In 1987, Wil-
lis Carto, the white supremacist who ran the Liberty Lobby, tapped Gritz to 
join the presidential ticket of Klansman David Duke. Although, the campaign 
“more often resembled a circus act on a circuit for paramilitary advocates” 
than a genuine bid for the nation’s highest office, Gritz used his celebrity to sell 
the rights to his life story, which actors Clint Eastwood and William Shatner 
bought for $40,000.279

The tale of Bo Gritz never made it to the silver screen, but other films of-
fered similar stories. Actor Chuck Norris made the POW/MIA issue into a 
cottage industry, starring in a trio of films, the Missing in Action franchise, in 
which he uses stealth tactics and superior firepower to rescue U.S. soldiers from 
Vietnam.280 Better known—and better scripted, shot, acted, and directed—was 
Rambo: First Blood Part II. In it, Sylvester Stallone reprises his role as John 
Rambo, a Vietnam veteran tortured by the experience of war without victory, 
who embarks on a mission to save U.S. soldiers in Southeast Asia. Throughout 
the film, Rambo lays waste to the predictable enemies, Vietnamese soldiers and 
their Soviet commanders. But his main foe is an American named Murdock, 
an archetypically effete bureaucrat who intends to betray Rambo and close 
the POW/MIA issue forever. Operating against orders, Rambo fights to save 
his comrades before the government can pull the plug.281 Wildly popular with 
audiences, Rambo: First Blood Part II harnessed the antigovernment sentiment 
that propelled Bo Gritz’s real- life campaigns, while offering an unmistakably 
macho vision of how Americans should deal with their enemies. Reagan loved 
the film for precisely that reason. Screening it in the White House, he remarked, 
“Boy, after seeing ‘Rambo’ last night, I know what to do the next time this 
happens,” jokingly referring to the ongoing hostage crisis in Lebanon, where 
militants held dozens of Americans for ransom for months on end.282

Rambo: First Blood Part II and its lesser counterparts also bore out the same 
assumptions that motivated Americans’ real- life paramilitary campaigns to 
rescue abandoned soldiers. In both realms, Asians served as little more than 
props in a story of American suffering and salvation, revenge and redemption. 
Seizing upon popular fascination with POW/MIAs, Gritz made himself into the 
poster boy for the cause, but his faulty reports and foolish actions generated 
opprobrium from others concerned about America’s missing servicemen. John 
Singlaub was one. Having spent three years in Vietnam, he was heavily invested 
in the POW/MIA issue and devoted significant effort raising awareness and 
soliciting funds for other private intelligence- gathering and rescue missions. 
Singlaub always doubted Gritz’s sincerity and the accuracy of his intelligence, 
and despised Gritz’s connections with Willis Carto.283
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So did the staff at Soldier of Fortune magazine. For much of the 1980s, Robert 
Brown and his colleagues ridiculed Gritz, not so much for his intentions—
after all, Soldier of Fortune was a primary outlet for information and rumors 
about POWs and MIAs—but for taking money from the families of missing 
servicemen and then failing to deliver.284 With funds from the National League 
of Families, Soldier of Fortune launched its own missions to unearth proof of 
living American soldiers, as well as the remains of the deceased, taking over 
where the “prissy lethargic bureaucrats” and the “bungling private operatives 
had failed.”285 Like Gritz’s abortive incursions, the magazine’s missions never 
brought back definitive proof that American soldiers had been left behind, 
let alone rescue any of them.286 They did, however, generate stimulating sto-
ries about the smoldering guerrilla war in Laos. Bob Brown and his team of 
Americans fought with the faction known as the Lao United Liberation Front, 
efforts that earned Brown an honorary commission as major general in the 
guerrilla outfit.287

The Reagan administration alternately offered support and disdain for these 
private paramilitary endeavors. Behind closed doors, high- ranking officials 
encouraged such missions and sometimes gave state resources to make them 
happen—support that probably led Gritz to construct himself as an agent of 
the U.S. government in his dealings with Laotian rebels.288 But when Gritz’s 
schemes failed, the administration quickly distanced itself from his ill- planned 
adventures. As one official told Gritz’s supporters, “private cross border forays 
such as this are a major obstacle to progress,” both in the search for Ameri-
can POWs and MIAs and the United States’ larger foreign- policy goals in 
South east Asia.289

The administration’s two- track policy served mainly as public theater, as did 
its support for private paramilitary missions in Nicaragua, Afghanistan, Angola, 
and other parts of the world. By lending rhetorical and material support to 
these missions, the administration demonstrated to its supporters just how far 
it was willing to go to fulfill their hopes and dreams. At the same, by outsourc-
ing the functions of the state to private groups, the administration sought to 
avoid any potential punishment or embarrassment that may have come from 
the missions. Since the executive branch did not run these programs, or at least 
not entirely, administration officials believed they could avoid responsibility 
for their misdeeds. They were wrong about that.

The private paramilitary campaigns launched by Americans in the 1980s rep-
resented the most concerted effort to make the anticommunist international 
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a true force in geopolitics. Since the 1950s, Americans and their overseas allies 
had talked of fomenting wars of national liberation to defeat communism once 
and for all. In the 1980s, a globe- spanning network of activists, retired soldiers, 
mercenaries, and guerrillas others harnessed those discourses, moving the an-
ticommunist international from propaganda to paramilitary action. By linking 
wealthy American donors to the world’s anticommunist rebels, they sought to 
circumvent those parts of the state they believed to be ineffective, obstruction-
ist, or hostile—Congress, the State Department, the Justice Department, and 
so on. And they hoped that by doing so, they could wield some of the power 
and influence that governments and militaries possessed, but without any real 
accountability.

That was what made anticommunist guerrillas so attractive to conservative 
activists in the Reagan era, and why they spent so much time, effort, and money 
working on their behalf. In the rebels of Nicaragua, Afghanistan, Angola, Cam-
bodia, Vietnam, and Laos, Americans saw an idealized vision of combat in 
which ordinary people took up arms to defend their homes and nations from 
the totalitarian forces that threatened them. This was a world in which civilians 
could do something to defeat communism, to become independent agents 
of historical change on the global stage. Meanwhile, as conservative activists, 
wealthy donors, retired covert warriors, and others worked to aid anticom-
munist guerrillas around the world, they were simultaneously attempting to 
manage and make sense of their own place within the United States, their own 
roles as revolutionaries at home. So they drew upon and contributed to a vein 
of paramilitary culture in the United States.

Yet their hope for an international anticommunist revolution was never fully 
realized. In part, that was because Americans never really understood just what 
their allies abroad wanted out of their relationships. Confronted with disparate 
rebel groups, American conservatives saw a global struggle in the offing. But 
it was more than an inability to grasp complex geopolitics that doomed their 
paramilitary endeavors. Many of their campaigns broke the law. That was, 
ultimately, what did them in. The revelations of the Iran- Contra scandal put 
an end to the Right’s armed anticommunist revolution before it ever really got 
going. If indeed if it ever could have.
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Conclusion
The Twilight of the Anticommunist International

On the morning of October 6, 1986, a C-123 aircraft departed from a secret CIA 
base in El Salvador loaded with ten tons of ammunition and gear. Behind the 
controls were two CIA men and a seventeen- year- old Nicaraguan radio opera-
tor. In the back of the plane, Eugene Hasenfus, an ex- Marine from Wisconsin 
who had served in Vietnam, prepared to kick the supplies out of the cargo 
bay.1 Hasenfus had traveled down to Nicaragua after being laid off from his 
job as a steelworker, hoping to find some of the adventure he had missed since 
returning from Vietnam.2 He was the only one wearing a parachute, which he 
had borrowed from his brother.3

Shortly after the plane entered Nicaraguan airspace, Sandinista troops shot 
it out of the sky with a surface- to- air missile. As the plane careened out of 
control, Hasenfus leapt out and pulled the cord on his chute. The others had 
mocked him for his caution, but it saved his life. He tried to flee the crash site, 
but Sandinista soldiers found him the next day.4 They handcuffed Hasenfus, 
marched him back to their base, and began showing him off to the media.5 
Within a few hours, Hasenfus’s capture made international news. In captivity, 
he revealed everything he knew about the secret supply operations. His testi-
mony, combined with revelations coming out of Lebanon, Iran, and Washing-
ton, confirmed what so many had alleged over the previous two years—that 
the Reagan administration was still supporting the Contras, in defiance of 
Congress.6

At the time, John Singlaub was on the other side of the world in the Philip-
pines, supposedly working out a murky deal as a private security consultant 
for a group of ex- military men seeking sunken Japanese treasure. Others said 
he was there trying to persuade the Philippine Army to hire U.S. “advisers and 
trainers” in its fight against a band of resilient leftist guerrillas.7 Whatever his 
true purpose, the news of the ill- fated CIA flight and the capture of Hasenfus 
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proved a major distraction. The CIA and Oliver North had failed yet again, he 
thought. In his eyes, the flight was plagued by poor planning from the start. It 
should have been done at night. They should have used a smaller plane. They 
should have left their wallets and identity cards at home, along with the log 
book of other clandestine supply flights. Singlaub was sure that these mistakes 
never would have happened on one of his shipments.8

And so he was shocked a few days later when major news outlets began 
to report that the plane was a part of his Contra operation. Some unnamed 
Reagan administration officials had told the New York Times and other papers 
that Singlaub owned the plane and was running the whole show.9 The White 
House, they claimed, had nothing to do with it.10 By pinning the downed plane 
on Singlaub, the administration was trying to pull media attention away from 
the illegal operation run by Oliver North and other administration officials 
while they destroyed as much incriminating evidence as possible.11 Singlaub’s 
notoriety within the anticommunist international made him an easy scapegoat. 
After all, he had spent the last few years touring the world as a private citizen, 
raising money to buy weapons and supplies for the Contras and other anticom-
munist guerrillas. His efforts did more than just help anticommunists abroad. 
It also took “the heat off of those who were trying to be more covert in their 
actions”—men such as Oliver North and CIA Director Bill Casey. But now, as 
the scandal that would become Iran- Contra erupted, Singlaub spurned the 
role of fall guy.12

The administration’s ruse did not stop the deluge of inquiries. Within a few 
weeks, investigators revealed a conspiracy of startling proportions. Starting in 
1984, when the congressional ban on U.S. aid to the Contras went into effect, 
administration officials had sold arms to Iran to free American hostages in 
Lebanon and then used the proceeds to fund the Contras. Known by its par-
ticipants as the Enterprise, the scheme utilized an “elaborate private network” 
to circumvent congressional authority and, in so doing, violated many U.S. 
laws—not to mention Reagan’s avowed policy of not dealing with terrorists 
or their supporters.13

As congressional leaders began a year- long investigation into the Iran- 
Contra operation, they first focused on how far up the executive command 
chain it went. Their most burning questions centered upon President Reagan: 
How much did he know and when did he know it? Did he give the orders? If 
not, what was his actual role? However, after a presidentially appointed body 
tasked with the initial inquiries into Iran- Contra released a report spotlighting 
Reagan’s “lax management style” and “diminished mental acuity,” congres-
sional investigators shifted their attention to lower- ranking members of the 
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administration who ran the day- to- day operations—Oliver North; his deputy 
in the field, Robert Owen; Elliot Abrams, Assistant Secretary of State for Inter- 
American affairs; and Lewis Tambs, U.S. Ambassador to Costa Rica. These 
men were the primary architects of Iran- Contra operation. How, investigators 
wondered, did they concoct an intricate funding scheme, run an international 
arms pipeline, and manage a parallel foreign policy without any official man-
date from Congress?

These were important questions that targeted some of the most troubling 
aspects of Reagan’s presidency—the eagerness of administration officials to cir-
cumvent the system of checks- and- balances and their reliance upon paramili-
tary enterprises to do so.14 In the end, however, almost all of the guilty parties 
avoided jail time, whether through stymied prosecutions, plea bargains, weak 
sentences, successful appeals, or presidential pardons. And Reagan survived 
the most serious challenge to his presidency even though investigators placed 
the “ultimate responsibility for the events” at his feet.15

Thus, the Iran- Contra investigations and prosecutions failed to punish, 
or even hold accountable, many of the operation’s key players. But they also 
failed another way. For their overwhelming focus on the Reagan administra-
tion’s role in the Iran- Contra operation obscured the world of anticommunist 
internationalism that surrounded it. In so doing, Congress missed many op-
portunities to examine how American citizens—conservative activists, mer-
cenaries, retired military officers like John Singlaub, and others—had worked 
with an array of people outside of the United States to support anticommunist 
guerrillas abroad, not only in Nicaragua but also Angola, Afghanistan, Laos, 
Cambodia, and elsewhere. Moreover, congressional leaders were unable to 
see that activism as part of a movement dating back to the 1950s. Without that 
context, they tended to attribute conservatives’ private anticommunist initia-
tives to the malfeasance of the Reagan administration, an error that exaggerated 
the power of White House officials and diminished that of folks who labored 
in the shadow of the state.

But the paramilitary endeavors undertaken by U.S. conservatives and their 
overseas allies in the 1980s were not simply an outgrowth of the Reagan ad-
ministration’s extralegal operations. Instead, they culminated decades of inter-
national collaboration between anticommunist Americans and kindred forces 
abroad. Since the late 1950s, when Marvin Liebman organized a congress of 
anticommunist groups from four continents, U.S. conservatives had dreamt 
of using private money to build a global movement which they would then 
lead to victory. The paramilitary activities of the Reagan era did not break 
with that history. Rather, activists like John Singlaub took those impulses 
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and ideas—particularly the notion that private groups could succeed where 
state institutions failed—and extended them further into the realms of covert  
warfare.

Iran- Contra halted these campaigns. For the scandal required their ring-
leaders, John Singlaub among them, to spend long periods of time testifying 
in Congress and preparing legal defenses rather than working overseas. Within 
a few years, the collapse of the Soviet Union made the anticommunist inter-
national all but obsolete, a relic of a struggle that no longer existed. Although 
guerrilla wars still raged in many parts of the world, leftists in Asia, Africa, and 
Latin America could no longer count on the Soviet Union for aid. As Soviet 
weapons, supplies, and advisors vanished from the world stage, so did the 
anticommunist international.

Even though the Iran- Contra hearings did not spur a serious reckoning with 
what had gone wrong at the highest levels of U.S. foreign policymaking, they 
made for remarkable spectacle. For months on end, witnesses appeared before 
Congress describing secret arms deals, shadowy go- betweens, misfit mercenar-
ies, executive cover- ups, and a general contempt for U.S. and international law. 
Televised nationally, the hearings offered two competing narratives about the 
role of the state under the Reagan administration. Depending on one’s politics, 
Iran- Contra signified either systemic disregard for the law amongst the high-
est ranks of the administration or the lengths to which true American patriots 
would to go to defend the United States and its allies. One of the Senate’s lead 
counsels summed up the latter view—the Iran- Contra affair stemmed from a 
“mentality” that “made it patriotic to lie to Congress, to circumvent checks and 
balances through covert actions, and to create the Enterprise to do what the 
CIA was not permitted to do.”16

The hearings held more particular meanings for those called as witnesses. 
To them, the congressional spotlight was an occasion to defend their actions 
and condemn those of others. Their disagreements centered on three things—
strategies, motives, and profits. John Singlaub expressed his views over several 
days in May 1987. He appeared before Congress unrepentant, mostly because 
Special Prosecutor Lawrence Walsh had already told Singlaub he would not 
face criminal charges. His time before the committee was also made easier by 
the nearly universal respect that its members gave him. They knew of his sto-
ried career as a special- operations soldier in France, Manchuria, and Vietnam, 
and seemed reticent to challenge such a dedicated serviceman.17

Confident with that appreciation, Singlaub began by explaining his actions 
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as those of a private citizen, albeit one with “combat experience in four wars.”18 
He was not working as an adjunct of the Reagan administration, nor had he 
been hired by Oliver North. His attempts to aid the Contras—and the rest 
of the world’s anticommunist guerrillas, for that matter—stemmed from his 
convictions about freedom, democracy, and the like.19 But his activities were 
never as private as he claimed. His work was often more like that of a contrac-
tor hired to do a job than a volunteer working for a charity—even though he 
did manage to secure large amounts of private donations for the Contras.20

To defend himself from such charges, Singlaub went on the offensive. He 
spent much of his time before Congress offering withering critiques of the 
administration and of Oliver North’s operation. In his eyes, retired Air Force 
general Richard Secord, who had managed the Enterprise’s supply flights, like 
the one carrying Eugene Hasenfus, was a profiteer, gouging millions from 
the arms deals to line his own pockets.21 The same went for cronies like Carl 
“Spitz” Channell, who siphoned millions of dollars from the Enterprise into a 
maze of personal bank accounts. As for the rogues’ gallery of Iranian, Israeli, 
and Lebanese arms merchants and middlemen that made the secret trans-
actions of the Enterprise possible, Singlaub testified that covert operations 
required dealing with shady characters. But he still believed that Oliver North 
had chosen his collaborators unwisely.

Singlaub reserved his harshest words for North, who emerged as a conserva-
tive icon during the hearings. For many right- leaning Americans, North was a 
hero. Good- looking, knowledgeable, and articulate, he was a devoted Catholic, 
family man, and career soldier who exuded a beguiling air of masculinity and 
faith, confidence and belligerence.22 But Singlaub knew a man who was will-
ing to lie and impugn others to advance his own aspirations. Moreover, North 
seemed incapable of running a successful covert operation. He had failed by 
the most important measure—getting caught. Beyond that, North’s scheme to 
channel weapons to the Iranian government and Lebanese terrorists imperiled 
the security of the United States.23 Singlaub later wrote that he “had learned 
too much” about North’s “moral courage to ever respect him again.”24

Even though North’s operation had revealed many of the problems that 
emerged when one tried to privatize covert operations, Singlaub still insisted 
that such schemes were the way forward. When Congress brought up his plan 
to “create a conduit for maintaining a continuous flow of Soviet weapons and 
technology to be utilized by the United States in support of Freedom Fighters 
in Nicaragua, Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Ethiopia, et cetera,” Singlaub 
defended it in no uncertain terms. By using private money to wage secret wars, 
Singlaub said, his scheme did not require “funds from the taxpayer in order to 
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carry out the national policy of this country.” Thus, it enabled the administra-
tion and concerned civilians to undertake operations “which are generally 
covert” to support the “democratic Resistance forces around the world.”25 This 
meant removing Congress, and all of its bureaucratic infighting, from the equa-
tion. As one senator summed it up, Singlaub’s plan, if “fully developed,” would 
produce a “flow of weapons . . . all over the world without the knowledge of 
Congress or the State Department . . . and without accountability.”26

Yet John Singlaub’s plan was never fully developed. In the final months of 1985, 
nearly a year before the Iran- Contra scandal erupted, the Internal Revenue 
Service had already begun investigating the tax- exempt status of Singlaub’s 
United States Council for World Freedom on the basis that the group was 
clearly not a charity and was possibly engaged in illegal or extralegal activities.27 
As the IRS targeted his group, Singlaub also found himself in the crosshairs of 
a pair of investigative journalists. In early 1986, Scott Anderson and Jon Lee 
Anderson (no relation) published a book- length exposé that delved into the 
history of the World Anti- Communist League and Singlaub’s relationship to 
it. The frontispiece, excerpted from a letter the authors received from a former 
League member, said it all: “In considering the World Anti- Communist League 
you have entered a world of ideological fanaticism, radicalism, ignorance, and 
fear which is almost beyond comprehension of the average American . . . your 
subject matter is a collection of oriental fascists, militarists, right- wing terror-
ists who put bombs in civilian airliners, death squads, assassins, criminals and 
many people who are as much opposed to democracy as they are to commu-
nism. You are in some danger yourself.”28

The book, however, was better at documenting connections between right- 
wing groups from different parts of the world than explaining them. It gave little 
attention to the historical processes that enabled those connections, let alone 
the larger world of the international Right in which they evolved. Much of it 
simply catalogued the most distasteful people who had shown up at WACL 
meetings over the years. It also tended to hyperbolize some of the League’s 
activities while glossing over the many conflicts that erupted between its mem-
bers. At times, the WACL appeared as a vast right- wing conspiracy. Its more 
quotidian and symbolic features—the planning of international conferences 
and speaking tours, for instance—rarely appeared in the book’s analysis of what 
the WACL was all about.

Still, the authors’ vignettes about the Nazi collaborators in the Anti- 
Bolshevik Bloc of Nations and the death squad- leaders in the Confederación 
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Anticomunista Latinoamericana evoked the violence and extremism that had 
become hallmarks of the anticommunist international. For that reason, the 
book caused a stir among the American Left, triggering yet more hostile ar-
ticles about Singlaub’s activities in major newspapers and publications such 
as the Covert Action Information Bulletin.29 Predictably, the book had far less 
influence within conservative circles in the United States. Most commenta-
tors on the right simply dismissed its claims, easy enough since its authors 
provided scant evidence.30 As Singlaub explained to a reporter, “these charges 
have surfaced before from people who spend all their waking hours trying to 
spike the work of the WACL. Each time, these charges have been successfully 
proven to be false.”31

Popular scrutiny fed conspiracy theories. In early 1986, just as Inside the 
League hit bookshelves, a newly formed legal group called the Christic Insti-
tute filed a civil lawsuit in a Florida court alleging that John Singlaub, Richard 
Secord, Ted Shackley, and other ex–covert warriors had been operating as a 
“secret team,” controlling the clandestine branches of American foreign policy. 
They were, as one reporter put it, a “shadow government, arming international 
vigilantes and carrying on an outlaw foreign policy, secure in the belief that 
the White House will shield them.”32 Going back to the Vietnam War, the 
Christics said, these men had been running all sorts of illegal covert operations. 
When they left the armed services and the CIA, they had started smuggling 
weapons into Central America and drugs into the United States on the return 
flights.33 There was some truth to these assertions, yet the Christics wrongly 
fingered Singlaub and those around him as cocaine traffickers.34 But for the 
Christics, drug smuggling was just the tip of the iceberg. They alleged that 
Singlaub and others had even conspired to murder those who got too close to 
their operation. For proof of that, they pointed to a 1984 bombing at a Contra 
outpost in Nicaragua that claimed the lives of three journalists and injured 
several more. The Christics placed the blame for the bombing at the feet of 
the “secret team” and asked for $24 million in damages.35 Pressed forward by 
left- leaning activists and lawyers, the Christics’ suit ironically received warm 
support from Bo Gritz, the right- wing paramilitary patriot, who somehow 
slotted Singlaub and his fellow defendants into a global plot to establish a 
“one- world government.”36

Over the next two years, the Christic lawsuit made major headlines in the 
press and major headaches for its targets. Singlaub and the other defendants 
struggled to raise hundreds of thousands of dollars for their legal defenses, 
often by soliciting donations from concerned citizens and conservative 
groups.37 Many of those who gave money did so not only to defend the accused 
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but also to protect the very idea of “private anti- communist initiatives,” as one 
donor confessed.38 With that money, along with personal funds from John 
Singlaub and Ted Shackley, the defendants hired a few high- profile lawyers. 
They mounted an effective if expensive defense, pointing out major gaps in the 
plaintiff ’s evidence and conclusions.39 In 1988, the judge threw out the suit for 
lack of proof and ordered the Christics to pay $1 million in damages.40 But the 
idea of a vast conspiracy continued to echo. The persistence of such thinking 
stemmed from the inability of many contemporaries to see Singlaub and his 
allies in the anticommunist international in their appropriate historical context.

Simply put, they mistook a movement for a conspiracy. While Singlaub and 
others had indeed managed clandestine operations in Vietnam and elsewhere, 
they were not part of a “secret team” that pulled the strings of U.S. foreign 
policy from the shadows. Rather, they were part of a political mobilization, one 
that stretched back to the earliest years of the Cold War. Like previous genera-
tions of anticommunist activists from the United States and abroad, they, too, 
shared the conviction that the U.S. government was failing in its mission to 
fight communism, and that the private sector could take up the slack. They 
trafficked in similar ideas and worked to similar ends.

What differentiated the private anticommunist campaigns of the 1980s 
from earlier ones was the shift from propaganda to paramilitary warfare. In so 
doing, Singlaub and those around him had tried to harness the weapons and 
technologies that states used without the public accountability that came with 
formal state action. And yet, despite those affinities, the private- sector play-
ers in the Iran- Contra operation were never working entirely in concert with 
one another—let alone running a shadow government as a cabal of seemingly 
omnipotent policymakers. As the hearings revealed, they often clashed with 
one another about prices, motives, allies, goals, and a host of other concerns. 
And while some of their activities unfolded in secret—particularly arms deals—
many were quite public, like Singlaub’s globetrotting tours to raise funds for the 
world’s anticommunist rebels or his efforts to lobby Congress on their behalf.

More importantly, Singlaub and other ex–covert warriors did not create or 
command the global network of private anticommunist groups that operated 
at the base of the Iran- Contra scandal. For that network extended far beyond 
Americans’ attempts to free hostages and arm guerrillas. Because of its breadth, 
it was diffuse and contentious, always more contingent on the aims and actions 
of people outside the United States than most Americans ever acknowledged.

That dynamic was still at play in the 1980s, even as men like John Singlaub 
imagined themselves at the forefront of a global anticommunist crusade. 
Therefore, despite the time, money, and effort that Singlaub and others in-
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vested in their attempts to aid the world’s anticommunist guerrillas, they never 
were able to control them or their allies. Armed groups, whether in Nicaragua, 
Angola, Afghanistan, or Cambodia, had their own plans. Their talk of an inter-
national crusade against communism was rarely heartfelt. More often, it was 
designed to win the hearts and minds of Americans, particularly wealthy con-
servatives who could donate to their cause or influence U.S. policymakers. In 
that sense, John Singlaub and other ex–covert warriors struggled to confront 
the same problem that had doomed previous attempts to foment a global an-
ticommunist revolution—the international Right was much older, larger, and 
more complex than they had assumed. That was what made John Singlaub’s 
dream of an anticommunist international fighting wars of national liberation 
on three continents so difficult to realize.

The dream died when the Cold War ended. Within a few years, many of 
the groups that had formed the core of the anticommunist international dis-
appeared. Others tried to adjust to new geopolitical realities. Leaders from 
the World Anti- Communist League, for instance, sought to keep up with the 
times by rechristening their organization the World League for Freedom and 
Democracy.41 Without a clear enemy, however, the group lost its purpose. By 
the mid-1990s, shorn of its overarching mission and international elements, it 
had been reduced to little more than a lobbying group for Taiwan’s government 
and business leaders. Likewise, leaders of the Anti- Bolshevik Bloc of Nations 
rejoiced at the fall of communism in Eastern Europe. But since they had aged 
considerably or died by the 1990s, they played little part rebuilding post- Soviet 
governments in their homelands, although some became national heroes.42

In the United States a similar process unfolded. Almost overnight, the net-
work of private anticommunist groups, which had been growing in fits and 
starts since Marvin Liebman and others laid its foundations in the 1950s, closed 
up shop. While many conservative activists remained passionate about a par-
ticular struggle in one part of the world or another, especially Nicaragua and 
Afghanistan, they felt less of a need to build an international movement. As 
Americans withdrew from the overseas circles in which they had been work-
ing for decades, the anticommunist international unraveled from within. If 
the most important thread that tied that movement together was the shared 
conviction that communism had to be defeated, then the collapse of the Soviet 
Union made such a mission all but obsolete.

To put it simply, the anticommunist international could not survive the 
end of the Cold War because it was based upon a mutual sense of what its 
members were against, not what they were for. Other concerns were always 
present—most obviously Christian salvation and free- market triumphalism—
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but they never served as paramount goals and, for that reason, were more 
fully realized when loosed from the overarching framework of anticommunist 
internationalism. Indeed, neoliberal acolytes and evangelical missionaries were 
better suited to shaping what came after communism than they were at working 
toward its defeat. They found leaders in formerly communist countries to be 
far more receptive to their ideas—particularly neoliberal “shock therapy”—than 
they ever imagined during the Cold War.43

The deeply rooted conviction that international communism was a one- 
size- fits- all explanation for the world’s conflicts never encompassed, or even 
acknowledged, the complexity of different struggles in different parts of the 
world. Instead, it sought to draw them into a grand historical narrative of free-
dom versus tyranny. Enduring armed conflict after the Cold War, however, 
revealed that narrative as wishful thinking. As U.S. aid for the world’s scattered 
anticommunist guerrillas evaporated after 1991, many of those groups con-
tinued to fight on, finding new allies and new enemies. But few in the United 
States seemed to care now that the Soviets were gone. So the anticommunist 
international vanished from our historical memory just as the Cold War ended.

Although the anticommunist international died, the impulses that animated 
its paramilitary campaigns in the Cold War persisted. Nowhere was that more 
clear than in the rise of private military firms (PMFs), colloquially known as 
military contractors. For some Americans, the connections between Cold War 
anticommunist activism and these new for- profit ventures were self- evident. 
Looking back on his time in Central America, Robert Brown of Soldier of For-
tune magazine believed his training units “were the first modern ‘contractors,’ as 
we provided combat experienced military personnel—former Marine Recon, 
SEALs, Special Forces, Rangers, etc.—to assist the U.S. in both El Salvador and 
against the Sandinistas.”44 Over the following decade, the magazine continued 
to send teams of retired special operations soldiers to teach others how to fight, 
most notably in crumbling Yugoslavia, where the Soldier of Fortune staff trained 
Croatian military and paramilitary units.45

Yet the magazine’s haphazard missions, funded by donations and under-
taken without a clear profit incentive, were hardly the wave of the future. They 
were quickly overshadowed by large- scale market- driven approaches to war. 
Rather than a dozen ex- soldiers working informally with whichever armed 
group they could find, as was generally the case with the Soldier of Fortune mis-
sions, these new enterprises operated as sizable corporations with thousands of 
employees serving lucrative contracts for governments, often in several differ-
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ent countries at the same time. In the 1990s and early 2000s, an array of PMFs 
appeared on the international stage, mostly from the United States, Britain, 
France, Germany, and South Africa. These enterprises derived primarily from 
the attempts of retired military and intelligence officers to manage and mon-
etize the armed conflicts that emerged as the Cold War ended. Believing the 
private sector could wage better—and cheaper—wars than states could, those 
who started PMFs promised two major advantages over traditional militaries. 
First, they enhanced the abilities of governments, including the United States, 
to pursue geopolitical interests without deploying their own armies, thereby 
removing war- making from the realm of popular debate and citizen sacrifice. 
Second, by shielding their operations from public scrutiny, PMFs offered new 
ways for states to clandestinely support unpopular or undemocratic regimes 
with horrendous human rights records.46

American PMFs evolved in dialogue with similar enterprises in other parts 
of the world. The most influential early private military firm appeared in South 
Africa in the late 1980s. Known as Executive Outcomes, its origins and develop-
ment mirrored the migration of American covert warriors into private enter-
prises in the 1970s and 1980s, but with much greater success. Founded in 1989, 
Executive Outcomes was almost entirely composed of retired soldiers from the 
elite units of the South African Defense Force (SADF). Its director, Eeben Bar-
low, had spent his career fighting guerrilla wars in Angola, Namibia, Rhodesia, 
and South Africa. As the apartheid state collapsed and the SADF faced large 
personnel cuts, Barlow started Executive Outcomes and set about recruiting 
soldiers who were now out of work. More than a thousand signed on.47

The firm soon found its first payday in Angola. Although the company was 
run by soldiers who had spent most of their careers fighting African nationalists 
and defending apartheid, their new work in the private sector had no consistent 
ideology beyond making money. In Angola, Executive Outcomes took a con-
tract with the vaguely Marxist MPLA government to launch an assault against 
Jonas Savimbi’s UNITA strongholds. A few years before, when the Cold War 
paradigm held sway for South Africa’s military leadership, Savimbi had been a 
firm ally. Now, in 1992, with the Cold War over and serious profits up for grabs, 
the Executive Outcomes leadership had no qualms about switching sides. By 
1994, Barlow had taken another lucrative contract in Sierra Leone to fight the 
rebels of the Revolutionary United Front, who had taken control over many of 
the country’s diamond mines. In both places, Executive Outcomes managed 
every aspect of war- making. By most accounts the firm was far superior to the 
troops of the Angolan and Sierra Leonean governments.48 Yet international 
observers were troubled by the creation of a powerful private army in Africa, 
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and pressured Angola and Sierra Leone to end their contracts. Executive Out-
comes shut up shop in 1998, though Barlow and other commanders quickly 
started new enterprises.49

In the United States, right- leaning ex- military men found inspiration in the 
Executive Outcomes model. Here was a solution to the problems that had 
doomed paramilitary endeavors in the 1980s. By forming contracts with the 
state, for- profit private military ventures moved from an extralegal realm to 
a legal one. In the mid-1990s, a series of PMFs appeared in the United States. 
Some such as DynCorp, headquartered just outside of Washington, D.C., 
had been working for decades as contractors for the U.S. military and sim-
ply expanded their operations into new terrains such as logistical support for 
American soldiers, security services for VIPs, and the training of military and 
police forces in Iraq and Afghanistan.50 Others, such as Military Professional 
Resources Incorporated, were new companies that built their businesses by 
advising military operations in the Balkans—efforts that often overlapped 
with those of private arms dealers who maintained the flow of weapons into 
these conflicts despite United Nations’ restrictions.51 In both cases, American 
PMFs derived from the idea that the private sector could take over the state’s 
war- making capabilities, and that retired Special Forces soldiers, in particular, 
should lead such endeavors.

Erik Prince, founder and owner of Blackwater and its latter- day successors, 
showed that. Prince was the son of a wealthy businessman from western Michi-
gan, a man who spent much of his fortune funding conservative causes—work 
that his children continue to this day.52 He grew up in the lap of luxury, but in 
his own telling, always chose the hard and righteous path.53 So he joined the 
Navy, serving first as a junior officer, and then as a member of the Navy’s elite 
special- operations force, the SEALs. Yet his time in the service convinced him 
that governmental bureaucracies and complex interagency rivalries caused 
“shocking dysfunction,” impeding effective military operations. The only solu-
tion, in his eyes, was to “return to what made America great in the first place: 
individual initiative and competition.”54

Prince’s convictions about the beneficence of markets and their fundamen-
tal role in shaping U.S. history echoed a previous generation of Americans who 
had sought to use private means in pursuit of foreign- policy goals. So did his 
belief that the United States’ ability to wage covert warfare had declined pre-
cipitously since the 1970s—the same argument that John Singlaub and others 
made decades before. But whereas Singlaub’s efforts to privatize covert opera-
tions had at best a mixed record of success, Blackwater was by any measure 
a major triumph. In the early 2000s, Prince transformed his company from 
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a small outfit offering training to cops and soldiers at a rural North Carolina 
facility into one of the world’s largest private military firms serving contracts 
in more than a dozen nations in Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. Initially, 
Blackwater troops supplemented U.S. military operations but soon they took 
on their own missions.55

Most of Blackwater’s men had served in combat with the U.S. military and 
had signed on with the firm in the hopes of securing better pay than they had 
received in the service of the U.S. government.56 But for Prince and his allies in 
the CIA and Defense Department, Blackwater was not simply offering combat 
veterans better pay and better lives. More importantly, the firm promised a new 
and more efficient way to make war. “Where the Pentagon needs a hundred 
men to get a job done, a private company can do it with ten,” he wrote in 2013. 
Blackwater “saved the taxpayers money” since market mechanisms kept the 
firm “focused on delivering a great product at a competitive price.”57 Beyond 
cost efficiency, Prince liked to think of his outfit as part of the United States’ 
long history of “outsourcing” military professionals dating back to the Revo-
lutionary War and continuing thereafter—although Prince conveniently elided 
the messy details of the Iran- Contra operation and the Reagan Doctrine.58

For all of Prince’s certainty that private firms were more efficient than state- 
run military and intelligence forces, he rarely acknowledged that his company 
could not have come into existence, let alone thrived, without state resources—
and not just lucrative government contracts. After all, his troops had received 
the bulk of their training and combat experience as part of the United States 
military. That was what made them effective soldiers in the first place. More-
over, the firm, like many other defense contractors and private military compa-
nies, benefitted from direct and indirect links with state officials—relationships 
best exemplified in Prince’s decision to hire former CIA Director Cofer Black 
to run a new intelligence wing of Blackwater.

Blackwater was, of course, only one of many private military firms founded 
by Americans as the Cold War ended. While it endured years of national and 
international scrutiny over the actions of its employees in Iraq, most other 
companies worked under the radar, serving contracts with little fanfare or 
oversight. Sometimes, the links between these new endeavors and the para-
military undertakings of the Iran- Contra operation were obvious.

Such was the case of Duane “Dewey” Clarridge, a CIA officer who had been 
a central part of the Enterprise, having mined Nicaragua’s harbors in 1984. In 
the aftermath of the Iran- Contra hearings, Clarridge was indicted on seven 
counts of perjury and making false statements, though President George H. W. 
Bush granted him a pardon in 1992 before his trial finished. In the years after-
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wards, Clarridge kept a low profile, writing a memoir about his exploits as 
a spy. In 1998, while working as a private consultant for the Department of 
Defense, he authored a plan to insert thousands of Iraqi exiles and American 
commandos into Iraq to bring down Saddam Hussein’s regime—a throwback 
to the Nicaraguan Contras that never went anywhere. Growing dissatisfied 
with the CIA and its human intelligence capabilities, he dreamt of starting 
his own intelligence firm, which would be leaner and meaner than the CIA 
since it would be free from government oversight and bureaucratic wrangling. 
As journalist Mark Mazzetti writes, “It would be like the Office of Strategic 
Services but updated for the world of the twenty- first century—a world domi-
nated by corporations, loose multinational criminal and terror networks, and 
multinational institutions.”59

Most of the CIA’s leadership had turned its back on Clarridge, but he main-
tained a few relationships with retired special- operations veterans. Teaming up 
in 2009, they created the American International Security Corporation and 
assembled a network of Americans, Britons, Pakistanis, and Afghanis whom 
Clarridge hoped would serve as spies, moving undetected in the underworlds 
of Kabul, Peshawar, and elsewhere. Clarridge worked out a multimillion- dollar 
contract with an official in the Defense Department to set up an “off the books 
spy operation” that sent intelligence back into official channels. But the CIA 
grew worried that Clarridge’s network was providing faulty intelligence. His 
information had prompted an errant drone strike that killed several Arab men 
who were serving as double- agents for Pakistani intelligence. In 2010, the CIA 
and the U.S. military broke ties with Clarridge and revoked the company’s 
contract.60 When all of this became public, an unnamed American official 
explained that “it’s generally a bad idea to have freelancers running around a 
war zone pretending to be James Bond.”61

Growing public outcry about the use of PMFs in Iraq, Afghanistan, and else-
where has unfolded in conversation with academics, mostly political scientists 
and international relations experts, who seek to explain how and why such 
enterprises became a regular feature of combat in the post–Cold War era. Most 
scholars tend to view the rise of private military firms such as Blackwater as 
simply the latest incarnation of mercenaries, part of a long history that stretches 
back thousands of years. They emphasize that the modern age in which states 
supposedly gained monopoly over war- making, the last two hundred years or 
so, now appears to have been both short- lived and incomplete. The end of the 
Cold War, in this narrative, brought about a reversion to an earlier model of 
war- making, in which states hire mercenaries to do their bidding. The downsiz-
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ing of militaries around the world after the Cold War, and the subsequent flow 
of their weapons onto a global black market, hastened that shift.

Such a perspective has many merits. But it is insufficient to fully explain 
the rise of PMFs. Viewing them as both a post–Cold War phenomenon and 
a return to pre- modern past obscures how they are actually a product of the 
Cold War itself, of the ways in which civilians and retired soldiers sought to 
change the world.62 As this story has shown, the major historical forces that 
triggered the rise of PMFs—the migration of soldiers into private firms and the 
growing conviction that such enterprises were better suited than states to wage 
war—had deep roots in the Cold War, particularly its later stages.

Those forces did not cease after 1991. Rather, the end of the Cold War ac-
celerated and redirected them into new arenas. During the Cold War, the an-
ticommunist international was a main outlet for a number of private military 
endeavors. When it ended, the ideological and institutional successors of those 
endeavors—corporatized private military firms—turned to new conflicts. But 
they did so without the overriding political mission that had unified previ-
ous attempts. In other words, the end of the Cold War shifted the impulse to 
privatize war onto a more diverse ideological terrain populated with competing 
concerns about politics and profits.

The rise of private military firms has, ironically, done little to quell Ameri-
cans’ fantasies of getting foreigners to fight their wars—the core of the Reagan 
Doctrine. In 2014, as the Islamic State gained control over large swaths of terri-
tory in Iraq and Syria, U.S. leaders struggled for a response.63 After more than 
a decade of war in Iraq and Afghanistan, few thought that U.S. soldiers could 
or should be called upon to fight the Islamic State. That caused Fox News 
anchor Bill O’Reilly to present a plan for a “volunteer mercenary army” of 
tens of thousands of fighters drawn from all over the world. “We would select 
them, special forces would train them,” he explained. It would be a “25,000-man 
force to be deployed to fight on the ground against worldwide terrorism. Not 
just ISIS.”64 O’Reilly’s plan was immediately ridiculed by many commenta-
tors, including his guest on that particular program, Tom Nichols, a professor 
of military strategy and a former Army officer, who told O’Reilly this was a 
“terrible idea not just as a practical matter but a moral matter. It’s a morally 
corrosive idea to try to outsource our national security.”65

Yet when viewed through the lens of the anticommunist international, it 
is easy to spot in O’Reilly’s plan the same kind of thinking that undergirded 
conservatives’ paramilitary campaigns in the Cold War, especially its later years. 
The United States was not up to the task of fighting this new global threat, 
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and so Americans needed someone else to do it. “We need ground forces,” 
O’Reilly explained. “However, the American people, perhaps rightly so, don’t 
want to send any more of our troops into these chaotic countries. What about 
a mercenary army, elite fighters well paid, well trained to defeat terrorists all 
over the world?”66

What indeed. Shorn of the overarching project of anticommunist inter-
nationalism, the impulse to pay foreigners to do the United States’ dirty work 
took on a more defensive and more nationalistic posture in the Global War 
on Terror. Bill O’Reilly and John Singlaub might have agreed on means, but 
their ends were starkly different. Singlaub conceived of a global revolution, 
and talked in the idioms of national liberation. His was a lofty project, some-
thing that would propel a fundamental shift in the course of human history. 
O’Reilly, on the other hand, spoke only of American problems and American 
goals. Foreign fighters may share some convictions about the need to fight 
“worldwide terrorism” with their American paymasters, but what really mat-
tered was securing U.S. geopolitical interests. His was an international project 
solely for American aims.

The ideas and impulses that sustained the paramilitary campaigns of the 1980s 
also redounded in unpredictable ways in the United States. The notion that or-
dinary men and women could become independent agents of historical change 
by picking up arms—another key element of the Reagan Doctrine—inspired 
a series of right- wing radical groups whose violent campaigns escalated in the 
late 1980s and early 1990s. And like earlier efforts, these groups also drew upon 
the experience and skills of disgruntled Americans soldiers. More than that, 
they trafficked in similar tropes about the U.S. government, particularly its in-
ability to protect its citizens and pursue their best interests.67 Some guarded 
the U.S.-Mexico border, hoping to capture migrants entering the country il-
legally—private volunteer border patrols that straddled the line between over-
night camps for wannabe soldiers and deadly interdiction forces.68

Other right- wing groups took the notion that the U.S. government could 
not be trusted a few giant leaps further. In their visions, the state was not just 
incapable. It was irreparably malevolent. In the mid-1980s, as American men 
cycled back from Nicaragua and other overseas battlegrounds, several right- 
wing paramilitary groups in the United States were preparing for an apocalyp-
tic showdown with the federal government. They believed the state had been 
taken over by Jews, communists, African Americans, foreigners—or some com-
bination of those groups—and was now bent on crushing individual freedom 
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by levying unjust taxes, passing gun- control laws, allowing interracial marriage, 
preaching multiculturalism, and a host of other concerns. For years, those ideas 
had circulated throughout an underground press and right- wing novels—above 
all, The Turner Diaries, William Pierce’s fantasy tale about a guerrilla war against 
the totalitarian incarnation of the U.S. state known as the System.69

In Michigan, Montana, Missouri, and elsewhere, right- wing groups drilled 
their members, shot their weapons, and talked of the war to come. While most 
just practiced combat, a few enacted their guerrilla fantasies, mostly with dis-
mal results. Members of a group called The Covenant, the Sword, and the Arm 
of the Lord, based in rural Missouri, stockpiled a vast arsenal to fight what they 
called the Zionist Occupation Government, but the group’s leaders were soon 
rounded up by the FBI, charged with weapons violations, and issued lengthy 
prison sentences.70 The same went for the white- separatist group known as 
The Order. Named after the guerrilla organization in the Turner Diaries, its 
members robbed banks and armored cars, murdered Jewish talk- radio host 
Alan Berg, and tried to establish a “White Sovereign National State” in the 
Pacific Northwest. The group fell apart after a violent clash with federal au-
thorities on an Idaho compound that killed The Order’s leader, a neo- Nazi 
named Bob Matthews. But others carried on, hoarding weapons and preparing 
for war.71

As the Cold War ended, these armed Americans grew convinced that the 
forces of totalitarianism were gaining ground in the United States. For proof 
of that, they pointed to two events which rippled like shockwaves through the 
Far Right. In 1992, on a remote mountaintop in Ruby Ridge, Idaho, federal 
agents had tried to serve white separatist Randy Weaver a warrant for weapons 
violations. A standoff ensued, marked by occasional shots from both sides. 
When the smoke cleared, Weaver’s son and wife and a federal agent lay dead.72 
The following year, in Waco, Texas, federal authorities engaged in a standoff 
with the Branch Davidians, a millenarian Christian sect with a cache of illegal 
weapons on a fortified compound. After fifty- one days, the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) launched a military- style raid, sparking a fire that 
gutted the compound, killing at least seventy- six people, including twenty- one 
children.73 To the armed Right—the survivalists, the militias, the Christian 
Identity groups, and so on—these events signaled the start of a war.74 

That was how Timothy McVeigh, a Gulf War veteran, Army Ranger wash-
out, and militia sympathizer, saw things. Having witnessed the siege at Waco 
from the hood of his car, he wanted to strike back. On April 19, 1995, McVeigh 
used a fertilizer bomb to blow up the federal building in Oklahoma City. A 
state trooper arrested him a few hours later, discovering photocopies of the 
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Turner Diaries in his car.75 McVeigh’s act of terror, which tore the side off the 
building, killing 169 people, caused Americans of all stripes to search for its 
meaning. Commentators on the right condemned him for killing innocents 
but nevertheless contended that the real cause for his anger and violence was 
the federal government itself, which had ridden roughshod over Americans’ 
constitutional liberties, religious freedoms, and their right to arms. To be sure, 
that worldview had been coalescing in right- wing publications for decades. But 
the events at Waco and Ruby Ridge made it real and brought it into the minds 
of millions. As historian Garry Wills wrote in 1995, Waco and Ruby Ridge 
took all of the Right’s fears and rolled them into one: “People protecting their 
own families on their own property were killed by governmental agencies, 
including the hated anti- gun agency, for trying to defend their religious beliefs 
with constitutionally protected firearms.” At Waco and Ruby Ridge, “Freedom 
lovers confronted the jackbooted thugs,” and paid the ultimate price for it.76

In many ways, the resilient belief that armed civilians could vanquish the 
federal government was firmly rooted in what many right- leaning Americans 
understood about the guerrilla wars of the Cold War. In the wake of Ruby 
Ridge and Waco, Wayne LaPierre, the long- serving head of the National Rifle 
Association, analogized American gun ownership to an array of overseas con-
flicts going back to the 1950s. “The claim that an armed populace cannot suc-
cessfully resist assault stems from an unproven theory,” he wrote in 1994. “The 
twentieth century provides no example of a determined populace with access 
to small arms having been defeated by a modern army. The Russians lost in 
Afghanistan, the United States lost in Vietnam, and the French lost in Indo- 
China. In each case, it was the poorly armed populace that beat the ‘modern’ 
army. In China, Cuba, and Nicaragua, the established leaders Chiang Kai- Shek, 
Batista, and Somoza lost. Modern nations like Algeria, Angola, Ireland, Israel, 
Mozambique, and Zimbabwe only existed because guerrilla warfare can tri-
umph over modern armies.”77 LaPierre’s reading of history was specious since 
most of the guerrillas he referred to “had tanks, missiles, the organization of 
‘modern armies,’ and the help of outside governments,” as Garry Wills pointed 
out.78 Nevertheless, by omitting those details, LaPierre offered a simplified, 
generalized, and idealized vision of guerrilla combat, one that was inspired as 
much by communist guerrillas as their anticommunist counterparts. Resusci-
tating an old idea on the right, LaPierre insisted that ordinary men with guns 
were the only real guarantors of freedom.

The Oklahoma City bombing was exceptional, but only in its scale and 
toll, not its ideological thrust. In recent years, other Americans have embraced 
the same basic assumptions that McVeigh clung to while also linking them 
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to new fears. Some think the United States government is really a front for a 
tyrannical conspiracy called the New World Order, or NWO, which wants to 
strip U.S. citizens of their rights—starting with their right to keep and bear 
arms. Once Americans are rendered defenseless, the theory holds, they, too, 
will be enslaved by the NWO.79 Today, the Oath Keepers, a heavily armed 
militia comprised of former and active soldiers and police officers, arrays it-
self against the power of the federal government, while many of its members 
subscribe to the New World Order theory. Oath Keepers have been present 
at a number of recent flashpoints—Ferguson, Missouri, the Bundy Ranch in 
Nevada, and the 2015 seizure of a Bureau of Land Management wildlife refuge 
in Oregon—preaching that armed insurrection is the only option left for true 
American “patriots.”80

For all of their novelty, right- wing militias have continued the paramilita-
rism that had emerged in many different arenas of American life throughout 
the Cold War. Like private military firms, they form another point along the 
historical trajectory by which war- making shifted from states to non- state ac-
tors in the closing decades of the Cold War. More than that, they illuminate, 
alongside SWAT teams and other forms of paramilitary policing, the increas-
ingly inward turn of the militarization that undergirded the United States’ quest 
for global leadership since 1945.81

Despite their intense inward focus and fierce racial nationalism, the militias 
and their acolytes are also a part of global history. For when the Cold War 
ended, they drew closer to similar groups in Europe. But they did so without 
the glue of anticommunism. Instead, they reinvigorated older discourses and 
assumptions of a shared racial identity. Making the case that white people 
in the United States and Europe inherited a common ethnic, cultural, and 
religious past—and therefore faced similar challenges in the post–Cold War 
era—they utilized the internet to network across borders and attract new ad-
herents. They circulated texts, populated chat rooms and message boards, and 
planned gatherings. They denounced immigrants and nonwhites as inferior 
and unassimilable, and ranted about Jewish conspiracies for world domina-
tion. Neo- Nazi bands sold each other’s records and played shows together. 
Holocaust deniers hosted joint conferences. Klan leaders visited Britain and 
Germany, and German and British neo- fascists toured the United States. Wil-
liam Pierce published The Turner Diaries in French and German.82

In their world, rights and nationhood stemmed from blood and soil and 
violence. Therefore, white nationalists in the United States and Europe had 
to work together to achieve the same goals in separate nations. As one Brit-
ish fascist put it, “It is not an American fight, or a British fight, or a German 
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fight. It is a white fight, and we’ve got to win it.”83 That worldview reinforced 
an affinity for ethnic cleansing of the kind that wracked Yugoslavia and other 
post- communist states in Europe. Indeed, some 200 American neo- Nazis had 
traveled to Croatia in 1992, where they fought with the paramilitaries of the 
Croatian Defense Forces, joining right- wingers from France, Germany, Aus-
tria, and elsewhere who had also volunteered.84 More often, far- right groups 
targeted enemies at home. Americans were better armed, and thus amassed 
a greater body count, since stronger gun laws in most European countries 
prevented their citizens from acquiring large amounts of weapons. Europeans 
generally preferred beatings, stabbings, and arson over large- scale paramilitary 
action. But that was not always the case. In 2011, Norway’s Anders Breivik set 
off a car bomb in downtown Oslo before massacring dozens of teenagers at an 
island retreat, actions that left 79 people dead and more than 300 wounded.85 
At his trial, Breivik explained that he had been inspired by Timothy McVeigh.86 
His rambling 1,500-page manifesto, plagiarized in large part from other sources, 
often quoted American Richard Spencer, a history PhD dropout and leading 
light in the unfolding “alt- right” movement.87

The Right’s revolution persists in other ways. Ideological and material col-
laboration between individuals and groups in the United States and Europe 
has helped propel the recent rise of what many commentators on both sides 
of the Atlantic call “right- wing populism.” Although most of these movements 
seek change through the ballot rather than the bullet, they nevertheless call for 
a “revolution” against a world system supposedly dominated by multicultural-
ists and economic elites who champion globalization, migration, and inter- 
connectedness over race and nation. France’s National Front leader Marine 
Le Pen promises a “revolution” against the “globalists” based on “patriotism, 
proximity, liberty.”88 Dutch far- right politician Geert Wilders claims he’s lead-
ing a “patriotic revolution” so his followers can “fight for the preservation of 
their own people.”89

In the United States, President Donald J. Trump and his supporters used 
the same words. Guided to office—at least in part—by lawyer and lobbyist 
Paul Manafort, who had spent the 1980s working on behalf of the late Angolan 
guerrilla leader Jonas Savimbi, Trump pledged to lay siege to the U.S. political 
establishment.90 “This is a revolution,” one supporter gushed in the heady 
moments after Trump’s surprise Electoral College victory. The conservative 
daily Washington Times went further, editorializing that this was a “new Ameri-
can Revolution,” and that Trump was ready to lead the country in a “war for 
the nation’s future,” a war in which the main enemies were at home—“Mrs. 
Clinton, Mr. Obama and the Democrats”—not overseas.91 Another talked of 
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a “Trump revolution” against “leftist cockroaches” that would “save the world 
from the path of self- destruction by the vices of our own virtues”—whatever 
that meant.92 Meanwhile, Trump elevated to his inner circle “alt- right” ideo-
logue Steve Bannon—a man who fancies himself a Leninist revolutionary and 
who is obsessed with the thought of a “cleansing war.”93

Such claims speak to the power of revolution as a metaphor, as well as its 
implicit violence. But they also reveal how much it has changed over the last 
few decades. If we are to make sense of what the Right’s revolution means 
today, then we must reckon with its past. It is not a pleasant history, but it is 
a necessary one.
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Note on Sources

This story delves into a shadowy world of people who tried to shield their 
activities from outside view. Unsurprisingly, they left behind a partial, scat-
tered, and sometimes deceptive paper trail which presents a serious challenge 
for researchers. To navigate that obstacle, I have pulled widely from U.S. and 
international sources, including governmental records and documents, private 
correspondence, congressional hearings and reports, direct- mail broadsides, 
newsletters, magazines, newspapers, radio and television programs, films, and 
reports from international human- rights organizations.

Insofar as this story has an archival spine, it comes from the Hoover Insti-
tution for War, Revolution, and Peace, housed at Stanford University. This 
archive offered thousands of pages of documents about the people who made 
up the international anticommunist movement and their role in shaping the 
guerrilla wars of the global South. Especially helpful were the many files of 
correspondence between Americans and their allies in Asia, Africa, Europe, 
and Latin America, and the internal reports of private anticommunist groups. 
Other U.S. archives, such as the National Security Archive at George Wash-
ington University, the Bancroft Library at the University of California, the 
Chicago Historical Society, the University of Kansas’s Spencer Research Li-
brary, Columbia University’s Rare Book and Manuscript Library, and New 
York University’s Tamiment Library and Robert F. Wagner Archives, offered 
further insight into how and why American conservatives sought common 
cause with anticommunists abroad, and what those connections amounted 
to. I have tried to gain a better sense of what U.S. policymakers thought and 
did about these groups by visiting the Reagan, Carter, and Ford Presidential 
Libraries, and by mining declassified reports from the Department of State, 
the Department of Defense, and the CIA. While many files remain closed to 
researchers, these archives offer a fuller understanding of just how much—or 
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more often how little—the U.S. government was involved with private anti-
communist initiatives.

Overseas archives also proved crucial to this study. The most important 
was Paraguay’s Centro de Documentación y Archivo para la Defensa de los 
Derechos Humanos, colloquially known as the Archive of Terror. Discovered 
in an abandoned house in suburban Asunción in 1992, three years after the 
fall of Paraguay’s right- wing dictator Alfredo Stroessner, the archive remains 
the most complete documentary record of the anticommunist crusade of 
Latin America’s southern cone military regimes, especially their transnational 
program of kidnapping, torture, and murder called Operation Condor. Be-
yond documenting collaboration between the secret intelligence branches 
of Paraguay, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, and several other countries, 
the Archive of Terror also holds thousands of documents about the activities 
of private anticommunist groups in Latin America, Asia, and Europe. These 
files offered new vistas into what non- Americans thought about their allies in 
the United States, as well as insights into organizations in which Americans 
played no significant part.

Other overseas archives helped fill in this story. The National Archives of the 
United Kingdom offered many declassified reports from British intelligence 
services about guerrilla groups in Eastern Europe in the 1950s and mercenaries 
in Rhodesia and Angola in the 1970s. South Korea’s Syngman Rhee Institute, 
in partnership with the Woodrow Wilson Center for International Studies, 
has built an online archive with hundreds of documents from anticommunist 
groups in South Korea, Taiwan, South Vietnam, and other states. I have used 
these files to better explain how private groups and state officials from across 
Asia interacted with one another, as well as how they collaborated with people 
from Europe, Latin America, and Africa.

I have also made extensive use of the Central Intelligence Agency’s online 
archive of declassified documents, in addition to CIA documents that I received 
through Freedom of Information Act requests. While the agency’s staff re-
dacted many of these reports for “reasons of national security,” the documents 
nonetheless shed much light onto many of the actors and organizations that 
moved through the global anticommunist underworld. The Digital National 
Security Archive, through the peerless declassification efforts of its archivists, 
offered a more complete view of CIA operations in the global South and their 
links to private anticommunist groups.

The online archives of the Foreign Broadcast Information Service, a federal 
body that monitored and disseminated the reports of hundreds of foreign news 
outlets during the Cold War, helped me gain a better understanding of what 
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people in Asia, Africa, Europe, and Latin America said about the anticommu-
nist international and its dreams of global revolution. This archive also sheds 
some light onto what Soviet officials thought about my subjects, as it holds 
translated dispatches from the USSR’s official propaganda agencies.

I have supplemented this material with many articles from the official pub-
lications of anticommunist groups in Taiwan, West Germany, Mexico, and 
elsewhere, as well as newspaper articles and other published materials from 
a dozen countries in Latin America, Asia, Africa, and Europe. I owe a special 
debt to the many journalists from the New York Times, Washington Post, Los 
Angeles Times, and other publications whose tireless investigative reporting 
made clear so many aspects of this story.

Combined, these documents have allowed me tell a story about a world of 
people who hoped to hide their actions from the scrutiny of outsiders and the 
judgement of history. Many of its protagonists died thinking they had done 
exactly that. Many of those still alive endeavored to do so by denying my re-
quests for interviews and documents. And so, by reconstructing their actions, 
I have sought not only to cast light onto darkness, to reveal what they wish to 
keep hidden. Much more than that, I have tried to explain what it all means.
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